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Abstract
What are ‘educational typefaces’ and why are they needed today? Do Arabic 
beginners need special typefaces that can simplify learning further? If so, what 
features should they have? Research findings on the complexity of learning Arabic 
confirm that the majority of language textbooks and pedagogic materials lead to 
challenging learning environments due to the poor quality of book design, text-heavy 
content and the restricted amount of visuals used. The complexity of the data and 
insufficient design quality of the learning materials reviewed in this practice-based 
research demand serious thought toward simplification, involving experts in the fields 
of graphic communication, learning and typeface design. The study offers solutions to 
some of the problems that arise in the course of designing language-learning books 
by reviewing selected English learning and information design books and methods of 
guidance for developing uniform learning material for basic Arabic.
Key findings from this study confirm the significant role of Arabic designers and 
educators in the production of efficient and effective learning materials. Their role 
involves working closely with Arabic instructors, mastering good language skills and 
being aware of the knowledge available. Also, selecting legible typefaces with distinct 
design characteristics to help fulfil various objectives of the learning unit. 
This study raises awareness of the need for typefaces that can attract people to learn 
Arabic more easily within a globalized world. The absence of such typefaces led to 
the exploration of simplified twentieth-century Arabic typefaces that share a similar 
idea of facilitating reading and writing, and resolving script and language complexity 
issues. This study traces their historical context and studies their functional, technical 
and aesthetic features to incorporate their thinking and reassign them as learning 
tools within the right context. The final outcome is the construction of an experimental 
bilingual Arabic-English language book series for Arab and non-Arab adult beginners. 
The learning tools used to create the book series were tested through workshops in 
Kuwait and London to measure their level of simplification and accessibility. They have 
confirmed both accessibility and incompatibility within different areas of the learning 
material of the books and helped improve the final outcome of the practice. The tools 
have established the significant role of educational typefaces, bilingual and graphic 
communication within visual Arabic learning. 
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1: Introduction
There are special typefaces used for persons with dyslexia1, created to learn 
Katakana2, or help children learn to read and write in English3. In the process of 
preliminary research for this thesis, no inclusive academic studies were found that have 
been conducted on the subject of ‘educational typefaces’ for visual Arabic learning 
or pre-made Arabic typefaces that could meet most of the learning requirements for 
the adult beginner level. It is acknowledged that while ‘regular’4 typefaces cannot fully 
simplify the learning content or provide appealing learning material with a variety of 
engaging activities and creative and challenging exercises, they can still help make 
learning significantly easier in certain parts of the learning unit. 
Therefore, there is a need for typefaces that can communicate educationally and 
culturally to a specific audience – basic Arabic learners in the beginner level. This 
demands more-simplified Arabic typefaces that are bilingual, legible, and basic 
with both cursive, and non-cursive features. These typefaces should also feature 
a reduction of characters and disconnected letters to fulfil certain requirements of 
the basic language-learning course. Therefore, this practice-based research is what 
appears to be a first attempt to consider the possibility of reassigning ‘simplified’ 
twentieth-century Arabic typefaces, as linguistic5 pedagogic learning tools in basic, 
beginner-level Arabic learning courses.
1 It is interesting to note that there are fonts used specifically for accessible texts for dyslexic persons; 
these include Helvetica, Courier, Arial, Verdana and Computer Modern Unicode (Luz Rello and 
Ricardo Baeza-Yates, 2013). 
2 Phonetikana is a typographic style that incorporates both English language and Japanese script 
through incorporating phonetic sounds with the Katakana letterforms. This is done by chopping out 
parts of the vertical or horizontal lines of the Japanease characters and replacing them with words to 
become part of the character. The purpose is to facilitate reading and character sound recognition 
skills. It was developed by the British design consultancy Johnson Banks (Tom Hale, 2015). 
3 There is a font created specifically for Castledown Primary School in East Sussex. Headmaster Neil 
Small commissioned London design studio Colophon Foundry to design a sans serif, dyslexic-friendly 
typeface that can improve reading and writing skills of all students (Liz Stinson, 2014). 
4 The term ‘regular typefaces’ is referred here as typical typefaces that are executed mainly for text 
(titles, subtitles, and body text) and not specifically designed for linguistic purposes. 
5 The word ‘linguistic’ (which is usually defined as the science or the study of a language) refers here 
to the study of a visual language. Also, the term ‘linguistic tools’ is used to clarify that the tools were 
created to facilitate learning and acquiring certain linguistic skills through visual design. It is worth 
noting that the tools were developed through the use of typography and graphic communication. 
Thus, this study establishes the contribution of graphic communication and typography and 
defines their role in the development of linguistic pedagogic tools since they have hardly been 
acknowledged or regarded within Arabic language learning.
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1.1 Aims
This research emerges from the limitations of Arabic learning tools dedicated to 
facilitating language learning. This thesis consists of three major aims to help attract 
Arabs and non-Arabs to learn basic Arabic in an accessible way. The first aim is 
to investigate the potential of simplified twentieth century Arabic typefaces to be 
‘accessible’ teaching-learning tools within a visual and bilingual communication 
design framework. This is mainly to highlight the significant use of typefaces and 
test to see if they can be used in a pedagogic environment to help simplify Arabic 
learning. The second is to authenticate the effect of Arabic typography and graphic 
communication as pedagogic methods, to test whether they can help compliment an 
efficient teaching-learning system and facilitate Arabic learning. The third aim is to 
establish a role for Arabic typographers and graphic designers to produce effective 
teaching-learning tools and educational material that can help tackle the complexity 
of Arabic learning. This is to help bring efficient improvements to the learning material 
provided in the course of teaching Arabic for beginners. 
1.2 Objectives
A few research objectives were set in order to achieve the aims discussed above. 
The first objective was to review the literature concerning the few early Arabic script 
reform attempts and twentieth-century typefaces created to simplify Arabic and 
facilitate language learning. This requires the study of the typefaces; the purpose of 
their creation, concept, design features and structure, to help assign each typeface in 
its right place within the learning context. The second was to investigate perceptions 
and attitudes towards complexity in Arabic learning through collecting data from 
interviews, conferences, articles, dissertations and books. This was to understand 
the current position in which Arabic learning stands today, to explore the relevant 
literature and see what could institute a more effective modern pedagogic approach, 
and to help design the outcome of this practice-based research - a bilingual learning 
book series6.
The third objective was to reassign these twentieth-century typefaces as teaching-
learning tools, to examine whether they can maximize their potential as accessible 
6 It is important to note that the bilingual learning book series is also referred to as ‘bilingual learning 
books, ‘language-learning books’, ‘learning books’, and ‘books’ throughout the thesis.
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tools, improve the educational material, and enhance the learning experience. The 
fourth was to construct a bilingual learning book series using these reassigned tools as 
well as existing learning data collected from language institutions and Arabic learning 
textbooks, in order to extend the learner’s prospects beyond their own language 
community and realize the validity of other ways of learning a language through visual 
design. The last objective was to test and measure the accessibility of the tools for 
learners through planned workshop sessions, to see how they might alter the way 
basic Arabic is learned using visual and bilingual communication design.
1.3 Main Questions
The main questions of this research were: 
How complex is the contemporary learning material given at the 
introductory Arabic courses and who constructs it?
How in an age of language destruction can graphic 
communication technologies make Arabic language more lively, 
interesting, modern and accessible to Arabic beginners? 
Do Arabic learners need special typefaces that could help them 
better learn Arabic? If so, what characteristics should they have?
How to help change Arabic instructors’ attitudes towards 
language teaching-learning through visual communication 
design pedagogy?
Can the role of Arabic design educators be understood from 
modern English information and learning design disciplines? 
1.4 Scope
Through some exploratory visits to Arabic language centres7 and careful examination 
7 The language centers that were visited were: in Jordan, the Qasid Institute, Ali Baba Institute and 
the Language Center at Jordan University; in London, SOAS University and Kings College London; 
in Kuwait, the Aware Center, TIES Center, Ministry of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs, and the Arabic 
Department at the American University of Kuwait. 
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of the data collected from visited language institutions, textbooks, language-learning 
books, journals, articles, dissertations, published papers and online data, this research 
study investigated and identified significant factors responsible for the complexity
of basic Arabic language learning. These include (a) complex texts and text-heavy 
books, (b) insufficient quality of visual communication design in Arabic learning 
books (c) learners are limited in their access to high quality of images and visual aids 
(d) learners are restricted to one font instead of learning from a variety of Arabic 
typefaces and styles (e) poor informational design in educational books. These factors 
found can cause lack of motivation and interest among many Arabic students and 
especially beginners. They can also lead to miscommunication and confusion; and 
students may experience great challenges during activities and assignments.
The interviewed Arabic instructors, Fardous Bahbouh [2015), Khalid Abu Amsha (2014) 
Mohammed Al-Shereedah (2014), and Ilham Salimane (2015), stated that Arabic 
beginners require more accessible pedagogic tools and material that have good 
visual communication design quality to assist them in learning Arabic. The research 
study authenticates a major obstacle found in basic Arabic teaching-learning: the lack 
of appropriate resources, visual aids, learning tools and other educational materials 
for both the instructor and learners at the beginner level. This study verifies that most 
of the educational material found in the collected textbooks is presented on low-
quality scanned paper with unstructured page layouts; the content is mostly created 
with little to no experience in information design. The absence of proper design 
techniques, creativity and quality in the production of contemporary learning material 
can indeed limit communication between both the instructor and learner and lead to 
over-complexity, discouragement and lack of motivation for language learning at the 
earliest stage. 
In order to help find effective ways to simplify the educational material and attract 
learners using the reassigned typefaces and the bilingual language books, the level 
of complexity in language learning needed to be determined first. Most of the Arabic 
learning institutions visited during this research study have been adopting modern 
pedagogic approaches to enhance their teaching-learning classes. SOAS Arabic 
instructor Salimane (2015) stated that most of the language-learning material available 
is rich in terms of information but not many Arabic instructors have the ability to use 
the data logically and creatively. The absence of simple pedagogic methods and the 
shortage of efficient learning material found in Arabic textbooks and Arabic language 
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learning for the beginner courses has led many instructors to use their own pedagogic 
methods and learning resources. Arabic Lecturer Ayoob Jadwat (1987) states that 
there is a gap found in Arabic learning that is caused mainly by the traditional 
teaching-learning methods being employed in most Arabic textbooks and language 
courses. Also, Arabic instructors revise and adjust their own teaching-learning material 
according to the learner’s needs in class, as stated by Jordan University Arabic 
Instructor Al-Shereedah (2014), Kings College Arabic instructor Bahbouh (2015), Qasid 
Institute Director Amsha (2014) and SOAS Arabic Instructor Salimane (2015). 
Authors of the book Arabic Alphabet Nicholas Awade and Putros Samano (1986) state 
that there is hardly any learning material that is specifically dedicated to beginners. 
Most of the materials collected in this study included single worksheets or website 
links that are created by personal effort and are given to learners as a transitional 
phase to help them move onto the more advanced levels. The restricted time and 
value given for the mastery of the alphabet and few other Arabic basic skills at the 
beginner level might have limited the production and creation of better and well-
structured learning material and tools. The complexity of Arabic learning does not 
only derive from personal pedagogic methodologies and the absence of efficient 
learning material, but also from the nature of the language itself. Arabic beginners are 
exposed to the bi-directional script, shapes and sounds of letters (including emphatic 
sounds), dots, vocalization marks, obligatory ligatures and signs, and the Arabic 
morphology system8 (Melinda Szell, 2012; Rafik Schami, 2010; Majda Al-Liabi, 2012; 
Aqil Azmi and Abeer Alsaiari, 2009). 
What educational material should be provided and how must Arabic be introduced 
to help attract learners in the introductory level? This requires a far more simplified 
pedagogic method and more accessible learning tools that are specifically dedicated 
to help beginners absorb the content steadily and in a more simplified and creative 
way. This practice-based research explores contemporary pedagogic methods and 
educational materials collected from the variety of sources discussed earlier to 
determine the current level of complexity found in the learning environment first, 
and then helps redesign and reproduce more simplified educational material for the 
8 The term Arabic morphology means the roots of Arabic grammar and it deals with word-forms and 
patterns. Acquiring an understanding of it is essential in Arabic language learning. For example, the 
root of the word ‘kitab’ (book) is ktb (consists of three letters – and means the past tense to write - 
‘wrote’).
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learning book series using the developed learning tools.
In what ways can one simplify the language and its script further to beginners? This 
demands an exploration of historic reformation and simplification attempts, since 
this thesis argues that the issue of Arabic learning complexity has existed for many 
centuries. Thus, the research traces the history of Arabic script complexity and 
explains the need to understand what simplified techniques and methods were used 
to execute the major early script reforms (mainly established for scholarly and religious 
purposes). A number of momentous reform attempts were made, responding to 
the nature of the Arabic script; few have successfully resolved such complexity, even 
though there have been a number of proposed ideas and solutions to facilitate 
language learning and fight illiteracy. 
After the few successful reformation attempts, there were more reform and 
simplification proposals (including typefaces) made during the twentieth century and 
specifically after the fall of the Ottoman empire. These were submitted according to a 
competition organized by the Academy of the Arabic Language in Cairo for proposing 
solutions to help overcome technical Arabic script challenges and provide an easier 
access to reading and writing. Meanwhile, other individual efforts worked separately, 
promoting their own simplification concepts (typefaces) away from the academy. 
These typefaces were originally established either (a) to propose solutions and help 
overcome the technical issues that the Arabic script encountered during the twentieth 
century (before the advancement of computer technology) or (b) they were initially 
executed for educational purposes, i.e., to ease the learning of how to read and write 
Arabic.
As indicated earlier, the design features of regular typefaces have limited the creation 
of a variety of creative learning material and exercises that can aid learners and ease 
their language learning experience. Therefore, the purpose of the historic exploration 
discussed above is to compare the work of a few selected typefaces and acknowledge 
the link between them and this research study. This study is carried out to identify 
valuable key insights on how the Arabic script has confronted similar language 
learning complexity challenges in the past, and how the reformation and simplification 
attempts helped propose, tackle and resolve script and language issues. This 
contributes to the methodology by examining the techniques and processes that have 
been used during the execution of these reformation attempts and historic typefaces, 
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and appropriating them into current practice. The purpose is to see the historic 
simplified typefaces being used in the form and with the objective for which they were 
conceived. This methodology can be a point of reference for the creation of Arabic 
simplified educational typefaces. After careful review, it has been acknowledged that 
these historic typefaces have distinctive design features that could help produce 
more engaging teaching-learning material. Their historic and theoretical settings aim 
to inform practice and help develop a structured methodology. This is carried by 
reassigning them knowledgeably as learning tools to help restructure, simplify and 
develop the redesigned learning material.
1.5 Content
The flow of the thesis is directed into a chronological order to explain the journey 
of the research. The thesis in itself is discursive and dialogic, this means that the 
knowledge found here is built upon the work of existing typeface designers, 
educators, and linguists. The study therefore uses sources that are rare and not 
available widely to reestablish the role and requirement of simplified educational 
typefaces in the production of language learning books. The reason is to help 
promote literacy and create new possibilities for Arabic type and graphic 
communication in representing the script in the most accessible way possible through 
design. As indicated earlier, this study examines reassigning twentieth-century 
typefaces as educational typefaces – learning tools that are specifically dedicated to 
developing the learning material and easing basic Arabic learning. Thus, the study 
takes these historic simplified Arabic typefaces and places them in the context of 
what they were created for originally and for the exact same purpose – to facilitate 
language learning and promote literacy. 
This thesis is divided into three parts. The first part provides the basis and context of 
the study and includes: 
Chapter Two: Contextual Review (p. 34)
Chapter Two provides a contextual and theoretical discussion and analysis of the few 
early Arabic script reform attempts during the early years of the Islamic empires. It 
then introduces the role of the Academy of Arabic language in Cairo and its most 
important call for proposals for reformation and simplification of the script during the 
twentieth century; this includes the historic typefaces discussed earlier. It also provides 
a brief summary of the powerful religious and political resistance to these attempts. 
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The chapter then examines the evolution of printing and computer technology that 
overcame many technological issues and abolished the majority of the proposals that 
had been proposed to the academy. The chapter discusses how such technology has 
led to the preservation of the Arabic script in its traditional form within the digital era 
while the position of complexity in Arabic learning remained unresolved.
The second section of the chapter discusses the problems with the Arabic script and 
language-learning today. It also discusses the way globalization and bilingualism has 
challenged cultural principles and national identity; leading a growing part of the Arab 
community to Westernization and alienation from their native language. This has led 
to a change in communication preferences and attitudes. The chapter then reviews 
the early stages of complex Arabic learning in schools in Kuwait and the educational 
issues that derived from these pedagogic systems. The last section explains the 
use of graphic communication as a tool of globalization that can be used for better 
productivity with Arabic learning material and could further simplify information for 
learners. It discusses the major need for the creation of bilingual (Arabic-English) 
learning books that can enhance Arabic learning and the educational content and 
encourage and attract a new generation of Arabic and non-Arabic speakers to learn 
Arabic. 
Chapter Three: Practice Review (p. 85)
This chapter provides an explanation of the need for specialized educational 
typefaces in Arabic language learning. It reviews the selected twentieth-century 
typefaces in detail; this includes their establishments, features, characters, structure 
(cursive or non-cursive), and their usage in other projects (if applicable). It then 
discusses the journey of the typeface designers and founders and the obstacles 
that they met during the execution of their simplified typefaces. The second section 
of the chapter explains the way the typefaces have been reassigned as teaching-
learning tools to meet the specific criteria and contribute to the outcome of this study, 
the bilingual learning book series. It provides a detailed explanation of how these 
typefaces have been selected and placed in a knowledgeable context across all the 
learning and testing levels of the book series.
The second part of the thesis develops from the first part and is specific to the focus 
of the study: data collection, methods, material, equipment and processes employed. 
It includes: 
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Chapters Four: Contemporary Arabic Teaching-Learning Tools (p. 171)
Chapter Four examines a selection of contemporary pedagogic methods, tools, 
textbooks, data collection, learning material, and equipment – all used for either 
contemporary language-learning environments in classroom or for self-directed 
study. The earlier sections of the chapter address design and production issues of 
contemporary learning books and tools; it attempts to provide an overview of matters 
in design, layout, typography, choice of illustrations (if applicable), choice of colours, 
typefaces, types of exercises given, and the quality of the learning content. The earlier 
sections of the chapter also discuss the perceptions of Arabic learning complexity 
obtained from conference papers, dissertations, articles, journals, and books.
The chapter helps determine the current position in which contemporary Arabic 
learning in beginners’ courses stand today and what learning material is given to the 
current learner. The latter sections of the chapter explain the significant use of graphic 
communication and the integration of typography in language learning. It explains 
how typography been adopted and used as a pedagogic method to help simplify 
the understanding and learning of Arabic phonetics. The last section of the chapter 
reviews a number of contemporary bilingual language-learning books, typefaces and 
visuals that share a similar spirit and concept with this practice-based research.
Chapter Five: Construction of the Learning Tools and Book Series (p. 271)
The fifth chapter begins by reviewing the methodologies used in a selection 
of English language textbooks, alphabet books, information design, bilingual 
communication design and existing Arabic language educational material and 
pedagogic methods. The chapter also reviews a variety of transliteration charts and 
explains the use of modularity, expressive type and mnemonics techniques. These 
methodologies have been studied and employed to help create the learning material 
of the book series. The chapter discusses the choice of page layout, use of page 
and typeface colours, creation of illustrations, and choice of typefaces to create 
such exercises. It also provides an overview on the design process of the practice 
and the creation of various exercises using these learning tools. The chapter then 
describes the process of reassigning the typefaces in different contexts to motivate 
learners. It also discusses the use of a simple transliteration chart that features specific 
English characters to represent Arabic letters; whether normal or emphatic sounds of 
letters. The later sections of the chapter discuss the challenges encountered during 
the reassigning of the typefaces and the designing process of the book series. The 
chapter finally discusses how such challenges limited the practice at first but soon 
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reshaped it and led to the creation of more engaging learning material. 
The third part of the thesis contains the final analysis and evaluation of the learning 
tools and findings from the workshop sessions, and includes:  
Chapter Six: Practice Trial (p. 340)
This chapter provides an analysis of the workshop sessions conducted in Kuwait and 
London to examine and measure the aesthetics, functionality and accessibility of the 
typefaces to see if they could be efficient learning tools that could facilitate language 
learning for Arabic beginners. The chapter also provides a practical analysis of the 
workshop sessions, learning tools and book series. It discusses all the details of the 
workshop sessions, which includes the sponsoring venues, supporting organizations, 
and the total number and type of participants who have participated in these sessions. 
It also explains in detail the learning progress of the workshop participants throughout 
the sessions. This includes the exposure to all the learning levels, a set of task-specific 
criteria with aims and objectives to fulfil, an observation assessment and an evaluation 
unit. The final section of the chapter offers a reflection on the practice and a final 
analysis of the learning tools. This consists of an overall assessment on each specific 
typeface, the most basic and most complex learning levels, the most and least 
inspiring learning elements, participant suggestions from the evaluation unit, and 
problems and solutions that arose during the workshops. 
1.6 Data Collection, Interviews and Workshops
This study uses mixed research methods; qualitative and quantitative 
Methodologically speaking, qualitative method was used through data collection 
from interviews and visits to language institutions, libraries, museums and book 
shops. On the other hand, quantitative method was used through data collection 
from the evaluation unit and various assessments carried on workshop participants 
during the conducted sessions. Data was analysed by themes and used to back up the 
arguments found in the thesis. It was also collected to measure the learning tools and 
material, and analysed through numerical comparisons and statistical inferences.
Material collected through interviews and visits to language centres have provided 
a source of new knowledge for all the chapters. The interviewees and workshop 
participants have added valuable first-hand information as well as verified findings 
(whether from learning material, contemporary modern pedagogic methods used 
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in basic Arabic learning or final analysis of this research study). A selection of 
typographers and graphic designers were interviewed to help provide insights on 
designing materials for language learning. Arabic instructors and learners were also 
interviewed to help determine the current issues they face during classes and self-
directed study. Twentieth-century typeface designers (or their families/colleagues 
who worked closely with them) have been personally interviewed. They all gave 
great insights on the related fields and provided an important link to literacy, social 
and historic accounts of Arabic script reform, Arabic type evolution, Arabic language 
learning and contemporary graphic and bilingual communication design. Data 
collection is found in Appendix A (p. 369) and detailed lists of all the interviewees and 
workshop participants are given in Figure 1 and Figure 2.
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Figure 1. List of interviewees, interviews carried across various geographic 
locations.
Figure 2. Details of workshop sessions conducted in Kuwait and London.
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1.7 Methodology
Initial research began on the exploration of key people in the fields of Arabic 
typography and contemporary topics related to Arabic type, problems of Arabic script 
complexity, bilingual (Arabic-Latin) communication design, and language learning. 
The early stages of the research study also included various explorations in the 
application of bilingual scripts and critical inspection and analysis of various projects 
carried by expert Arabic typographers including Harmonisation of Arabic and Latin 
Script project by Titus Nemeth (2006), and Typographic Matchmaking project by Huda 
AbiFares (2007). Both projects were reviewed as case studies in the first year of the 
research study to understand what are the shared features and differences between 
the Arabic and Latin scripts and how to create a harmonious relationship between 
both scripts within bilingual design. Later on, further research was taken on Arabic 
script and language literature through exploration of manuscripts, calligraphy books, 
typography, and history of Arabic and Latin writing and printing. The purpose was to 
understand the current state of both scripts and know their similarities and differences. 
Further exploration on the Arabic script history was required to acknowledge the 
problems that arise from Arabic complexity in bilingual design and other areas. This 
led to other readings on the state of Arabic and the effect of globalization on the 
alienation of languages. More readings on Arabic complexity were conducted to 
determine the complexity level of the language and script in the digital era. The 
research was redirected into exploring script preservation solutions and reviewing 
historic Arabic reforms and simplification attempts carried to resolve technical, social, 
cultural and educational issues derived from script and language complexity. 
This required further research on contemporary Arabic language education and led 
to exploring the role of graphic communication, typography and information design 
in language pedagogy to find ways to facilitate Arabic learning further. In the latter 
research stages, information design books, and techniques were researched to 
explore different methods of creating learning tools and simplifying learning material 
for language learning. It is important to note that readings on information design has 
helped develop new learning design skills and broaden knowledge on how to create 
simple, creative and informative concept maps to help connect the different areas of 
this research study together. It helped document the stages of progress and structure 
both the research and practice processes throughout the study’s timeframe (Figure 3, 
Figure 4, Figure 5, Figure 6, Figure 7, Figure 8, Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11).
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exploring and connecting different areas.
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Figure 6. Identifying the contemporary context and mapping the practice 
(more focused areas of the study).
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Figure 8. Mapping later stages of the research for further focus and clarity. 
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Figure 11. Mapping the final research and practice stages and identifying the 
main and most focused areas of the project.
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This research study has found that contemporary educational materials are still in 
need for more effective modern learning tools that can better contribute to the 
pedagogic approaches found in many of the Arabic language centres. In this sense, 
the study establishes the need for modernized learning tools and bilingual learning 
books to help develop more effective, informative and accessible learning material. 
This thesis reviews contemporary bilingual language-learning books as well as 
contemporary typefaces and visuals that are currently used in modern Arabic learning 
books. The existing educational content has been collected from few exiting Arabic 
learning books and a number of language centres in Kuwait, Jordan and London. 
The data collected includes worksheets, books, documents, evaluation units, course 
curricula, learning methods and tasks concerning language learning. They have been 
translated and re-designed using graphic communication technologies to construct 
the bilingual language-learning book series. 
The research methodology employed in this study starts with an exploration of 
existing teaching-learning methods, visual aids, curricula and teaching techniques. It 
then includes the possibility of reassigning a few twentieth-century Arabic typefaces 
as learning tools to reproduce more simplified educational material. These are 
(a) Unified Arabic by Nasri Khattar, (b) ASV-Codar by Ahmed Lakhdar Ghazal, (c) 
Condensed Alphabet by Mohammed Al-Saggar, (d) Basic Arabic by Mourad Boutros 
and, (e) Mutamathil Type by Saad Abulhab, and a single 21st century typeface 
influenced by the aesthetic and practical features of both Unified Arabic and Basic 
Arabic typefaces, (f) Mirsaal Typeface by Rana Abou Rjeily. The typefaces have been 
studied and used to help construct the learning books according to instructor and 
learner needs. The typefaces were also used to transform text compositions into 
typographic imagery and help redesign and produce more engaging educational 
material through visual communication design. 
Their historic context was used to help reassign the typefaces into the five categories 
listed below according to their distinctive functional and aesthetic features and 
structures. Learning about the execution of the typefaces, understanding the design 
process and the design features of each informed the practice further and help 
categorized each typeface in the best context within the different learning levels 
of the book series. Some of these typefaces are more recognizable and true to the 
original form; they are introduced within the first few learning levels to ease the 
learning experience and help learners visualize and master the original shapes of the 
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alphabet. A few of the other typefaces are less recognizable and were chosen to fulfil 
the objectives of certain areas within the advanced and challenging levels of the book 
series. 
The following list is the criteria applied for the choice of typefaces reassigned within 
the learning levels:
1. Romanization
Use of Latin (English) characters to represent the sounds of the Arabic alphabet.
2. Reduction of characters & disconnected letters 
Use of non-cursive feature to introduce the logic of simple Arabic word formation 
using disconnected letters. This is to help learners practice and recognize the 
familiar alphabet shapes within words before the introduction of letter-variations 
(words with joined letters). 
3. Vocalization marks
Use of a special typeface that features legible vocalization marks and at the same 
time would be visually appealing, giving more space to look at the shapes of the 
marks closely and separately. The typeface must also communicate the role and 
positions of vocalization marks simply and clearly.
4. Modular characters
Use of limited modular characters to challenge learners and help them build letters 
and words in the final testing level. 
5. Redesign of letters
Use of a symmetric and an unfamiliar Arabic typeface to challenge learners on 
alphabet letter and word recognition skills. 
The aim of this methodology is to develop a variety of Arabic learning units and 
exercises and help set more effective aims and objectives for the beginner level in the 
majority of Arabic language courses, including the mastery of the alphabet shapes, 
sounds, cursive Arabic, vocalization marks, vowels and numerals. 
The study also uses exploratory research on English language-learning tools and 
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information design techniques to help build the learning books. It lays down a 
number of graphic communication design solutions in terms of page layout, choice 
of colours, typefaces, page layout, text alignment, and simple communication design 
elements. These key insights and techniques found within the field of information 
design have been adopted to produce better quality educational material for the 
beginner level within Arabic language courses and help equip readers and learners 
with more inspirational material that aim to encourage, motivate and enhance the 
learning environment and experience. The modern methodologies found within the 
reviewed books have helped develop the practice more effectively and efficiently. It is 
hoped that the findings of this research will provide an educational point of reference 
for Arabic learners whether they are Non-Arab learners, expats, Muslim converts, 
Arabic designers, typographers, artists, architects, language specialists, or individuals. 
This new approach is aimed to provide considerable encouragement toward the use 
of visual language learning as a pedagogic method.
The study provides grounds for reasoned appreciation of the significant role of 
graphic communication technologies in the production of educational-based Arabic 
typefaces that can help enhance learning Arabic. In this sense, this thesis is an attempt 
to bridge between the widening gap that exists between contemporary Arabic 
teaching methods and the lack of graphic communication design found in most of the 
Arabic learning material, which includes the current unsatisfactory state of visual aids 
and tools that are given to Arabic students as discussed earlier. 
The analysis of a few Arabic language-learning books and the interviews conducted 
play an important role in building this thesis’s arguments, since there is a relative lack 
of research and literature on the use of graphic communication in Arabic learning. 
The fascination with visual language learning derived from the personal challenges 
encountered during the early years of learning Arabic as a native language. The 
practice was anglicized to compliment today’s communication preference and offer an 
accessible and additional simplified and modern pedagogic method (as an additional 
option) to many learners who could not cope with the contemporary pedagogic 
methods used in Arabic learning courses. 
Jadwat (1987) states that there are many people who believe that the cursive nature 
of Arabic, letter variations, grammar and words are very difficult to learn through 
traditional language-learning books. There are visual learners who prefer to be 
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communicated to through visuals and graphic communication elements and hence, 
this visual pedagogic method aims to break down complex texts and transforms 
information to learners using visual responses to communicate with a larger audience. 
The majority of the workshop participants were visual learners who were interested to 
learn Arabic specifically from this pedagogic method (see Appendix C, p. 459). 
The outcome of the practice-based research – the bilingual (Arabic-English) learning 
book series – aims to make Arabic for beginners less complex and more conducive 
to learn. Thus, the books have been specifically designed in order to simplify and 
translate blocks of complex text compositions into more simple typographic imagery 
to help students learn the educational content in a more accessible way. As indicated 
earlier, some of the data collected from existing Arabic teaching-learning books, 
methods, worksheets and tasks have been studied, translated and re-designed using 
graphic communication technologies to execute the learning books.
The book series feature an extensive variety of visuals and exercises that are majorly 
made from typographic imagery to help learners master the basics of Arabic through 
visual language learning. English Latin script is adopted in this book series as the most 
familiar and appropriate script for the majority of Arabs and non-Arabs in the Middle 
East. It can either be learnt through self-directed study or Arabic language courses for 
beginners. Arabic instructors can also use the exercises and visuals found in the books 
along with their pedagogic methods. The books target non-Arab learners and expats 
who live in Arab countries to help them learn Arabic easily and blend in with the Arab 
community for political, economic and social reasons. They also target Arabs with no 
or rudimentary basic language skills, third-culture9 Arabs who have lived in a society 
other than their own and find contemporary Arabic learning very complex. Therefore, 
they target three different types of Arabic learners (beginners):
1. Non-Arabs: Learners with no experience
Westerns, Foreigners & Expats
2. Arabs: Learners with no experience
Third-culture persons & Heritage Students
9 Third-culture children is a term used to refer to those who were raised in a culture outside of their 
parents’ culture for a significant part of their development years.
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3. Arabs: Learners with little experience
Third-culture persons & Heritage Students
Salimane (2015) and Awde and Samano (1986) state that the least studied level 
in most Arabic language courses is the introductory level for beginners. Thus, this 
study concentrates on the basics of the language and thus it only aims to target 
beginners; the book series offers beginners an additional pedagogic method through 
visual learning. This is to attract readers either into learning a new language or 
strengthening their basic Arabic skills and helping them discover new prospects within 
the language. It targets the first group listed above, since they are in major need to 
learn the language from the very beginning. The second group includes Arabs that 
have no experience in their mother tongue and would need to learn it from scratch 
exactly like non-Arab beginners. The third group was tested during the planned 
workshop; it was important to precisely define the level of knowledge of the book 
series since it features word structuring, vocalization marks and a variety of intensive 
activities found in the advanced levels. Therefore, the third group was targeted 
to help evaluate the comprehension level of the book series and the tools more 
precisely.  
As discussed earlier, the book series can be a good reference to other readers; it 
can be accessible to further-progressed non-Arabs and Arabs with good Arabic 
experience; this includes typographers, designers, artists, architects and individuals. 
It could be an entertaining practice reference especially at the testing level – as 
it features a lot of typographic activities that could challenge their typographic, 
mathematical and artistic skills. After the construction of the book series, the 
tools were tested on participants through workshop trials to measure their level of 
efficiency and accessibility and investigate if they could be categorized as educational 
typefaces. The tools have been tested on Arabic learners (participants) throughout 
workshop sessions set in Kuwait and London. The sessions were also carried out 
to determine the level of visual communication design and the effectiveness of the 
book series. Another purpose of the sessions was to test and challenge learner letter 
recognition and basic language-learning skills. 
The book series features five books that are placed into one box set. The first four 
books feature sequential learning levels, whereas the fifth book features a testing 
level. The reason for dividing the learning material into a book series is to give 
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learners more space to observe, visualize and learn it progressively. There are four 
learning necessities that have been used within this methodology to help with 
accurate evaluation of the material and the progress of the participants. The levels 
expose learners to both visual and auditory relationships of these four learning 
necessities, which are: (a) alphabet, (b) letter sounds, (c) letter-variations and cursive 
Arabic, and (d) numerals and vocalization marks. The study adopts the traditional 
learning order (found in existing language-learning curriculums) and rearranges the 
learning necessities according to the functional uses of the typographic learning 
tools. This is to help learners digest the new designed educational content simply 
and periodically. The final testing level is designed to test and analyse the learner’s 
level of understanding and the learning progress. The level uses various ‘modularity’ 
techniques demonstrated by Jerry A. Fodor (1983), Al-Eid (2014), Lakhdar Ghazal, Al-
Saggar (1998), and Boutros (2014) to challenge learners and help make the learning 
experience for them more engaging and motivating10. 
The workshop participants were also tested through given task-specific criteria where 
they had specific aims, objectives and outcomes to fulfil within each learning level. 
The aim of using the task-specific criteria in the workshop is to help evaluate the 
pragmatic and aesthetic aspects of the books and typefaces more accurately. There 
were further observation and critical assessments carried out during each session for 
a more accurate final analysis. Participants were then given evaluation units to fill out 
at the end of the session. The major aim of the evaluation unit was to measure the 
optimal level of simplification, as developed from the learning tools and practice. The 
purpose was to highlight the difference between the proposed bilingual language 
book series and the collected learning materials in terms of knowledge, narration, 
communication, visuals and information design. 
The research undertaken and the results found on the complexity in Arabic learning 
within this practice-based research uncovered the fact that there is a great need for 
the production of special learning tools that can help simplify language learning for 
beginners. 
10 The modularity technique is the need to break, develop and link specialized parts for the purpose 
of perception and then integrate these parts into a collection of communicating elements. Its use 
is to simplify and visually communicate with the target audience. The modularity techniques are 
discussed further in Chapters Four and Five. 
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1.8 Terminology
What is graphic communication?
Graphic communication can also mean visual communication and can be defined as 
any form of communication that relies for the most part on visual representations to 
transmit a message in its simplest form. It is showing people the things they urgently 
need to understand in ways that they can simply understand. It is the process through 
which the visual culture can be decoded for those who are being communicated 
with. The Programme Director for Graphic Communication and Illustration at 
Loughborough University, Simon Downs (2012) states that graphic communication 
is the process of planning a response and making a solution. Thus, this study uses 
graphic communication, or in other words uses the distribution of shapes, patterns, 
textures, and colours to convey complex text and information in its simplest form. 
Arabic script is known as a complex script, thus graphic communication has been used 
to plan a response and propose a solution by breaking down the complex Arabic 
textual information and transforming them into visuals to convey a message more 
simply and effectively – in this case to facilitate basic Arabic learning. 
What is typography?
Typography is the process, art and technique of arranging type to make written 
language legible, readable, and appealing when displayed on the screen or printed 
on a page. Veteran journalist, author and former managing editor of Publish 
Magazine, James Felici (2012) explains that typography is the use of type to 
communicate, elaborate, celebrate and educate, and along the way, the words and 
pages transform into art. This is done to achieve the most efficient and desired visual 
effect to best convey the meaning of the reading matter, furthering the mission of 
the text as a means of communication. Examples of typography are the arranged 
text you are reading from right now or the text you see in books, advertisements, 
and newspapers. Therefore, typographic imagery are visuals created with text 
compositions to communicate a message and encourage readers and learners. It 
transforms the text into images in order to facilitate learning and motivate learners. 
What are Arabic Educational Typefaces?
Arabic Specialist at Monotype, Graphic and Type Designer Dr. Nadine Chahine 
(2016) states that typefaces are designed for specific purposes to accommodate the 
certain needs or wants that the audiences require. Some are created specifically for 
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body text, and others are executed for titles, logos, menus, packaging design etc. 
It has been acknowledged within this study that there is a need for Arabic typefaces 
that communicate educationally and culturally with specific audiences and hence 
this research aimed to establish the role of Arabic educational typefaces as linguistic 
pedagogic tools to enrich the learning experience for beginners in Arabic language 
courses. As indicated earlier, the attributes found of an educational Arabic typeface 
in this study includes the reduction of characters, disconnected letters, typefaces 
that are especially created with bigger sized and legible vocalization marks, and the 
redesign of characters - meaning modular, symmetric and unfamiliar characters. 
Thus, this study contributes to the need of effective educational Arabic typefaces 
that can attract Arabic learners and facilitate language learning further. It establishes 
the position of graphic communication and Arabic typefaces as inspirational learning 
tools. The ultimate aim is to enhance language learning and attract Arabic users and 
learners, while tackling the impression of complexity and emphasizing the flexibility 
and utility of the Arabic script.
1.9 List of Books
This research study compliments existing research in three areas which have 
stimulated considerable interest: (a) complexity of Arabic script and language, 
(b) simplification of Arabic to facilitate learning, and (c) the role of design within 
Arabic education. It also compliments existing practices on the simplification of 
Arabic script by proposing a simplified visual design-based method that integrally 
balances contemporary structured and less structured language learning methods. 
This is achieved using a selection of modern design techniques to create simplified, 
engaging, and efficient learning material that can complement such methods. The 
study also compliments existing research to draw upon the subjective interpretation 
of potentially various perceptions on the need for the simplification of Arabic within 
language learning to confirm the validity of the requirement for accessible pedagogic 
tools within language learning. 
As a design educator, and a maker of materials for education, efficient Arabic 
script and language knowledge and skills need to be achieved in order to produce 
engaging and accessible learning tools and material for future Arabic learners. 
Therefore, the list of books below has helped understand the level of complexity of 
the script and highlighted the educational, social, cultural, and technical challenges 
of the script and language. Existing research on a broad range of disciplines - that 
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include Arabic script, language complexity, calligraphy, typography, typeface design 
and graphic communication - was used as a foundation for this practice-based 
research. The thesis therefore places ‘design’ at the core of this study to facilitate a 
new way of learning Arabic (through visual design). 
The list of books below is categorized into three different groups:
The first group was selected according to the need for a precise exploration on the 
history and evolution of Arabic script since the thesis deals with a historic issue – 
Arabic script complexity and finding ways to simplify it mainly for an educational 
purpose (to facilitate language learning). This research demands readings on script 
history, theoretical and contemporary reformation and simplification projects that 
contribute to the topic. Thus, the first book category includes important information 
on the origins of writings, the beginning of human communication, and various 
civilizations and languages. Most importantly, these books have helped understand 
the historic relationship of Islam, calligraphy, and poetry to trace back the rooted 
traditions of the script all the way to the developments of Arabic writing. The reason 
is to help determine the current state of the Arabic script and language and be 
informed by the depth of research in subject knowledge, pedagogical theory and 
practical experience as well as be familiarized with language design practices. 
Several books also include the development of cursive writings, evolution of 
calligraphy, numerals, and printing in the Arab world. They also review the history of 
Arabic script reform attempts, and proposals of the Academy of the Arabic language 
in Cairo that propose solutions to help overcome technical Arabic script challenges 
and provide an easier access to reading and writing. Some of the books underpin 
political and theoretical insights derived from the complexity of the script. Therefore, 
the first group helped identify valuable key insights on how the Arabic script has 
confronted similar language learning complexity challenges in the past, and how the 
reformation and simplification attempts helped propose, tackle and resolve script 
and language issues. Other books on calligraphic styles and Islamic art pieces were 
reviewed to help understand how different calligraphers creatively deal with Arabic 
letters when practicing their professions. The reason for reviewing such books is 
to look for new possibilities and options to bring about creative opportunities in 
educational environments that deal with the use of the alphabet letters.
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The first and second groups both include important insights on few of the selected 
twentieth century simplified typographic projects that were created facilitate 
language learning. These books were specifically reviewed to help study and select 
the historic typefaces required according to the criteria list – a system- that was 
specifically created for this practice-based research. The purpose is to help reassign 
the selected typefaces as effective pedagogic tools within the proper framework. 
This system was created to fulfill certain requirements to help develop the learning 
material and tools. The system required specific typefaces with (a) simple design of 
letters for Romanization (transliteration) of Arabic sounds (b) reduction of characters 
and disconnected letters, (c) large-sized and legible vocalization marks, (d) modular 
characters, and (e) redesign of letters. 
Therefore, the purpose for reviewing the books is to study the simplified historic 
typefaces that have been selected according to the criteria above as well as their logic 
behind their original simplification concepts, and design features of the letterforms. 
The reason for this is to understand how they contribute to literacy and can help 
inform the practice further – by understanding how and in which learning level to 
reassign them. Another purpose for this historic exploration is – as discussed earlier 
– to review the historical and theoretical contexts of each project individually and 
understand what simplification techniques and resources are needed to develop other 
simple and accessible learning material that can also facilitate basic Arabic learning 
further. 
Along with a selection of articles, journals, papers and dissertations, the third category 
offers a thorough foundation in typography and type design, history and state of 
the Arabic script. It contains a mixture of books that define Arabic typography’s 
relationship to calligraphy, provide tips, and highlight various design processes, 
detailed techniques, and efficient ways of creating various Arabic typefaces. They 
cover insights on calligraphy, lettering, type design and introduce terms and 
definitions of tools, elements, anatomy of letters, details of characters, dots and marks 
of different typographic and calligraphic styles. 
Also, a selection of language textbooks and educational books – along with books 
from groups one and two - were also reviewed to understand the knowledge on 
language grammar, alphabet structure, and various Arabic teaching-learning methods. 
Several other books discuss the effect of globalization on languages including Arabic 
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to understand the contemporary language communication challenges in various 
platforms. Other books were reviewed to help define the pedagogic problems 
encountered by instructors and learners due to the lack of communication, visual aids 
and the absence of simplicity and creativity in the intake of information during the 
learning process within the introductory courses in Arabic language institutions. 
To create far more engaging learning material and help learners learn Arabic more 
creatively, English alphabet, learning design and information design books were 
explored. This is to find new approaches to designing data visualizations that can 
help design the learning book series. Another reason is to create an efficient dialogue 
(communication) between the learner and instructor using graphic communication. 
Since information design is a part of graphic communication, thus, information 
design application was used to help map the theoretical, historical and contemporary 
contexts as well as the design process, methodology and practice of this study. The 
books helped use modern graphic communication technologies, typography and 
learning design tools, techniques, methods and resources to help break the complex 
texts of the learning material collected from various educational language centers and 
websites, only to make it more accessible, simplified, and engaging for future Arabic 
learners. 
 
The list of books is categorized into three groups:
1. Books on the evolution of Arabic script, language, and calligraphy. 
Al-Eid, I. (2014) Arabic Calligraphy: Civilization and Skill: 
Early Arabic Script Reform attempts: pp: 25 – 26
Script development, poetry, and the rooted traditions of the language and script: pp: 26-36
Globalization effect; pp. 29- 33
Effective Progression in Letter Recognition Skills: pp. 62 – 63
Focusing approach and `Modularity technique: pp 71 – 73
Alphabet and word learning: 89 – 93
Modularity: p. 33, 
Abifares, H. S. (2001). Arabic typography: a comprehensive sourcebook:
History of Arabic Writing System: pp 18- 28
Development of Calligraphic styles: pp. 28– 41
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Academy Proposals: pp. 73 – 77
Alphabet and its Structure: pp. 87 – 91
Arabic Letter-Variations: pp. 99 
Moginet, S. F. (2010). Writing Arabic: from script to type:
Arabic letters and transliteration overview p. 18
Arabic Alphabet information: p. 19
Early Printing in Arabic: pp. 83 – 89
Technical Difficulties of Printing Press & Academy’s Proposals: pp. 89 – 101
Arabic in computer Age: pp. 103 – 105
Ftouni, M. (2002) Encyclopedia of Arabic Calligraphy and Islamic Art: 
Academy proposals: pp.162 – 169
2. Books on the selected twentieth century simplified typefaces and their designers
Nammour, Y. (2014). Nasri Khattar: A Modernist Typotect:
Frank Laubach, supporter of UA: pp. 24 – 30
Printing and Academy’s Proposals: pp. 41 to 51
Khattar’s Challenges: pp: 50 - 51
UA features: pp. 71 – 73
Al-Saggar, M. S. (1998) Saggar’s Alphabet:
Complexity of Arabic Letter-Variation Forms: pp 25 – 32
Alphabet letters, signs, ligatures, structure, referencing & grouping: pp. 33 – 46
Technical Challenges of Printing & Arabic Reform: pp. 67 – 84
Design Process of CA typeface: pp. 91 – 103
Type specimen of various CA styles: pp: 183 – 190
3. Books on globalization, language learning, typography, and design
Abifares, H. S. (2013). Arabic type design for beginners: an illustrated guide book:
Calligraphy-Typography relationship, lettering, basic, advanced type design tools: pp. 15 – 18
Alif letterforms and diacritic dots of various Arabic calligraphic styles pp. 24 – 25
Design process of Lara Khoury’s Tabati modular typeface: pp. 60 – 65
Danet, B. (2007). The multilingual internet language, culture, and communication online:
Dominance of World English: pp 1 – 6
Writing Systems & Online Communication: pp. 8 – 11
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Internet Communication & Social Change: pp. 16 – 18, 
Gulf Arabic in Instant Messaging: pp. 43 - 50
Research and Findings on Arabic IM Communication and Vowels : pp. 52- 62
Hourani, C. (2012) An Unfinished Odyssey: Lebanon & Beyond:
Problem of Arabic Learning and Nasri Khattar’s UA: pp. 95 – 99
Laubach, F. C. (2012). Streamlined English Lessons: the new easier way to learn to read:
English Teacher’s Manual: pp 3 – 14
Visual mnemonics: pp: 55 – 56
Laubach, F. C. (2013). Teaching the World to Read:
Arabic Language & Vocalization Marks: pp. 55 – 57
Nasri Khattar UA: pp. 58 – 59
Literacy methods of reading and learning a language: pp 90 - 110
Laubach, F. C. (2014). Toward a Literate World:
Adult Education: pp. 10 – 24
Tufte, E. R. (1990). Envisioning information:
Managing Large Data Sets: pp. 9 – 11
Clarity as Design Strategy: pp. 37 - 51
Layering and Separation, Josef Albers, “One Plus One Equals Three or More”: pp. 53 – 69 
Colour and Information: pp. 90 - 95
Chejne, A. G. (2005). The Arabic language: its role in history:
Early Arabic Reform Attempts: pp. 27 - 28
Early Advocates of Script Reforms: pp. 93 – 99
Proposals for the Reform of Arabic: pp. 145 - 173
Cooper, C. H. (1996). ABC books and activities: from preschool to high school:
Information and Criteria for Alphabet Books: pp. 1 - 8
1.10 Sources 
The thesis is built on a variety of different sources as discussed earlier. The 
literature contains discussions developed by Founder and Creative Director of the 
Khatt Foundation Dr. Huda Smitshuijzen AbiFarès, type designer Andreu Balius, 
Mathematician and typography specialist Yannis Haralambous, lecturer, type and 
graphic designer Yara Nammour, Iraqi poet and calligrapher Mohammed Al-Saggar, 
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artist and calligrapher Mamoun Sakkal, Arabic type designer and typographer Pascal 
Zoghbi, Arabic calligrapher and lecturer Dr Ibrahim Al-Eid, German author, storyteller 
and critic Rafik Schami, Political and Historical Scientist Benedict Anderson, Senior 
Lecturer in History of Art at the University of Edinburgh Dr Alain George, author, 
graphic and type designer Stefan Moginet. It also consists of various discussions 
on Arabic complexity in language learning derived from interviews, conference 
papers, published and online articles. The thesis also contains discussions on Arabic 
complexity that led to westernization and language alienation, and the endangerment 
of languages in the age of globalization.
The study provides different emphases on the information design techniques and 
methodologies discussed by Professor of Political Science, Statistics and Computer 
Science at Yale University, and a pioneer in the field of data visualization, Edward 
Tufte; Andrew Wright, author of the book Visual Aids; district media specialist 
for Adena Local Schools in Ross County in Ohio, Cathie Cooper; Journal of the 
Association of Learning Technology (ALT), Professor and Director of Learning 
Technologies Research at the Open University of the Netherlands, Rob Koper; 
and Information Design Journal (IDJ). The study also reviews discussions and 
methodologies adopted from English language textbooks and alphabet books, Arabic 
language textbooks as well as data collected from interviews, workshop sessions and 
the visited Arabic language centres listed above.
1.11 Illustrations
The intention of providing illustrations in Chapter Two is to provide the reader with 
details of the script reform attempts for comparison in terms of structure, change in 
letter shapes, and the additions of dots and marks. Also, the illustrations focus on the 
design features and structure of the twentieth-century typefaces and simplification 
proposals in both Chapters Two and Three. This is to help the reader understand 
visually the intention of their establishment, and pay attention to the characters, 
originality and concepts. The illustrations are also provided to explain how and in 
what context the twentieth-century typefaces have been reassigned. In Chapter 
Four, the provided illustrations consist of data collected from the visited language 
centres, and from various Arabic learning books, journals, articles, conference papers, 
dissertations and websites. It includes learning materials such as scanned copies of 
exercises, animated clips, visual aids, worksheets, transliteration charts or images of 
similar contemporary typographic integration and visual language-learning projects. 
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The illustrations given in Chapter Five show how modern pedagogic and information 
design techniques have been studied and applied to construct each level of the 
learning book series. They are also given to show the similarities between certain 
existing techniques that have been used in the new learning books to create uniform 
learning activities and exercises. The illustrations provided in Chapter Six show an 
overview of the sessions that were carried out in Kuwait and London; this includes 
the workshop environment, the learning process of workshop participants, and the 
methods applied.
Personal illustrations have been provided in all the chapters to compliment the 
discussions found within the thesis, help contribute to the arguments, clarify the 
points discussed, and visually communicate with the reader in a more simple and clear 
way. It is important to note that many of the typographic projects have been scanned 
from books. It has therefore been impossible to reproduce them consistently or with 
complete reproductive fidelity to the originals since, in many cases the illustrations 
found in learning materials were also scanned copies, though every attempt has been 
made to do so. 
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2: Contextual Review
The research process outlined in this review chapter deals with two kinds of content. 
First, it provides a historical and theoretical framework concerning a few important 
historic reformation attempts made to the script that have promoted literacy and 
increased the successful expansion to the Arabic language. It then discusses the 
resistance of political powers toward various other Arabic script reform attempts. 
The chapter also reviews the role of the Academy of Arabic language in Cairo in the 
twentieth century, and its call for proposals for reformation and simplification to help 
resolve technical issues in regard to the script. Among the proposals were specific 
typographic (simplification) projects that aimed to promote literacy and facilitate 
further language learning. This research therefore explores the significant role of script 
simplification methods and their intention to spread literacy. 
Second, the chapter reviews the complexity of the script and language learning 
today and the way it has affected existing Arabic learners and part of a growing 
community who believe that Arabic is outmoded and too complex to learn. Like a few 
of the selected twentieth-century typefaces, this study intends to use the concept of 
simplification to help find effective solutions for contemporary educational issues that 
arise from the complexity of Arabic learning. 
The chapter views insights from a variety of academics, designers and typographers 
identified in Chapter One on current script complexity problems that are effecting 
Arabic language learning and leading to changes in communication preferences. The 
knowledge gap that is highlighted in this chapter revolves around the role of Arabic 
instructors who personally prepare contemporary educational material and teaching-
learning practices with no or very little experience in information and instructional 
design (Al-Met’eb, 2014; Nahla, 2014; Salimane, 2015; Bahbouh, 2014). Thus, such 
practices have caused a more challenging learning environment to many people 
without providing any added motivation or desire to learn Arabic. 
 
The research is concerned with the complexity of the Arabic language and script, and 
the study’s main goal is to facilitate learning through visual communication design. 
Therefore, it is important to review the contributions of those involved in the early 
reform and simplification of the script and language. This includes the early additions 
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of Arabic dots, vocalization marks, the proposals for adding foreign letters or for 
printing solutions to facilitate Arabic reading and writing. The purpose of this review 
is to study the logic behind their original simplification concepts, design features, 
and understand how they contribute to literacy, to help inform the practice further. 
Another purpose for this historic exploration is – as discussed earlier – to understand 
what simplification techniques and resources are needed to develop simple and 
accessible learning material that can also further facilitate basic Arabic learning. 
Another purpose is to reassign a few of the selected typefaces as effective pedagogic 
tools within the proper framework. 
2.1 History of Arabic Complexity and Script Reform
2.1.1 Early Script Reform Attempts 
Since the early years of the Islamic dynasty, the Arabic script had religious and artistic 
significance in all Arab and Muslim societies. In order to make it more accessible to 
Muslim converts – headed by powerful caliphs and supporters of reform – the Arabic 
script underwent early script changes during the 7th and 8th century. These changes 
may have led the evidential schools of reform: (a) simplification and (b) Latinization 
to claim that the script has traditional linguistic defects. These defects include the 
absence of a consistent vowel system, a variety of letter-variations and numerous dots 
above and below the letters. These later schools of reform had vario1us intentions: 
some wanting to simplify the script further without breaking its integrity, while others 
wanted to completely Latinize it with the aim to replace it with a more modern script 
like Latin. Both had a similar purpose – to influence Arab literature and culture as well 
as propose change of attitude for future Arab generations.
Since the beginning of its existence, whether in its first original calligraphic written 
style – Kufic or other styles, the Qur’an had no e’jam (dots) or tashkeel (Figure 12, 
Figure 13). The script was too complex for many Arabs and Muslim converts, who 
had difficulty distinguishing between different sounds of the letters (including foreign 
sounds) or correctly reciting passages from the Qur’an. A few reformation attempts 
were successfully executed to break the complexity of the script in Qur’an learning. 
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Figure 12. First Qur’anic script written in Kufic without dots and marks (from 
Moginet, 2009, p.26).
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Figure 13. Different early calligraphic styles featuring no dots. Examples of 7th 
Century archaic Ma’il style [top], 7th Century Archaic Mashq style [middle] and 
7th Century archaic Naskh style [bottom] (after AbiFarès, 2001, p.30).
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In The Arabic Language: Its Role in History, Anwar Chejne (1969) states that the 
early advocates of reforms were mostly religiously oriented and did not have close 
contact with the West but intended to provide to Arabs the glorification, courage 
and conviction needed for the spread and endurance of both the Arabic script and 
Islam. Thus, the early reform attempts further strengthened the rooted traditions of 
the script but actually kept it static against all the later reformation and simplification 
concepts that came afterwards. However, the early reformers proposed literary 
solutions that benefited the script in three major ways: first, by standardizing the 
script and foundation of the language, second, by making the Qu’ran more accessible 
to many Muslim converts and third, by further facilitating reading and writing. This 
shows that linguistic simplification can in many ways promote cultural, religious and 
educational literacy.  
In order to find effective linguistic solutions and develop special learning tools to ease 
basic Arabic learning and provide accessible learning material within this practice-
based research, it is important to review the three early script reforms and a selection 
of the academe’s reformation and simplification proposals in detail. The purpose is to 
collect valuable insights on what simplification techniques were used in the historic 
reformation and simplification attempts, and how the script, Qur’an and language 
learning through early reform became more accessible to the world. These attempts 
have proposed technical solutions to the linguistic problems that remained active 
during the evolution of the script, whether for literacy or printing purposes. This is to 
show that such simplification techniques and tools are strongly needed today in the 
designing of modern educational learning materials to facilitate language learning 
further and promote literacy.
2.1.1.1 Religious Matters
First Reform Attempt: Addition of vocalization dots – mid 7th century. 
In his book Arabic Calligraphy, calligrapher Dr Ibrahim Al-Eid (2010) offers valuable 
insights on the history of Arabic reform. Al-Eid (2010) states Arabic script had no 
dots before the Umayyad Empire. The first reformation attempt was by the early 
grammarian, Abi Aswad Al-Du’ali during the Umayyad Empire in the 7th century. 
During the spread of Islam, there were many non-Arabs converting to Islam, thus Al-
Du’ali was hired by the caliph to add reading rules (Arabic vowel marks or vocalization 
marks) to prevent the Qur’an from being misunderstood or distorted. 
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Arabic teacher of modern standard and spoken Arabic and applied linguistics 
specialist Ibrahim Othman (2014) states that Al-Du’ali marked dots with a different 
colour to represent Tashkeel or vowel/vocalization marks. He added a dot on top 
of a ftha and a dot under the ksra. He added a dot next to the dma and two dots 
above the shda. The vowel-less skoon letter had no dots11 (Othman, 2014) (Figure 
14). He explains that the reason behind Al-Du’ali applying formal rules to the Arabic 
language certainly lay in the increase of non-Arabic Muslims who recited the Qur’an. It 
is mandatory for Muslims and converters to recite Qur’an passages in classical Arabic 
and not through translation.
Al-Du’ali heard some Muslims pronounce the wrong reading of the Qur’an with 
mistakes in vowels and vocalization. With the increasing number of interested non-
Arab Muslims, there was a greater need for easing reading and learning of Arabic to 
prevent the wide spread of Qur’an reading errors. Therefore, the two main purposes 
for the execution of the three early reforms were (a) to ease Arabic and Qu’ran 
learning and its correct pronunciation and help Muslims distinguish between the 
sounds and shapes of letters and marks, and (b) to spread the script and Qur’an and 
make them more accessible in order to reach as many people as possible.
11 Vocalization marks or Tashkeel can also be called vowel marks. These marks are a phonetic guide 
to the sounds of letters or words. They play a significant role in Arabic grammar. The meaning of 
words may differ completely if vocalization marks are applied. These marks are added atop or below 
letters according to Arabic grammar rules and are pronounced after the letters. Ftha is a short 
slanting line over the letter representing the sound of ‘A’. Ksra is a short slanting line under the letter 
representing the sound of ‘E’. Dma is a smaller shape of the Arabic letter ‘waw’ and it represents 
the sound of ‘U’. Skoon is a small circle placed over to indicate a vowel-less letter – no additional 
sound. Shda is a flipped ‘E’ shape, it represents the doubling of a letter – a double consonant such as 
double p in ‘flipped’ and it is placed over the letter. In general, these marks have different meanings 
and purposes. Ftha means an opening or a bless, dma means a hug, ksra means a break, skoon 
means static/quietness and shda means pressure. 
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Figure 14. The early addition of dots to Kufic script to represent short vowels 
(few vocalization marks) (from Moginet, 2009, p.26).
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Second Reform: Addition of dots to distinguish letters – 7th - 8th Century
The Arabic alphabet had no dots, there were only 18 original shapes representing 
the entire alphabet (total of 28 letters). Before the addition of dots, readers of 
Arabic script and Qur’an used to be confused between most of the letters due to 
their identical shapes. In the reign of Abd Al-Malik Ibin Marwan12, two calligraphers 
who were also students of Al-Du’ali were ordered by the caliph to come up with 
a differentiation rule between the letters for further clarity and recognition. The 
calligraphers added dots as part of the individual letters (Al-Eid, 2014). 
‘Diacritics had been added, in the form of one, two or three dots, to more than half 
of the Arabic alphabet, situated above or below the characters. Mistakes in reading 
could then be almost eliminated.’ (Schami, 2010, p.12–13) Many scholars however 
refused this reformation attempt; they believed that writing without dots distinguished 
the scholarship level of each learner. The Umayyad caliph13, Abd al-Malik bin Marwan 
and Al-Hajjaj14 silenced all the conservative voices against reform. The caliph had 
the Qur’an recopied in the reformed script and thus more people started to read the 
holy book with less mistakes (Schami, 2010). The dot-heavy script - the use of dots 
to represent all the different letters and marks - was temporary and hence lasted 
from the late 7th century to the early 8th century (till the end of the Umayyad Dynasty) 
(Chejne, 1969). 
Third Reform: Separating diacritic dots from vocalization marks – 8th century 
More reform was needed to avoid further confusion of the Qur’an and Script. 
Therefore, one of the earliest Arab lexicographers and philologists, Khalil Bin Ahmed 
Al-Farhidi saw that dots of tashkeel and dots of letters were mixed with each other 
leading to further confusion. Thus he replaced the tashkeel dots with signs to 
enlighten the reader (Figure 15). This was made for both legibility and functionality 
purposes.The third reformation attempt gave further clarity to the script and raised 
literacy among the Muslim community (Al-Eid, 2014). Muslims were very happy after 
this reformation; poets started writing expressive Arabic poems about the new reform. 
The script had been visibly beautified after this significant reformation attempt. 
People were extremely happy with such a change (Al-Eid, 2014) (Figure 16). 
12 Abd Al-Malik Ibn Marwan was the fifth Umayyad caliph. 
13 Caliph is a title given to a person considered a political and religious successor to the prophet 
Mohammed and a leader of the entire Muslim community.
14 Al-Hajjaj was a murderous governor feared by all his eastern provinces (Schami, 2010).
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Figure 15. Eastern Kufic script showing Al-Khalil system - the replacement of 
vowel marks (few vocalization marks) with shapes to distinguish between the 
diacritical dots and vocalization marks (from Moginet, 2009, p.29).
Figure 16. An example of one of the poems describing Al-Farhidi’s third reform. 
The poet envisioned the Arabic letters as trees and the vocalization marks as 
branches filled with dates (from Al-Eid, 2014, p.26).
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This indeed defines the dominant role of diacritic dots and marks as aesthetic and 
phonetic techniques in the distinguishing of characters within reading and writing15. 
The three early reforms also confirm the significant role of simplification in the 
elevation of literacy within a broader context.
Schami (2010) states that Arabic poetry and science gained in clarity as much as 
the religious texts. Although originally used for secular writings and commercial 
communication, around the tenth century, the Naskh style was standardized by the 
calligrapher Ibn Muqla and later attained its highest aesthetic development by the 
calligrapher Ibn Al Bawwab. It soon replaced the Kufic style as a style for transcribing 
the Quranic text (AbiFarès, 2001). With time, the Arabic script had become brighter, 
sharper, clearer and more precise as the people started to use it more and more often 
(Figure 17).
2.1.1.2 Political Matters
As discussed earlier, the complexity of Arabic script has been evident since the early 
years of the Muslim empires and these reformation attempts saw the light due to the 
support of powerful caliphs to these innovations during the early centuries. Many 
reforms were later proposed but failed to be widely adopted due to religious and 
political matters. Chejne (1969) states that the reason for this failure mainly related to 
the Qu’ran; the script has been surrounded by halo of sanctity. Through the spread 
of the Qu’ran, the script was able to form ‘strong’ structures of religion, language, 
literature and calligraphy. Since the script formed an authentic relationship with the 
Qur’an, as it is believed to be the sacred words of God, the concept of script reform 
was a red line not to be crossed. Those who proposed reformation ideas and had no 
support from their caliph were immediately slaughtered by the government during 
the empire years (Schami, 2010). Thus, no reform was possible because no caliphs or 
powerful leaders supported it. 
15 It is interesting to note that in early history, scribes have used diacritic dots to distinguish between 
homographs. It is believed that they might have borrowed this method from the Syriac script, which 
uses dots to distinguish between a variety of phonemes. The Syriac script might have also developed 
this method from the Nabatean script, which used dots to distinguish between characters that 
share similar visual features (Nehmé, 2010). This also authenticates the dominant role of dots as an 
aesthetic and phonetic technique in distinguishing between characters and sounds – and which has 
not only been used by the Arabic script, but also by earlier alphabets.
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Figure 17. The full Naskh style with finalized dots and vocalization marks (from 
AbiFarès, 2001, p.35).
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‘Famous philosophers and poets had been lashed or barbarically executed for 
suggesting the least reform to the structure of government or expressing the faintest 
doubt in the Qur’an’ (Schami, 2010, p.17). It can therefore be assumed that Islamists 
and higher authorities considered script refinement and simplification a threat to 
Islam. Schami (2010) states that the Arabic script was known as the language of the 
Qur’an and was regarded as sacred because it was and is still believed to be the 
means to deliver the pure words of God. 
‘In the Islamic tradition, until quite recently, the Qur’an was literally untranslatable 
(and therefore un-translated), because Allah’s truth was accessible only through the 
un-substitutable true signs of written Arabic’ (Anderson, 1983, p.14). Al-Eid (2014) 
traces political incidents during Muslim empires, explaining the way caliphs and 
conservatives preserved the Qur’an from being misunderstood or distorted. Thus 
Muslim states refused to print the Qur’an because copying the Qur’an was a religious 
job; as stated by Anderson (1983), it had to be done carefully and accurately by a 
calligrapher and not a machine. Muslims believed that printing and typewriting could 
have produced mistakes. The Qur’an was also not translatable due to conservatives 
who were hostile to any kind of attempts that would distort the true meaning of God. 
Due to the Holy book being untranslatable, Muslim converts had to alternatively recite 
verses of the Qur’an in Arabic as discussed earlier.
Many attempts were suggested for the reformation of the Arabic script; only a few 
reformers were granted the freedom to do so and had their reforms promoted,  
and thus only a few minor reforms were attempted and marked on Arabic history’s 
timeline16. Other reformers were victims to conspiracies that cost them their lives17. 
Schami (2010) explains Ibn Muqla’s life during the 10th Century and how he had 
been tortured for trying to speak of a refinement for the Arabic script. Schami (2010) 
explains that conservative Muslim scholars were hostile to any kind of reform and 
hence political and religious powers were the counterweight in the empire years. 
Thus it is hypothesized that political ‘power’ was believed to be the weapon to fight 
conspiracies or rejections on the reformation of the script. The refinements that 
16 Diacritics have been added, in the form of one, two or three dots above or below most letters 
(over half the Arabic alphabet). 
17 Ibn Muqla was considered a thief and a trader operating against his caliph. There were many 
conspiracies stirred against him for trying to pass on his own vision of the rules he had created for 
Arabic calligraphy. He died in July 940 A.D, but his work still remains sacred.
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had been made throughout history are few and most of which were supported by 
caliphs (Schami, 2010). The only possibility of successful reform was to be supported 
by a powerful caliph who could silence all the hostile reactions against it. None of 
the later attempts were successfully executed; they were only perpetuated by the 
advancement of the printing press.
In her book Arabic Typography, AbiFarès (2001) focuses on Arabic typography and its 
evolution throughout history. She explains that attempts to introduce printing to Arab 
countries failed due to the script preservation and religious and cultural animosity 
as discussed earlier. The strict adoption of the Arabic script by the Islamic Empire 
initiated a rejection of Western inventions making it difficult for Arab countries to 
open up to educational and cultural exchange ‘at first’. A note of caution is due here 
since this could be assumed as a ‘delay’ in the evolution of the Arabic script. 
Arabic Calligraphers played a major role in this, believing that printing would 
replace and eventually end their successful profession. Hence, it could conceivably 
be hypothesized that such delay did not only affect the technical development of 
the Arabic script but also made it evolve very differently than Latin. AbiFarès (2001) 
states that fall of the Ottoman Empire led to the independence of all Arab states 
and assisted in spreading the printing industry due to the increasing demands for 
printed material. It generated an exploration for modernization and progressive 
experimentation. This change led to re-evaluation of the Arabic script and language 
taking into account its structural, written and visual aspects. This has pushed for the 
need of further script reform ideas that can help the script adjust to western printing 
and typesetting innovations entering the Arab world. 
2.1.2 Academy of the Arabic Language in Cairo
There was a growing interest in the reformation and standardization of the script 
due to the consequent modernization of many of the Arab states after the fall of the 
Ottoman Empire. In 1934, the Academy of the Arabic Language was founded in Cairo 
for the development and regulation of the script. During the twentieth century, the 
Arabic script witnessed more potential attempts towards further refinements18. Even 
18 Kinross (1992) explains that the impulse for new Latin typography came from people outside the 
printing trade and even the field of typography. Similarly, the reformation of Arabic (through type) 
came mostly from people outside the field via the Academy of Arabic Language; grammarians, 
academics and linguists have executed many of the projects that were proposed to the academy.
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after the addition of diacritic dots and vowels many people referred to the Arabic 
script as ‘complex’. 
Andreu Balius (2013) states there was a need to seek solutions to represent some 
of the sounds that are not represented in its writing system. This has caused a 
misrepresentation of foreign words. Therefore, the academy was commissioned to 
study this issue. It later decided that the solution for this is to simplify the Arabic script 
since this has become a general problem. They came up with the idea to invent a 
new effective and standardized system that aims to make Arabic reading and writing 
easier, but without abandoning the fundamental principles of the language. The idea 
was accepted initially and it arose a few years later. 
In 1936, the academy proposed the addition of new diacritics above or below certain 
letters to represent non-Arabic sounds19. In 1938, it planned to take this further 
through carrying out a few studied reform and simplification projects with the aim to 
make Arabic easier to read and write. Haralambous (2006) states that in 1944, two 
projects were presented: one suggested a complete switch to the Latin alphabet – 
Romanization20 – while preserving a few Arabic letters. The other one featured the 
simplification of the script by preserving the original shapes of consonants and adding 
new letters shapes for short vowels and grammar rules. This brings us closer to the 
earlier discussion regarding the two schools of reform (simplification and reformation). 
The plan did not work and thus in 1945 the academy organized a worldwide contest 
with a financial prize to find the best method of simplification of the Arabic writing 
system. The academy received around two hundred submissions21.
2.1.2.1 Technical Matters
As indicated earlier, the reason for the early reform attempts was to facilitate 
reading and writing for non-Arab and Muslim converts in order to spread Islam. In 
a similar vein, the academy’s main intention was to add foreign letters due to the 
19 Some English letters do not have equivalent sounds in Arabic, such as  ‘ch’, ‘p’ and ‘v’ and are 
either known as un-familiar Arabic sounds or foreign sounds. 
20 Romanization or Latinization is the conversion of writing from a different writing system to the 
Latin script. For example, Arabs can use Latin characters to communicate in Arabic, for example 
‘marhaba’ (hello). 
21 Many proposals submitted to the academy were executed and submitted by lawyers, engineers, 
government officials, teachers and college professors; they depended heavily on their handwriting 
and calligraphic skills. 
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misrepresentation of foreign sounds. This led to an exploration of a new, effective and 
standardized system through the call of simplification proposals to promote literacy. 
In a personal interview with Arabic typographer and calligrapher Mourad Boutros22 
(2014), he states that the attempts were made for simplifying Arabic for grammatical 
and technical reasons23. An important rule was set by the academy and that was to 
respect the reading habits and maintain the traditional written aspect as much as 
possible (Moginet, 2009). Having in mind the authentic relationship between the 
script and religion, it was clear that all proposals must also respect the religious aspect 
of the script. Therefore, most submissions proposed their concepts through using 
Qur’anic or poetry verses. It is assumed that if an Arab could read and then accept 
a Qur’anic passage in this typeface or this specific writing system, then the system 
would be valid (Nammour, 2014). The intention of using Qur’anic verses might have 
been thought of as a safe path that would silence any hostile reactions towards any 
kind of proposals that called for major script refinement. 
In an article entitled ‘A Brief Survey of Proposals to Simplify Arabic Script’, Arabic 
calligrapher Mamoun Sakkal (2008) categorizes the purposes of these attempts. (a) 
Some attempts were proposed to make reading Arabic easier by merging vowels 
and vocalization sounds (orthographic signs) as extra letters within the text. This is to 
make the full Arabic script easy to compose and thus they focused on orthographic 
and grammatical simplification (Moginet, 2009). (b) Other attempts were to make 
typesetting and Arabic writing faster and more accessible by reducing the number 
of letterform variations. This is to achieve simple and economical ways of typesetting 
and transmitting text by all the available means that existed back at that time 
(Moginet, 2009). Sakkal states that the third category consists of (c) many attempts 
that were aimed to make Arabic more contemporary and modern. They suggested 
graphic solutions that departed visibly from Arabic writing even to the extent of using 
Latin letters. 
One of the proposals was by the Architect Nasri Khattar and features non-cursive 
22 Interviews were carried out as part of the research study to gain an extensive understanding of the 
fields of design, education and typography. All the transcripts are found in Appendix C (p. 459). 
23 The book, by Imil Yacub, is called Al-Khatt Al-Arabi: Origins, Reformation, Solutions, and 
Development. The book was printed in limited copies. There is one available by request at Oxford 
University Library as well as a few other international libraries. 
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(detached) Arabic letters and the reduction of Arabic characters; meaning that each 
letter has one single character rather than having up to four forms (Figure 18). He 
proposes educational, technical and economical solutions that aim to contribute to 
the simplification of the script and the promoting of literacy among students to ease 
Arabic reading and writing (discussed further in Chapter Three). Another proposal was 
submitted by Mahmoud Taymour; it also includes the reduction of characters (one 
form per letter) (Figure 19, Figure 10). On the other hand, Abdulaziz Fahmi proposes 
the idea of Latinization; using Latin shapes to represent Arabic sounds. He interpreted 
some of the letters with the aim to establish a visual relationship between Arabic and 
Latin characters (Figure 20). He uses different typographic styles and both upper and 
lowercase characters to demonstrate his Latinization concept clearly.
A few of the other academy submissions featured the proposing of vocalization and 
grammatical solutions. The following four proposals shared similar concepts, either 
the reduction of characters, the separation of marks from letters and dots or the 
placement of marks separately on a kashida (Figure 21). Mahmoud Taymour’s proposal 
features non-cursive letters with vocalization marks that are kept distant from the 
main text. His proposal also includes the reduction of characters as indicated earlier. 
In another proposal, K.B El Farag uses smaller-sized vocalization marks and places 
them on the kashida rather than being directly above or below the letters. He places a 
standing mark separately behind the final letter of a word - this is only applied to the 
final letter of a word (known as word closure).
Mohammed Lakhdar-Ghazal’s proposal features the same concept used by El-Farag – 
the placement of marks on the kashida – except that he uses bigger and more legible 
characters and marks (Figure 21, Figure 24). By placing the marks on the kashida, 
Ghazal proposes separating them from being directly placed above or below letters to 
help present the Arabic text in the most legible way possible without having the dots 
and vocalization marks placed in unfixed places within the text. Ghazal maintained 
the original look of the script but proposed a simplification solution. S. Ouaida’s 
proposal includes the reduction of characters; the letters are non-cursive whereas the 
dots are placed directly above or below the letters. Vocalization marks are placed in a 
standardized position either directly above, below or beside the dots. 
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Figure 18. A proposal submitted by Nasri Khattar featuring detached Arabic 
letters and reduction of variation forms (from Al-Saggar, 1998, p.81).
Figure 19. A proposal submitted by Mahmoud Taymour that features the 
reduction of characters (one form per letter) (from Al-Saggar, 1998, p.81).
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Figure 20. Another proposal is the Latinized Arabic letters submitted by 
Abdulaziz Fahmi; it proposes one sign per letter with vowels following 
consonants (from Al-Saggar, 1998, p.82).
Figure 21. Four projects proposing vocalization and grammatical solutions. 
Two of them propose a reduction of letter variation forms [(1) and (4)] (from 
Moginet, 2009, p.93)
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Also, there were a variety of unclear proposals submitted by Sulaiman Mohammed, 
Yousif Augustine, and Abdulatif Afifi that had no detailed explanation as to their 
motives (Figure 22). Their inventers either added different characters or interpreted 
their own ideas through unrecognized handwriting, providing no explanation as to 
why they executed them in this particular way (Al-Saggar, 1998). For instance, Ali 
Al-Gharim’s proposal features the integration of vocalization marks as extra letters 
within the text while preserving the original structure of the Arabic characters (Figure 
23). Unlike Ghazal who provided a detailed explanation of his proposal (Figure 24), 
Al-Gharim redesigned the marks but provideded no support or explanation for the 
reason of the marks’ remodelling (discussed further in Chapter Three). 
Mahfouz Bin Habeels submitted three different proposals (Figure 25), that, while 
lacking explanation, are fairly understandable on their face. The first one featured 
the integration of vocalization marks as extra letters within the main text. In his 
second proposal, he uses the same integration concept; it shows clearly how he was 
influenced to a large degree by the Greek alphabet. Habeels uses uppercase and 
lowercase single non-cursive characters that look very similar to the Greek letters. 
In the third proposal, Habeel establishes a visual resemblance between the Greek 
characters and the new Arabic characters proposed; he adds the original Arabic 
characters on top of his proposed characters to help readers easily recognize the new 
Arabic letters.
In another proposal, Ibrahim Muhammad Sadili’s changes a few shapes of the Arabic 
letters to standardize the alphabet. He abolishes the cursive feature of the script and 
reduces the number of Arabic characters (Figure 26). Sadili standardizes vocalization 
mark width and places them in equal position either above or below the appendices 
of each character; one mark per letter.  Another proposal that features disconnected 
letters was submitted by Taysir Zubyan. He also integrated vocalization marks as 
additional letters (Figure 27). There is no explanation or translation provided; it is 
challenging to recognize some of the letters and signs. It is also unclear if the concept 
features the reduction of characters or not. Similar to the proposals of Fahmi and 
Habeel, another interesting resemblance proposal was submitted by Yahya Boutimene 
(Figure 28). Boutimene’s resemblance concept was based on Latin characters that 
are adopted and applied to create a visual relationship with Arabic characters. Thus, 
he drew Arabic letters that resemble lowercase Latin and Greek alphabet letters 
(Haralambous, 2006).
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Figure 22. A number of reform proposals submitted by Sulaiman Mohammed 
Sulaiman, Yousif Augustine, and Abdulatif Afif that feature different concepts 
and additions of shapes. Different characters have been added in each 
proposal through unrecognized handwriting. They were added to represent 
vocalization marks, but the proposals cannot be clearly understood due 
the absence of a detailed explanation for each purpose. Al-Saggar (1998) 
commented on the proposed reform concepts [top] ‘Good will is not enough 
and does not always lead to solutions. script reform is not a temperament 
issue, it is a sensitive one that is connected to visual memory and extends to 
the future Arab generations’ (figure from Al-Saggar, 1998, pp. 82).
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Figure 23. A proposal submitted by Al-Gharim; he replaces the 
shapes of vocalization marks with other shapes and integrates them 
within the text as additional letters [top] and a short explanation of the 
proposal written by Al-Saggar [bottom] (from Al-Saggar, 1998, pp. 82). 
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Figure 24. Mohammed Lakhdar-Ghazal’s proposal in 1958 (from Moginet, 
2009, pp. 98–99). 
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Figure 25. Three proposals submitted to the academy by Mahfouz Bin Hebeels 
with original Arabic translation on the side as guidance (from Al-Saggar, 1998, 
p.84). 
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Figure 26. A proposal submitted by Ibrahim Sadili where he uses one sign per 
letter, and consonants that are followed by vowels with a standard width (from 
Moginet, 2009, p.92).
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Figure 27. A proposal submitted by Taysir Zubyan that features disconnected 
letters and integrates vocalization marks as extra letters (from Moginet, 2009, 
p.92).
Figure 28. An overview of Yahya Boutmene‘s proposal that features lowercase 
Latin and Greek characters adopted and applied to create a visual relationship 
with Arabic characters (from Haralambous, 2006, p. 11).
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Many questions can be derived from the proposals discussed earlier. Why replace the 
script with another script? Why separate vocalization marks from being placed next 
to the dots or the characters? Why change their shapes only to replace them with 
new other shapes? Why integrate them within the text as extra letters? This means 
that these certain elements within the traditional script were seen as confusing and 
complex. Most of the proposals that have been discussed earlier propose the idea of 
either modifying or abolishing some features; variations of a single letter, vocalization 
marks or the cursive feature of the script. These features of the traditional script have 
been mostly viewed as either complex components or defects by many including the 
inventers of these proposals24. 
Therefore, most of the submitted proposals have shown a trend where the majority 
of intentions were to make major refinements to the script rather than simplifications. 
In the end, none of the proposals were approved by the academy due to a perceived 
break with the traditional script (Moginet, 2009), they were considered unsuitable 
by the academy because they were believed to have threatened the integrity of the 
traditional script. Still, the majority of these proposals have indirectly confirmed that 
there might truly be a universal awareness of the script’s deficiencies. It is now clear 
that this is not just a technical issue, but a cultural one that initiated a long time ago.
2.1.2.2 Romanization of Arabic
Were the majority of these twentieth-century proposals mainly proposed for the 
sake of promoting literacy or was it a call for change for the sake of modernization? 
Not only within the academy’s proposals, the search for modernity has been evident 
throughout the history of Arabic script evolution. Arabic has faced many reform 
attempts to modernize its writing script. The most extreme writing reform proposed 
was Romanization, as seen in the proposals above submitted by Fahmi, Habeels and 
Boutmene. The idea behind it was to discard Arabic Abjad entirely and replace it with 
the Latin alphabet. Initiated in the 19th Century, the supporters of reformation have 
24 This authenticates that these script features can also be viewed as barriers by language 
learners and can cause complex learning environments if not introduced simply and periodically. 
How to introduce them in best way possible for contemporary Arabic learners and simplify their 
understanding further? Thus, after a detailed review of a variety of simplification attempts and 
understanding their motives, a few proposal projects have been chosen to be reassigned as learning 
tools and design the learning material; this includes Nasri Khattar’s project for reduction of characters 
and non-cursive feature, Mohammed Lakhdar Ghazal’s project for simply introducing the role of 
vocalization marks, and few other twentieth century simplification projects (typefaces) that have been 
executed to promote literacy. For more information, please refer to Chapter Three.
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stated that the Arabic script is unsuitable for modern conditions (modernity) (Szell, 
2012). Many script-reform supporters viewed the Latin alphabet as the most known 
around the world due to its efficiency and accessibility. Chejne (1969) notes that one 
of the advocates of external reform, Fahmi (Figure 9) believed that switching to the 
Latin script the way the Turks had done in the 1920’s would eliminate much of the 
controversy and the greatest obstacle to learning the language. Chejne (1969) also 
states that Fahmi had many opponents who were strongly hostile to his Latinization 
proposal. He ended up being discredited on many grounds, although his supporters 
maintained that Latinization of the script remained the best solution, guaranteeing 
good pronunciation of letter sounds and foreign words in particular. 
As discussed in Szell (2012), there were many strong supporters of Romanization of 
Arabic. Two directors of the Egyptian National Library led the earliest pushes during 
1880s and 1890s (Sakkal, 2008). Among other Romanization supporters was a Coptic 
Christian named Musa who felt alienated due to the strong bond between Arabic 
and Islam. He encouraged looking back to the Egyptian civilization and roots rather 
than their Arab heritage. He believed that Arabic was inaccessible and insufficient 
for science and other fields believing the Western mentality and script through 
Romanization would rather produce a better future for Egypt. Another attempt was by 
the Lebanese poet Said Aql. He encouraged his people to write the Lebanese dialect 
through the Romanized script instead of modern Arabic. Aql published a book25 in 
colloquial Lebanese that had been written only in the Latin script. According to Hajjar 
(1985) Aql held negative feelings towards Arab culture and language. 
It is safe to conclude that these attempts were proposed mostly by non-Muslims and 
Western-minded reformers. There were various purposes behind Romanization; (a) to 
contemporize the script and abolish major script challenges within Arabic learning, 
and (b) to terminate the association of the language and script with Islam. Szell 
(2012) discusses two further purposes for the Romanization push: (c) to make Arabic 
script more adjustable to a model that is more compatible with Western technology, 
and (d) to switch to Western writing systems with the aim to imitate the West. This 
presumably also leads to the contemporary situation where the Western forms of 
a language are privileged over the traditional ones by a growing part of the Arab 
community.
25 According to Sakkal (2008), Aql’s book Khumasiyyat came out in 1978.
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2.1.2.3 Incorporating the Thinking behind a few Selected 
Simplified Projects
The earlier academy proposals (along with a few other individual projects that were 
created outside the academy’s competition) were all reviewed for two main reasons 
within this thesis. The first reason was to study their purposes and their pragmatic 
and aesthetic features and incorporate their thinking and help develop the simplified 
learning tools. It was important to learn about the execution of the typefaces as well 
as understand the design process and the design features of each. The reason is to 
inform the practice further and help categorize each typeface in the best context 
within the different learning levels of the book series (Figure 29).
The chosen typefaces with Reduction of Characters & Disconnected Letters features 
were reassigned and introduced within the first few learning levels to ease the 
learning experience and help learners visualize and master the original shapes of the 
alphabet individually. Another purpose is to help learners focus on the formation of 
simple words using disconnected letters (non-cursive). 
None of the projects that featured Romanization were adopted. Instead, a 
contemporary bilingual typeface (Azer typeface by Pascal Zoghbi and Wael Morcos) 
was assigned to represent the Romanization feature and simple design of the 
character set. Thus, Romanization through transliteration was used to transliterate 
Arabic letter sounds. The feature was also used to show learners how to easily form 
words made from normal letters, emphatic letters and/or the combination of both. 
The typeface with Redesign of Letters feature can be less recognizable and thus was 
chosen to challenge learners on letter and word identification and recognition skills. 
The typeface with Modular character feature on the other hand was chosen to test 
learners on the anatomy of letters and words. The purpose is to push and challenge 
learners by constructing letters and words. The chosen typefaces with both the 
Redesign of Letters and Modular Characters features were used to fulfil the objectives 
of certain areas within the advanced and challenging levels of the book series. 
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Romanization Reduction of Characters 
& Disconnected Letters
Vocalization marks Modular Characters Redesign of letters
Abulaziz Fahmi
1944
A. Al-Jarim
1952
M. Taymour
1951
S. M. Sulaiman
n.d.
K.B. El Farag
n.d.
M. Lakhdar-Ghazal
ASV-Codar Typeface
Morocco, 1958
S. Ouaida
n.d.
I. Sadili
1948
N. Khattar
Uniﬁed Arabic Typeface
Beirut, 1932 - Proposed in 1947
A. Aﬁﬁ
n.d.
M. Bin-Habeels
n.d.
M. Bin-Habeels
n.d.
I. Sadili
1948
T. Zubyan
n.d.
T. Zubyan
n.d.
Y. Boutmene
1955
M. Boutros
Basic Arabic Typeface
London, 1993
M. Al-Saggar
Condenced Alphabet
Baghdad, 1972
R. Abou Rjeily 
Mirsaal Typeface
London, 2010
S. Abulhab
Mutamathil Type
New York, 1999
This infographic diagram shows projects of simpliﬁcation of the Arabic writing 
system that fall under the criteria list (ﬁve various typeface features required to 
create the intended visual pedagogic tools). The projects are either proposals 
submitted to the Academy of the Arabic language in Cairo during the twentieth 
century, or projects that were executed later. Few of them were selected, reviewed 
further and examined to choose the most accessible typographic projects amongst 
them all. This is to reassign the most practical and accessible typefaces in this 
practice-based project.
Criteria applied:
projects categorized according to the distinctive functional 
and aesthetic features of the letters, signs and marks.
Note: some projects have multiple features
M. Lakhdar-Ghazal
ASV-Codar Typeface
Morocco, 1958
Academy’s reformation & simpliﬁcation proposals
Simpliﬁed projects created away from the Academy
Reformation-Based Projects
Simpliﬁcation-Based Projects
Selected for further review / Reassigned in this 
project (Chapter Three onwards)
1 2 3 4 5
Summary of Reviewed Reformation & Simpliﬁcation Projects 
Y. Augustine
n.d.
KEY 
Figure 29. Summary of a selection of academy proposals and simplification 
projects reviewed and/or reassigned in this study.
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2.1.2.4 Reformation vs. Simplification
The second reason for reviewing the academy proposals (along with a few other 
individual projects that were created outside the academy’s competition) within 
this thesis is to clarify both the reformers’ and simplifiers’ own interpretations and 
intentions in solving the technical issues of the script. This has ultimately been 
done to distinguish the reformation and simplification terms and paths to direct the 
study toward simplification methods and processes - rather than reformation - when 
reassigning the learning tools and developing the simplified learning content.
In regard to the Arabic script, it is important to clarify the intention of many applicants 
for proposing such projects: some aimed to simplify the script for machinery purposes 
whereas others wanted for the most part to refine it. There is certainly a distinction 
between the simplification of Arabic on a typographic and educational level (for 
the purpose of typesetting or Arabic learning) and the standardization of Arabic in 
terms of major script reform (this is when fundamental aspects of the Arabic script 
are redefined as discussed earlier). The concept of simplification is mainly to promote 
literacy and solve technical problems of a script whereas the conversion of Arabic 
characters to characters of another language (Romanization) is a complete reformation 
attempt that aims to replace the existing script in favour of a more accessible one. 
Also, any change advocated as a redesign of Arabic alphabet structure and shapes is 
considered a reformation attempt that aims to replace the traditional script. 
To clarify this further with an example, the simplification concept can be linked to 
the repositioning of vocalization marks, like Ghazal’s project, while the reformation 
concept can be referred to as an intention of entirely abolishing them or integrating 
them with the text like Al-Gharim’s project. The proposals reviewed earlier are 
categorized in the following paragraph according to their purposes to help 
understand the difference between the intention of simplification and the intention of 
reformation. 
The projects that proposed a major script reform are: Abulaziz Fahmi, Al-Gharim, 
Sulaiman Mohammed Sulaiman, Yousif Augustine, Abdulatif Afifi, Mahfouz Bin 
Habeels, Taysir Zubyan, and Yahya Boutmene. Whereas the projects that proposed 
the simplification of the script are: Nasri Khattar, Mahmoud Taymour, K.B. El Farag. 
Mohammed Lakhdar-Ghazal. S. Ouaida, and Ibrahim Muhammad Sadili. It is important 
to note that the steps of reformation derived from the purpose of simplification in 
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language learning for non-Arabs, meaning that the simplification efforts in making the 
script more accessible have given rise to the proposals of reformation attempts. 
Sakkal (2008) states:
Some people who read this survey conclude that is there are so many 
attempts to change the script, then there must really be a problem 
with it, but I conclude that the failure of most of those attempts over 
a long period of time is a testament to vitality and logic of the script. 
(Sakkal, 2008).
Concerning this historical aspect of the script, the Arabic language remained 
unreformed for several reasons and it cannot simply be dedicated for religious matters 
only. The formation of the language and its twenty-eight letters is majorly entrenched 
in the historic morphology system. 
Prior to the Islamic period, the desert-dwelling Arabs had nothing in 
the way of the visual arts as striking as Greek or Roman painting and 
sculpture; but the desert lets the eyes rest and loosens the tongue, 
and the Arabs did have one of the finest traditions of poetry in the 
world. Islam increased the importance of the word and its aesthetic 
expression in calligraphy, initially for sacred purposes. Later on, 
Arabic script was used decoratively in or on palaces, vessels, jewelry 
books and other luxury goods. (Schami, 2010, p.25) 
Like the way early reform attempts strengthened the rooted traditions of the script 
and kept it static, the survival of Arabs in the desert enabled them to reinforce the 
script even more. Using the space of the desert, they were able to visualize creatively 
through poetry and survived along with their script all these years (Al-Eid, 2014). In his 
book The Rise of Islamic Calligraphy, Dr. Alain George (2010) states that the Islamic 
prohibition of human and animal drawings has certainly forced calligraphy to adopt 
high-level artistic techniques, which resulted in extremely advanced calligraphic styles. 
Calligraphers were given open options to represent the script in a variety of artistic 
forms and inspire Arabs and non-Arabs. These options have helped spread Islam and 
attract as many non-Arab nations as possible. The limitless possibilities given in the 
field of calligraphy have helped develop more engaging learning tools and outcomes 
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that inspired the world with the Arabic language and script. Thus, the techniques and 
tools used in calligraphy to inspire non-Arab learners are great examples of language 
and cultural awareness. The major challenges only come straight after inspiring 
people by the variety of artistic forms of the Arabic script and language; that is, when 
the same people who have been greatly influenced by calligraphy decide to take the 
next step and want to learn the language.
2.2 Problems with Script and Arabic Learning Today
The religious, political and cultural matters discussed earlier have been proved to 
be challenges to further development of the Arabic script (Schami, 2010). All of 
these reform efforts have not led to a final and effective decision. After the fall of the 
Ottoman Empire and subsequently the emergence of the digital world, the Arabic 
script has partly lost its political and cultural power of resistance to change due to 
the advancement of computer technology. Thus a struggle was experienced and the 
delay in modernization of the Arabic script, language and education has become 
increasingly apparent as a modern issue.
As noted by Szell (2012), computers have been primarily designed for left-to-right 
scripts and consequently this has presented several issues for right-to-left scripts. 
Brenda Danet and Susan Herring (2007) demonstrate that the early planners of the 
Internet were North American and wanted only to facilitate communicationin English 
through the ASCII character set26 (Figure 30). Szell (2012) states that the unsupported 
Arabic script that emerged for various computer platforms produced disjointed 
letters that led such script to appear incorrectly. Arabic users have faced difficulty in 
communicating online. In a way, the Arabic writing system online has adopted the 19th 
century reform proposal – Romanization or in other words ‘ASCII-ization Arabic’ (AA)
or ‘Arabish’27 – that is the phonetic Latin equivalent of Arabic. 
26 It is important to note that the text transmission of the Internet is based on ASCII character set 
as shown in Figure 18. It an acronym for American Standard Code for Information Interchange 
established in 1960s. The character set is based on the Roman alphabet and the sounds of English 
language. It is interesting to know that ASCII advantaged English online through HTML, domains, 
URLS, email addresses, content of instant messages, chat etc. (Herring, 2007). 
27 Arabish is another term used for Arabic Romanization and Arabic IM. As mentioned earlier, it is 
when an Arab communicates in Arabic using Latin characters.
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Figure 30. The ASCII Character Set (from Danet and Herring, 2007, p. 8).
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Szell (2012) states that the idea of Romanization was taken into account as a 
temporary solution in the beginning of the digital era as a substitute for the un-
supported Arabic on platforms. It was formed as the result of Arabic communication 
in the globalized world with Western technology. Arabs started chatting online using 
AA since the beginning of the technological paradigm shift. In an example shown in 
Figure 31, the script has been removed and a kind of phonetic Latin equivalent of 
Arabic replaces it.
Szell (2012) demonstrates that the joined nature of the Arabic script and the variation 
forms of letters have certainly led to a few distinctive technological attempts to 
simplify the script further and become accessible on various computer platforms. 
After a period of time, Arabic users were able to use their script online. Even after the 
support of the Arabic script on platforms, AA was still the most preferable means of 
communication; Arabs still used it in everyday applications and has become the new 
communication preference for many Arabic users. 
A study carried out by David Palfreyman and Muhamed Al-Khalil (2002) (cited in 
Danet and Herring, 2007) states that the initial purpose for using AA was the absence 
of Arabic script on keyboards, and later the difficulty of using Arabic vocalization 
marks on the Arabic keyboards, it was easier to type AA than Arabic with all the extra 
effort of adding marks onto Arabic characters. AA was used either because of greater 
familiarity with English keyboard layout, technical factors or it was an easier solution to 
add vernacular sounds such as ch, g, p etc. (Figure 32, Figure 33). 
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Figure 31. AA Online chatting example with English translation on the side as 
guidance. Text highlighted in red to show the use of vowel marks and green for 
the use of ta’ mrbouta.
Figure 32. Numerals used to represent Arabic sounds and numerals used with 
apostrophe to distinguish between different letter sounds.
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Figure 33. Representation of vocalization marks and vowels in AA. 
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The evolution of printing and computer technology overcame the early technical 
issues of the script and hence they have changed the situation for the simplification of 
Arabic. The evolving digital era has led to the preservation of the Arabic script in its 
traditional form. With the advancement of computer technology, font systems were 
capable of featuring diacritics and vocalization marks together with a gigantic quantity 
of glyphs. Further reformation of Arabic was not necessary any more, since the 
technological issues had now been overcome (Balius, 2013). However, social, cultural 
and educational conditions remained active. Thus, it is essential to further review 
social and cultural contemporary issues that are affecting the script and language 
today. It can be assumed that such issues resulted from globalization and bilingualism 
from a broader context. 
2.2.1 Causes of Globalization and Bilingualism on Language
In the modern world, tremendous shift in communication and social structures 
have been witnessed. Globalization and bilingualism brought a new world of 
communication into many different cultures and societies and hence created a 
standardized ‘language’ worldwide. Crystal (2003) (cited in Danet and Herring, 
2007) states that the economic and social globalization pushed along by the rapid 
diffusion of the internet created a strong demand for an international lingua franca, 
hence furthering English’s presence as a global language. Therefore, many societies 
communicate through their own vernacular along with English on the side.
2.2.1.1 Social Issues
Understanding the term ‘Bilingualism’
Social globalization plays a major role in many Arab speaker’s preferred 
communication manner today. The use of AA formed a modernized mentality28 
among part of the Arab community. Many have set their writing system and letter 
sounds through an English transliteration, which phonetically formed a bilingual 
communication preference. This has led to the beginning of social and cultural 
changes in the Arab world leading to opening up of educational and cultural 
exchange at an incredible speed.
28 A modernized mentality refers to a modern impression formed from Western influences and 
globalization. This is when many Arabs start to think, communicate and act like Westerners – 
Westernized Arabs.
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Palfreyman and Al-Khalil state that the most interesting logic of using AA is due to the 
positive social connotation that have been developed among the Arab society:
‘People who are higher educated use this way of typing and others 
use original Arabic writing letters…in another word the one who 
is used to English write in this way and the one who is not used 
to English use the original writing way” (Palfreyman and Al-Khalil, 
2002) (cited in Danet and Herring, 2007, p.59). 
The social factors that are imposed on AA includes the social-psychological factors 
and this includes ways in which Arabic users turn to social values through choices of 
linguistic assets. Shigemeto (n.d.) (cited in Danet and Herring, 2007) argues that the 
use of AA in the Gulf region appeared to be enabling the dialect of the Gulf region 
with a logical prestige. Users apparently chose to avoid the Arabic writing system 
through the use of the orthographic system of another language (English) that has 
a different status base in the context of globalization. This communicative tool has 
produced a competing alternative representation (Palfreyman, 2011) cited in Danet 
and Herring, 2007). AA appeared to be perceived as modern, but also a threat to 
the language (Koutsougiannis and Mitsikopoulou, 2003, cited in Danet and Herring, 
2007).
Thus, AA has pushed for the use of bilingualism, and thus it has led to many changes 
in different sectors and especially in the social and educational sectors. Education 
through bilingualism has provided greater knowledge of different societies around 
the world. It created a bridge between the world’s societies and religions; they all 
became clearer than they had ever been. Anderson (1983) explains that the economic 
power controlled by non-native businessmen was derived from their bilingual literacy, 
or both literacy and bilingualism. He states bilingualism meant access, through the 
European language-of-state, to modern Western culture in the broadest sense. Thus 
the competitive spirits of Arabs led many to roam around the world; blending with 
different cultures and societies with a ‘weapon’ they hold so closely to their hearts, 
‘bilingualism’. 
Warschaur, Said, and Zohry (2002) (cited in Danet and Herring, 2007) state that the 
same dynamics that gave rise to globalization and global English produced a reaction 
against both and have reinforced the attachment to many dialects and languages. On 
the contrary, it can also be a community-destructive weapon that can indicate a threat 
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to the survival of languages and communities if used differently. Suzanne Talhouk29 
(2014) defines bilingualism as a ‘cool’ communication tool, but its use in certain parts 
of the Arab world indicates a major threat to the script and language. It is important 
to use bilingualism as a communicative tool and an accessible bridge that can help 
introduce the Arabic language and educate other cultures. In this way, bilingualism 
can become a product of globalization that could play a significant role in the spread 
of the Arabic language and cultural beauty around the world.
2.2.1.2 Arabic Language in the Age of Globalization. 
‘Identity, then, like language, was not just a description of cultural belonging; it 
was a sort of collective treasure of local communities. But it was also discovered 
to be something fragile that needed protecting and preserving, that could be lost’ 
(Tomlinson, 2003). The internet has become a global communication network. 
Scholars have expressed concern about the power of global English and the Internet 
as a ground for its growth (Dor, 2004; Mair, 2002; Nunber, 2000) (cited in Danet and 
Herring, 2007). Some view the rise of English as a social extension of globalization 
(Crystal, 2001, 2003; Fishman, 1998; Fishman, Conrad, and Rubal-Lopez, 1996) 
(cited in Danet and Herring, 2007) whereas others state that English is a ‘linguistic 
imperialism’ that causes a great threat to the position of other languages (Pakir, in 
Press; Phillipson and Skutnabb-Kangas, 2001) (cited in Danet and Herring, 2007)
Berry (2002) demonstrates the decline in number of languages spoken by humans 
and believes that they are dropping at a very rapid rate. Globalization has unified 
many societies and nations through a global language and in exchange according 
to Tomlinson (2003), it has swept like a wave through the world’s diverse cultures. 
It destroyed constant localities, displacing people and bringing a branded and 
standardized cultural experience along. It certainly destroyed the differences between 
historic cultures and identities. It has produced the loss of cultural diversity in many 
countries and in the same time during the process it helped many others shine among 
other nations. 
29 Suzanne Talhouk, a language specialist, communicator and the owner of Feil Amer Foundation 
in Lebanon. She was one of the speakers at Nuqat conference in Kuwait in 2014. She was personally 
interviewed and provided informative insights on the status of the contemporary Arabic language 
and social and cultural matters that are effected by Westernization and globalization. The full 
interview transcript is found in Appendix C (p. 517).  
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Cultural identity is at risk everywhere with the destructions of globalization, but the 
developing world is particularly at risk30. Al-Qassimi (2016) states that the process 
toward creating Western-style nation-state models in the Middle East has destroyed 
the cultural, ethnic, and religious coexistence that existed before the twentieth 
century. Many Arab cities no longer reflect the rich diversity of their pasts, as both 
majority and minority forces attempt to carve out their own regional, independent 
spaces and adapt to the globalized system. 
It has been acknowledged that globalization has led to major disruptions in the Arabic 
language, cultural and national identity causing alienation for a growing part of the 
Arab community. The question is how can Arabic cope with the manifested power of 
globalization and prevent further alienation among a growing part of the community?
2.2.2 Alienation from the Arabic Language
Talhouk (2014) states that many Arabs today communicate with each other in English 
rather than Arabic. She explains the current physiological illness of ‘irrationality’ that 
many Arabs are experiencing nowadays; a growing part of the Arab community is 
at a place where they feel a lack of confidence towards their outmoded language 
and believe that whatever comes from the West is always better. There is no doubt 
that Western inventions are rather appealing today, and Latin-English is a powerful 
script. In regard to English, Arabs who speak English should know that the purpose 
of communicating through a foreign language is to learn, communicate and blend in 
with different cultures, but it does not define any level of intelligence nor a prestigious 
position within the society as discussed earlier. According to Tomlinson (2003) 
cultural identity was something people simply had as an untouched possession, a 
value of traditional long living, of continuity with the past. It is important to fight the 
emerging threats to culture, language and identity caused in the age of globalization. 
Current and upcoming Arab generations need to understand the real need for the 
preservation of their language. What nation can overcome a crisis by abandoning the 
30 Hadeeth Al Sabah, a program on Al Jazeera TV provided a documentary on Arab students who 
are in love with the beauty of the Latin script. There were many reasons for preferring English to 
Arabic: (a) Students studying English for most of their childhood and adulthood; (b) Communicating 
in English is believed to give a power impression about the person speaking in English and reflects 
on their personality and knowledge; and (c) Most of the Arab societies are transforming into a more 
Westernized environment that is surrounded by Latin characters. A growing number of companies, 
malls and restaurants are using English names, and many schools and universities are using English as 
an internal spoken language.
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language of its high culture in favour of modernization and globalization? 
According to Jadwat (1987), Arabic is considered as one of the most important and 
widely used scripts around the world in terms of geographical area covered and 
international application and thus it is essential to preserve it. Due to Arab revolutions, 
the modern Arab world is at war with the distortion of identity from political-incidents, 
media, war and anti-Islam alliances. The International Organization for Migration 
(2004) claims that migration is very often related to a search for better economic 
opportunities, but it is worth remembering that it can also result from political and 
religious upheavals and persecution. Anderson (1983) explains the philosophical term 
for language that it is meant to be an evidential bridge between older and newer 
generations of human race. The most important question is will third-culture children 
of Arab immigrants who are also the future Arab generation preserve and hold on 
to their mother language and culture abroad or will they abandon it? It is not clear 
as to what extent young local Arabs and Arab migrants carry their culture with them 
and to what extent do they acquire the culture of their new setting. The answers to 
these questions have important language and cultural suggestions; they will help 
understand the extent to which basic Arabic cultural values are continuing. 
The Arabic script was vehemently defended on the grounds of its 
aesthetic beauty manifested in the art of calligraphy. It was also 
argued that the sacred character of the divinely revealed Qur’an 
places Arabic and its script in a special category and militates 
against the adoption of the Latin alphabet or any other phonetic 
script. (Chejne, 1969, p.159)
The need for the preservation and continuality of the Arabic language is extremely 
significant and requires the younger Arabic generations and the growing part of its 
community who are abandoning it to look closely at the deeply rooted traditions of 
their script. They must realize that it is not an outmoded or a limited script nor it is a 
language of terrorism, betrayal and surrender. Al-Arabiya Journalist Layan Damanhouri 
(2015) states the current state of the Arabic language has been the concern of many talk 
shows and discussions recently; many agree it has been damaged over time across all 
media. In an interview on Al-Arabiya TV, Tunisian Professor of Linguistics Abdelsalam 
Al-Masaddi states that Arabic should not be a dying language to avoid a fragmented 
Arab world (Damanhouri, 2015). Young Arabs must consider the importance of their 
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language and script, as the distortion or the abandoning of the traditional and cultural 
values of the Arabic language is strongly connected to undermining the foundation of 
a great and an important script, and that of the Arab nation as a whole. 
2.2.3 Early Stages of Complex Arabic learning
The earlier discussion may have clarified some of the primary causes of language 
alienation derived from globalization and bilingualism and the way they have effected 
part of the Arab community. It is also important to clarify the important causes of 
language alienation from the complexity of language learning in order to understand 
the proposed idea of Arabic simplification within this thesis. This requires a review of 
the early stages of Arabic exposure and complex language learning especially during 
primary school. 
2.2.3.1 Educational Issues
Educational issues derive from the use of traditional pedagogic methods, the limited 
learning materials and tools, unexperienced Arabic instructors in information design, 
and the restricted choice of Arabic typefaces and illustrations that have been provided 
to students. These issues have likely caused complex learning environments and 
discouragement among many young Arab learners, and led many to alienation from 
their language since their early years of Arabic language exposure. 
In a personal interview with the Director of the Intensive English Program at the 
American University of Kuwait, Sandra Stein (2014) discusses the way the government 
and private systems teach Arabic; students start to learn the language with full words 
rather than the alphabet. During the learning process, teachers introduce letters 
periodically but students initially start to learn with words, connections and grammar 
(Figure 34). Young Arabic students are required to learn all the letters in their different 
forms and are also required to connect them at an early stage. This, in its own right, is 
a demanding task for children (Nammour, 2014). 
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Figure 34. Grade one learning assignment, children learn the letters with 
words connections and grammar at an early stage (from National Kuwait, 2010).
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In the same vein, Cecil Hourani (2012) notes another dimension to the problem of 
teaching and learning Arabic31: 
Here then was an enormous problem: if a child whose mother tongue 
was Arabic was able to acquire a vocabulary in a foreign language, and 
to read it, and then speak it more easily than its own, the process of 
alienation from Arabic culture must start very early in life. This process is 
aided by the fact that the French or English book is superior in design, 
and especially in typography, to the Arabic. (Hourani, 2012, p. 95).
A possible explanation for this might be the way teachers design the educational 
content with little to no experience in information design or Arabic typography. 
The aesthetic aspect plays a significant role in educational content; it is one of most 
important ways of delivering an effective message to learners. Learners will engage 
more and excel if they can understand and read the content clearly and confidently. 
Arabic instructors with no knowledge in information design can unintentionally distort 
the artistic value of the content as seen in a worksheet given to students in grade one 
(Figure 22).
Another explanation can be that Arabic is seen as complex to children especially 
to students in private schools, they grow up mastering English rather than Arabic 
and with practice, most students would prefer to communicate, think, and act like 
Westerners rather than Arabs. To many, expressing in Arabic would be harder than 
English. As a better solution, many would switch to English and thus a higher level of 
confidence would observably be recognized, as previously discussed with AA. These 
Arabs are also categorized as ‘non-Arabic speakers’ or ‘heritage students’ and hence 
they can in many ways benefit from the learning-book series. In an interview with 
workshop participants, Participant 7 (Appendix C, p. 598) states that learning Arabic 
through visual communication design as a kid would have helped a lot; it is easier 
than what current children are learning in school today.
31 Cecil Hourani is a politician and historian who was interested in Arabic Nationalism. He was born 
and raised in Manchester; he became a ‘heritage learner’ at a later stage of his life. He learned Arabic 
as an adult exactly as if he had been a child, acquiring a vocabulary before an alphabet, and learning 
to read before writing. His third-culture grandchildren were also sent to an Arabic school in London 
during the weekends. They were taught in exactly the opposite way – to write and then to read 
before speaking it. Unable to follow the teacher, and sometimes scolded for not performing, they 
naturally hated not only school, but also the language (Hourani, 2012).
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Graphic and type designer Azza Alamidine (2014) states that young and adult Arabic 
students still learn Arabic with Naskh, which is one of many Arabic styles. Naskh 
was used only as a functional tool to learn the language and content. Limiting the 
use of various Arabic typefaces and styles can indeed limit the learner’s imagination 
and creativity. The majority of children’s books are written with Naskh. The lack of 
development in Arabic typefaces is one of the major reasons for the limitation of 
artistic potential and spirit in the Middle East. This might be one of the reason why 
many Arabs do not value the importance of aesthetics – art, beauty and taste. Many 
Arabs were not taught to value the Arabic handwriting styles and typefaces and thus 
grew up without an appreciation of art – forgetting the fact that calligraphy played 
a significant role in the spread of the language and script across many countries 
during the years of the Islamic empires as discussed earlier. Whether Arabic learners 
are adults or children, the greatest obstacle in learning the language has been the 
complicated way of introducing basic Arabic. 
One of the major reasons for addressing this timely issue derives from personal 
experience and the numerous challenges encountered in the early stages of learning 
Arabic back in school. The complex pedagogic materials given in the Arabic class 
helped push for a change of communication preference. The majority of Arab 
students at school communicate in English more than Arabic due to the more 
advanced learning tools given in the English classes. 
Jadwat (1987) states that the teaching of Arabic has remained for too long in the 
clutches of classical tradition which implies that it is becoming an ‘extinct’ language 
like many other that are no longer used for communication. Mourani describes the 
situation from her perspective: 
The teaching of Arabic is also hindered by the widespread 
availability of attractive, relevant and meaningful teaching 
materials in foreign languages and to the omnipresence of 
Western media and technology - music, cinema, computer 
applications and games. These have an obvious appeal to 
children and young adults who are offered no adequate 
equivalents in Arabic. (Mourani, 2004).
Mourani (2004) further explains that this problem is compounded by the absence 
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of Arabic language laboratories or libraries, limited accessibility to technology, 
and a shortage of children’s and young adult literature that is appealing, relevant 
or meaningful to its readers. There is also an absence of pedagogically sound and 
attractive educational materials such as textbooks and other instructional assistances, 
as well supplemental audio-visual technology. 
The educational issues discussed earlier regarding the shortage of accessible learning 
materials and tools, the restricted use of typefaces and well-designed illustrations 
and information, the complex traditional pedagogic methods of introducing the 
language could allow many learners to perceive Arabic as an inflexible script during 
language construction. It can force many students to express their thoughts within 
the logic of the script with uncertainty, and vagueness. The absence of simplified 
educational materials and satisfactory learning equivalents can also create challenging 
environments for many Arabic instructors, who may have to depend mainly on their 
personal teaching experiences in order to simplify the content further to learners. This 
can strongly lead to miscommunication between the instructor and the learners. 
Thus, there must be expressive teaching materials that can make Arabic look more 
appealing to Arabic learners as discussed earlier by Mourani (2004). The previous 
statement by Hourani (2015) about the fact that the Western language books are 
superior in design allows for possible experimentation in the idea of reconstructing 
Arabic language books with greater design quality. The underestimation of the 
creative field’s role in educational institutions has produced a great knowledge gap 
among many Arabs. This ill-informed impression is linked to the failure to support 
the evolution of well-structured and developed pedagogical approaches including 
visual language learning. Therefore, this demands the exploration of using graphic 
communication technologies within language learning. The question remains: How in 
an age of language destruction can graphic communication technologies make Arabic 
language more lively, interesting, modern and accessible to Arabic beginners? 
2.3 Graphic Communication as a Tool of Globalization
Cultural identity has been disturbed by globalization as discussed earlier, but it is 
essential to also understand what globalization offers in exchange and how to actually 
preserve the remaining beliefs and values of culture and identity through visual 
language. Tomlinson (2003) states that globalization can also be defined differently: 
it can be a significant power in helping to create and allow to flourish cultural identity 
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rather than destroying it. It is much more the product of globalization rather than 
its victim. Thus, contemporary Arabic typographers realized the importance of the 
digitized content becoming the preferred tool of communication; they used graphic 
communication technologies as a tool of globalization and hence they took different 
directions32 in order to further develop and modernize the script through the creation 
of Arabic typefaces. This is to make it look lively rather than archaic. This shaped a 
modernized structure of the script and initiated an aim of attracting more Arabic users 
to using the script in the digital world through the creation of modern typefaces and 
fonts. 
Chahine (2014) explains how the technology required to typeset Arabic has always 
been problematic due to the complexity of the Arabic script. She considers the 
advancement of computer software and technology in Unicode33, OpenType34 and 
font tools great achievements. ‘Arabic typefaces are no longer hard to design, all 
what a typeface designer needs nowadays is a laptop and software’ (Chahine, 2014). 
She defines this advancement in technology as the most important innovation in the 
history of type design. Zoghbi was able to digitize a few of Nasri Khattar’s Unified 
Arabic typefaces35 and Chahine was capable of creating a typeface within forty-
eight hours36. Although the potential for creating Arabic typefaces has been marked 
recently, yet for Chahine (2006), the lack of variety of Arabic typefaces in software is a 
major hurdle that still needs resolving. 
The lack of such variety and especially the absence of educational typefaces have 
initiated the idea of using the twentieth-century typefaces to develop better 
educational material. Arabic is an international language and has always had a 
32 In the article History of Arabic Type Evolution from the 1930’s Till Present, Zoghbi (2007) discusses 
three different directions in the Arabic type design world today. The three directions are detaching 
Arabic script, preserving attached letterforms due to technological advancement and creating 
a variety of typefaces for daily applications and software. These directions aim to attract Arabs 
and non-Arabs to Arabic script through typography. Although the directions are different, yet all 
designers share one major aim, which is to develop and preserve the cultural value of the script.
33 Unicode Consortium is a non-profit organization that oversees the way text is coded into 
computer-readable language.
34 OpenType is a cross-platform font file format developed jointly by Adobe and Microsoft. It has 
become the new industry standard.
35 Unified Arabic is one of the typefaces used to create the learning books. Both Nasri Khattar’s life 
and typeface are discussed further in Chapter Three.
36 Font Marathon was designed by Nadine Chahine in forty-eight hours over a weekend. The font 
was available for licensing on the first day of the following week. 
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modern literature and culture. It should not be taught inactively but enthusiastically 
just as English, French, and Spanish etc. The study uses graphic communication 
design as a globalization tool to test and see if it can help simplify Arabic and 
promote literacy. The idea of introducing the language through visual design 
proposes a new simplified and creative way to help improve the learning experience 
for the learner and produce effective learning strategies that can help support and 
compliment the teaching approaches of Arabic instructors. The need for simplified 
educational content with educational typefaces and better quality of graphic 
communication design is essential to break the many outmoded teaching-learning 
practices.
2.3.1 Synopsis of the Practice-Based Research
The previous discussion on early Arabic reforms of the early script were made on 
the basis of religious interest as a way to clarify reading and writing, but they soon 
became associated with the aesthetic concerns. The script was initially reformed to 
make it more accessible with the aim of attracting as many non-Arabs as possible 
into learning. The reforms were initiated to make the Qur’an accessible for non-Arab 
Muslim converts. Arabs on the other hand took advantage of the early script changes 
and promoted literacy through poetry, literature, calligraphy, science, and other 
fields. This practice-based research shares a similar perception – that is to find ways of 
simplifying the script for educational and cultural purposes. 
Since this research study sits with the long tradition of script reform, it is 
acknowledged that the practice continues the use of simplification techniques 
implicitly or explicitly37 to help fight illiteracy that derives from the complexity of 
Arabic learning. Proposing further simplification strategies through practice (with the 
use of graphic communication technologies) does not in any way impose or distort 
the Holy script. Similarly taking this logic and bringing in up-to-date typographical 
and design ideas, this practice-based study could be perceived by many as a reform 
attempt or a challenge to the dominant contemporary power structures. 
37 It is worth noting that the various reform attempts and project proposals were either proposed 
‘directly or indirectly’ to solve technical aspects of the script. For example, Fahmi proposed the 
idea of Latinization/Romanization in the name of ‘technical script simplification solution’ while it was 
an implicit plan to propose major script reform. On the other hand, Khattar proposed his project 
to explicitly (directly) promote literacy through the idea of reduction of characters (typographic-
simplification technique) – while preserving the script and its alphabet - to facilitate language 
learning and speed up the learning process.
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In regard to the Arabic script, the use of such historic typographic projects within this 
research also raises questions to why this insistence in the simplification of the script, 
as this takes the historical information provided and brings these tensions to the fore. 
Thus, at the same time, any attempt to simplify the script in a contemporary context 
and to make it more accessible to learners may be seen as a regressive step, since 
globalization has rendered the use of such scripts ‘anti-modernization’. 
It is important to state that the aim of this study is not (a) to support the idea of 
script reform or (b) refine the shape of letters, since they can likely be two competing 
interests against this study. The design features of regular typefaces have limited the 
creation of a variety of creative learning material and exercises that can strongly aid 
learners and ease their learning experience. Thus, due to the absence of educational 
typefaces, it was important to experiment with a selection of historic typefaces that 
contained distinctive design features in the redesigning of a more engaging teaching-
learning tools. 
Political resistance and technical issues did not limit Arabic script from evolving into 
one of the most inspiring and artistic scripts through the practice of calligraphy. Thus, 
the study shares a similar concept of calligraphy, which is the intention to produce 
more inspiring and artistic learning tools through the process of simplification to 
help find ways of preserving and spreading the language. Language is more than 
simple communication of information. It encodes history, culture and belief[s] within 
its technologically mediated forms. Given the history above, the aim of reintroducing 
the script to a wider audience through visual design and bilingual communication 
design did not only derive from the aesthetic relevance but mainly from the cultural 
and educational relevance that is at stake. Consequently, a growing part of the Arab 
community today is in need for modern bilingual (English-Arabic) language-learning 
books as much as for those who do not speak the language. 
It is important to synopsize the history of Arabic and Latin scripts. The Latin script was 
allowed for experimentation and change whereas Arabic was limited to slight changes 
due to political and religious powers and protocols. The technological movement in 
the digital world brings both scripts together in bilingual communication design no 
matter how differently both scripts have evolved. This way of communicating creates 
a new unified language among many different people in the modern era today. This 
opportunity has been taken into consideration to bring different cultures closer to 
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each other through the creation of the bilingual language-learning book to attract 
Arabic learners. Thus the study uses bilingual communication design to help learners 
digest the educational content and ease the learning experience. Bilingualism 
has partly led to a change in the communicative preference among many Arabs in 
everyday life and on computing platforms as indicated earlier. Therefore, it is used in 
this practice-based research as an efficient productivity tool for learners - to simplify 
instructional material and information for learners. 
There is a larger implication that indicates the need for the simplification of the script 
for the purpose of language learning. The production of effective linguistic pedagogic 
tools and the use of typographic-techniques are intended to motivate and encourage 
Arabic designers and typographers. Also, to help them produce better educational 
materials and tools for language learning in the future. It is important to reinstate the 
pride of young Arabs (whether they are designers or learners) towards their language 
and sustain their identity. The content of the educational learning book series is aimed 
to creatively inspire learners and initiate the need for further research in design for 
Arabic learning. This is needed to establish the production of effective and creative 
educational materials and initiate the significant role of designers needed to enhance 
the educational materials. 
Arabic contemporary design books address calligraphy, typography, printing and 
bilingual design from a design-based perspective. ‘Learning Design’ does not seem 
to be a field sufficiently considered when looking at Arabic language materials. The 
complexity of Arabic script does not only reflect on the issues discussed earlier but 
also on how to attract people to Arabic in a globalized world where language and 
national identity are at major threats. The issues cannot be resolved if Arabic script 
is giving the impression of complexity to its users and learners. It is important to 
revitalize the perception of many Arabs through looking at their native language 
differently and by showing how the Arabic script and letters can inspire and fascinate 
individuals and learners and creatively enhance the learning experience. 
It is important to understand how the typefaces used in this study aim to serve 
learners and facilitate learning further. These typefaces have been researched 
and explored in depth. They have been set within a structured system to fulfil 
the pedagogic criteria and objectives for each learning level in the book series. 
The research demanded an exploration of typefaces that featured a reduction of 
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characters, and disconnected Arabic letters (and words). This was particularly needed 
for further experimentation in order to test the practice. The aim was to design 
activities with these specific typefaces to give learners more time to visualize the 
alphabet letters and words separately during the learning process. These typefaces 
were only considered for the early levels. However, other levels demanded other 
typefaces with particular design features to introduce words with connecting letters 
(cursive style) in the simplest form possible to learners. 
Thus, the next chapter will explore the selected twentieth-century typefaces and study 
their design features and the research contexts, resources, simplification techniques 
and tools used. This is to understand how the typeface designers executed the 
simplified typefaces in this particular way. The purpose of this review is to show closely 
how the typefaces contribute to this research study - by reassigning them according 
to their different contexts within the learning book series as indicated earlier.
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3: Practice Review
This chapter explains the need for specialized Arabic educational typefaces that 
should be smartly executed in terms of design to make the learning process faster 
and more convenient. Due to the absence of such typefaces, the chapter reviews the 
simplified twentieth-century typographic projects (typefaces) that proposed solutions 
to help overcome the technical and educational issues of the script. These typefaces 
are (a) Unified Arabic (UA) by Nasri Khattar, (b) ASV-Codar by Ahmed Lakhdar-Ghazal, 
(c) Condensed Alphabet (CA) by Mohammed Al-Saggar, (d) Basic Arabic (BA) by 
Mourad Boutros and (e) Mutamathil Type (MT) by Saad Abulhab. It also explores the 
Mirsaal typeface designed by Rana Abou Rjeily in the twenty-first century that is in a 
similar vein to Unified Arabic and Basic Arabic.
The chapter reviews and studies the historical and theoretical contexts of each project 
individually as well as the design features of the letterforms to help understand 
how and in which learning level to reassign them. It explains how they have been 
reassigned as teaching-learning tools and have helped select, redesign and develop 
some of the collected learning material. 
3.1 The Need of Educational Typefaces for Simplification 
of Arabic Learning
Do Arabic learners need special typefaces that could help them better learn Arabic? 
If so, what characteristics should they have? From this question derived the important 
contribution of this thesis and the use of graphic communication technologies in 
visual Arabic learning. Therefore, the main motive for establishing the production of 
educational Arabic typefaces is to discover new and innovative solutions to illiteracy 
problems that are hundreds of years old. 
Abulhab (2015) states, typically, an alphabet serves several functions. The most 
important among them is facilitating language learning and writing. Arabic is different 
than the script; the language itself has its own complexity. So are the traditional 
Arabic fonts in the market doing a good job in communicating with Arabic language 
learners? Should the text be designed with a regular Arabic typeface or a typeface 
that was designed specifically to facilitate language learning and promote literacy?
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In The Politics of Arabic Type Design, Chahine (2016) states that designing typefaces 
is done because of the need to communicate with different audiences and to 
accommodate the specific needs or wants that the audiences require. This research, 
then, had a need for typefaces that can also be assigned as learning tools and 
communicate educationally and culturally with a specific audience – Arabic learners. 
Ultimately, the reason it is important to pay attention to the choice of typefaces used 
when designing for learning is to help learners better recognize and identify letters 
easily (Cooper, 1996). 
Introducing the content for non-Arabs should be as simple as possible. Therefore, 
it has been acknowledged that regular Arabic typefaces cannot fully simplify the 
content for learners. The alphabet shapes can slightly look different in the variable 
font styles available. This can cause miscommunication and confusion among the 
majority of beginners who are just in the beginning of the learning process. Thus, this 
demands the production of more specialized (simplified) typefaces that need to be 
highly legible, basic and can fulfil the specific-related criteria of the language-learning 
courses for beginners. Abulhab (2015) believes that such typefaces need to be smartly 
executed in terms of design; this is the best way to make the language learning 
process much faster and convenient.
There are certain typefaces required to fulfil the needs of Arabic learners for a number 
of learning activities during the introductory level. There is also a major need for 
specialized bilingual (Arabic-English) typefaces that offer additional characters with 
transliteration features, for example, a typeface that provides letter ‘a’ with a two dots 
above to represent ta’ mrbouta or a ‘kh’ ligature with a dot above to represent letter 
kha’. There is a certain need for several detached typefaces that have a non-cursive 
feature, and doesn’t change letter variation forms according to the location of the 
letter within a word. The use of such features prevent designers from wasting their 
time and effort inserting spaces between the letters to prevent the cursive feature. 
The beginner level also requires various typeface superfamilies38. The first typeface 
superfamily should consist of a simple designed typeface with basic characters and 
38 A typeface superfamily is a family of typefaces that have identical characters, similar class-specific 
features and appearance but fall into multiple classifications. For example, creating a tracing-dot-
based typeface version of Basic Arabic with identical characters and the same functional features. 
Superfamilies work perfectly as individual fonts but also combine harmoniously when used together.
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legible dots, numbers and marks. One of the typeface members should be designed 
especially with dotted characters for learners to trace over them during the tracing 
exercises. The typeface should only feature reduction of characters (isolated forms 
of the alphabet) to create separate alphabet letters and words with detached non-
connecting letters. This is for learners to trace over the alphabet and simple words 
that features non-cursive style. Another typeface member with the same tracing-dot-
based style should feature all the variation forms of the alphabet to allow learners to 
trace over variation forms of letters and words with connecting letters (cursive style). 
The third typeface member should carry the same functional features of the first 
member but loses the tracing-dot-based style. This is to introduce the normal 
alphabet shapes to learners at the beginning of the learning unit before the alphabet 
tracing exercise. The fourth typeface member should carry the same functional 
features of the second member but should lose the tracing-dot-based style as 
well. This is to introduce the letter variation forms using the same typeface style. 
The complete typeface superfamily is introduced sequentially at first for learners 
to visualize, recognize and learn the shapes of the letters before introducing the 
alphabet again with various typeface styles. This will boost the confidence of learners 
as they start to acquire their Arabic alphabet skills. 
It would also be interesting to have other typeface superfamilies within the beginner 
level that carry the essence of different Arabic calligraphy styles such as kufic, diwani, 
thuluth, and natsaliq etc. but also feature the reduction of characters, disconnected 
letters, and non-cursive and cursive styles. This is to test learners on letter recognition 
skills and see if they can distinguish the difference between the letters and words 
typeset with regular typefaces and the letters and words typeset with these 
calligraphic-based typeface styles. There should be two kinds of typeface members of 
calligraphic-based typeface with identical characters. The first typeface should feature 
separate detached non-connecting letters (reduction of characters). This is for learners 
to visualize the letters separately either as individual letters or within non-cursive 
words. Also, to look at the difference between the letters that have been introduced 
earlier through the twentieth century simplified typefaces and the letters shown from 
these simplified calligraphic-based typefaces. 
The second typeface should be used to create all variations of alphabet letters 
and words with attached connecting letters – cursive style. This is to help learners 
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recognize the alphabet letters within cursive Arabic texts. The calligraphic-based 
typefaces may extend the learner’s progress and basic language skills and help master 
the alphabet more efficiently. It can also help learners recognize the characters from a 
variety of typographic and calligraphic-based typefaces. 
The need for such educational typefaces could help produce more effective and 
communicative teaching-learning tools, simplify the complex content, enhance the 
learning experience for learners, and strengthen their letter recognition and learning 
skills as they progress along.
As discussed previously in Chapter Two, the twentieth century witnessed a number 
of Arabic script reformation and simplification proposals either submitted to the 
Academy of Arabic Language in Cairo or individually created to compliment printing, 
typesetting, facilitate Arabic reading and writing and fight illiteracy. A few of the 
simplification projects and typefaces have a great historical and educational value 
as they have been executed according to intensive research conducted by their 
inventers. A few specific project proposals have been explored to see if they could 
compensate for the absence of contemporary educational typefaces. It was important 
to learn more about the journey, process of designing and executing the chosen 
typographic projects and hence this chapter provides details on their historical and 
educational context through extensive research. This is to help assign them to each 
learning level according to their aesthetic and pragmatic features.
It is hoped that the findings of the following typographic simplification projects 
(typefaces) will provide effective learning strategies that can help attract readers 
and learners and simplify language learning for Arabic learners through the creation 
of engaging activities and visual aids that can help ease Arabic learning in the 
introductory level. 
3.2 Twentieth Century Typographic Simplification 
Attempts
3.2.1 Unified Arabic (UA), 1932
Although all proposals submitted to the Academy in the twentieth century have 
failed to be adopted as effective simplification methods in making the script more 
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accessible, some of these proposals were able to find their way out of the academy. 
Unified Arabic by the American-Lebanese architect Nasri Khattar is one of the 
most widely cited projects39. Arabic and Multilingual Type Design and Typography 
Specialist Titus Nemeth (2013) states that Khattar managed to promote his reform 
ideas beyond the academy’s competition.
In the book Nasri Khattar: A Modernist Typotect, Yara Nammour (2014) states that 
Khattar40 tried to simplify the Arabic writing system and spread the Arabic language 
with his UA during the early 20th Century. Khattar’s first step into the world of 
typography design and the simplifying of the Arabic printing started with a typing 
mistake41 (Figure 35). His Unified Arabic type system was then sketched (Figure 
36), executed, and submitted as one of many reform proposals to the Academy. 
The Arabic alphabet adds up to 28 letters, one essential lam-alif ligature, and one 
free-standing hmza. A total of 22 out of the 30 characters have four varying shapes 
(standing, initial, medial and final) and 7 have two varying shapes (a final and isolated 
only). 
Nammour (2014) states that the initial basic concept of Unified Arabic is composed 
of thirty unified letters, which means that Khattar successfully managed to reduce the 
script to fewer disjointed letters. He excluded most of the letter-variation, ligatures 
and the cursive Arabic nature. He paid close attention to the proportion of his 
letterforms, which drove him to execute the typeface with isolated Arabic letters and 
set it as the major feature in his UA system (Figure 37, Figure 38).
39 Khattar submitted his proposal to the Academy in 1947 and was one of the three finalists out of 
266 proposals picked for serious debate by the academy (Nammour, 2014).
40 Khattar was born in 1911 in Antelias in Metn, Lebanon and passed away in 1998 (Hedrick, 2015).
41 Khattar was a staff member in the American University of Beirut; one day, he was filling in for 
a sick teacher of Basic Arabic type writing course. He wanted to introduce the class and hence 
he mistakenly typed ‘ahlan wasahlan’ (meaning welcome) but used the same medial ‘h’ in both 
occasions (instead typing an initial ‘h’ for Ahlan and a medial ‘h’ form for the sahlan). He immediately 
decided to do something with his accidental finding and started to sketch his ideas. That was the 
moment when Khattar decided to simplify the Arabic typewriter. He then went to study architecture 
in the United States and received a six-year full scholarship. (Nammour, 2014; Hedrick, 2015).
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Figure 35. Khattar’s typing mistake where he typed an initial ‘h’ (second row) 
instead of medial ‘h’ (first row) (from Nammour, 2014, p.22). 
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Figure 36. Khattar’s early UA sketches (from Nammour, 2014, pp. 90–91).
Figure 37. A spread from Khattar’s brochure, produced with IBM, to explain 
the concept of UA. Note the letterforms prove that these are the earlier 
drawings of Khattar’s UA (from Nammour, 2014, pp. 48–49). 
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Figure 38. Sketches of UA Beiruiti [top left]; early Specimen Sheets of UA 
Beiruiti [bottom left]; an explanation of UA [top right]; and finalized/complete 
set of Beiruti [bottom right]. Note the use of initial kaf in the final set – fourth 
character from the right, second row [bottom right] (from Nammour, 2014, 
pp.92–93). 
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According to AbiFarès (2001) Unified Arabic was believed to facilitate learning and 
writing of the Arabic script. The design principles42 were greatly influenced by the 
Latin characters and the nature of its detached script43. Although the letterforms were 
based on the one-form-per letter principle, they did not lose their traditional shapes, 
yet they have been designed to have distinctive single characters. Zoghbi (2007) 
states that Unified Arabic aimed to simplify the printing and teaching of Arabic and 
other languages that utilizes the Arabic alphabet and script. 
Zoghbi (2007) demonstrates UA typographic structures and features: (a) a single 
glyph per letter with a detached structure (non-cursive), (b) letters retained the Arabic 
traditional form, (c) letters were legible and readable even in smaller sizes, (d) letters 
were designed neatly and closely with large x-height, short ascenders and descenders 
to economically reduce financial costs and save printing space.
McCree (2011) explains that the results of UA were satisfying44, and proved the 
flexibility of the Arabic letterforms. Thus, with UA’s flexibility features, Khattar tried 
to simplify the writing system and help spread the language to convince the public 
of the ways Arabic can be simplified and reduced for educational and technical 
advantages. 
In an interview with Khattar’s daughter, Camille Hedrick (2015) states that Khattar 
wanted to give Arabic users options other than handwriting or an imitation of 
handwriting. He wasn’t offering to replace the cursive language; he wanted to have 
an additional communication form the same way Latin script has both cursive and 
printed forms. Arabic lacked this printed form and hence he was proposing one, 
although many people perceived this as a threat and an initial attempt to replace the 
42 During the interview, Hedrick (2009) explains that her father designed several typefaces during 
his lifetime, however his later fonts were connected systems that were based on Unified Arabic. He 
spent the rest of his life creating up to seven other typefaces based on Unified Arabic, some of which 
actually connect automatically, without any ligatures, and some of which remain disconnected. 
43 It is interesting to know that the first known attempt to design an Arabic font with isolated letters 
was executed by Homan Hallock, an American engineer and typographer around the 1860s (Abulhab, 
2009).
44 Khattar also practiced architecture, and lectured at the American University of Beirut. In 1986, 
Columbia University nominated him for the Nobel Peace Prize for his life’s visionary achievements. 
He worked on this project for more than 30 years and had received a Ford Foundation grant for his 
dedicated work (Nammour, 2014).
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cursive form45. Khattar wanted to have an additional writing system in order to help 
Arabs advance in printing, publishing as well as learn their language easily and more 
accessibly46. 
Design of UA
Khattar designed the first set of unified Arabic type in 1932 (Figure 39) and while he 
was designing his typeface, he focused on the importance of economic, cultural and 
educational development47. He initially designed his typeface in a strict geometric 
and mathematical sense but he soon realized that he needed major calligraphic 
knowledge and skills, by which he was strongly influenced and depended upon in 
his later designs (Appendix B, p. 443). He designed UA in relation to the calligraphic 
Maghrebi and Nastaliq styles for legibility reasons (Figure 40) (Nammour, 2014). 
In the complete set of drawings, Khattar merged the two forms of ba’ (isolated and 
medial forms) by adding a tail at the end of the character. He removed the bowl from 
the letters seen, sheen, sad and dad and added a very short tail. It is quite interesting 
to see that Khattar also removed the belly of ain and ghain but leaves the belly of 
jeem, kha’ and ha’ for some reason. For letter kaf, he used exactly the same lam 
character but adds a smaller hmza in its belly (Figure 39). In the updated drawing, 
Khattar made minor alterations to the shapes but he extensively redesigns the kaf 
(Figure 37, Figure 42). He remodelled the kaf and decided to use an initial kaf in the 
final drawing instead48 (Figure 38). 
45 It is important to note the similarity between the current hostile perceptions and the earlier 
hostility that was discussed earlier in Chapter Two on the early reform and simplification attempts. 
These aggressive perceptions did not change over time. This authenticates that many perceive the 
reformation and simplification efforts equally as ‘change’ and a threat to the script. 
46 Khattar has a total of eight typefaces. Zoghbi has remodeled a few letters and digitized two of the 
typefaces, which are the Naskh and the Beiruti (Neo and Neo B). 
47 He used modern typographic services to help him execute a simple alphabet and define it as a 
simplified source for a better educational evolution (Nammour, 2014).
48 It is worth noting that his decision to use an initial kaf in the finalized version of his typeface 
caused quite a few design challenges during the initial design phase of the book series. The original 
(standing/isolated) form of kaf was used instead to design few of the exercises in the introductory 
levels. Beginners should always be introduced to the names and original shapes of the alphabet 
before letter variation forms. Introducing letter variation forms in the early stages can lead to 
miscommunication. Please refer to Chapter Five for more information.
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Figure 39. First complete set of drawings of Khattar’s UA, April 1932 (from 
Nammour, 2014, p.22).
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Figure 40. Qur’anic passage written in UA, part of Khattar’s UA advertising 
campaign (from Nammour, 2014, p. 104).
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According to Nammour (2014), Khattar’s typeface is an alternative printing solution 
rather than a handwritten one49. It can easily compliment existing printed and 
handwritten script (Figure 41). Khattar also paid special attention to the design of the 
vocalization marks. He enlarged the marks for further clarity and simplicity concerns. 
In regular Arabic text, the complexity of placing vocalization marks over ligatures 
is evident and hence this has led him to entirely retract ligatures and give sufficient 
space for the vocalization marks to become highly visible. This more economical use 
of space can also be used to create the educational material that requires more space 
for illustrations and text. The sufficient space given to the vocalization marks can also 
help learners easily study their shapes without reading challenges. 
UA for Educational Purposes
Hedrick (2015) states that Khattar was concerned about the fact that many Arabs 
didn’t know their own language due to its complexity in learning, reading and writing. 
Szell (2012) states that the complexity of Arabic script in learning is the greatest 
obstacle for children, illiterate adults, and non-Arabs in learning to read as claimed by 
Khattar (cited in Sakkal, 2008). Thus, he created a number of educational projects to 
help with language learning. 
Dr. Frank Laubach’s interest in UA led him to produce more effective learning tools 
through the use of UA (Figure 42, Figure 43)50. He used the learning techniques found 
in his book Streamlined English Lessons: The New Easier Way to Learn to Read, in 18 
Lessons, Illustrated (Laubach, 2012) (Figure 44) and applied them to Arabic learning 
using the UA system. Nammour (2014) demonstrates Laubach’s teaching experience 
with Unified Arabic where he taught an illiterate girl a few lessons using UA. The girl 
was able to read with UA letters. Laubach believed that the girl would also need to 
spend some quality time to learn what they look like connected. 
49 Nammour’s (2014) explains that during the 15th century, the shift of cursive black-letter to Jenson’s 
detached unified Roman letters can be closely compared to UA’s attempt. It is worth noting that they 
both wanted to achieve a speed and efficiency in printing texts.
50 Dr. Laubach was an internally renowned educator in the twentieth century and the founder of 
the Foundation for the Teaching of Illiterates. He met Khattar during his literacy tour in few Arab 
countries in the late 1940s. It is important to note that Laubach was a supporter of Khattar’s project 
and believed that UA has solved many problems he was facing in his literacy efforts in the Arab world 
(Nammour, 2014). Laubach used visual associations and merged them with the alphabet letters to 
help with the memorization of letter shapes. This is similar to the expressive type technique, except 
that Laubach depended mainly on the illustrations rather than the letters (discussed further in 
Chapter Four).
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Figure 41. UA [bottom] saves space and paper in terms of horizontal and vertical alignment whereas 
writing the same words in traditional Arabic [top] certainly takes more space horizontally and 
vertically (from Nammour, 2014, p. 104).
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Figure 42. The Arabic teaching manual by Laubach (UA system adopted) to 
facilitate reading and writing for the illiterate. Manual published as part of 
Laubach’s campaign against illiteracy launches in Egypt and the Middle East 
(from Nammour, 2014. p.25).
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Figure 43. Separate reprinted sheets from Laubach’s methodology. He uses 
visual memorization and letter-shape recognition techniques (from Nammour, 
p. 26).
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Figure 44. Laubach’s learning methodology mnemonics (visual memorization) 
and letter-shape recognition techniques (from Laubach, 2012, pp. 56–57).
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In his book Teaching the World how to Read, Laubach (1946) emphatically supports 
Khattar’s typeface by showing the Arabic alphabet with UA letters. He guarantees 
a more efficient and simplified learning experience with UA that could ease the 
understanding of the language and facilitate learning. He announced that UA would 
make the illiterate learn in one-tenth the time that it traditionally takes to learn Arabic 
and that ten times as many people will study the Arabic language with UA (cited in 
Nammour, 2014). 
This capability of reassigning UA along with Laubach’s methodology confirm the 
flexibility of UA’s characters and aesthetic structure. It authenticates its important 
use in visual learning and especially in the mastering of the alphabet shapes, 
vocalization marks, and the formation of non-cursive words. Nammour (2014) states 
that Arabic students will have to learn at least 150 shapes with additional ligatures 
and vocalization marks when learning standard script. UA reduces this the number 
of characters to help learners initially learn, understand and recognize the alphabet 
letters one at a time. The creation of UA was mainly to promote literacy. Khattar 
believed that his UA typeface provides easier and faster reading, where beginners 
learn 30 characters only out of 150. The purpose was to offer faster teaching and 
a simpler learning experience for both the instructor and the learner (including 
beginners and non-Arab learners) (Nammour, 2014). 
UA would be easier to learn and read if it were to be accepted by the two key 
players – the printers and teachers as Khattar claimed (Hourani, 2012). Hourani51 
(2012) notes that in this way Khattar had found the solution to both educational and 
cultural problems52. The greatest obstacle to the acceptance of Khattar’s project now 
51 Hourani was a close friend to Khattar, whom he met back in the 1970s. He was convinced that UA 
was great project that had later led him to establish a company and promote Khattar’s innovation 
further. Hourani’s believed that UA was a tool to help fight illiteracy, which has led him to help Khattar 
spread his UA project to different people across the world.
52 According to Hourani (2012), the late president Habib Bourgaiba attempted to bring his Tunisian 
people into the modern world without changing their Arab roots, as Ataturk did with his people when 
he abolished the Arabic script in exchange for Latin. Thus, Hourani introduced Khattar’s project to 
one of Bourgaiba’s enthusiastic family members; Bourgaiba’s son kindly organized a meeting in Tunis 
that included himself, Khattar, Hourani and a group of printers and publishers. Khattar later explained 
his project in the UA Kufic Beiruti style, knowing the fact the vernacular handwriting in Tunisia, as 
elsewhere in North Africa, is a form of Kufic (Hourani, 2012). To them, nothing changed but Khattar 
explained how they did not realize that the letters were not unified. The project was then presented 
at the Tunisian Ministry of Culture to the cultural organization of the Arab League. Unfortunately, the 
Egyptians suppressed the project without any explanation as stated by Hourani.
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is the development of computerized traditional scripts and easier input methods53. 
Although it is believed that is now unnecessary to simplify or unify the Arabic alphabet 
as the computer (through keyboard) can reproduce the correct contextual shape for 
any letter, yet the simplification process for developing efficient learning materials and 
tools still requires manual efforts in experimenting, typesetting, and designing. Having 
educational typefaces with the same features that have been discussed earlier can 
prevent the incredible effort, energy and the time required to develop the accessible 
material and tools. Thus, UA was still reassigned in this practice-based study to fulfil 
the objectives of the learning books. On top of several talks (Appendix B, p. 443) and 
other projects54, Khattar produced a children’s education book to advertise for his UA 
project to fight illiteracy.
Shouf Baba Shouf Booklet, 1955
As Nammor (2014) notes, Khattar created an educational children’s booklet with his 
own illustrations,55 called Shouf Baba Shouf (Figure 45). His UA typeface and a regular 
Naskh font style were set side by side for direct comparison and further clarity. The 
concept of the booklet was based on learning the separate letters then connecting 
them with writing; a concept borrowed from Western education methodology where 
Western children learners learn the disconnected letterforms first and start to connect 
them at a later stage when their cursive skills advance (Figure 46, Figure 47).
As discussed in Chapter Two, it is the opposite way of how Arabic students learn their 
letters. From the same concept of Western pedagogic methodology used in Khattar’s 
booklet, featuring unconnected letters during the early stages of learning Arabic, 
was derived the idea of reassigning the typeface in the first level of the learning book 
series to help Arabic learners learn the letters individually and recognize their basic 
structures before they are introduced to cursive Arabic.
53 Khattar realized that there were computer software programs that created medial forms 
automatically, he realized that he needed to create connected forms and hence he created four or 
five connected forms as well (Nammour, 2014). The connected forms that were later added effected 
the practice in certain ways. It produced challenges while designing a few activities with UA. For more 
information, kindly refer to Section 5.4 ‘Challenges Encountered During the Designing Process’.
54 Khattar made a movie, flyers and marketing brochures to advertise his UA project. He also made 
signs for display in Unified Arabic and sold them in Lebanon and Saudi Arabia. UA typeface was also 
used in the weekly edition of the Lebanese newspaper Al-Nahar (Nammour, 2014).
55 Nammour (2014) discusses a personal experience, where her daughter has been struggling to 
learn her first Arabic letters and when she convinced her daughter to read Shoof Baba Shoof, her 
daughter was able to recognize the letters quickly and started reading with a great speed.
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Figure 45. The cover of Shouf Baba Shouf booklet [left] and features alphabet 
letters typed in both UA and traditional Arabic on the side for further guidance 
[right] (from Nammour, 2014, pp. 106–111).  
Figure 46. Khattar introduces a series of his own illustrations with both UA and 
traditional Arabic in his booklet (Nammour, 2014, pp. 106–111).
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Figure 47. More illustrations from Khattar’s educational booklet created with 
both UA and traditional Arabic (from Nammour, 2014, pp. 106–111).
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ABGED Game, 1979
Khattar also worked on an all-ages bilingual educational board game where a player 
is instructed to build letters and later words that he or she comes up with. This works 
for both Arabic and Latin scripts. Both alphabets are shown at the top of the board 
indicating the pattern that makes up each of the characters (Figure 48). The creation 
of this educational game indicates that Khattar was interested in the educational and 
literacy sides of the project (Nammour, 2014).
He aimed to harmonize both scripts to attract and motivate people into learning 
the language. The idea of modularity can also be evident in the ABGED game 
board. Thus this proves that the flexibility of the letterforms of UA can be assigned 
as a learning tool in class and self-instructed activities and hence UA has also been 
assigned to fulfil the needs of the learning units found in the learning books. 
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Figure 48. Design process of the ABGED bilingual board game. Players build 
letters to come up with words [top right] (Nammour, 2014, pp. 118-119).
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3.2.2 Al-Gharim’s Project, 1952
As discussed earlier in Chapter Two, Ali Al-Gharim’s 1952 Vocalization Marks (as extra 
letters) was one of the proposals submitted to the academy. The project suggested 
that each vocalization mark be drawn as additional letters to the Arabic script and be 
added within the writing (Zoghbi, 2007) (Figure 49). His project was proposed as a 
solution for Arabic Typesetting. Sakkal (2008) states that the project aimed to reduce 
the number of letterforms to a minimum and hence get rid of the different forms of 
each letter based on its location within a word56. 
Al-Saggar (1998) explains the features of Al-Gharim’s proposal: 
1. Letters remain as they are.
2. Abolishing letter variations.
3. Dma represents an arc that attaches to the letter instead of being placed above it.
4. Ksra represents a diagonal that attaches to the letter from the bottom instead of 
being placed underneath it.
5. Skoon represents a ring shape that attaches to the letter instead of being placed 
above it.
6. Three different signs for the tnween. 
Al-Gharim’s concept was initially reassigned in this study to find effective ways that 
can help with introducing vocalization marks to learners in the book series, but it was 
not clear as to why he chose these specific shapes to be added as extra letters that 
represent vocalization marks. The shapes barely had any connection with the marks 
and did not solve the idea of abolishing them for simplification purposes but in fact it 
would still make Arabic learners memorize these different shapes. 
56 It is important to note that there were also other similar proposals submitted to the Academy that 
focused on inventing a method to include vocalization marks into the writing of the words as extra 
letters, these are Mahmoud Taimour, Elias Akkawi and many others (Sakkal, 2008). 
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Figure 49. Al-Gharim’s Proposal featuring the additional shapes as extra letters 
with word examples [top] (from Al-Saggar, 1998, p. 82).  Another image 
featuring the words with the additional vocalization letter-shapes [bottom] (after 
AbiFarès, 2001, p. 74).
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Therefore, learners will still have to learn the different shapes exactly as they had 
to learn the vocalization marks and thus the use of Al-Gharim’s project could not 
be assigned as a learning tool. It had to be partly dropped from the study. Other 
simplification projects were explored to search for the best typeface that can simplify 
the role of vocalization marks further in one of the advanced learning levels of the 
book series. 
3.2.3 ASV-Codar, 1958
The Lakhdar system by the Moroccan Ahmed Lakhdar Ghazal replaced Al-Gharim’s 
project. It was reassigned as a learning tool to represent vocalization marks and simply 
communicate the role of vocalization marks to Arabic learner. The design feature of 
the typeface consists of legible and clear shapes of marks that are visually big and 
bold. His project was rejected by the academy, but it was adopted by the Moroccan 
government. It solved the technical problem of simplifying the script and at the same 
time respected the spirit of the Arabic script57 (Zoghbi, 2007). 
As indicated earlier in Chapter Two, Ghazal’s proposal consisted of one drawn shape 
per basic letter and at the same time could accommodate a connecting or ending 
shape according to its position within a word. There are three types of ending tails 
that could easily be added to fit letters that needed to connect with them. However, 
the vocalization marks are placed on the connecting glyph58 between (instead of 
above or below) the letters (Figure 50). His project59 has saved time and effort by 
avoiding drawing each letter with different vocalization marks. 
57 The project encouraged the establishment of the Institute for Studies and Research for Arabization 
in 1960. The aim of the typeface was to make the Arabic type accessible for all modern media as it 
was a social and technological achievement (Zoghbi, 2007).
58 This is known as the Kashida in Arabic, it is the expansion for elongating Arabic characters to 
improve spacing within Arabic text.
59 Ghazal had the chance to digitize his typeface and it is widely used to design road signs in 
Morocco. It has already been adapted to several printing methods as well.
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Figure 50. Lakhdar Ghazal’s letterforms [1] connect with the flexible 
typographic tails [2] to execute the standing form of letters. Example of how 
vocalization marks are placed on the Kashida [3]. (from Zoghbi, 2007; retrieved 
from https://29letters.files.wordpress.com/2007/05/lakhdar-ghazal-1958.jpg).
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Design of ASV-Codar
Haralambous (2006) states that Ghazal tried to filter the design of the letters allowing 
only the essential material to remain visible for the reader. He states that there are 
two levels of the system60 (Figure 51), the first level includes the ‘pure system’ that 
uses 84 types. The second level is the ‘complete system’ and uses 107 types. It also 
includes types for vowels and other diacritics, digits and punctuation and 5 foreign 
characters61. The typeface has been used mostly for the vocalization level in the 
learning book as it gives more space according to the separation (Kashida) on which 
the marks can stand (Figure 52).
Sakkal (2008) states that Ghazal had developed a standard alphabet with a detachable 
concept62, but which remained very close to the forms of traditional Naskh that was 
used for typesetting Arabic books and magazines. His work in adapting the Arabic 
script to printing demands was based on four principles: (1) no major changes to the 
form of traditional Arabic letters, (2) only one shape per letter, (3) making vocalization 
marks as part of the typeset text and that (4) all printing technologies adapt to his 
system (Figure 53). 
60 The greatest achievement of the Lakhdar system was respecting the typographical aesthetics and 
the integrity of the script. His project was considered an attempt to optimize type for readability and 
economical concerns (Haralambous, 2006).
61 These are the foreign sounds or unfamiliar Arabic sounds. They include the pseudo-letter ‘v’, Farsi 
‘p’ and ‘g’, and Maghrebian dot-less ‘f’ and ‘h’ with a caron accent (Haralambous, 2006). 
62 Both Unified Arabic and Ghazal proposals fall under the second category - reduction of Arabic 
characters and disconnected letters. 
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Figure 51. Table of full typographical types. The Pure system (A) and the 
Auxiliary (Spare) Characters (B). Both (A) and (B) form the complete system. 
Also (C) shows types added for complimentary purposes (from Haralambous, 
2006, p.9). 
Figure 52. Example of vocalization marks placed on ‘Kashida’ instead of being 
placed above or below letters (from Haralambous, 2006, p.8). 
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Figure 53. Paris box for Arabic metal type. The dark-coloured sections show 
the three endings to be added to the letters of the similar colour to form the 
complete letter in its isolated and final forms. Standard Script, Ghazal, 1956, 
Arabization Institure, Rabat, Morocco. Image from article Islah al-Lughah 
al-Arabiyyah (Reform of the Arabic Language) by Rawad Tarabieh, in Al-
Mustaqbal magazine, issue 28, Sept. 1977, pp. 44–47 (cited in Sakkal, 2008; 
Retrieved from http://www.sakkal.com/articles/simplified_arabic/ghazal.html).
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3.2.4 Condensed Alphabet (CA), 1971
The Concentrated Alphabet (CA) is a typographic project created in 1971 by the Iraqi 
type designer Muhammed Al-Sakkar (or Al-Saggar) from Basrah who was based in 
Paris (Schami 2010). The typeface63 aimed to reduce the number of Arabic characters 
and solve the technological printing issues encountered back then. It was intended 
to facilitate reading and learning and simplify working on computers and in print. 
Abulhab (2011) states that the glyphs in Al-Saggar’s typeface were constructed from 
one or more common shape components he called roots. Later in 1973, a metal 
font based on his design was manufactured for a major Iraqi newspaper named Al-
Thawrah, and was used for few years to print headings64. CA is the smallest Arabic 
typeface ever made in terms of reduced characters.
Design of CA
In his book Al-Saggar’s Alphabet: The Project and the Ordeal, Al-Saggar (1998) 
discusses the story of his typographic journey and his CA project65. Al-Saggar (1998) 
examined the visual factors found in all the groups of the Arabic letters (Figure 54). 
He then started detaching the anatomy of the letters and their dots; this includes 
the appendices (bowl, belly, and tail). This led to finding visual factors even in the 
detached parts of letters through the rooting method.
In order to reduce the characters, he created only a separate tail and a belly; this 
meant if a bowl was needed, then two roots would have to be merged (the root of ba’ 
and a tail). Other letters can share one root; for example a ‘ha’ and a ‘dal’, once they 
are connected to other letters, they are legibly recognized and visually differentiated 
(Figure 55). 
63 Al-Saggar tested his typeface on his daughter Raya (which is also the name of the digitized 
typeface). He started modifying the shapes according to Raya’s reading experience (Al-Saggar, 1998).
64 Al-Saggar was a part-time designer at the design department in the same newspaper. The 
newspaper already had its own typeface but was disliked by the majority of the employees. Thus 
after receiving his patent, Al-Saggar offered his typeface and it was used to write the newspaper’s 
headlines for three years and a half (the duration of the contract) (Al-Saggar, 1998). 
65 In 1965, Al-Saggar read a news article on the establishment of the University of Kufa and wanted 
to dedicate fifty art pieces that narrate the story of Arabic writing until present day. He believed that 
this needed a great amount of research on the history of Arabic script and calligraphy. He wanted to 
read more until he became interested in finding a solution for the problem of Arabic in printing, he 
thus looked at a number of reform and simplification proposals that had been executed to solve the 
problem. Al-Saggar became interested in the idea of simplification and hence he later decided not to 
work on the 50 art pieces, instead he worked on his typographic project. 
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Figure 54. Visual factors found in the Arabic alphabet groups (from Al-Saggar, 
1998, p.93).
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Figure 55. Al-Saggar breaking the anatomy of letters, splitting their skeletal 
parts and categorizing them according to their visual appearances [right]. 
Creating one single root for both letters ‘ha’ and ‘dal’ [left] (from Al-Saggar, 
1998, pp. 94–95). 
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The Condensed Alphabet consists of 14 original roots and 7 sub-roots that add to the 
total of 21 roots (Figure 56). As discussed earlier in Chapter Two, Arabic calligraphers 
used the space of the desert to practice their modularity method. It encouraged 
them into producing high quality, creative and artistic masterpieces that would inspire 
readers. Thus, through the design process of CA, Al-Saggar used the modularity 
concept - which is the calligrapher’s basic technique in breaking the parts and 
rejoining them - while designing the typeface (Figure 57).
Thus, the of Arabic characters, letter variations and the modular features have helped 
reassign the typeface in the learning book series to produce unique typographic 
imagery and challenge learners. It is important to note that the typographic concept 
of Al-Saggar’s CA is based on a modular design that is similar to Ghazal’s project 
due to the variety of appendices featured in both character sets. CA features two 
appendices (belly and tail) (Figure 56) while ASV-Codar features three appendices 
(bowl, belly and tail) (Figure 50).
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Figure 56. The full set of Condensed Alphabet consisting of 21 roots (from Al-
Saggar, 1998, p. 97).
Figure 57. Al-Saggar demonstrates the use of condensed Arabic roots with 
given examples (Al-Saggar, 1998, pp. 98–99).
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3.2.5 Basic Arabic (BA), 1993
Basic Arabic (BA) by Mourad Boutros is a typographic attempt aimed to bridge the 
cultural gap between traditional Arabic typefaces, printing, Arabic learning and the 
modern approaches to design and technology (McCree, 2011). Its main objectives 
are: (a) to facilitate the process of teaching Arabic-speaking children and adults to 
read and write, (b) to introduce the concept and familiarize the public with the new 
reading innovation, (c) to introduce it as a scientifically designed typeface which 
allows important economies of space and paper, and (d) to allow type designers to 
create other styles using the same principle one-shape-per-letter principle.
Boutros tried to solve social and technical problems; he wanted to make Arabic 
easier to handle by computers and software, which were initially built only to support 
the Latin script (Zoghbi, 2007). In an interview, Boutros (2014) gives great insights 
on the journey of executing his typeface project from an educational perspective66. 
Influenced by Khattar’s Unified Arabic67, Boutros paid attention to the traditional 
aesthetic concerns; he spent a lot of time on research before executing his typeface. 
The research has been conducted by a number of academics who were looking for 
ways to simplify learning. According to the research undertaken by those experts 
in the educational field, an Arab child learns Latin script (either French or English) 
quicker and easier than Arabic (Boutros, 2014). BA consists of one shape per letter. 
Boutros wanted to help fight illiteracy68 through simplifying Arabic teaching and 
learning for Arab children and non-Arabs. 
66 Funded by The Basic Arabic Foundation, Boutros and his wife Arlette were approached and 
commissioned by their friend Cecil Hourani, who had asked them to design, develop and market 
Basic Arabic typeface. The project took more than three months of intensive research for validation; 
this is to make sure that the right approach was taken in regard to the education sector. This 
demanded a mini conference which was set up in London and consisted of experts in the educational 
field including Dr. Julinda Abou Al-Nasr (Head of JCW in the Middle East), the late Habib Bourguiba 
Jr., Antoine Abi Raad (head of the teachers in Lebanon), Leila Tannous (head of British-Lebanese 
association in London) Victor Billeh, Cecil Hourani and Mourad Boutros. The project was confidential 
back then (Boutros, 2014). For more information, the full transcript of the interview is found in 
Appendix C (p. 521) . 
67 A committee of intellectual figures (consisted of Cecil Hourani, Khaldoun Al Hasry and Yousef 
Abshi) was established in 1970 to promote Khattar’s UA project. However, in 1991, both Hourani 
and Khattar visited Mourad Boutros of Applied Arabic Limited in London to help them digitize 
and market UA, but no results were achieved due to the refusal of Khattar of the contract terms 
(Nammour, 2014). 
68 Boutros explained his intention in wanting to fight illiteracy, in addition to the execution of Basic 
Arabic typeface; he is currently working on a special typeface with legibility features for people aged 
from nine to nineteen years old (Boutros, 2014).
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The Design of BA
Boutros removed the original character appendices and variation forms, and created 
unified characters through merging medial and final forms together, a new cursive 
feature that makes the characters look like they are linked, but also have a closure 
sense (linking-closure feature). McCree (2011) states that Boutros wanted to simplify 
the different letter variation forms and thus he drew one shape for each Arabic 
letter69. The aim was to use the same letter no matter where its position within a 
word. He kept the traditional calligraphic style and designed it to be akin to Naskh-
style for legibility reasons and in the same time be able to give variation in weights for 
pragmatic reasons (McCree, 2011) (Figure 58). 
McCree (2011) states that Boutros also took into account the idea of initiating 
economy of space70 (Figure 59) and the idea of initiating a typographic pedagogic 
method. The plan of pedagogic method consisted of two stages: introducing the 
typeface with spaces between letters in the first stage, and removing spaces in 
the next stage. This means children are introduced to disjointed letters and words 
first and then the cursive Arabic as they progress along. Once the child has passed 
through the process of firstly printing (non-cursive letterforms) and then handwriting 
(cursive letterforms), they will be able to read both the older traditional way and the 
new modern way. Adults who have learnt to read and write the older difficult way will 
be introduced to the new system in the opposite way71 (Figure 60). Boutros (2014) 
insisted on keeping the different traditional learning stages for Arabic learning without 
breaking the grammar rules. He preserved the traditions of Arabic calligraphy when 
designing the typeface to prevent any initially hostile reactions. The interesting aspect 
behind his educational system is that even if the public refused it, the typeface can 
still be used for a variety of design projects due to its cursive traditional feature. 
69 Boutros published an article about Basic Arabic in Apple Magazine in Nov. 1993 where he 
demonstrates the design feature of his typeface (allowing for connecting or separating the letters 
when typeset (Sakkal, 2008).
70 According to tests carried on Basic Arabic, it proved that 15 to 20% space could be saved on 
the body text when using the typeface. “A dictionary of 1000 pages could therefore carry the same 
information using only 800” (Visuals n.d, cited in McCree, 2011, p. 6).
71 Zoghbi (2007) states that in the first stage, the typeface would be introduced in its cursive form 
(Connected letters) the way Arabic script is based on. The letters were designed to touch each other 
slightly. The transitional phase would last for couple of years until the Arabs got familiar with it. The 
final phase is to introduce the completely detached letters. In reference to Szell (2012), she states 
that Boutros intended to encourage the new system’s acceptance in the Arabic-speaking world. He 
designed a primary stage to help Arabic readers easily recognize the letters, he then designed a final 
stage with completely detached letters, as in the Latin script to help Arabic readers easily adapt to it 
(Szell, 2012).
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Figure 58. Basic Arabic designed with the traditional calligraphic Naskh style 
and in three variation weights: Light [left], Medium [middle], and Bold [right] 
(McCree, 2011; Retrieved from http://www.boutrosfonts.com/Problems-with-
teaching-Arabic-to.html).
Figure 59. Boutros proposed an economy of space solution. BA typeface takes 
less space [bottom] than a regular typeface [top]  (McCree, 2011; Retrieved 
from http://www.boutrosfonts.com/Problems-with-teaching-Arabic-to.html).
Figure 60. Basic Arabic introduced in both phases; transitional phase [top] 
and final phase [bottom] (Sakkal, 2000. Retrieved from http://www.sakkal.com/
articles/simplified_arabic/butrous.html).
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Hourani72 (2012) states the effectiveness of Basic Arabic73 in facilitating the learning 
process needs to be tested in a learning institution where it can be taught parallel to 
the conventional methods of teaching, reading and writing74. The main purpose of 
the typeface was created for educational purposes and hence this had to be taken 
into consideration to assign it as a learning tool and help form a transitional phase. 
The phase is intened to help learners move from forming words with detached 
letters to learning how to build words using the correct letter variations – words 
with attached letters (cursive). Thus from this point was derived the idea of finding a 
simplified typeface with the necessary design structure that could help compliment 
the methodology of this practice-based research and the learning levels. The idea of 
script transformation from non-cursive to cursive can be highly functional for a variety 
of projects. This flexible feature has been adopted to help fulfil the needs of the 
practice and especially in the third learning level of the book series.
3.2.6 Mutamathil Type (MT), 1999
The Iraqi-American typeface designer Saad Abulhab75 (2016) provides detailed 
information on his Mutamathil Type76 (MT), which means symmetric in Arabic. MT is 
an Arabic typeface that was created in 1998. The aim of the typeface is to preserve 
the visual characteristics of Arabic letters. MT consists of either isolated or nearly 
connected letters without letter variations. It is imposed by traditional cursive nature 
that is originated from Arabic calligraphy. The flexibility design feature of the typeface 
is developed according to the idea of bi-directional fonts with symmetrically identical 
glyphs that are required in some applications (Figure 61). 
72 The educational and cultural problems have occupied a considerable part of Hourani’s life over 
a number of years. It still interests him as his interest was always focused on possible solutions that 
could by any chance fight illiteracy and facilitate Arabic reading and writing (Hourani, 2015). Hourani’s 
interview is found in Appendix C (p. 528). 
73 Basic Arabic is available online at www.boutrosfonts.com. The typeface has already been used as 
headlines. Also, an entire page of a Jordanian newspaper was printed in Basic Arabic’s cursive style. 
Due to the legibility feature of the typeface, it can be used in signs, advertisements, and headlines 
(Hourani, 2012).
74 As a third-culture child born and raised in Manchester, Hourani was interested in both Khattar and 
Boutros’s educational typographic projects because he believed that both concepts have helped him 
learn how to read and write in Arabic (Hourani, 2015).
75 Abulhab is an Arabic type designer, independent scholar, librarian, publisher, and information 
technology administrator. He is an author of four books and several scholarly research articles in 
the fields of Arabic script history, typography and computing. He is also a designer of more than 34 
original and customized Arabic font families.
76 There are three styles of the initial fonts/prototypes of the Mutamathil type style. They are 
Mutamathil, Mutamathil Taqlidi (traditional Mutamathil), and Mutamathil Mutlaq (bi-directional 
Mutamathil). 
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Figure 61. An example of Mutamathil typeface (Abulhab, 2015; Retrieved from 
http://arabetics.com/records/show?id=936).
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Thus, the typeface project is a proposed solution to technological limitations in the 
early days when computers could not fully support the Arabic script. Mutamathil 
Type77 was not proposed as a reform attempt, but its embodiment was a proposed 
solution to communicating in Arabic on computer software and hardware, other 
communication systems, and image printing. Most importantly it was created as an 
Arabic language-teaching tool that aimed to introduce less-complex Arabic texts in 
a form closely resembling their traditional ones (Abulhab, 2016). According to Szell 
(2012), Abulhab designed a unified script – a typeface of disjointed blocks of letters in 
order to make the Arabic script easier for children and computer programmers. 
In a personal interview, Abulhab (2015) states that the problem is the complexity of 
Arabic computer-wise, it is naturally and strictly right-to-left but the numbers are left 
to right. It is a bi-directional script and hence, this makes it a little bit complicated. At 
the same time, the shapes do not fully connect like in cursive English due to Arabic 
grammar rules. He stated that something had to be done as an alternative solution to 
the unsupported Arabic on platforms.
The typographic attempt had to be technology-friendly and hence his typeface was 
executed. The concept was aimed to be a solution that would prepare Arabic script 
for the next technology that comes after this one. Abulhab carried an educational 
experiment with MT, which was successful according to his personal experience78. 
Abulhab (2015) believes that illiteracy is limiting the learning process and yet it would 
be better to teach Arabic learners twenty shapes rather than 150 shapes. Thus, the 
typeface offers various Arabic writing systems to use it as an introductory learning tool 
to read and write the language.
77 The Mutamathil typeface was considered as an additional font style option, generic, open-access, 
non-calligraphic, and technology-friendly design (Abulhab, 2015).
78 Abulhab wanted to convince his third-culture daughter (who found traditional Arabic with all letter 
variations complex) to learn Arabic in a simplified way. Thus he created the typeface to attract her 
to learn Arabic. Raised as an Arab with English as her first language, introducing the language with 
all the variation made her lose interest and thus Abulhab’s daughter found her father’s alternative 
solution to learning Arabic much easier. 
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Design of MT
As discussed earlier, Mutamathil Type has two other family members79, yet this 
research concentrates on the original style. The typeface is non-cursive with stand-
alone isolated glyphs; one glyph for every basic Arabic letter. With each glyph being 
semi-symmetrical around its vertical axis, it is suitable for right to left ordering (bi-
direction). It includes a lam-alif ligature and uses ligature substitutions and marks 
positioning. The single forms of letters aim to reduce non-cursive text; the letter-
shapes are designed according to glyphs (not letters) for arithmetical and geometric 
purposes. The diacritics positioned in even locations are clearly distinguished from 
the glyph bodies. The aim of the different letter designs of MT is to encourage the 
creation of new typeface style with similar design principles as an extra option to 
Arabic type designers and users (Abulhab, 2015). 
The Mutamathil open design principle did not aim to propose a new rule for Arabic 
typography80 but to distinguish this new concept from other typefaces (Abulhab, 
2016). Zoghbi (2007) states that MT aimed to solve the problem of connected letters 
that change shape according to their position as well as the problem of having special 
Arabic software or plug-ins that enable Arabic writing. The design of the glyphs 
almost makes some of the letters challengingly unrecognizable, thus, this feature 
has been taken into consideration to assign the typeface in the learning book series 
according to its design feature and test learners on Arabic letter recognition skills.
79 (A) Mutamathil Taqlidi has one glyph per letter and one additional final form glyph for connecting 
from both sides (inspired by the traditional cursive Arabic strings). The typeface has both Arabic 
and Arabic-Indic numerals, all required diacritic marks, in addition to all standard English keyboard 
punctuation and major currency symbols. (B) Mutamathil Mutlaq has one glyph per letter. It does not 
include any required ligatures and does not use glyph substitutions but it does use mark positioning. 
It is non-cursive with stand-alone isolated glyphs and includes both Arabic and Arabic-Indic numerals, 
all required diacritic marks, in addition to all standard English keyboard punctuation and major 
currency symbols.
80 Abulhab (2015) states that the intention of designing detached typefaces is not to imitate Latin, 
but the detached form is the language of the machine and the machine at this point (whether it is 
presses, typewriters or computer) is more comfortable with detached letters. Latin has both attached 
and detached letters; the least Arab designers could do is to have detached Arabic as an option for 
Arabic typography and script.
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3.3 Modern Typographic Simplification Attempts
3.3.1 Mirsaal Typeface, 2010
Mirsaal bilingual (Arabic-Latin) typeface (Figure 62) created by Rana Abou Rejeily, is 
believed to ‘carry the characteristics of a sans serif Latin alphabet typeface and still 
respects the essence of the handwritten form’ (Rjeily, 2011, cited in Szell, 2012). In an 
interview with Rjeily (2015), she explains that Mirsaal typeface project first began with 
research on Arabic as a visual shape. She initially experimented with the Arabic visual 
shapes during her study but had failed to explain the basics of the Arabic language 
to her colleagues and instructors. This led her to research ways to communicate with 
non-Arab learners, thus she was inspired by the concepts of both Basic Arabic81 and 
Unified Arabic. After a lot of intensive research, she wanted to create a typeface that 
also simplified Arabic teaching for non-Arab learners.
Design of Mirsaal
Mirsaal features disjointed letters while at the same time preserving the unique Arabic 
calligraphic style (Figure 63). A Latin companion typeface holds the same visual 
balance and characteristics as Mirsaal Arabic, in term of ascenders and descenders, 
stroke variation and open counter (Rjeily, 2011).
81 Boutros (2014) states that Rana approached him and his wife Arlette when she was doing her MA 
at Central Saint Martins in London. She showed interest in Boutros’s Basic Arabic typeface and thus 
she decided to take the path of detached Arabic when she designed her Mirsaal typeface project. In 
addition, Cecil Hourani significantly assisted her throughout her study. 
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Figure 62. A spread from Rjeily’s book showing her Mirsaal bilingual typeface 
through sample text [right]. She also provides a comparison between the Latin 
and Arabic letterforms and proportions [left] (Rjeily, 2011, pp. 92–93).
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Figure 63. Mirsaal type specimen [previous page] and Mirsaal bilingual 
typeface in different sizes and weights [above] (Rjeily, 2011, pp. 88–89).
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3.4 Obstructions Met During the Execution of 
Typographic Attempts
Unified Arabic
Hourani (2012) states that Khattar had met resistance; he embarked on promoting his 
project to several heads of the Arab States but his concept was overlooked. Some 
doubted the originality of the typeface; some resisted for cultural and aesthetic 
reasons, and some resistance stemmed from prejudgment and misunderstanding. 
Nammour (2014) states that although Khattar’s project was conceived in Beirut, it 
was viewed as a Western invention82. The visual nature of his detached typographic 
project and standardized letter heights led the people to recognize his UA attempt as 
a surrender to Western standards and a rejection of Arab heritage. It was not seen as 
a simplification attempt that aimed to solve the technological problems of the Arabic 
writing system. Khattar was inspired by the Kufic calligraphic style and was concerned 
with literacy issues of the Arab world and his intention was not to imitate the West 
(Hedrick, 2015). The aim of UA was to solve the problem of Arabic printing and 
illiteracy through the design of its letters as previously discussed. 
Basic Arabic
Boutros (2014) states that he wouldn’t have executed Basic Arabic if he weren’t 
commissioned for it. He believes that there are multiple sources of opposition to 
working on such a project. This opposition would mostly derive from religious and 
cultural reactions. According to him, such projects wouldn’t be successfully carried 
if there weren’t big Arab leaders behind to support it. Boutros (2013) explains, he 
and the group agreed on a plan83 for testing Basic Arabic in the educational sector. 
As discussed previously in Chapter Two, the need for powerful people behind such 
projects is mandatory. Thus, there was a need for powerful figures who could back up 
the project; Boutros’s group had someone powerful in it – the late Habib Bourgaiba 
Jr84. Unfortunately, during the testing stage, he passed away and the project was 
82 Several factors led the public to doubt Khattar’s innovation. This includes his move to the States; 
IBM’s involvement and the Ford Foundation’s sponsorship (Nammour, 2014).
83 The plan was to implement and test the new learning method on learners for effective results 
during summer. Thus, the method would be officially implemented in schools if the results turned 
out to be positive and if it were negative, this would lead to the termination of the project (Boutros, 
2014).
84 Habib Bourgaiba, Jr. was a Tunisian diplomat and politician. He was the son of Habib Bourguiba, 
who became the first President of Tunisia in 1957.
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terminated85 as discussed earlier in Chapter Two. 
Condenced Alphabet
According to Abulhab (2015), Al-Saggar was criticized by a number of conservatives; 
they believed that he wanted to make Arabic look like Hebrew86. Al-Saggar (1998) 
states that his typographic innovation was a threat to the Arab Culture, and he was 
accused of wanting to abolish the Arab script history and heritage87. His typographic 
system was initially taken up enthusiastically in Baghdad. However, his printing 
solution was seen as a threatening script reform attempt. It was rumoured that he was 
supported and commissioned secretly for political purposes and hence this drove him 
to reform the script. He was accused of being a ‘follower of Freemasonry’88 and an 
Arab who aimed with his innovations to destroy Arab culture. He fled the country in 
1978, and settled in Paris (Schami, 2010). 
Mutamathil Type
Abulhab (2015) states that his Mutamthil type was described as the worst thing that 
ever happened to Islam since Salman Rushdie89. As discussed earlier in Chapter 
Two, conservatives were hostile to any kind of Arabic reform and mostly religious 
individuals. He explains that religious people did not criticize the Mutmathil type, they 
admired it; he was mostly criticized by a group of individuals that are dedicated to the 
Arabic script.  
It is believed that all the simplification attempts have failed because of one simple 
reason that most people ignored, the fact that they called it ‘reform’ projects. 
Thus, this authenticates that such projects will always meet resistance from 
different quarters. This relates back to the early years of Arabic reform script and 
the resistances that had been met with other related projects. It is assumed that 
85 Hourani, who had commissioned Boutros to execute it, gave him the right to sell it as a typeface 
(Boutros, 2014).
86 It is important to note that Khattar was also accused of wanting to imitate Hebrew with his UA 
typeface (Nammour, 2014).
87 At that time a Memorandum of Association of Calligraphers was sent to the previous Iraqi 
President Ahmed Al-Bakr against Al-Saggar’s invention as well. It was believed to be a threat to 
Arabic calligraphy and script. In 1977, Ministry of Information in Iraq published a statement that 
included terminating all the use of modern shapes of the Arabic alphabet to protect the script (Al-
Saggar, 1998). 
88 Freemasonry is a serious crime in Iraq followed by a death sentence. 
89 Salman Rushdie is a British Indian novelist and essayist. However, Abulhab’s typeface was criticized 
in an Article in a Brazilian Magazine.
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such projects will always be seen as reform attempts, bringing its initiators severe 
criticism90. Nemeth (2014) states that these simplification projects had little to no 
relevant impact in terms of practice. Mccree (2011) explains that it is unfortunate 
that those designs remained designs only because they were simply ignored. It is 
important to open up and be able to accept additional script options that can help 
develop and facilitate research in different fields including typography, linguistics, and 
Arabic learning etc. These options can help provide better resources and educational 
materials, and hold key solutions to improve teaching and learning approaches and 
experiences.
3.5 Reassigning Romanization: Latin (English) Characters 
as a Phonetic guide
Exploratory research was carried out in this study to find simplification projects that 
could be used instead of the existing standard Arabic transliteration charts found in 
language learning that teach Arabic learners the sounds of Arabic letters. The idea 
was to prevent learners from having to learn the extra transliterated dots and marks 
found on Latin characters that are originally set out for linguistic and transliteration 
purposes from the original Arabic91. As indicated earlier in Chapter Two, there were 
a few proposals submitted to the academy92 that have suggested the replacement 
of Arabic with Latin characters. Thus, this research has failed to find any typographic 
projects that can clearly represent Arabic letters in terms of bilingual communication. 
The only solution was to assign simple Romanization as a learning tool for clear 
transliteration, that is, using simple Latin characters to represent the Arabic letter 
sounds for the phonetic level and ease learning and understanding of Arabic sounds.
A few contemporary bilingual typefaces have been researched and experimented with 
90 This is assumed to relate to the reform thoughts of Ibn Muqla dating back to the 10th century; 
both he and his revolutionary reform idea were betrayed. His immediate wish was to give the Arabic 
script such great clarity and legibility with the aim that reading would present no further problems. 
He wanted to re-create the alphabet to include all the sounds in the world and provide its characters 
with further clarity. This has led him to be lashed, his right hand cut off and his property seized 
from him. He was flung into a prison on the outskirts of the desert until he died (Schami, 2010). As 
discussed in Chapter Two, many philosophers and poets had been killed for suggesting the idea of 
Arabic reform; which was thought to indirectly mean doubting the words of the Qur’an.
91 For further information on Romanization and contemporary Arabic standards for transliteration 
charts, see Chapter Four. 
92 It is important to note that there were a few proposals submitted to the academy that aimed to 
replace the Arabic script with Latin characters. The study was initially interested in reassigning them 
as learning tools. After careful study, they were found out to be too complex to be adopted and 
reassigned as learning tools.
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in order to choose the bilingual typeface that will best represent the body text of the 
learning books. It is important to note that the initial stage of this study demanded 
an exploration of Arabic type-matchmaking and harmonization of Arabic and Latin 
projects. This was to help with the designing of the book and finding ways to make 
both Arabic and English texts in complete harmony, in terms of colour choice, page 
layout and other common aesthetic and functional elements that could help with the 
harmonizing process. Nemeth (2006) states that bilingual typefaces provide visual and 
functional compatibility between the two scripts. Therefore, a few bilingual typefaces 
have been used to bring more clarity to the learning environment and attract readers 
of both scripts to reading and learning. Arabic transliteration has been used as a 
guide to help instructors simplify complex texts to learners and demonstrate clearly 
any confusion that could be caused through the learning experience. 
First, the Azer Bilingual typeface created by Pascal Zoghbi and Wael Morcos has 
been used for Arabic transliteration, in which both Arabic and English are shown 
in complete harmony. The different weights of the font has been used to design 
the headings, sub-headings and body text throughout the book series. The bold 
weight was used to represent emphatic letters. The Azer typeface was also used to 
translate the Arabic text designed with the majority of the assigned typefaces that 
have no original Latin companions. The assigned typefaces that were transformed 
into typographic imagery and needed English descriptions were Unified Arabic, Basic 
Arabic, Mutamathil and Condensed Arabic (Figure 64, Figure 65, Figure 66, Figure 
67). 
On the other hand, the Urban Arabic93 typeface features a simple design structure of 
the characters and hence it has been assigned in level two as a pronunciation guide, 
and to help memorize the alphabet shapes and sounds. Urban Arabic, ASV-Codar, 
and Mirsaal are all bilingual typefaces and hence there was no need to search for Latin 
typeface companions for them. Their Latin companions were used to translate some 
of the Arabic text found in levels two, three and four (Figure 68, Figure 69, Figure 70). 
93 The Urban Arabic typeface is a bilingual typeface specifically designed for Arabic learners at 
Saifi Institute, an Arabic language centre in Lebanon. It is available online for free from https://www.
saifiarabic.com/language-resources/urban-arabic-font. The institute in Lebanon has been contacted 
to help find more about the contemporary materials and teaching-learning approaches used to teach 
Arabic to their learners. The textbook for the introductory course was reviewed to help explore and 
study the educational material provided.
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Figure 64. Typographic imagery created with Unified Arabic. Bilingual Azer 
typeface placed below for English guidance.
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Figure 65. Typographic imagery created with Basic Arabic. Title and sub-title 
typeset with Azer typeface for English guidance.
Figure 66. Typographic imagery created with Mutamathil. Title and numbers 
typeset with Azer typeface. 
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Figure 67. Typographic imagery created with Condensed Arabic. The English 
text below was created with Azer typeface for English guidance.
Figure 68. Urban Arabic typeface’s Latin (English) companion [left] used to 
translate the Arabic text (created with Unified Arabic) [right].
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Figure 69. Ghazal’s bilingual typeface, used to design the typographic imagery 
using both scripts.
Figure 70. Mirsaal’s bilingual typeface, used to design the typographic imagery 
in both scripts. Note how the heavy weight is used to represent emphatic 
letters. 
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3.6 Reassigning Typographic Attempts as Educational 
Typefaces
The educational typefaces used consist of a mixture of styles that differ from one 
another to fulfil the need to have an extensive variety of learning material and 
linguistic tools for each learning level in the book series. To examine the methodology 
of this practice-based research, the typefaces have been assigned in relation to their 
practical and aesthetic features and allocated in such a systematic way to provide 
effective learning strategies.
3.6.1 Level One – Alphabet Letters
UA’s unique disconnected letters feature was assigned in the learning book series to 
create simplified disjointed Arabic letters. The typeface is used to design alphabet 
letter shapes and letter-groups that take learners through a more simplified learning 
process using visual communication design (Figure 71).
The disconnected feature has helped design tracing exercises (Figure 72) that allow 
learners to practice the letters, concentrate individually on the shapes and create 
words with the disconnected letters. Mastering such skills is aimed to help them 
progress steadily. It is important to give learners more time to absorb the basic 
alphabet and understand the nature of the phonetic characters and the right-to-left 
writing structure. Beginners who view the script closely for the first time will have 
more time to practice with Arabic disconnected text in its detached form before being 
introduced to cursive Arabic.
UA was also used to design a few activities featured at the end of level one (Figure 
73, Figure 74, Figure 75). The main aim of the typeface in both level one and two is 
to help beginners master their letter memorization and recognition skills. The other 
twentieth-century typeface that was used to design some of the typographic imagery 
in level one is Ghazal’s ASV-Codar (Figure 76).
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Figure 71. An example of a typographic imagery where UA is used to design 
one of the letter-groups.
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Figure 72. UA is used to design a variety of tracing activities. 
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Figure 73. UA is used in an activity were learners are instructed to add dots 
and draw the complete shape of letters [top] It is also used to design letters 
arranged and numbered separately on the left page of an activity as a key 
[bottom]. 
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Figure 74. UA used in an activity were learners are instructed to look for 
specific letters within disconnected Arabic text.
Figure 75. UA used to design a number of typographic images. Arabic letter 
Zai (UA character) is used here to represent the truck driver.
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Figure 76. An example of a typographic image in which ASV-Codar is used to design one of the 
letter-groups.
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3.6.2 Level Two – Letter Sounds
In level two, the UA typeface was used in various activities to prevent confusion or 
discomfort for learners while learning. This is to help them gain confidence and make 
steady progress in mastering the letters. As learners progress along, other typefaces 
are then introduced periodically. The content found in the Ministry of Islamic Affair 
linguistic guidebook collected from the Ministry of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs in Kuwait 
(discussed in Chapter Four) have helped design the majority of the learning material 
and a linguistic diagram that consists of locations of letter sounds.
The typographic images in the emphatic letter-sounds and sound descriptions 
sections have been designed using UA, Basic Arabic, ASV-Codar and other regular 
fonts (Figure 77, Figure 78, Figure 79). UA was used to introduce the way letters are 
combined to produce a word sound (Figure 80). UA was also used to design a few 
activities (Figure 81). All the typefaces in level two were assigned to fulfil the aims and 
objectives of mastering the sounds of letters.
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Figure 77. A typographic illustration showing an emphatic letter designed with 
UA to help with the pronunciation of the letter.
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Figure 78. Typographic imagery designed with BA [top] and UA [bottom]. 
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Figure 79. More examples of typographic imagery designed with ASV-Codar 
[top right and bottom left] and Urban Arabic [top left and bottom right].
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Figure 80. Words with disconnected letters designed with UA to help learners 
with Arabic words pronunciations.
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Figure 81. An activity designed with UA where learners are instructed to draw 
the complete shape of letters and locate the sound of each word from the key 
found on the opposite page. 
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3.6.3 Level Three – Cursive Arabic
It was challenging to use a typical typeface to demonstrate the material of level three 
as the level requires typefaces with distinctive design features that could simplify 
the understanding of how Arabic letters connect with each other. The idea was to 
prevent learners from learning the letter variations all at once through a traditional 
transliteration chart. The activities of level three are mostly designed with the Basic 
Arabic typeface; this includes tracing activities of letter variation forms and erasing/
shading activities to distinguish between connected and disconnected letters (Figure 
82, Figure 83, Figure 84, Figure 85).
ASV-Codar was then assigned to design simple words with both disconnected letters 
and then connected (without and with cursive Arabic) through four transitional phases. 
This is to help learners learn and understand letter variations. It also aimed to help 
introduce connected letters slowly (Figure 86). The typeface was also used to design 
typographic visuals of the Lego concept of the letter variation forms (Figure 87). 
Mirsaal was assigned mainly to break the repetitive use of BA typeface when 
designing the activities for levels three and four (Figure 88). Reassigning it was 
an additional option given to motivate and inspire learners during the process of 
learning. Its bilingual features have been taken into consideration; its Latin companion 
was used for bilingual communication and further clarification purposes. This is to 
simplify the complex educational content in the advanced learning levels where 
learners may require further explanation in English.
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Figure 82. Tracing activities designed with BA.
Figure 83. Tracing activity created with Basic Arabic; learners use Tipp-Ex to 
break the letters and write down their correct forms [left]. Learners use a pencil 
to connect between the letters and write their correct forms [right]. 
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Figure 84. Two activities designed with BA. 1. Learners are instructed to add 
the correct letter variation forms to connect the letters [top]. 2. Learners are 
instructed to add the missing letters; the English words are given as a linguistic 
guide [bottom]. 
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Figure 85. Material created with BA typeface. BA used to design the key for a 
number of activities [top] and is also used to design the bridge concept to help 
learners learn how letters connect and from what directions. 
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Figure 86. ASV-Codar typeface is used to design the four learning phases 
methods (method originally initiated by Boutros in his BA project). The same 
passages are used to help learners see closely how letters change shape when 
connecting. Phase one consists of making the tracking wider between the 
detached letters (isolated form). Phase two shows how letters change form 
according to their location within words. In Phase Three, the spacing between 
letters is narrower leading to an impression of closed tracking; letters are 
slightly touching – giving the impression of a cursive style. The spacing has 
been taken out in phase four to show how letters are fully connected.
Figure 87. Different letter variation forms of ba’ shown via the Lego concept 
designed with ASV-Codar.
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Figure 88. Two activities designed with Mirsaal; 1. Learners are instructed 
to trace and link letters with their correct variation form [top]. 2. Learners are 
instructed to identify the variation form of each letter carried by a car or two 
[bottom]. 
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3.6.4 Level Four – Vocalization Marks
Although Al-Gharim’s project was dropped, the shapes used in his project have 
influenced the designing process of level four. They have helped create a visual 
relationship between vocalization marks and human emotions through typographic 
imagery (symbols). The symbols are assigned to help learners understand the 
relationship of how vowel marks effect the sounds of letters the way emotions and 
feelings effect humans (Figure 89). Thus, his proposal has been reassigned to fulfil the 
need of clearly demonstrating the importance of vocalization marks in learning. 
As discussed earlier, the vocalization marks in Ghazal’s project have been placed on 
the connecting glyph (Kashida) instead of being precisely on top or below the letters. 
ASV-Codar’s simple and sharp design structure of the letterforms and its legible and 
large-sized marks provide more space for learners to look at the shapes of the marks 
closely and separately rather than having to study them from traditional fonts where 
the smaller vocalization marks are harder to distinguish. Thus, this gives learners 
the opportunity to clearly visualize and observe the marks and understand their 
essential role in Arabic text and grammar. Thus, it is assigned in this level to simply 
demonstrate the role of the marks and help learners understand, recognize and 
memorize their positions and functions simply and accurately. ASV-Codar has been 
used to design the majority of material and activities in the level (Figure 90, Figure 91, 
Figure 92). Mutmathil and Mirsaal typefaces were also reassigned to design a few  of 
the typographic visuals and activities (Figure 93, Figure 94, Figure 95). 
Time magazine conveyed a passage from a Dallas News editorial that illustrates 
perfectly how English would look if it omitted vowels the Arabic way (Laubach, 2013) 
(Figure 96). Rjeily (2011) uses a similar concept in her book Cultural Connectives; she 
interpreted the vowels as smaller letters above and below English letters (Figure 97). 
The same vowel method has also been used in the book series while designing the 
English text (Figure 98).
This is to translate and simplify the role and position of vocalization marks and show 
learners how they change the sounds of letters and words. In the activities section, 
Mirsaal was used to design letter-variation forms with vowel marks added above and 
below the forms. This is to see if learners can recognize and distinguish between the 
different sounds of the vocalized letters through their variation forms.
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Figure 89. Al-Gharim’s project proposal with his shapes circled with a red line 
[top]. Some of Al-Gharim’s shapes adopted and used to design the vocalization 
symbols for level four [bottom].
Figure 90. Use of ASV-Codar typeface to introduce the different sounds of 
vocalization marks when added above or below letter jeem.
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Figure 91. Use of ASV-Codar typeface to show the different positions of 
vocalization marks.
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Figure 92. Activity designed with the ASV-Codar typeface to test learners on 
the positions of vocalization marks.
Figure 93. Activity designed with the bilingual ASV-Codar typeface, where 
learners are instructed to link vocalized words with their correct sounds. 
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Figure 94. Typographic imagery of a gavel designed with Mutamathil Type, 
Mirsaal typeface used (with a slight modification to letter Seen) to design the 
bilingual text and vocalization marks.
Figure 95. Another activity designed and created with Mirsaal bilingual 
typeface; the first letter of each Arabic word (from the right side) have been 
edited so as to not confuse learners with the variation forms.
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Figure 96. Time magazine passage from Dallas News editorial that illustrates 
how English would look if it omitted vowels the Arabic way (from Laubach, 
2013, p.55).
Figure 97. Rjeily’s similar vowel concept (after Rejily, 2011, pp.44–45).
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Figure 98. Activities feature the vowel method used in Time magazine and 
Rjeily’s book designed with ASV-Codar and Azer.
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3.6.5 Testing Level – Challenging Learners
The learning material for this level were mainly designed using Al-Saggar’s CA and 
Abulhab’s MT to test learners on what they have learnt from the previous four learning 
levels. The typefaces are assigned as evaluation tools to help determine the learner’s 
level of understanding for final analysing and evaluation of the practice. The level 
requires a more flexible and movable typeface with playfully designed characters 
for learners to work with. The detachable and flexible parts of CA makes it more 
accessible to play with letters and move them around. It has been reassigned due 
to its modular design feature that makes it helpful as a learning tool (Figure 100). 
Thus, it has been used to design the puzzle-game activities where the letterforms are 
placed in random order as separate parts and pieces. Learners in the other hand use 
the pieces to identify, recognize, build and link the typographic pieces together to 
form specific letters and words (Figure 101, Figure 102, Figure 103, Figure 104). The 
aim of using such tools is to inspire, encourage and challenge the learners as they 
experience the typographic puzzle pieces. 
As indicated earlier, CA and ASV-Codar share a similar modular feature (the separable 
ending tails concept) (Figure 99). However, ASV-Codar couldn’t be assigned in the 
puzzle activities as it would consume a lot of effort and time while designing the 
testing level. This means that text would have to be arranged and then letters would 
be later broken apart manually. On the other hand, the CA typographic pieces were 
more accessible, as they were already broken apart and ready to be used, and they 
could be scanned and traced and take far less time to design the testing level. Thus, 
this led to reassigning Ghazal’s typeface only for its vocalization marks feature in level 
four and reassigning CA for its flexible typographic-pieces feature in the testing level. 
The other typeface used in this level is Abulhab’s Mutamathil Type; the bi-directional 
and geometric-style typeface has been used to design the typographic imagery 
of objects such as cars, flowers, buildings etc. (Figure 103, Figure 104). Also, the 
symmetric character design feature of MT has helped encrypt Arabic letters to push 
learners further and test them on letter recognition memory through several activities 
(Figure 105, Figure 106, Figure 107, Figure 108). The purpose is to see if learners can 
identify and recognize the original structures and shapes of letters from the symmetric 
typeface that interprets the shapes of Arabic letters differently.
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Figure 99. Similarity of design concepts shown between Ghazal’s [left] and 
Al-Saggar’s typefaces [right]. Ghazal uses three ending tails whereas Al-Saggar 
uses two.
Figure 100. CA Typographic pieces overview designed on the opposite page. 
The pieces are given to help learners build letters or words and solve the 
activities.
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Figure 101. Activity designed with CA. Learners are instructed to rearrange the 
typographic pieces and build the correct names of the alphabet letters. 
Figure 102. An activity designed with Al-Saggar’s typeface. Learners are 
instructed to build Arabic letters with the typographic pieces.
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Figure 103. An activity designed with Al-Saggar’s typeface. Learners are 
instructed to use the typographic pieces to come up with the names of objects 
in Arabic.
Figure 104. Typographic illustrations created with MT. Learners are instructed to 
build the Arabic names of professions using CA typographic pieces.
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Figure 105. Activity designed with MT, in which learners are pushed to 
recognize the structure of the original alphabet letters from unfamiliar Arabic 
alphabet shapes. 
Figure 106. A maze activity created with MT, where learners are instructed to 
cross out the same letter shapes to find the hidden word.
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Figure 107. Another activity created with MT where learners are instructed to 
recognize the unfamiliar letters above and link them to the familiar ones below. 
Figure 108. An activity designed with MT where learners are instructed to 
recognize the shapes of the alphabet and draw their original shapes.
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UA was also used in the level to design some of the typographic imagery found within 
the learning activities (Figure 109). Thus, the tools used aim to challenge learners and 
help them master their Arabic letter-recognition skills using a variety of familiar and 
unfamiliar typefaces.
The typographic attempts discussed earlier have provided effective design strategies 
that aim to help create more simplified and engaging learning material. The design 
features of each typeface have helped reassign them in this study in accord with 
the aim of simplifying the learning process for learners. The revival of such historic 
twentieth-century typefaces have provided options into finding a point of entry to 
the simplification of language learning. They have helped trigger key insights for 
designing the learning books by maintaining basic communication with a simplified 
dialogue. Thus, a question arises, how to preserve the simple communication through 
the whole design process since the tools aim to help generate new and expanded 
meaning to the practice and reflect upon the learners. This is done by accurately 
selecting the most accessible pedagogic methods and simple learning material from 
the collected data. It is important that the chosen material tributes to the design 
features of the typefaces and creates the most efficient and informative content. For 
example, the exploration process requires looking at existing tracing activities from 
the collected data while the implementation process is designing a variety of more 
simplified and creative tracing activities using the UA typeface (Figure 72).
Thus, in order to assign the typefaces efficiently, the exploration of pedagogic 
methods and learning materials from data collection must be carried out, to select 
and divide the material that will be redesigned first, according to the features of 
each typeface and second, according to the learning level. Although the assigning of 
twentieth century typefaces as learning tools was discussed earlier, the educational 
material chosen to be redesigned using these typefaces has not been revealed. 
What kind of educational material is needed to compliment the new learning tools 
for beginners in the introductory Arabic learning programs? Chapter Four will discuss 
the language centres visited and the contemporary learning textbooks and other 
materials that have been collected, explored and studied. The purpose is to inform 
the practice and help redesign the practice learning material efficiently. The chapter 
will help understand the current position in which Arabic learning stands today. It will 
investigate perceptions and attitudes towards complexity in Arabic learning through 
conducted interviews, conferences, articles, dissertations and books.
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Figure 109. An activity designed using MT (character on top) and UA (characters 
below). Learners are instructed to recognize the letters and write the sounds of 
the Arabic letters they see in English.
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4: Contemporary Arabic Teaching-Learning 
Tools 
This chapter reviews the educational materials collected that have helped design the 
language-learning books. The materials were collected from a few Arabic language 
centres in Jordan, Kuwait and London. Other existing educational content from well-
known Arabic learning books and language guides has been researched and studied 
as well to help design the pedagogic material of the learning book series. Thus, the 
chapter explores the relevant literature to see what could constitute a more effective 
modern Arabic pedagogic approach and therefore, it studies existing language 
teaching-learning approaches from which modern scholastic trends of language 
teaching have developed. The materials collected include textbooks, visual aids, 
worksheets, animated clips, personal instructor notes and illustrations, curricula and 
teaching structures that are currently used in these institutions and on the market. 
The chapter also discusses the knowledge gap that revolves around the contemporary 
pedagogic problems in Arabic language institutions that learners are encountering in 
introductory courses due to the lack of visual aids and the absence of simplicity and 
creativity in the intake of information during the learning process. The chapter clarifies 
how the thesis has been guided through intensive research and information available 
on Arabic learning and bilingual (Arabic-Latin) communication design. It reviews a 
selection of contemporary bilingual language-learning methods, books, typefaces and 
visuals that are currently used in modern Arabic language and educational books. 
4.1 Exploratory Research on Arabic Learning
In order to understand the current position in which Arabic learning stands today, 
there was a need to visit a number of language centres and universities. After 
extensive research and visits to several learning institutions, it has been found 
that persons interested in learning Arabic are divided into three categories. The 
first category consists of learners who are interested in learning calligraphy and 
handwriting. The second is for social and communication matters whether involving 
the need to communicate with work colleagues, friends and/or family. The third 
category is for religious matters; in order to recite Qur’an passages correctly, Muslim 
converts and readers will have to learn the language. 
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4.1.1 Arabic Language-Learning Institutions
The institutions were approached to explore the contemporary teaching-learning 
methods and visual aids as well as collect various educational materials94 as indicated 
earlier to help develop the practice-based research and design the learning books. 
The educational materials were collected from a few Arabic instructors who worked at 
the visited institutions. It is important to note that the centres that have been visited, 
due to the nature of the study, are mostly focused in Kuwait and London. Due to the 
few existing language centres in Kuwait, it was essential to target more language 
centres abroad to collect data and research current contemporary educational 
materials and pedagogic methodologies. Due to the current political situation in 
Lebanon, Egypt and Syria, Jordan was chosen as the first destination to visit due to 
its well-known language centres and their advanced strategic visions, curricula and 
syllabuses in language learning. Their curricula are up-to-date and are extremely 
widespread in the region. Thus, the three well-known language centres have been 
visited in Jordan: these are the Ali Baba Institute, Qasid Institute and the Language 
Centre in University of Jordan. 
The language centres visited in Kuwait were the Aware Centre and the Arabic 
department at the American University of Kuwait. The Ministry of Awqaf and Islamic 
Affairs in Kuwait has also been visited. Also, the Arabic language departments of 
SOAS University and Kings College London have also been contacted and visited. 
It is important to understand the aims and objectives of each Arabic introductory 
course given to beginners within these institutions to help inform the practice 
further and design the content of the book series according to the needs and wants 
of the instructors and learners. The Arabic instructors from each institution were 
interviewed on a number of questions regarding the resources and facilities provided 
to learners, teaching methods, students’ main interests and challenges in learning 
Arabic. Most instructors were able to provide their own course curriculum and some 
of their educational material; they were generous in providing assistance in every way 
possible to help develop the practice-based research further.
94 Selected material from the data collected was redesigned with the learning tools and tested on 
a number of participants through given workshop sessions in Kuwait and London. Kindly refer to 
Chapter Six (p. 340) for more information on the evaluation unit and final analysis of the learning 
tools, workshop sessions and participants’ levels of progress. Statistics (graphs and charts) of the 
workshop analysis are found in Appendix E (p. 634). 
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4.1.2 Perceptions of Complexity in Arabic Learning
How complex is the contemporary learning material given at the introductory Arabic 
courses and who constructs it? And how simplified should the learning material be? 
There is a great deal of controversy in the literature concerning what is meant by the 
‘complexity of Arabic learning’. Regarding the nature of the language itself, in their 
book The Arabic Alphabet: How to Read & Write It, Awade and Samano (1986) state 
that one of the first obstacles facing anyone trying to learn Arabic is the complexity 
of the alphabet, usually treated sketchily in the opening pages of the discouraging 
grammatical books. Szell (2012) states that Arabic letters have identical or near 
identical shapes and they differ only by their dots. The obligatory elements of Arabic 
letters must also be understood and learnt at an early stage. Many Arabic beginners 
are rushed directly into grammar lessons before they have mastered the alphabet. 
They then try to pick the alphabet up as they go, finding out at a later stage that the 
attempt to assimilate both grammar and the alphabet alongside is extremely difficult, 
as well. 
In reference to Jadwat (1987), there is a gap found in Arabic learning that was 
caused mainly by the traditional teaching-learning methods being employed in most 
Arabic textbooks and language courses. Awade and Samano (1986) observe that the 
authentic mastery of the alphabet should always be a prerequisite to learning Arabic, 
yet there is hardly any material devoted exclusively to it. The majority of learning 
books and language courses do not provide learners with enough time to visualize 
and absorb the letters separately. 
Many Arabs today do not remember the order of the Arabic alphabet letters nor they 
know the number of letters the alphabet consists of. If you were to ask two Arabs how 
many letters there are in the Arabic alphabet, one would probably reply, with some 
hesitation, ‘twenty-eight’, and the other would likely guess the answer (Awade and 
Samano, 1986). The uncertainty and inaccuracy of the answer might appear surprising. 
Awade and Samano (1986) state: the variety of answers is worrying; how could many 
Arabs not know the precise number of their alphabet letters? This could indicate 
a threat to Arabic language and future Arab generations. This is not necessary 
deliberate but the absence of a standardized learning structure in Arabic institutions 
at the beginning of the Arabic language course might have been mostly responsible. 
Arabic instructors play a major role in what to include and what to leave out in the 
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introductory course; some may believe that some of the content should come before, 
alongside or at some later period during the learning process (Salimane, 2015). 
Al-Liabi describes her personal experience as an Arabic tutor:
‘From many years of personal experience as a tutor of Arabic 
in English colleges, I am aware that many students find Arabic 
hard to learn across all aspects of the language, including 
pronunciation, vocabulary, writing and grammar’ (Al-Liabi, 2012, 
p.16).
Arabic contains 28 letters with diacritic dots above and below most of them. It also 
comprises of signs, vocalization marks and vowels that present a major issue of 
ambiguity; learners are expected to cope with all these dots, marks and vowels at 
an earlier learning stage. The difficultly in defining these diacritic dots and marks as 
clarification purposes and phonetic guidance to learners is also a challenge for Arabic 
instructors as well as time consuming. The script is cursive or conjoined and letters 
can take up to four different forms depending on their location within a word. 
According to Schami (2010), these rules force students to learn over 100 letterforms, 
while a European child must learn only about fifty forms. Thus this initiates major 
language challenges for Arab students. In addition to the letter variation forms, 
learners will also learn that Arabic is a bi-directional script in which the writing nature 
spreads out from right-to-left whereas the numerals from left to right (Azmi and 
Alsaiari, 2009). Arabic script is tremendously rich in ligatures due to the cursive nature 
of writing (Azmi and Alsaiari, 2009). Learners are expected to learn and recognize the 
obligatory ligature lam-alif, ta’ mrbouta, and hmza variations (Figure 110). They are 
also expected to learn and understand that the sounds of hmza variations depend on 
their location within a word.
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Figure 110. A chart of hmza variations.
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In reference to John Berry (2002), when exported from one language to another, a 
writing system almost always experiences some alteration. The basic Latin alphabet 
consisted of only 20 letters but bilingual Roman writers borrowed the Etruscan K, 
as well as the Greek Y and Z letters. During its move to modern English, the system 
acquired a lower case and the addition of Arabic numerals as well as marks of 
punctuation. In terms of adapting to new languages, the Arabic script has barely 
lost or gained any letters. The reason for this is as discussed earlier; it is mandatory 
to recite Qur’an passages in the original classical Arabic form and not through 
translation. Cultures that inherit Arabic cannot adapt partly to it, as the need for every 
single letter is literally essential. This places Arabic learners in a challenging situation 
especially that they will have master the alphabet letters with all the familiar and 
foreign sounds within a short period of time. 
In an interview with the Academic Director of Qasid Institute, Abu Amsha (2014) 
(Appendix C, p. 464) observes that the main question instructors currently face in 
the field of teaching Arabic is how to simplify the language for non-Arab learners. 
He believes that this topic has only been addressed recently in the last two decades. 
Although such efforts in simplifying Arabic for non-Arabic speakers has become 
visible, it is still not satisfactory as of yet95. There is a lack of production of Arabic 
language books for non-Arab learners compared to English learning books. Thus this 
indicates that Arabic language-learning programs require more financial support, 
research, effort and dedication. He believes that Arabic could easily be taught with 
the right learning tools.
Amsha (2014) states that one of the main challenges in Arabic learning is the quality 
of Arabic instructors, besides the curriculum and the books used. He explains that 
there has been an interest in wanting to teach Arabic. It has apparently become 
a trend where anyone who speaks Arabic can come and teach it. The new trend 
has indeed given an impression that Arabic is difficult to be learnt. It should be 
95 In an interview with one of the Arabic instructors at the Aware Centre, Al-Adsani (2014) states that 
Arabic language institutions in Kuwait still did not reach the satisfactory position yet, the reason for 
this is that only the efforts of individuals have been seen so far. This includes non-profit organizations 
like Aware Centre, TIES Centre or other profit-based institutions that teach Arabic. Also, Al-
Shereedah (2014) states that the technology investments are only in the English or French language 
programs/courses and not Arabic language study. There has still not been any great investments in 
programs that can be internationally recognized or can help promote Arabic language to the west 
and make it as interesting as many other languages. For more information, both interview transcripts 
are found in Appendix C (p. 491 and p. 466).
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acknowledged that the problem is not fully the complexity of the language but also 
the way it is being taught. There are many Arabic instructors who are not involved 
nor qualified to teach Arabic; they don’t have any linguistics skills or any educational 
background. Their way of teaching creates a complex and discouraging environment 
for the learner. 
In an interview, the SOAS Arabic instructor and language specialist Salimane (2015) 
states that the challenging aspect in Arabic learning is the way words are taught. 
The content provided in few existing Arabic books is rich in terms of information and 
material, however, it depends on the research effort, skills and training of the Arabic 
instructor. Instructors need to understand and know the amount of time, content and 
material that should be dedicated to learners. Salimane (2015) states, there is no 
doubt that many Arabic teachers are knowledgeable in Arabic, however many lack the 
techniques, skills and methods of delivering the message and teaching. The reason is 
because most of them feel that the language is easy due to Arabic being their mother 
language, forgetting one important factor; that learners think and function differently, 
especially non-Arab learners. 
Salimane (2015) observes further that there are a few good books in the market, but 
they are challenging for many instructors; they must know how to go in and out of 
the book. This means that the Arabic instructors should have good assessment and 
research skills; they should know how to search for knowledgeable information within 
the textbooks and any other materials used. The learning content should be selected 
according to the learners’ needs. It should be simplified, creative and memorable 
to help provide effective communicative, contribute to the pedagogic method and 
enhance and simplify the learning process. Kings College Arabic instructor, Bahbouh 
(2015) explains that there has not been enough research done about Arabic teaching, 
best methodology, and best resources. 
As discussed in Chapter Two, there is a complexity of phonetic values through 
the transcribing of Arabic into Latin characters (Szell, 2012). Aware Centre Arabic 
instructor, Al-Met’eb (2014) states that Arabic transliteration through Latin characters is 
a major issue in Arabic learning. Arabic doesn’t have the letter ‘I’. Thus, to pronounce 
the letter I, Alif and Ya’ need to be combined together. What troubles every Arabic 
tutor is the Arabic letter ‘gh’. It is unreplaceable even when G and H are joined 
together in English, they do not make a ‘gh’ sound. When a Westerner pronounces 
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the word ghair (different), they say it as ‘gear’, which creates a major confusion to 
learners. Also, emphatic Arabic letters such as dh, s, d are another problem for both 
non-Arabs and Arab learners (due to their different dialects). 
Another complication is the diversity of phonetic transcription among Arabs. In 
colloquial or dialect Arabic, the letter qaf differs in terms of sound from an Egyptian 
and an Arab who comes from the Gulf states. The transliteration used causes a more 
complex environment for the learner. Phonetic transliteration provided by the Arabic 
teachers differ depending on the dialect of the instructor which is in question. For 
example, the word ‘jameel’ means handsome. Egyptian teachers would teach learners 
to say the word ‘gameel’ and Kuwaiti teachers would teach them to say ‘jameel’. The 
right pronunciation for the word in both formal and classical Arabic is jameel. This 
linguistic distinction needs to be clarified to learners at the introductory course to 
prevent further complications during the learning process. 
Jadwat (1987) provides a chart where letters of the alphabet are shown with their 
symbols, phonetic values and pronunciations. Jadwat’s chart has been developed 
according to a number of consulted references. He also uses dashes and marks 
above and below Latin characters. According to Szell (2012) the extreme reliance on 
diacritic dots used in international standard charts96 for transcribing Arabic in the Latin 
characters makes them not always sufficient. Adopting such charts (especially with the 
diacritic dots on Latin characters) in language learning can certainly cause extreme 
complexity for Arabic learners (Figure 111, Figure 112).
96 These are DIN31635 and ISO/R233. DIN - Deutsches Institut fur Normung; meaning German 
Institute for Standardization. It is the standard for transliteration of the Arabic alphabet adopted in 
1982. ISO - is a schema for the simplified transliteration of Arabic characters into Latin characters and 
was supplemented in 1993 (Szell, 2012).
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Figure 111. Part of Arabic transliteration chart developed by Jadwat (from 
Jadwat, 1987, p.38).
Figure 112. Part of an Arabic transliteration chart provided by Robert 
Bringhurst (from Berry, 2002, p.13).
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Szell explains the challenges of transliterating a few of the letters: 
While some letters are easily to transcribe and transliterate, such 
as tā [t] with t, others require deciding whether to represent the 
character with one character or a digraph. For example, should 
thā (ث) be written as th, T or t  with a diacritic? Other difficulties in 
transcription arise with sounds that do not exist in Indo-European 
languages, such as ‘ayn [ā] (ع). This letter can be transcribed with 
an inverted apostrophe (‘) (as is sometimes done in the spelling of 
Sana‘a) (Szell, 2012).
There is no doubt that the majority of transliteration charts are intelligent, but it is 
mandatory to provide further options to learners rather than limiting their learning 
experience by providing them with such charts to learn from. There must be simpler 
and more creative communication tools that can simplify the understanding of letter 
sounds. It is believed that many language learners are captivated by the registers 
of speech organ of a language and specifically Arabic (Milo, 2015). Thus, this must 
be taken into consideration; charts can be used as a reference to design more 
simplified and enhanced phonetic learning material through the use of specialized 
visual linguistic tactics. This is to help find a way of entry that has the least amount of 
complexity; especially the transliteration of letters must be as simplified as possible 
for language learners who are already learning a whole new language that consists of 
letters and signs. An example of a simple and well-structured transliteration chart is 
developed by Moginet (2009) (Figure 113). However, it can be extremely challenging 
to learn from it due to the small font size of characters. Learners should be able to 
view letters, dots and marks from legible typefaces with larger point-size.
It is important to note that the learner will also have to memorize the transliteration 
of each letter. Thus, it is important to transliterate the letters in the most simplified 
way and use simple English characters that are similar to Arabic in terms of sounds. 
For example, t and ta’, and th and tha’ etc. Therefore, there is a great need for a 
better phonetic clarification and guidance solution that can simplify letter sounds 
and develop the learner’s linguistic skills (Figure 114). Arabic language books need 
detailed auditory-visual associations of letter sounds that could especially help non-
Arab learners master a number of unfamiliar sounds found within the alphabet. The 
future phonetic material also need to be superior in terms of design.
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Figure 113. Full set of Arabic letters with variation forms, hmza variations and 
vowel signs (from Moginet, 2009, p.18). Although the chart is designed well, it 
is extremely challenging for Arabic beginners to learn from it due to the small 
size of characters. Learners need to see the details of the letters shapes, dots 
and marks in a bigger size to help them learn them efficiently. Therefore, the 
information on the chart needs to be broken down, redesigned and simplified 
further. 
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Figure 114. An example of a transliteration table that also features detailed 
description of sounds as a guide to help with pronunciation of letters. It is rich 
in content, but poor in terms of design (from Sacred-Texts, 2010). 
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In regard to contemporary Arabic instruction, it is evident that the traditional 
learning approaches and educational materials provided have rather created more 
learning challenges than the main language itself. It is important to discuss further 
complications derived from the complexity of the script in language learning and 
especially the challenges caused during the process of learning. These challenges 
have indeed affected the learning experience for many Arabic learners. The aim 
is to address these contemporary challenges and find ways to help bring about 
improvements to the educational environment to enhance the learning experience 
for learners and indicate the broader significance of learning Arabic via pedagogic 
simplification tools. 
The following paragraphs consist of the experience of few Arabic learners and 
workshop participants who have learned Arabic through the traditional way. The 
learners were interviewed (Appendix C, p. 459) to explore the challenges met in the 
classroom and the learning environment at the beginners’ level. This is to help inform 
the practice and create a more effective learning book series with engaging learning 
tools that prioritizes the needs of learners. 
Interviewee #1
Interviewee #1 states that the pronunciation is the most difficult element in learning 
Arabic. Learning different words with a variety of sounds is complex and different where a 
learner would need a lot of time to exactly understand. Thus, it is easier to have graphics 
and visuals in the first level as guidance, this would allow learners to understand more and 
then move on to the next step which is to learn the text. 
Interviewee #2
Interviewee #2 states that the major issue is the general pace of learning and the transfer 
of the letters to sounds. The content is not steadily introduced; the diacritics, vocalization 
marks etc. The main challenge is the difficulty in producing the sound of the letters. The 
major issue found in the Arabic learning book is that everything is explained in Arabic and 
thus it is difficult to understand the teacher or the writer’s point of view. There is certainly 
a lack of imagery and examples and no sense of how to answer the questions in the book. 
The only verbal answers versus the nominal answers are given in the book and in class. I 
had to take the course again and approach the instructor and require further assistance 
and detailed explanation to understand the content and the educational material given. 
The textbook used is not well explained; a learner would need to register for a separate 
course that aims to help and explain to learners how to read the book. 
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Interviewee #3
I started to learn Arabic quickly and felt really confident, however, as I started to progress 
through the levels, more grammar rules were introduced and that’s where I started to 
forget a lot. My main issue is letter variations and masculine and feminine endings. 
As a visual learner, seeing the content given through visuals and being able to make 
connections is an easier solution to rather than the traditional way of learning. I believe 
that visuals are needed to help see patterns and make connections in order to help 
remember what letters to add on to the end or the beginning of words. Learning through 
animation and graphics can be much better if it helps visualize the connections rather than 
taking the harder path.
Participant #2
I walked away from Arabic language courses because I did not absorb the letters, I didn’t 
feel that I have connected with them. 
Participant #21
I had to sort out everything by myself when I was learning Arabic.  
4.1.3 Contemporary Teaching-Learning Methods
What are the contemporary Arabic teaching-learning methods used and what is 
included in the learning material given at the introductory courses? What is missing? 
What should be added, how could it be improved? What should be left and what 
should be taken out? The majority of interviewees (Appendix C, p.459) confirm that 
current Arabic learning derives from most of the contemporary educational materials 
available and the pedagogic methods used in many language institutions. Thus it is 
important to review the data collection of learning materials from language centres 
and textbooks to determine the level of complexity and help find solutions through 
simplifying and redesigning information. It has been acknowledged that most of 
the Arabic centres visited use the traditional methods and textbooks to teach their 
students. Many Arabic instructors take random material from different textbooks and 
produce their own to provide it to their learners. This means that Arabic instructors 
do not only use their own locally produced material but they also adopt modern 
methodologies to match their teaching approaches. 
The head of the Arabic department at the American University of Kuwait, Raymond 
Farrin (2014) states that Arabic language courses at AUK use the textbook Al-Kitab 
Fi Talum Al Arabiya to teach Arabic students. Farrin (2014) explains that videos are 
thought to be effective and hence during class time, students are shown some videos 
on YouTube as learning aids to help with the teaching.
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Salimane (2015) states that the book Al-Kitab Fi Ta’alum Al Arabiya is becoming 
international but not many Arabic instructors know how to teach from it. Due to the 
shortage of efficient learning material found in the given books, she brings more 
resources from outside the classroom for her students to be able to learn. She 
continuously revises her curriculum to adjust to the learners’ needs with the aim to 
simplify the content as much as she can. She further explains that most learners think 
of letter variations as complex, but they eventually learn it. She states that diacritic 
dots come from the beginning of the course and words with vocalization marks 
come at a later stage. In general, the vocalization marks do interest the majority of 
students and help them with pronunciation. Due to the variety of teaching methods 
and preferences, it is up to the Arabic instructors to introduce the vocalization marks 
whenever they think that their students are ready.
As an alternative solution to the shortage of educational material, Arabic instructors 
at SOAS have what they call a skeleton book; throughout the year, they add a lot 
of material in it to help them prepare for the upcoming courses. The purpose is to 
produce a variety of learning materials and prevent students from learning from the 
textbooks only (Salimane, 2015). Salimane uses the Naskh style when teaching Arabic 
to beginners; she then starts to introduce a new font when students are confident 
with the first one. Most of the worksheets and material produced is designed with 
Naskh style. The two most widely used fonts at SOAS are Microsoft’s Simplified 
and Traditional Arabic (Figure 115, Figure 116). SOAS students are also introduced 
to Ruqaa style (Figure 117) through a number of exercises for Arabic handwriting 
practice while many other students prefer to stick to the Naskh style (Figure 118). 
Burhan (2014) states that the teaching-learning methods used at the Ali Baba Institute 
when simplifying the Arabic language is to first concentrate on the student’s four skills, 
which are listening, talking, writing and reading. For example, in the beginner level, 
they aim to concentrate on their reading and writing skills more than their talking 
and listening skills. However, Amsha (2014) explains, the Qasid Institute has recently 
started to focus on teacher training and developing learning material for adults, kids 
and heritage students. On the contrary, the institute uses the same traditional books 
to teach the language. Amsha (2014) states that in comparison to English language 
learning, there is a lack of Arabic learning resources accessible online. Thus this 
limits Arabic instructors from producing more effective learning material that can 
complement their teaching methods. 
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Figure 115. Microsoft’s Simplified Arabic fonts in its three weights, regular, 
bold and fixed (from Microsoft, 2016).
Figure 116. Microsoft’s Traditional Arabic fonts in its two weights, regular and 
bold (from Microsoft, 2016).
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Figure 117. A few religious quotes written in the Ruqaa calligraphic style (from 
Mahmoud, 2009, p. 13).
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Figure 118. Qur’an verses written in the Naskh calligraphic style (from 
Mahmoud, 2009, p. 45).
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There have always been different methods to group the Arabic alphabet97, starting 
with Al-Farhidi who grouped them in a certain way. In his Arabic grammar book A 
Short Reference for Arabic Syntactic, Morphological & Phonological Rules for Novice 
& Intermediate Levels of Proficiency, Mohammed Jiyad 98 (2006) states that Al-
Farhidi was convinced that the dictionary was not arranged alphabetically but rather 
phonetically following the pattern of pronunciation of the Arabic alphabet that should 
start from the deepest letter of the throat and hence, he arranged them accordingly 
(Figure 119). Also, one of Al-Farhidi’s students, Sibawayh categorized the alphabet 
letters into groups according to the place of articulation along the vocal tract. He 
starts with the laryngeal (throat) letters and ends with the labial (lips) ones (Figure 
120). 
However, none of these are used in the visited language centres. The most well-
known letter grouping method used is Abjad Hawaz. According to Nahla (2014), he 
uses the Abjad method in class. For each letter, his students learn three things, how to 
write the letter, come up with one word and one sentence. Salimane (2015) states that 
at SOAS, some Arabic instructors introduce letters in groups whereas some use non-
connector letters (alif, wa, da, tha). 
Others group the alphabet according to their diacritic dots (ba, ta, tha etc.). Salimane 
(2015) uses the ‘backward, top-down’ teaching approach for beginners where they 
are instructed to look for a specific word within the text. Thus, she teaches them the 
letters through text and then move on to conversations. She believes that it is a better 
and faster method for the students to recognize the letters in this way rather than 
separately.
97 Other alphabet grouping methods of other languages have been researched. This includes ‘The 
Hindi or Nagari Letters’ by Lauchbach and Allahabad Committee, ‘Urdu Alphabet’ by Mr. Reyazul 
Hassan, and ‘Tamil Letters’ by Mrs. Devasahayam. All these methods were arranged according to 
the letter-shapes similarities as a convenient method of learning to read and write them (Lauchbach, 
2014). Charts can be found in the book Toward A Literate World by Laubach (2014, pp. 111–115).
98 It is important to note that Jiyad’s grammar book has been carefully reviewed. The content of 
Arabic language learning including alphabet, diacritics, vocalization marks and grammar rules have 
all been studied and used to help develop the learning book series. 
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Figure 119. Alphabet letters phonetically arranged by Al-Farhidi (from Jiyad, 
2006, p. 11)
Figure 120. Alphabet letters grouped by Sibawayh (from Jiyad, 2006, p.12). 
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Concerning the teaching of Arabic as beginner level, some Arabic tutors offer 
more engaging content to their students than others. Al-Adsani (2014) states that 
some of the Arabic teachers at Aware Centre use and make films, graphics, and 
audiotapes. The Aware Centre has three methods of teaching: Adani’s approach 
(traditional learning), Nahla’s approach (traditional and modern learning) and Al-
Met’eb’s approach (visual learning). The curriculum used to teach the language has 
been adopted from the U.S. and named ‘Ketab Al-Assas’. The beginners level offers 
a 14 hour, 7 week course where learners should be able to speak daily conversations, 
exchange simple greetings, read and write the alphabet, read and compose trilateral 
words, count from 1 to 10 and learn external parts of the body as stated in the 
syllabus (Appendix A, p. 397). Aware also offers few calligraphy lessons within the 
language courses to motivate learners (Figure 121).  
Nahla (2014) provides short animated clips on YouTube; he personally designs 
animated non-human speakers (chatterbots) to support his students and help them 
practice Arabic letter sounds and words at home (Figure 122). His method aims to 
improve the confidence levels in learners and help them learn how to communicate 
through daily conversations. Nahla also uses very simple words such as tamam instead 
of bkhair (fine) because it is easier to pronounce. 
Al-Met’eb (2014) uses a mnemonic learning technique. He uses a different way of 
learning the alphabet, through visual communication. He relates letters to animals, 
objects and things and categorizes the alphabet letters into different groups 
according to their visual appearance; this includes the whale family, the boat family 
and the beak family etc. He uses visuals to differentiate the sounds of letters. For 
example, letter s is a samaka (fish) whereas letter sad is bigger and louder, therefore 
it is a whale. Another example would be using a hook to catch fish, thus a hook 
represents the letter lam. Al-Met’eb (2014) believes that the use of image-associations 
as a learning method is simpler for non-Arabic speakers to learn Arabic. He believes 
that it is important to relate to things as it helps with efficient storage and retrieval 
of information; this helps students remember the structure of information more 
accurately. His learning method has helped simplify and enhance the learning process 
for the majority of his students. According to him, this method has never been used 
before in Arabic learning and according to his teaching experience, most of his non-
Arab learners would be able to read and write within two weeks. 
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Figure 121. Calligraphy workshop given by Mr. Nahla at the Aware Centre.
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Figure 122. Nahla’s short animated clips on basic Arabic conversations found 
on YouTube. 
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Al-Met’eb (2014) states that the language is a matter of vocabulary and grammar. 
Having vocabulary without grammar doesn’t make any sense and vice versa, they 
complement each other. Thus, first, he teaches his students the letters separately; he 
then shows the name of the letter and the sound of it. For example, Alif is the name, 
and Aa is the sound of the letter. 
According to Bahbouh (2015), in learning any language, there is a major role for visual 
memory; it is used as a teaching-learning technique when teaching any language 
including English at Kings College. Visual memory help associate a word with the 
picture. When it comes to Arabic, beginners struggle a bit with the alphabet. Arabic 
learners at Kings College are taught that Arabic is easy when it comes to spelling 
because speaking correlate with writing with exception of spoken varieties. This helps 
most students learn the basics of the language more easily.
At Kings College, Arabic instructors tend to improvise a lot. As an Arabic tutor with 
a qualification in English teaching, Bahbouh (2015) uses most of the techniques 
and tools used in teaching English to teach her Arabic learners, she adopts modern 
methodologies that are missing in Arabic to fulfil the needs and wants of her Arabic 
learners. She uses a modern teaching method that her adult learners prefer learning 
from – for example, there are six naughty letters that only hold hands from one side. It 
is important to note that the previous discussions confirm the growing interest in the 
teaching and learning of Arabic through the use of visual memory. 
The Arabic Language Online Resources by Kings College navigates their Arabic 
students toward a number of different websites; the purpose is to provide their 
learners with a variety of online supplementary material that can help them learn 
Arabic. One of the websites the college refers students to features a different 
alphabet-colour grouping method. The alphabet-colour group is used to help 
students overcome the conceptual hurdle of complexity by initiating an easily and 
comprehensible scheme of classification. 
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The alphabet method summarizes the colour family scheme outlined in the letter 
pyramid diagram (Figure 123). The complete alphabet letters are categorized based 
on their orthographic formation into seven family colour groups, clearly differentiated 
by the colours of the rainbow and the modularity technique99 (Figure 124). The 
Red Group is for ‘ha’ for its unique variety of forms. Orange is for letters with hands 
but without tails. Yellow is for letters that join to following letters and each has a 
unique ‘tail’ when found at the end of a word. Green for letters that join to following 
letters and have horizontal ‘tails’. Blue is for letters that join to following letters and 
have deeply curved, backward pointing tails. Indigo is for letters that cannot join to 
following letters. Finally, Violet is for letters that join to following letters and have 
deeply curved, upward pointing tails (Abjad, 2003). 
The alphabet rainbow grouping method looks quite close to the concepts of 
modularity initiated through both typographic projects of Ghazal and Al-Saggar back 
in the twentieth century. Thus, the group method along with the modular typefaces 
discussed in Chapter Three verifies the high visual features of the alphabet letters. 
Thus, such dynamic features should be adopted and used in visual language learning. 
99 The modularity technique used to group the letters in colour families according to their similar 
parts is very close to the technique that Al-Saggar used while executing his typeface. He had also 
broken the parts of letters to find visual similarities in the design structures of the letters. Based on 
that intelligent process, he created his Condensed Alphabet. For more information, kindly refer to 
the section Condensed Alphabet (CA), 1971 in Chapter Three (p. 115). 
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Figure 123. The alphabet-colour group system grouped according to anatomy 
of Arabic letterforms (from Abjad, 2003). 
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Figure 124. The alphabet-colour group system uses the same modularity 
technique as Al-Saggar to show how letters are grouped according to the 
anatomy of letterforms (from Abjad, 2003).
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Burhan (2014) states that the beginners course at Ali Baba Institute offers a small 
section that informs students about the history of Arab culture and traditions. 
Students are also given insights on Islam. Salimane (2015) states that SOAS offers a 
calligraphy class to introduce Arabic art history to beginners. The calligraphy class is 
one of the most important parts of the course. Learners go through the process from 
cutting the reed pens to wringing with ink and special papers. This is an important 
aspect of language learning, since it is believed to help emphasize the materiality 
of the process of writing. Religion is also introduced in the course to help learners 
understand more about the culture. 
To help master the speaking skills efficiently, SOAS students are pushed to talk about 
a variety of topics and communicate in Arabic through live conversations where they 
sit in opposing chairs. Also, bilingual logos are given to students in class to help them 
read and recognize the letters in Arabic (Figure 125). Thus, learners are given a class 
assignment on letter recognition where they are instructed to recognize letters from 
pictures of logos seen around the Arab World. 
The extreme efforts and time spent in the research and production of Arabic 
language-learning materials is clearly challenging for the majority of Arabic instructors. 
The previous discussion on the perceptions in Arabic complexity validate the lack of 
production of efficient materials and the unavailability of standardized learning tools 
and visual aids that can provide direct and smooth teaching-learning experiences for 
the instructor and students in all the learning levels and particularly the beginner level. 
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Figure 125. PowerPoint slides shown in the logo recognition class task given to 
Arabic students at SOAS (from Salimane, 2015).
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4.1.4 Contemporary Traditional Learning Software
After considering the place of Arabic among different language centres, it is important 
to include a few contemporary learning projects created to offer Arabic students extra 
guidance outside these centres. There are a few existing online commercial software 
tools on how to learn Arabic without the help of a teacher. Language software such as 
ArabicPod, RosettaStone, Arabic Tutor and ICALL tool are all supportive commercial 
software tools for learning Arabic. According to Liabi (2012), they contain lesson 
transcripts and learning material to tackle all the difficult aspects of Arabic learning for 
most of the levels in either standard or colloquial Arabic. These software tools cover 
basic grammar and vocabulary to basic sentence structure, such as the letters that are 
often difficult to pronounce, text and dialogues. 
RosettaStone provides real-life pictures of situations with descriptions. It introduces 
the alphabet letters and simple words through cursive Arabic in the first level. 
Arabic Tutor is a multimedia Arabic teaching software that allows Arabic students 
to improve their pronunciation. Students are offered animated illustrations of how 
letters are written. It is important to note that the animations supplement the learning 
experience. It is a communicative tool that can encourage learners to engage in class, 
visualize and interpret ideas and image associations creatively. Animated illustrations 
are provided to facilitate language learning and prevent the anxiety of learners over 
having to worry about language technicalities. Al-Liabi (2012) states that the products 
offered are aimed to complement the traditional learning methods and courses that 
some Arabic instructors might find handy. However, these software tools do not 
fulfil all of the Arabic instructors’ teaching objectives. Thus, as previously discussed, 
the traditional way of introducing Arabic text to learners at an early stage can be 
discouraging to many learners. However, the ways that these software tools are used 
depend mostly on the Arabic instructor, like all other learning materials. 
4.2 Contemporary Educational Materials
It has been acknowledged that the majority of the Arabic textbooks, visual aids, 
flashcards, learning books, and other educational materials are designed by teachers, 
grammarians, linguists and academics, who are not related to the fields of graphic 
communication design, learning design, and typography and have little to no 
experience in them. Jadwat (1987) states that language teaching materials are the 
texts and other aids that the Arabic instructors use to assist in the learning process 
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and hence they are the output of the approach arrived at by the application of the 
method; they strongly reflect on the outcome. Thus, most of the educational materials 
and resources provided to Arabic learners - especially in the beginner level - today do 
not fully contribute to the contemporary pedagogic methods. They reflect poorly on 
most Arabic instructors and learners.
Kings College Language Resources Centre has collated a wide range of links to 
online language resources from around the world; these resources are provided to 
ease self-instruction learning for the students. Also, the college offers a separate 
online course in Arabic pronunciation. A few of the exercises of the course are offered 
online and are personally created by Arabic instructors at the college. The interactive 
exercises provide good educational structure in terms of language experience and 
functional context, but in terms of graphic communication structure, they certainly 
lack an aesthetic context. The Arabic educational materials provided must always 
complement the mind and the age of learners. Thus, the visual associations found 
in the online exercises Genie at the Bagdad Café and Shahryar and Sheherazade of 
Kings College for adult beginners do not compliment the pronunciation exercises 
in its best condition (Figure 126). In terms of aesthetic concerns, the visuals look 
pixilated and stretched whereas the audible narrator uses a certain tone that targets 
children rather than adults.  
At the Aware Centre, learners are provided with few worksheets to work with during 
or after class. The worksheets feature scanned mono-colour copies of pages from 
textbooks or individual worksheets handwritten or designed with poor-quality visuals 
and a Microsoft Arabic default font (Figure 127). Most of these worksheets lack 
good instructional and information design (Figure 128, Figure 129). Learners are not 
provided with detailed instructions on how to individually execute such tasks; the 
supplementary material given relies on and requires the presence of the instructor. 
Also, the visual communication learning technique established by Al-Met’eb has 
contributed significantly towards improving the teaching and learning of Arabic 
for beginners in modern times. Although he highlights the importance of audio-
visual elements in learning, his method is limited due to the absence of graphic 
communication technologies. He implements his visual designs through sketching 
directly on a plain paper or on a white board during class time only (Figure 130, 
Figure 131, Figure 132, Figure 133). 
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Figure 126. Kings College’s genie pronunciation tasks designed by Arabic 
instructors and provided online as self-instruction exercises (Kings College, 
2015; retrieved from https://www.kcl.ac.uk/schools/humanities/depts/mlc/
elearning/samplecourse/arabic/10.8.html).
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Figure 127. A scanned worksheet copy on Arabic Alphabet given to beginners 
at Aware Centre. Learners are expected to read instructions in cursive Arabic 
with full vocalization marks (from Al-Met’eb, 2014). 
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Figure 128. Scanned worksheets of vocalized Arabic letter sounds created 
with poor design and no instructions or clear guidance on how to correctly 
pronounce letters (from Al-Met’eb, 2014).
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Figure 129. Worksheets personally sketched, designed, lined, scanned and 
recopied by Arabic instructors at the Aware Centre. It could be assumed that 
the worksheet above demonstrates how letters are pronounced while the one 
in the bottom explains how letters are correctly written (from Al-Met’eb, 2014).
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Figure 130. Al-Met’eb uses visual parts of animals and objects to relate to 
Arabic letters. Here, he personally sketches and uses the beak of the bird to 
group letters jeem, kha, and ha together to represent the Beak-Family group. 
He also uses the same concept of the beak group with human lips to show 
visual resemblance with Latin letters ‘g’ and ‘j’ (from Al-Met’eb, 2014).
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Figure 131. Al-Met’eb uses letters dal and thal to visually relate to a human 
nose. He also uses the visual structure of letters to relate them to vocalization 
marks (from Al-Met’eb, 2014).
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Figure 132. Another sketch by Al-Met’eb showing how he groups certain 
letters together to represent the Fish-Family group (from Al-Met’eb, 2014).
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Figure 133. Al-Met’eb sketches on Arabic numbers; he uses number two for a 
girl [top right] and number three for a mother being a larger number [top left]. 
He also uses visual components of ta’ mrbouta to help students differentiate 
between masculine and feminine words [bottom] (from Al-Met’eb, 2014).
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The educational content in the majority of books lack good quality of design. Most of 
these books feature distortion of the Arabic text, inconsistency of typefaces, stretched 
letterforms and a shortage of Arabic fonts. Most of the books are designed with 
one style, which is Naskh. Also, the components are introduced differently from a 
book to another; the reading, writing, listening and speaking come in different order 
depending on the textbook or learning software. 
Also, some books introduce words before letters or include vocalization marks at 
the beginning of the book whereas others introduce vowels and connected words 
at an early stage. It can be safely assumed that these books have been created by 
individuals who have a limited artistic sense or no experience in learning design; 
the low-quality illustrations and design found in such books have led to the 
discouragement of Arabic learning among many of the students.
There is an absence of standardization in Arabic learning and Arabic language 
textbooks, especially for beginners. Salimane (2015) explains that at SOAS, many 
different individuals approach the institution and offer their own Arabic learning books 
to be taught at the university. One of the books offered has all illustrations of Arab 
ladies wearing hijab. To spread the language, Arabic learning books should never limit 
the audience or fail to expose reality (Salimane, 2015). She believes that it would be 
great to see modularity learning techniques and puzzle games and activities in Arabic 
language books. Arabic instructors are in great need for supplementary material.
In terms of graphic communication design, Salimane (2015) states that one of the 
major issues in Arabic learning are the books produced. The poor quality of text and 
design can limit both the instructors and the learners. These books lack a variety 
of engaging activities, appealing visuals, simple communication and instructions, 
content readability and clarity, listening material, tips and many other different 
learning elements. The books are either too busy with text and images, the size of 
the text is small, there are no margins, or the visuals are not inviting. Thus, Salimane 
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(2015) refuses to use the material found in the books100. She states that the missing 
elements that should be featured in all Arabic books are rather found in English 
language textbooks. The majority of English textbooks have a number of exercises 
for students to work on. Also, to refer to the results of the exercises, the answers have 
been given at end of the book for further guidance. In comparison, Arabic books 
feature fewer exercises at the back of the book than English books. Most of the Arabic 
books do not include the results whereas the majority of English books do.
It has been acknowledged that good elements of teaching-learning revolve around 
introducing the content, facilitating, monitoring and reflecting on the outcome. 
There are language points that should come earlier in the Arabic language curricula 
but the majority of textbooks introduce them at a later stage. Salimane (2015) states 
that this depends on the instructor’s preference nowadays; instructors either adjust 
their curriculum to the book or use the book to adjust it to the curriculum. Thus, this 
authenticates that the design structure and the arrangement of material and content 
found in contemporary language textbooks do not serve the Arabic instructors 
the way they should. It limits the accessibility of the books and creates extremely 
challenging experiences for both Arabic instructors and learners. 
Thus, to assess the current state of Arabic instruction, there was a need to travel 
to Kuwait, Paris and America to conduct interviews (Appendix C, p. 459), attend 
conferences and research Arabic language books. Local libraries and book stores 
were also visited in London. A selection of these Arabic language books have been 
reviewed, studied and analysed carefully to help fulfil the goals of the research. 
100 With few years of experience in writing a children’s book, Salimane (2015) understands the effort 
and time it takes to create a learning book of good quality. Language-learning books require high 
quality of illustrations with good explanations. They also require a lot of writing, modifications and 
adjustments to make things clearer to the readers and learners. It is interesting to note that Salimane 
was involved in writing guided reading books for children with Oxford University Press. She went 
through this process with IOE (Institute Of Education, UCL) and a team of teachers; they looked at 
Arabic characteristics using Western tools. There were a lot of changes made to complement the 
contemporary teaching methods, however, this experience has helped in valuing the beauty of 
the Arabic language and the way it can be developed further in terms of simplicity. To read the full 
interview transcript, see Appendix C (p. 537).
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4.2.1 Selection of Contemporary Arabic Language Books 
The textbook Mastering Arabic 1 by Jane Whightwick and Mahmoud Gaafar (2014) 
(Figure 134, Figure 135, Figure 136, Figure 137, Figure 138, Figure 139, Figure 
140) shows the way Arabic alphabet is introduced differently in groups rather than 
individually. Learners are then given a number of exercises right from the beginning 
of the book. A number of pronunciation exercises of sounds were introduced later on 
along with vowels. Learners then complete a few listening activities where they are 
instructed to add vowels to the group of letters they learned in a short period of time. 
Learners are then introduced to cursive Arabic and a number of exercises before 
introducing the whole alphabet and without showing them simplified visuals of the 
complete letter variation forms. All of this knowledge is introduced in the first few 
pages of the book. Learners are then introduced to the second group of the alphabet 
with the exact same activities given to the first group. The pedagogic method is fairly 
intelligent and interesting and the book features a rather rich educational content 
with a variety of learning exercises and activities, however the content structure needs 
major refinement and further simplification.
In terms of design and page layout, the book features countless tables and borders 
surrounded by heavy text that could cause challenges for Arabic learners and 
especially beginners throughout the learning process. There is an absence of good 
bilingual communication design; meaning no harmony between the Arabic and 
English texts.
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Figure 134. Cover book design of Mastering Arabic 1 (from Whightwick and 
Gaafar, 2014).
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Figure 135. The first group of letters being introduced to readers (from 
Whightwick and Gaafar, 2014, p.2).
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Figure 136. Learners are taken straight into letter recognition exercises from 
the third page of the book (from Whightwick and Gaafar, 2014, p.2).
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Figure 137. The tracing activity comes after the letter recognition exercise 
instead of having it the traditional, opposite way. 
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Figure 138. Vocalization marks or vowel marks are introduced before 
introducing the rest of the alphabet letters. 
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Figure 139. Cursive Arabic is introduced straight after the vowel marks, before 
the rest of the alphabet letters. 
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Figure 140. Tracing exercises on Arabic handwriting [top]. A letter-recognition 
exercise given where learners are instructed to look for letters within the cursive 
texts [bottom]. 
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In the book Speak and Learn Arabic by the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC) 
(1996), a special transliteration chart has been developed to simplify letter sounds to 
the readers. They use double capital letters for emphatic letters. For example, ‘HH’ 
and ‘TT’. Also, the book uses capital letters for vocalized letters. 
The book also uses a number of Latin fonts for headings, subheadings and body 
text but only one style of font for Arabic (Figure 141, Figure 142, Figure 143). There 
are hardly any illustrations found; the book introduces letter variations in a single 
table. The English-Arabic texts are not in harmony; they are not arranged or aligned 
correctly.  
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Figure 141. The BBC book cover design packaged with CD for pronunciation 
guide (from BBC, 2009).
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Figure 142. Selected pages from the book showing transliteration table 
[top], page layout and choice of colours and typefaces [bottom]. There is no 
harmonization found between the selected Latin (English) and Arabic typefaces 
(from BBC, 2009).
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Figure 143. More pages showing illustrations and table designs used in the 
book. The poor choices of text and colour and the disarrangement of Arabic 
and English texts are all clearly evident (BBC, 2009, pp. 66–67, 146–147).
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The Arabic Alphabet: How to Read & Write It by Nicholas Awde and Putros Samano 
(1986) is one of the very few books found to be less complicated. It is a text-focused 
book that uses hand-written and drawn sketches as visual associations to help with 
basic Arabic learning (Figure 144, Figure 145, Figure 146). 
The content can be more simply digested compared to the other books; it starts 
with the alphabet and covers sections on morphology, grammar and numbers. It 
also concentrates on the alphabet letters separately with the sketches to simply 
show the correct way of writing each letter. The book uses a small text size that can 
limit learners from studying the shapes of letters, vocalization marks and numbers 
clearly. The book has been studied in terms of content; it helped master and improve 
certain language skills as well as gain the basic knowledge needed to help design 
the language-learning book series. This includes the knowledge on the alphabet, 
grammar, emphatic letters, the role of vowels and vocalization marks, and hmza 
variations etc.
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Figure 144. The Arabic Alphabet is another book cover that is text-focused 
without the use of type or illustrations as tools to attract readers and learners 
(from Awde & Samano, 1986).
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Figure 145. Pages from the book showing its text-focus and simple layout. The 
authors use capital letters to represent emphatic letters [top right] (from Awde 
& Samano, 1986, pp. 20–21, 60–61).  
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Figure 146. Another page of the book showing how the authors rely heavily on 
English text; all instructions and explanations are in English (Awde & Samano, 
1986, p. 39). 
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Another book reviewed was 15 Minutes Arabic in 12 Weeks by Mario Sarhan (2009). 
It is a language guidebook for expats or non-Arab tourists living in or visiting Arab 
countries (Figure 147). The book is offered in a box with two separate CDs. The 
packaging design of the book is better in comparison to the books discussed 
previously. The book consists of conversations, names of objects and a variety of 
images to guide readers and learners. The small size of the text found in the book can 
be quite challenging for learners. 
The book Etkallim Masri is an Arabic activity book for Egyptian Colloquial-Learning 
by Yousef Omar and Abdul-Raouf Garoub (2013). The book was given to Salimane101 
to teach her students at the beginner level. In terms of content, there are a number 
of creative activities found (Figure 148, Figure 149, Figure 150, Figure 151). Some 
concepts from certain activities have been acquired, redesigned and used to help 
develop the learning book. In terms of graphic communication design, the book 
lacks a good quality of typefaces, illustrations, design and printing. The text appears 
blurred due to the cheap printing production, which makes it challenging for readers 
and learners to use. 
101 Salimane (2015) scans few pages from the activities and uses them as worksheets for students to 
practice. However, she has kindly passed the book over for further observation.
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Figure 147. A different Arabic language book packaged and designed with 
bright colours, images and packed with two compatible CDs for listening and 
pronunciation guidance [top]. The book layout is too busy with text, pictures, 
and tables [bottom] (from Sarhan, 2009, pp. 10–11). 
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Figure 148. Another book cover that features no illustrations and uses a 
selection of non-harmonized Arabic and English typefaces (Omar & Garoub, 
2013).
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Figure 149. A selection of page layouts from Etkallim Masri that validates poor 
design skills. There is inconsistency in the choice of tables, typefaces, colours 
and shapes (from Omar & Garoub, 2013).
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Figure 150. One of the pages from Etkallim Masri featuring poor printing 
quality and illegibility of text. The authors use the Arabic letter ain in the 
transliteration section, expecting learners to understand the pronunciation of 
the letter (from Omar & Garoub, 2013, p. 40). 
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Figure 151. A selection of pages from Etkallim Masri showing a good variety 
of creative exercises that have been designed poorly due to lack of effective 
graphic communication tools and skills (above and previous page) (Omar & 
Garoub, 2013).  
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There is a selection of Arabic language and calligraphy books at the Arab World 
Institute in Paris (Figure 152). The selection features bilingual vocabulary books 
and activities books written in both Arabic and French. There is also a number of 
Arabic books found in Barnes & Noble bookstore in Denver (Figure 153). Most of the 
language books provide Arabic-English vocabularies – Arabic words found on one 
side while the other side contains Latin (English or French) characters for linguistic 
assistance. The books do not feature any creative alphabet grouping methods.
The majority of these books use charts to introduce letter variations and small-sized 
text with overlapped visual associations. Some books also offer English translations 
to Arabic quotes. Despite the lack of design tools and skills used, some activities 
found in the books have informed the practice further; they have developed an 
understanding of the nature of activities that learners demand in the beginner courses 
or when learning basic Arabic. The variety of activities have greatly influenced the 
practice and have helped produce a number of exercises for the bilingual learning 
book series. One of these activities is the alphabet tracing exercise (Figure 154).
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Figure 152. A selection of Arabic language and calligraphy books at the Arab 
World Institute in Paris. 
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Figure 153. A selection of Arabic language books found in Denver. The books 
either contain small sized illustration, overlapped imagery or heavy text.
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Figure 154. One of the bilingual (Arabic-French) language books that uses 
a lettering visual to guide learners in correctly writing and tracing the letters 
through a number of steps.
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The Ministry of Awqaf and Islamic Affair in Kuwait offers long and short courses in 
Qur’an learning where learners are given the textbook Al-Farid Fi Fan Al-Tajweed by 
Abdulraouf Salim (2009) to study the letter sounds, descriptions, characteristics, and 
linguistic descriptions of the voice mechanism through text-heavy pages etc. (Figure 
155, Figure 156, Figure 157, Figure 158). The book has been collected to closely 
examine its pragmatic aspect. The book guides learners into how to correctly recite 
passages from the Qur’an. 
They are also instructed to understand and learn correct pronunciations of letters 
in classic Arabic form. They also learn the characteristics of Arabic letters through a 
detailed description of their sounds; for example, letter ha’ produces a whispering 
sound, this makes it a calm letter. Ra’ makes a very soft sound and this makes it a 
feminine letter whereas the sharp sound of ‘a’ makes Alif a powerful letter etc. It 
takes a quality of time and effort for them to learn and understand the letters within a 
number of intensive courses. 
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Figure 155. The cover of the Ministry’s textbook Al-Farid Fi Fan Al-Tajweed 
(Kuwait) designed with a number of calligraphic styles (from Salim, 2009).
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Figure 156. The Ministry’s textbook Al-Farid Fi Fan Al-Tajweed (Kuwait) given 
to Qur’an learners. The book only gives descriptions of the sound locations 
through compositions of text without any diagrams to show precise location of 
letter sounds. (from Salim, 2009, p.6).
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Figure 157. Page from the Ministry’s text-focused book read and studied 
carefully to inform the practice and help design the linguistic diagram found in 
the second level of the book series (from Salim, 2009).
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Figure 158. Another page that was translated into typographic visuals to help 
learners learn and understand letter sounds in level two of the learning book 
according to their characters and personalities (from Salim, 2009).
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It has been acknowledged that the battle in teaching and learning Arabic is therefore 
between the various schools of thought found within different learning institutions 
and among Arabic instructors. They employ quite different and opposing teaching 
methods and techniques. However, the question is which of the following three 
methods is the most effective for beginners and would tribute to the new learning 
tools; i.e., which of the three methods will help inform the practice further?
1. Traditional Arabic Learning (used by the majority of Arabic language centres)
2. Visual Communication Learning (Al-Met’eb’s approach)
3. Traditional and Visual Communication learning (Nahla’s animated sound letters)
Although the the textbooks are rich with various lessons and activities, yet their 
content is deeply substandard in terms of design. Out of all the reviewed books and 
language centres, there was no design-specific language book that features a visual 
communication teaching-learning method found, apart from Al-Met’eb’s approach, 
which he live-sketches on paper or a white board during class time.
It can therefore be assumed that there is hardly any good investment in most of 
the Arabic books. Thus, the design issues found in most of the textbooks confirm 
that the lack of experience in information design is due to the poor choice of 
typefaces, imagery and book layout. The excessive content of the books has reflected 
unenthusiastically on the learning experience among many instructors and learners. 
Due to the heavy texts, lack of good quality of imagery and graphic communication 
found, the content of such books has not interpreted well enough while giving the 
impression of complexity. This has also derived from the absence of creative and 
simplified learning tools that are limiting the teaching and learning experiences to a 
large extent. In order for learning material to help learners develop a wide-ranging 
ability to use Arabic, instructors will have to realize that the traditional learning 
material will need to be necessarily adjusted and redesigned as stated earlier by 
Jadwat (1987). 
Thus, it has been acknowledged that the need for graphic communication design 
to create language books is mandatory to simplify and communicate the content. 
The study adopts the visual communication learning method to compliment the 
reassigned learning tools (twentieth-century typefaces). As previously discussed, the 
visited institutions group Arabic alphabet differently however, Al-Met’eb’s method was 
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the only grouping technique that has been adopted and interpreted into the practice-
based research due to its effective pragmatic and aesthetic relation with visual 
communication learning. 
4.3 The Need of Graphic Communication in Language 
Learning
Salimane (2015) states that the most needed visual aids and other educational 
materials are for the beginner level. Most of the educational materials given today 
are through worksheets, flashcards and PowerPoints created by the personal efforts 
of instructors. They spend days developing the learning materials in Microsoft Office 
rather than in Adobe Creative Suite or other design software. (Salimane, 2015). There 
are no specialized graphic designers who create the educational materials for the 
language courses at SOAS. During the evaluation feedback forms given to Arabic 
students, the majority require better quality of content, resources and visual aids in 
terms of design. Also, the Arabic department at the American University of Kuwait is 
certainly interested in new methods of teaching and learning to attract students and 
make them more excited about the language (Farrin, 2014). 
According to Amsha (2014), there are barely any pictures in comparison to other 
Western language-learning books and hence there is a need for developing a great 
deal of educational material. Al-Shareeda (2014) points out that the easiest way to 
teach-learn Arabic is to include technology tools and introduce the course through 
an artistic content. Digital and graphic communication technologies must be taken 
into account to produce better quality learning books and make them accessible 
to all schools and universities. In the other hand, Burhan (2014) notes that there is a 
need for major changes in the ways of teaching the language to non-Arabic speakers 
especially if there is lack of communication with students. Some students from Korea, 
Japan, and Turkey do not know how to speak English and hence this situation makes it 
very difficult to communicate with them. She states that the best way to communicate 
with international students is through graphic communication design. 
Graphic communication design can enhance the quality of the content, and reduce 
the difficulty in understanding a concept through complex texts. Instructors can 
easily communicate a message to students without any language barriers. It can also 
improve memorizing and compliment a variety of learning methods. Any complex 
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content can be illustrated clearly through diverse visuals that can clarify the learning 
process in an interesting manner. In comparison to learning the language from 
paragraphs or bullet points, visual communication design can help gain a learner’s 
attention more easily as well as retain information in a quicker and more efficient way. 
The use of visual communication design can help a variety of learners with different 
backgrounds to connect to the subjects and units and achieve their best language-
learning results.
The collection of random low quality images and material (whether online images, or 
distorted scanned copies of worksheets) has been evident in Arabic teaching-learning 
environments. Amsha (2015) states that one of major things that students require is 
to see similar material as found in English and Spanish books. These books contain 
more interesting and engaging activities. The problem with Arabic books is that they 
are busy with text rather than visuals and hence language books need a lot of work to 
be able to compete with other languages. Burhan (2014) states that due to the Arabic 
morphology (linguistic) system, there is a serious need for visuals in the teaching 
environment to deliver the most effective and simplified communication to learners. 
There is a need for tutors to communicate clearly with learners and hence graphic 
communication design can be a major source of attraction that can help attract and 
benefit both instructors and learners (Al-Shereedah, 2014). 
Jiyad (2006) states that it should be mentioned that creating combined and focused 
activities is probably one of the most difficult aspects since many textbooks still 
contain fragmented material and lack of good contextual practice. There is much 
practice to be done with teachers whose responsibility is to find or create meaningful 
practice to enhance the learning environment for Arabic learners. 
One of the major problems in the lack of learning material production is that most 
of the Arabic instructors think that visual aids should only be used with children and 
there is no need for adults to use them. They believe that puzzle games, cutting 
cards, bringing in flash cards and giving it to the students are all frustrating (Salimane, 
2015). Thus, it is now acknowledged that due to the lack of knowledge in the 
importance of visual communication in language learning, many Arabic instructors are 
unintentionally limiting effective linguistic pedagogic tools from becoming part of the 
Arabic teaching-learning environment.
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Although all the interviewed Arabic instructors were open to trying the new learning 
book series, yet a concern of implementing the new system still remains. How to help 
change Arabic instructors’ attitudes towards language teaching-learning through 
visual communication design pedagogy?
Originally, the teacher has two major responsibilities of equal importance in 
determining the success of a learning experience for individuals and groups. One 
responsibility is the planning of well-structured, stimulating and effectively taught 
lessons, with coherent, appropriate aims and learning outcomes and relevant 
assessment strategies. The other is the management of the learning environment, so 
that learners can achieve (Armitage et al. 2007, cited in Al-Liabi, 2012).
Arabic learners still need opportunities for creative language 
use. By creativity, it does not mean the opportunity to write 
Arabic poems or plays (although they could benefit from such 
opportunities), but the opportunity to reconcile familiar Arabic 
language elements in new and unfamiliar ways (Muhammed 
Tunde Yaqub, 2012, p.146).
Thus, the newly developed learning tools require an attitude of open-mindedness 
from Arabic instructors and the ability of being prepared and enthusiastic towards 
using the new learning tools and material. The responsibilities and attitude of 
instructors will have to match the new knowledge and duties in order to understand 
the role of assessment, idea of needs, outcomes, aims and objectives of the course. 
There is still one fundamental responsibility missing; it is the development and design 
of the educational materials provided to learners. 
4.4 Integration of Typography in Language Learning
4.4.1 Use of Typographic tools for Arabic Phonetics
Jadwat (1987) observes that there are many opportunities for learning Arabic outside 
the system of education. The most intensive courses are probably those offered by 
the Army school of languages to Army personnel who are sent to Arab countries as 
military advisors and instructors. In association to this, this thesis looks at a phonetic 
presentation document created by Thomas Milo who has developed a method of 
integrating typography with language to help the Dutch army understand Arabic 
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words and sounds (Appendix D, p. 626). Milo uses Latin characters for correct Arabic 
pronunciation through his own developed transliteration chart (Figure 159). On the 
chart, Milo offers a variety of Arabic words created with his Tasmim102 software where 
he produces names of Arabic places (Iraqi and Lebanese) using traditional, cursive 
and simplified styles (Figure 160).
The variety of typographic styles is used to simplify the learning content for his 
students. Milo included typographic-based slides in his presentation document to 
help his learners master Arabic letters and words recognition skills. He designed and 
produced another chart with all Arabic letters and transliterated spelling through Latin 
Characters. Milo showed typographic examples of places and used letter recognition 
examples through his presentation to help learners relate, recognize and memorize 
letters more easily (Figure 161). 
Milo also designed a manual of Iraqi and Lebanese Arabic words and conversations. 
He included Arabic names of places and names of Arab females and males to help 
his students learn Arabic more easily. However, the data collected has helped adopt 
certain elements from Milo’s typographic work to develop the practice. 
102 Tasmeem is an Arabic typography and calligraphy publishing plugin software. 
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Figure 159. Transliteration Chart developed for the Dutch Army (Milo, 1981, 
pp. 4–5; Copyright 1981 by Thomas Milo. Reprinted with permission). 
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Figure 160. Names of Arabic cities and places written in different Arabic styles.  
Created by the Tasmim software. Copyright 2004 by Thomas Milo. Reprinted 
with permission.
Figure 161. Milo uses map images to help learners with Arabic letter 
recognition. Copyright by Thomas Milo. Reprinted with permission.
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The transliteration chart created by Milo was observed in order to help develop the 
projected transliteration chart for the learning book series and simplify Arabic sounds 
through simple Latin characters. Although Milo uses the standard transliteration 
method (diacritics with Latin Characters), he uses English characters to contribute 
to the visual representations of Arabic characters. For example, letter ‘c’ looks very 
similar to the head of letter ain, thus Milo uses the English c to represent letter ain 
in terms of character shape and not sound (Figure 162). Although the concept is 
intelligent, yet it can certainly cause confusion in the process of learning letter sounds.
A few other Latin characters have been adopted from his chart and used to represent 
certain Arabic sounds for the practice. Some of these letters were easier to use rather 
than the official Latin characters found in the official transliteration standards. Also, 
Milo uses a linguistic diagram of the voice mechanism and adds the location of Arabic 
letter sounds (Figure 163).
The capital letter method makes it harmonically challenging when placed beside 
Arabic within bilingual text. Thus, a similar concept has been adopted where a 
different font weight has been used to resemble emphatic letters instead of Milo’s 
capital letters. For example, letter h (typeset with a regular font weight) represents 
a normal ‘h’ while letter h (typeset with a bold font weight) for an emphatic letter to 
help learners distinguish between both. This has been used along with the content 
collected from the Ministry of Islamic Affair’s guidebook to help produce and design 
the linguistic diagram found in the learning book series.
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Figure 162. Milo uses Latin ‘c’ for the Arabic letter sound ain [top]. He uses 
capital letters for emphatic letters [bottom]. Copyright by Thomas Milo. 
Reprinted with permission.
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Figure 163. Linguistic diagram of the voice mechanism with Arabic letter 
sound locations marked in red by Milo. Copyright by Thomas Milo. Reprinted 
with permission.
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4.4.2 Contemporary Typefaces and Visuals in Bilingual Learning 
Books
There is a growing interest on the need of specialized typefaces that can ease 
language learning for adults and children. There are more likely to be successful 
learning projects that are found close to this practice-based research in terms of spirit 
and concept. These projects use typefaces and graphic and bilingual communication 
technologies to create learning tools.
The first project is the bilingual (Arabic-English) language book Cultural Connectives 
that was designed with the special learning typeface Mirsaal by Rana Abou Rjeily103 
(Figure 164). The purpose behind Rjeily’s book104 Cultural Connectives (2011) was 
to use her Mirsaal105 typeface and introduce learning basic Arabic with it instead of 
learning Arabic the traditional way (with all the letter variations). She has successfully 
managed to assign her own typeface as a learning tool and introduce the Arabic 
language with it. 
103 Rjeily’s project has been discussed in the previous chapter. For more information, please refer 
back to the section Modern Typographic Simplification Attempt, 2010: Mirsaal Typeface in Chapter 
Three (p. 127).
104 Rjeily designed the bilingual typeface in order to play with the intersection of Latin and Arabic in 
her 2011 book Cultural Connectives (Lerner 2011, Cited in Szell, 2012).
105 Rjeily still uses Mirsaal in its connected version. She was contacted by a design agency in London 
who wanted to use the typeface for an architectural purpose. Rjeily (2015) believes that people have 
different interpretations of the typeface and a lot of them believe it has a lot of potential where it can 
be used in different spaces and have different usages.
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Figure 164. A few spreads from Rjeily’s book Cultural Connectives (2011).
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The second project is the Urban Arabic Book created with a special bilingual (Arabic-
English) typeface that carries the same name of the book. The book and page spreads 
have been designed with better graphic communication skills; the book includes a 
variety of creative exercises and a good choice of imagery and colours (Figure 165, 
Figure 166, Figure 167, Figure 168).
In an Interview with Rjeily (2015), she states that the Urban Arabic106 font consists of 
visual elements of the Arabic handwriting and the shapes were executed in a very 
simplified way. It is a simplified typeface inspired by Mirsaal but only cursive. The 
aim of the typeface was to help students simply visualize and learn the letters and at 
the same time recognize them outside the educational environment. The reason the 
language centre approached Rjeily is due to the shortage of educational simplified 
typefaces and thus there was a need to develop a typeface that fulfils certain 
outcomes of the language course at the beginner level. Thus, this authenticates the 
need for typefaces to be assigned as effective learning tools with different educational 
purposes and goals. 
106 Rjeily (2015) was approached by an Arabic language centre in Lebanon who contacted her to 
help with a bilingual typeface design. The language centre teaches Arabic to non-Arabic speakers 
who are mostly adults who want to learn colloquial Arabic (Lebanese). The Urban Arabic typeface can 
be downloaded for free from the Institution’s main website [retrieved from: http://www.saifiarabic.
com/language-resources/urban-arabic-font].
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Figure 165. The Urban Arabic book cover designed with Urban Arabic 
typeface and Arabesque decorations.
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Figure 166. The book features well designed section breaks [top] and better 
explanation of Arabic language with visuals for clearer explanation and 
guidance [bottom].
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Figure 167. The book contains a better quality and selection of illustrations 
and typographic imagery [above and previous page]. The alphabet letters and 
vocalization marks are designed with a larger size for learners to focus on the 
shapes of the letters and marks.
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Figure 168. Shows a variety of exercises [top] and a number of illustrations 
designed specifically to guide learners with letters and their correct 
pronunciations [bottom].
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One of the most interesting typeface projects found is Tabati107, a project created 
with modular Arabic letters by Lara Assoud Khoury (Figure 169). In an online interview 
with Lara Assoud Khoury (2011), she states that Tabati font started with a storybook108 
(Figure 171) and the brief was a basic constructivist/ Bauhaus aesthetic. During the 
design process, she realized that the story could also be told with type and hence she 
used the Tabati typeface to design the book. The aim was to prove that Arabic script 
can be pure, simple and modern, and not always carry the burden of history, and 
calligraphic heritage. Khoury wanted to present to a younger generation the flexibility 
of Arabic letters and how to draw, read, and write them in a more playful way (Figure 
170). 
Khoury’s modular experimentation proves the flexibility of the alphabet shapes and 
confirms that it is important to research new methods and ways that could place the 
script in different creative contexts. This is to offer more script options and make it 
more accessible to Arabic users, and in the same time attract readers, non-Arabs and 
learners. The book Aswat Al Abjaddyah - The Sounds of the Alphabet109, written by 
Nadine R.L Touma was also influenced by Khoury’s typeface Tabati. The book is rich 
with a tangible, visual and auditory experience to share with the young and adult 
readers, with the aim of admiring the beauty of the written Arabic words and their 
special sounds (Figure 171). 
It is important to note that Majallet Onboz, an interdisciplinary illustrated Arabic 
magazine for creative youth adults uses Nasri Khattar’s Unified Arabic typeface for its 
website subtitles. The typeface was also featured in the children’s section in one of the 
previous issues of the magazine (Figure 172). 
107 Tabati, the typeface developed for the two books was awarded a Certificate of Excellence in 
Typography in 2011 from TDC New York. Khoury also received an Opera Prima Award at the Bologna 
Children’s Book Fair in 2012 for the illustrations, type design and layout of the book [retrieved from: 
http://www.khtt.net/page/32271/en].
108 The book was written by Nadine R. L. Touma, published by Dar Onboz and designed by Lara 
Khoury.
109 The book The Sounds of the Alphabet was also designed with Tabati typeface and published by 
Dar Onboz
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Figure 169. The Tabati typeface featuring Modular Arabic letters, created 
by Lara Khoury. The typeface was used to design the two different books 
published by Dar Onboz (from Khtt, 2016).
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Figure 170. Shows the designing process of Tabati typeface. The left side of 
the figure features the construction of letter ba’ [first row], letter ta’ [second 
row], letter lam [third row] and letter jeem [last row]. The right side of the figure 
shows the modular components used that constitute a few of the letters – 
created and developed from right to left. The first one shows the designing 
process of modular alif [first row], modular jeem [second and third rows], and 
modular dal and thal [fourth row] (from AbiFarès, 2013, pp.62–63).
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Figure 171. Book covers of Tabati [top] and Aswat Al-Abjadia [bottom] 
published by Dar Onboz. Written by Nadine Touma, typeface and layout 
design by Lara Khoury (from Khtt, 2006). 
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Figure 172. Majallat Onboz magazine featuring Khattar’s Unified Arabic 
typeface through expressive typographic imagery to facilitate language 
learning for their young readers (from Nammour, 2014, p. 154). 
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Another interesting project that integrates Arabic typography in Arabic learning is 
the bilingual game-book Let’s Play by Ghada Wali (2016) (Figure 173). Wali (2016) 
introduces the Arabic language to beginners (whether kids or adults) by creating a 
full abstract display-typeface through playfully building each letter using a variety 
of coloured Lego blocks. Wali (2016) uses the Lego blocks to introduce the letters, 
sounds, forms and words through bilingual (Arabic-English) communication design 
(Figure 174). 
Wali’s fun pocket book consists of 29 letters simplified in their letter variations and a 
dictionary of four hundred words in addition to a collection of Pantone colours. The 
aim of the project is to break the language barrier and find a solution for lack of basic 
communication using a playful learning tool.
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Figure 173. A page from the bilingual Lego-based game book Let’s Play by 
Ghada Wali (from Wali, 2016).
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Figure 174. Pages from Ghada’s book featuring alphabet letters in Arabic and 
English [top]. Ghada uses a variety of Lego blocks to create the Arabic letters 
as she does here with letter Jeem [bottom] (from Wali, 2016).
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It has been acknowledged that each institution prioritizes a different learning element 
and uses some of the same textbooks, but different teaching methods according to 
the instructors’ preferences. These language centres also use their own educational 
material collected and designed through individual efforts rather than assigning 
designers with experience in information design and graphic communication to 
help produce the pedagogic material with better design quality. This chapter has 
clarified a number of factors responsible for the lack of high quality of Arabic data 
visualization and information design within contemporary Arabic language books. It 
has been acknowledged that the missing gap discussed earlier revolves around poor 
communication stemming from the low quality of learning tools and materials.
Thus, the next chapter will focus on the redesigning process of some of the learning 
material collected. It will review a selection of English alphabet and contemporary 
teaching-learning books and approaches, information design, modularity, mnemonics 
and expressive type techniques to help develop more enhanced learning tools 
and construct the bilingual learning book series efficiently. The book series aims 
to help overcome the contemporary teaching and learning issues discussed earlier 
and establishes the importance of educational typefaces that can help attract more 
learners to learn the language.
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5: Construction of the Learning Tools and 
Book Series
This chapter discusses the use of graphic and bilingual communication technologies 
and typographic learning tools to help produce effective educational material that 
could by all means assist Arabic instructors and learners and enhance the teaching 
and learning experience for both. In order to create more engaging material that can 
take Arabic learners far beyond the traditional teaching approaches110 and help them 
learn the alphabet letters and sound relationships more creatively, English alphabet 
and learning design books had to be explored. This is to find new approaches to 
designing data visualizations that can help design the intended books using simple 
narration, clear and informative texts, more engaging visuals and better page layouts.
Through the process of designing the learning book series, there were concerns 
regarding the problem of how to design the books without making the same mistakes 
other academics and designers have encountered while writing and designing their 
own Arabic language books. Other questions have been raised as well: how can this 
study benefit from the discussions of other design disciplines? How to build bridges 
for a learning community through bilingual and graphic communication design? 
This chapter takes into account experimental findings and perspectives in relation to 
information and learning designers. Thus the chapter discusses how the perceptions 
of these designers have helped inform the practice. 
 
The first phase of the design process was exploring a number of alphabet books, 
English textbooks, and articles and journals on information design and data 
visualization. There was a need to equip this research with effective key techniques to 
help overcome a variety of contemporary data visualization challenges found within 
the development stage. The aim was to discover an effective design methodology 
that can help develop important knowledge and practical capabilities within this 
study. These findings have been considered to help visualize information efficiently 
and produce the thesis in the most simplified communication possible. 
110 It is important to note that this practice-based research uses voice mechanism within 
typographic gestures rather than sound/voice of letters and words given in a CD (typically attached 
to the back of most contemporary language books).
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5.1 Exploratory Research on English Learning and 
Information Design
Readings on Information Design, Data Visualization and Learning Activities
According to Cooper (1996), Western alphabet books began to reflect a more 
entertaining approach to life and learning around the nineteenth century and 
have inspired many young children and adults. In the twentieth century, multiple 
artists became interested in taking single letters and turning them into entertaining 
statements. With time, art and design became associated with alphabet books. The 
high quality in both text and illustration had soon redefined the criteria of alphabet 
books that became limitless to neither age nor subject boundaries. Thus many artists 
have embraced the field as a test-lab for performing their creative practices while 
other authors had to accept the remodeled alphabet format as means of presenting 
information (Cooper, 1996). 
Although the alphabetical arrangement is still used widely today, various approaches 
including puzzles, themes and detailed text are often used in this more advanced 
form of the alphabet type. Cooper (1996) states that alphabet books began as a 
simple reader guides for learners and have developed into a fascinating collection 
of illustrations, text, and information. This exploration is intended to adopt and 
implement such modern practices and experiences to help establish a relationship 
between graphic communication and Arabic learning books the way art and design 
became associated with English alphabet books. 
It is acknowledged that Western alphabet books are categorized according to their 
essence: some of them are categorized as tropical books111, specialized information 
books112, thematic113, sequence etc. Cooper (1996) provides a clear theoretical 
explanation on the importance of book layouts. According to her, books must have 
a background on each page and how they should be simple and uncluttered with a 
typeface that is clear and easily read. The younger the reader, the larger the letters 
should be, this also applies to learners who see the letters completely as alien for the 
111 A Farmer’s Alphabet by Mary Azarian (1981) and Cowboy Alphabet by James Rice (1990).
112 The Extinct Alphabet Book by Jerry Pallotta (1993).
113 The Ocean Alphabet Book by Jerry Pallotta (1986).
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first time (Arabic learners in this case). Cooper (1996) explains that alphabet books114 
on the market have wide range of topics covered within them and there is no lack 
of language-learning books for both the pre-schooler and the reader. Although the 
English alphabet consists of 26 letters and 40 sounds, yet it is still learned in a much 
simpler way than Arabic due to the high quality and creative variety of visual aids and 
other educational materials. 
The purpose of reviewing the selection of English alphabet books was due to 
the great interest in the content itself and the various research approaches and 
methodologies taken by the authors and book designers to help bring both 
information and creativity to the fore of this thesis. It was important to understand 
how to create information specifically for a certain age group and how to introduce 
a language through various creative, simplified and engaging contexts. This required 
further exploration on the aesthetic and pragmatic concerns, details, colour choices, 
shades, typefaces, simplicity level, tone and clarity level of narration, and word 
choices used to create these books etc. The books helped transform this practice 
(the design process of the book series) into a test-lab. Thus, the tools used to create 
the learning book series were experimented and revised several times while paying 
attention to all the different methodologies, factors, aspects, and information design 
elements of the existing English books. This is to help build the book series in the 
most knowledgeable way possible and contribute to visual Arabic learning.
In order to help bring the desired change in Arabic learning courses for beginners 
through better educational material in terms of design, it is essential to explore the 
learning tools used to simplify the content for English learners. Stein (2014) gave 
insights on how English as a Foreign language is being taught to beginners in the 
Intensive English Program (IEP) at the American University of Kuwait. The curriculum 
of the course has been collected to compare, understand and help develop the 
practice. The outcomes of the course have been reviewed to determine better ways 
to help use the new learning tools with a modern methodology. Stain (2014) states 
that the IEP uses a wide range of teaching methodologies due to the diverse student 
114 The following is a list of Alphabet books that were explored that include creative thinking: 
Alphabet Garden by Laura Jane Coats (1993), Alison’s Zinnia by Anita Lobel (1990), Vegetable Garden 
Alphabet by Jerry Pallotta (1992), Eating the Alphabet by Lois Ehlert (1989), A for the Ark by Roger 
Duvoisin (1952), A for Angry by Sandra Boynton (1987), Antics by Cathi Hepworth (1992) and C for 
Clown by Stan Berenstain (1985). 
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body. Workshop methods and immersion methods are also used to make students 
more involved in the learning environment. Learners are provided with many visuals, 
online activities, flash cards, and hands-on and modular activities, which is particularly 
important at the beginner level.
The textbooks used are based on associations with the National Geographic; the 
photographs and videos found in the textbook are of high quality. Students go 
through a number of topics from many fields including history, Arab and multiple 
cultures. The course features a great deal of collaboration between the instructor and 
the students. IEP puts cultural knowledge in the curricula for teaching the language. In 
all levels, there are a variety of forms for analysis, synthesis, and critical thinking. 
As previously stated, it is now evident that there is hardly any investment in the 
production of high quality Arabic learning books in terms of design. Thus, it is 
important to note that the study was initially approached with a visual design 
concern rather than looking at the data. After extensive research, the intention of 
the practice was reshaped and became mainly about finding ways to make the 
complex comprehensible and not only creative. It is important to create books that 
contain high quality of graphic communication design and explicit and informative 
texts designed with careful attention to overcome both the pragmatic and aesthetic 
concerns. This demanded an exploration of information design material that could 
provide informative insights and help work with huge data sets to reveal the key 
visions within typographic-visual pedagogy. Research on information design have 
provided guidance on developing more effective and efficient learning tools and 
designing more intuitive and engaging work that matches the way Arabic learners 
think, memorize and learn.
It is now acknowledged that data visualization is the demonstration and arrangement 
of data executed through the use of proven design techniques to bring the letters, 
patterns and visions into reality. Information design involves understanding, planning, 
organizing, writing and designing. It is both content and user-driven and arranges 
knowledgeable visual outcomes that derives from textual and aesthetic notions. The 
insights of learning design have helped increase the effectiveness, quantities, and 
usability of the practice process and research development and provided relevant key 
questions in what to look for when designing the intended educational material:
1. What attracts learners?
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2. What makes learners remember the data provided?
3. How to predict the kinds of errors that learners will encounter 
during self-directed study?
4. How to motivate learners to continue on to the next levels?
5. How to make data-driven visualization design work with 
bilingual communication? 
5.2 Role of Arabic Design Educators in Language Learning
Can the role of Arabic design educators be understood from modern English 
information and learning design disciplines? Koper (2006) defines learning design 
as the description of the teaching-learning process that takes place in a unit of 
learning. Koper (2006) demonstrates that the key principle in learning design is 
creating informative and engaging learning activities that will later on be performed 
by learners and teachers in the context of a unit of learning. Koper explains one 
of the major challenges in learning design is the way to use the integrated set of 
learning design tools in a variety of settings. He explains the role of the educator is 
to create the best conditions for learners to learn. The best way to attract learners 
is by encouraging and motivating them through given activities and providing them 
with the best accessible and creative resources and tools that they would use in these 
activities (Koper, 2006). 
Thus the practice has been informed through understanding the role of the educator 
– that is, to enable and facilitate learning. It is challenging to understand the role of 
designers in Arabic language-learning alphabet books and textbooks, since there is 
a lack of Arabic designers specialized in such field. The lack of literature on Arabic 
information design in language books makes this study and methodology proposed 
an interesting starting point for Arabic learning designers who want to approach 
and specialize in information design for language-learning books. Hence, a few 
perceptions on learning design has been embraced to help initiate an effective 
definition of the role of futuristic Arabic learning designers. The development of visual 
language-learning material needs to be executed by Arabic designers who are familiar 
with language design practices and are informed by the depth of research in subject 
knowledge, pedagogical theory and practical experience.
How can Arabic designers collaborate to make a more enhancing learning 
environment, and what type of support do Arabic instructors and learners require from 
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designers in terms of design? 
It is mandatory to initiate the involvement of Arabic artists and designers and set 
their essential role as makers of material for education. Andrew Wright (1970) 
describes the various visual media that play an ever-increasing part in modern visual 
education. Extensive development of the visual aids movement has been due to 
social and economic changes that have made new demands on education. The factors 
demonstrated by Wright (1970) certainly imply that the movement will continue to 
expand and more Arabic artists and designers will be needed in the future of Arabic 
learning design.
Wright (1970) states that such makers must have knowledge of what is going on in 
the field; they should be able to understand the particular teaching intentions they 
are involved within the learning aims and objectives of the course. They must read 
research findings to prevent them from working on assumptions. They must also know 
of the technology available, given and not only provided and hence what to add and 
what to abolish. Designers must know their own craft and how it can be used. Lastly, 
designers should enjoy and appreciate the challenge of working for education. 
Mapping language learning and data visualization to educational practice is one 
challenging exercise. As Koper (2006) explains, education is no doubt a goal-directed 
to solve problems that are found in learning practices situated in a complex area 
of opportunities and restrictions. A designer creates more vigorous, functional and 
aesthetically pleasing learning material while learning and understanding how to 
create it. What distinguishes this language book series is that it is not created by 
an Arabic instructor or an individual with advanced Arabic language skills but by a 
bilingual Arab with basic language skills and who has prepared the material in the 
simplest form possible as if it was prepared by a non-Arab. Therefore, the greatest 
challenge encountered within this practice-based research was the need to acquire 
greater Arabic language skills in order to establish good practice for beginners. 
Due to limited Arabic vocabulary and grammar skills, it took a quality of effort and 
time to learn the language. The exploration and learning has helped create clear 
communication, and developed simple and accessible teaching-learning tools. 
5.3 Creation of the Bilingual Learning Book Series
The book series aims to extend the learners’ horizon beyond their own language 
community and learn another language through graphic communication and a 
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selection of educational typefaces. Learners will be able to visually recognize alphabet 
letters in everyday life and through a variety of Arabic fonts and styles. They will 
realize the validity of other ways of learning a language through Arabic typographic-
visual learning, sequencing, organizing, colouring, puzzling, shading, repetition 
activities etc. Learners will also develop a self-directed study of Arabic. 
As discussed in Chapter Two, communication preferences are changing in the Arab 
community due to globalization that has led to alienation in language and hence the 
production of more bilingual (Arabic-English) learning books are strongly needed 
for a growing part of the Arab community. This is to help refresh the language and 
educational content, ease learning and attract Arabs and non-Arabs to learn Arabic.
The learning books provide learners with high quality of educational material and 
inspiring language-learning experiences and allow learners to learn Arabic from 
a number of educational typefaces and not only Naskh style as found in most 
language-learning books. They aim to be used for a number of purposes: first, to 
teach the alphabet and its following order, indicate letter and sound relationship 
and determine the various forms of letters; second, to contribute to visual literacy 
and help students experience a new language with data visualization experiences. 
They also provide information about the nature of the language, encourage visual 
form of communication and entertain, inspire and self-instruct at the same time. The 
research was informed through multiple experimentations with language. It initiates a 
different way (through visual design) to expose learners to basic Arabic letters, sounds 
and grammar. This is to encourage learners to experiment with language and create 
possibilities using letters and words through a variety of learning experiences. 
It is important to be aware of the interaction between the learner and the books. 
This involves more than just understanding and visualizing the letters on the page. 
The books contain specific activities designed to provide learners with more visual 
experiences through an opportunity to link letters (typographic imagery) to words and 
sentences that match them (Figure 175). The books encourage students to recognize 
letters and create new visual images with them in order to extend their learning 
experiences.
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Figure 175. A tracing-linking activity where learners are instructed to trace and 
link letters with their correct pronunciations and letter variation forms.
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5.3.1 Use of Information Design
Language refers to visual and textual (whether theoretical or formal) representative 
systems (Koper, 2006). There was a need to explore the best ways possible to 
establish a well-structured flow of dialogue between both systems in the learning 
book series. According to the Information Design Journal (IDJ)115, information 
design allows to understand ways of how people learn, remember, interpret and use 
communications.
Edward Tufte gives an effective perception on the relationship between images 
and text in visual representations in both of his books Visual Display of Quantitative 
Information (1983) and Envisioning information (1990). His design visions have led 
this research to obtain, prepare and familiarize with the educational material. It has 
also helped execute efficient visual representation, articulation and implementation of 
data that aim to inform and encourage the learners in the best way possible. One of 
the most interesting aspects of information design that has been applied is the visual 
activation of negative areas of white space. It demonstrates the endlessly contextual 
and collaborating nature of visual elements.
Tufte (1990) quotes Josef Albers in his book Envisioning Information – Layering and 
Separation on “1 + 1 = 3” design principle. According to Tufte (1990) he states that 
the effective two-step logic perception of 1 + 1 = 3 and their hypothesis of generating 
noise provides a valuable guide for refining and editing designs in terms of graphical 
thinking and deduction of weight. The fundamental principle demonstrated by Tufte’s 
(1990) perceptions on information design has indeed informed the practice through 
valuing and acknowledging negative spaces as essential shapes of all the assembled 
parts that add up to the overall design (Figure 176).
115 The Information Design Journal (IDJ) is a peer-reviewed international journal that links between 
research and practice in information design. It is believed that such platform for discussing and 
improving the design, usability, and overall effectiveness of data visualization can highly meet the 
needs of researchers within this field. It offers a great service of sharing ideas about the visual and 
typographic design of print and online documents, multimedia presentations, illustrations, signage, 
maps, quantitative displays and many more. IDJ explores the design of information with a focus on 
visual design, writing structure, format and style of communications.
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Figure 176. The 1 + 1 = 3 Principle of Josef Albers as demonstrated by 
Edward Tufte where the negative space between both objects can also 
be added up to the overall design, this means that there are three objects 
altogether instead of two (from Tufte, 1990, p.67).
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During designing Arabic alphabet groups, this principle has been applied to a few 
letters of the Arabic alphabet. Taking the Jeem family as an example, the negative 
area of white space between the head of the bird and the letter develops a visual 
element of a ‘beak’ and therefore the typographic image as a whole represents the 
‘bird’ letter-group (Figure 177). 
Harmonizing text and line drawing requires thoughtful assessments of creative 
interaction effects (Tufte, 1990). As a design habit, the choice of surrounding words 
by little boxes (that activate negative white spaces between the word and box) has 
been made countlessly in the initial designing stages (Figure 178). After the intensive 
research on learning design, these assessments of creative interaction effects 
suggested by Tutfe (1998) were applied accordingly and thus designing with boxes 
has been avoided in the later stages. 
Information on range of colour, separating and layering the data in rough proportion 
has also been intensively researched. While working with information, a serious 
situation of data-imprisonment and decorative gridding has been encountered. This 
visual presence of irrelevant information had limited the creation of good relationship 
between data and design interpretation. After fully acknowledging the importance 
of colour, the palette of colours had been viewed closely. Thus, a question derived 
on how to signify and illuminate information with colours? According to Tufte (1990), 
a grand strategy is to use colours that are found in nature, particularly ones on the 
lighter side, such as blues, yellows, and grays of sky and shadow. He explains how 
nature’s colours are recognizable and intelligible, holding a widely accepted harmony 
to the human eye. 
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Figure 177. The beak group designed according to 1 + 1= 3 design principle.
Figure 178. Using boxes in the initial designing stages of the learning book 
series.
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Tufte’s design technique has been applied and hence the books have been designed 
in relation to the language’s organic and earthy nature and thus every learning level 
has been given a colour. The first level was designed with pastel green. Its theoretical 
representation revolves around the idea of plants and nature; this is to calm the 
learners in the introduction and provide information in its simplest form for further 
clarification. The second level was designed with pastel yellow to represent sand; the 
level where learners set their foot and start to explore the language more. In the third 
level, pastel blue was used to represent water; learners have already experienced 
standing on sand and thus the third level revolves around learning to swim in the 
deep as they enter a more complex level. The fourth level was designed with a pastel 
red colour to represent cautiousness where learners enter a more serious level and are 
expected to experience and engage with more complex Arabic texts. The fifth and 
final level is the testing level where learners are applying everything they learned from 
the previous levels in the given activities. A light grey colour was used to design the 
level, the colour is used to represent air in relation to learners who have learned to 
breathe more calmly as they adjust to living with the new language they learned. 
The material and activities were created and developed carefully in the simplest form 
possible since they reflect on learners’ consumption of information. Through good 
structured data visualization, the bilingual learning book series provides opportunities 
for learners to develop and enhance their identification skills, encourage letter 
recognition, acquire and understand the language and words. 
5.3.2 Use of Bilingual Communication Design
The next step was to look at the process in terms of bilingual design and find the 
best way to harmonize both scripts in terms of colour, space, and text structure 
to attract readers and learners. The purpose is to make Arabic and English texts 
look in complete harmony with each other to help motivate learners and ease their 
learning experience. The use of bilingual communication design is to provide Arabic 
instructors with the simplest way possible that can help them clarify and deliver the 
content to learners and at the same time facilitate reading for self-directed learners.
Jadwat (1987) refers to the power of Arabic language as a different world and in 
order to enter this world a person would need to learn the language’s basics first. 
Thus the simplified bilingual learning books aim to guide students while learning a 
different language for the first time. The books have been designed and written in 
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both languages to prevent learners from getting lost in the learning process. They aim 
to help Arab and non-Arab learners (with no experience or little experience) access 
Arabic through a more familiar script (through English translation and transliteration). 
The need for modern bilingual language-learning books is essential for non-Arabs, 
young adult Arabs or for those who do not speak the language. Thus the books have 
been established according to the variety of target audiences, cultural differences, 
readers’ expectations, and differences between age groups and geographic 
locations. It is intentionally created for beginners; whether they are interested non-
Arabs or heritage students or those with little Arabic experience. Also, it provides 
an educational point of reference for Arabic typographers and learning designers 
as discussed earlier. The textual information conveyed through the use of bilingual 
communication intends to ease learning and provide additional guidance and 
clarification for learners with the aim of maintaining their self-esteem as they learn. 
5.3.3 Use of Existing Educational Material and Methods
After carefully reviewing a number of English alphabet books and Information design 
books, it has been found that the educational content and visual representation 
in such books make them accessible to a variety of curricular purposes. Their 
pedagogical methods have been acknowledged and implemented in this study to 
function as means for cooperative learning and as a basis for further research projects. 
The book Anno’s alphabet116 by Mitsumasa Anno (1974) features wordless text with 
simple central illustration and three-dimensional letters. It contained a construction 
of wooden-letters as a series of visual puzzles and optical illusions. Each letter has a 
full-page spread and designed using wood pieces that are twisted and turned into 
themselves. On the opposite page, there is a full-page puzzle picture of an object 
that begins with that letter. The author uses the puzzle pictures throughout the book 
to surround the hidden letters and distract the reader from finding them (Figure 179). 
The letter recognition concept found in Anoo’s alphabet book has been adopted; the 
idea of the exercise was used to design an activity in the learning book series where 
learners are instructed to look for one letter within a paragraph or two (Figure 180).
116 The main emphasis of Anno’s Alphabet is that it had no age limits and can be used across 
educational curricula. 
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Figure 179. A page from Anno’s Alphabet showing letter M carved out of 
wood. The opposite page contains a puzzle picture (m-for map). Note the 
illustrated borders; they are also drawn with objects of the same letter; mouse, 
mermaid etc. (from Kelly, 2015).
Figure 180. An activity from the learning book series where learners are 
instructed to look for specific letters within one or two paragraphs.
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The readings on learning design have helped develop various activities that consist 
of letter and word recognition, letter pronunciation, identification, puzzling, linking, 
sequencing, colouring, shading etc. These readings have provided an understanding 
on how to simplify without sacrificing comfort and meaning. In terms of design, the 
book series aimed on achieving the balance in between simplicity and meaning. 
These findings have led to the equipping of key techniques to help overcome 
a variety of contemporary data visualization challenges encountered during the 
designing process of the practice. 
The research has developed significant awareness and practical abilities within the 
practice. This has optimized the design approach and helped develop rational visual 
outcomes as well as aesthetic notions. The practice has helped find ways of making 
the complex intelligible and not only artistic. This shows that aesthetic concerns 
are as important as the data itself; this thesis deals with the thinking concerns at 
an initial stage and the aesthetic concerns at the following stage of the problem-
solving process. Thus the first stage dealt with the rearrangement of the collected 
data (specifically the educational content) (Figure 181). It was important to divide 
the collected educational content in two different groups, the essential basics and 
the advanced basics. The essential basics are the alphabet; letter sounds and words 
with disconnected letters. The advanced basics are letter variations, cursive Arabic, 
vocalization marks and numerals. The aesthetic concerns revolved around designing 
the educational material with text structured in the simplest form possible for further 
clarification. 
Many Arabic grammar rules have not been introduced in the initial stage to 
help learners absorb the content steadily and smoothly. There are four stages of 
sound information in the Arabic alphabet; the letterforms, the diacritical dots, the 
vocalization marks and the miniature letters (Balius, p. 160). These stages have also 
been introduced periodically to prevent confusion in the introductory level. Arabic 
letterforms and their diacritical dots are introduced in the first level whereas miniature 
letters and diacritical marks are featured in the following levels. 
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Figure 181. Outline of plan for data collection.
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According to Tufte (1990) to envision information, and result in bright and excellent 
visualizations is to work at the crossroads of image, word, number and art. Managing 
large data sets through data visualizations has been very challenging. The collection 
of strategies demonstrated by Tufte117 (1990) have helped overcome such challenges 
and produced a more focused and structured practice. His design strategies have 
sharpened the information resolution and power of paper, page layout, text and 
knowledge of the learning book series. The page layouts in the books have been 
modified countless times; this was done in exchange for clarity and simplicity 
purposes. The instruments of information design found within Tufte’s books have 
helped highlight the importance of information design and typography in language 
learning.
Tufte (1990) states that one of the most eccentric design strategies is to clarify. The 
simplicity of reading derives from the context of detailed and complex information 
appropriately arranged. He believes that the worse thing a designer can do is 
disrespect the audience and design as if readers were simpleminded. The ethical 
ground of information design prove that readers should not be taken less seriously. 
This raises awareness of designing Arabic learning books with the intention to clarity 
and simplify rather than just producing the same repetitive learning context; not 
fulfilling the learners’ needs and disrespecting their ages would certainly damage 
communication and lead to learning discouragements. 
Since the learning book series has been developed according to the various ages 
and mentalities of adult learners, it is important to note how adult learners perceive 
knowledge. Wright (1970) states that age must be taken into consideration before 
designing a learning book. Adults see logical connections between various incidents, 
the ways in which one thing is related to another. Laubach (2014) states that the 
language learning material given to adults should be easy enough for them to read 
it as if it was originally created for children. However, using a pre-school phonetic 
technique (i.e. the use of an expressive tone of voice to attract children) (childish 
reading) to facilitate reading is inacceptable to adults and they are likely to be 
offended at the teacher who offers it to them. It is necessary to provide a social type 
of reading matter for adult learners, mature content and short text lengths. The type 
117 It is important to note that Tufte also discusses the relationship between visual information/ink 
(since he’s writing in a pre-digital age), and information (data). 
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should be legible and not smaller than ten point size. Such insights on respecting 
the audience’s age have helped design the practice according to the value of various 
mentalities of the prospective Arabic learners. It is safe to conclude that most 
participants from the previous workshop sessions who were tested on the learning 
tools and book series were able to understand clearly the information given. This is 
due to the books’ level of simplicity and appreciation to the mentality of adults (see 
Appendix C, p. 587). 
Reviewing transliteration charts in Chapter Four to study what Latin characters are 
used to represent the Arabic sounds was mandatory. This is to guide learners through 
the learning of the sounds of letters and words. Choosing the simplest and clearest 
chart among the many possible was an entirely challenging effort. In parallel to Szell, 
the dots used on the Latin characters in most of the reviewed charts make it quite 
complex when setting Arabic on the other side through bilingual communication. 
Thus this will mean that Arabic learners will not only learn the 28 alphabet letters with 
their diacritic dots, but they will also have to memorize the transliterated Latin letters 
with their dots. Due to these challenges, further research has been undertaken to find 
an alternative solution. 
As noted by Balius (2013), common computer operating systems had few fonts 
that supported all transliteration characters until recently. Although included in the 
Unicode table, the transliteration characters are usually not available in multi-script 
fonts (Balius, 2013). The bilingual fonts that have been explored do lack the extra 
transliteration characters option. Thus there was a need for an alternate option and 
a more basic transliteration, and thus a simpler chart was created and tested in the 
workshop to measure its level of clarity and accessibility and fulfil the need for it within 
the learning book series. 
After extensive research on transliteration charts, the chart developed by Awade and 
Samano (1986) was found to be one of the most simple transliteration charts used to 
help facilitate Arabic learning. Their chart excludes the standard transliteration and all 
the dots above or below Latin (English) characters. They use simple Latin characters 
and capital letters for emphatic Arabic letter-sounds (Figure 182). 
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Figure 182. A simpler transliteration chart developed by Awade & Putros 
(1986, figure after pp. 21–22).
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Like Awde and Samano (1986), Milo (1981) uses a similar capitalizing letter method to 
represent emphatic letters as discussed in Chapter Four. The practice initially adopted 
both transliteration methods but they were soon replaced with another transliteration 
method for further simplification and clarity. The emphatic letters written with capital 
letters have created a complex environment for the majority of participants when 
reading from the spreadsheets at the experimental workshops. This has caused less 
harmony between both scripts and thus the book series uses a heavier font weight to 
differentiate the emphatic letters from normal letters  (Figure 183). 
Concerning the borrowing of Arabic vocabulary by the languages that were 
influenced by Arabic, Jadwat (1987, p.79) states ‘some of the easily recognizable 
words in English are: algebra, cipher, sugar, lemon, alcohol, mosque, cotton, castle 
etc.’. The study primarily adopted Jadwat’s findings on Arabic loan words and used 
them to help students relate to familiar words when learning the language for the first 
time (Figure 184). The purpose of adding Jadwat’s method was to help learners easily 
memorize and pronounce simple and familiar words. The loan words method was 
tested during the first few workshop sessions but the majority of participants were not 
interested in it as much as they were interested in learning the alphabet letters and
 sounds. Thus, the method was retracted later. 
Another method used is the resemblance concept; it has been adopted from Al-
Met’eb’s (2014) teaching approach. It includes the resemblance in letters and not 
only words – for example if you rotate the Arabic letter ra’ 180 degrees it becomes 
an English r. Thus, the concept was initially implemented to help learners memorize 
Arabic letters and numbers through relating them to more familiar content (such as 
Latin letters and numbers) (Figure 185). The alphabet resemblance concept created a 
challenging environment for learners during the workshop and thus it had to be partly 
dropped. Learners where finding it confusing to learn through comparison between 
English and Arabic letters. The majority preferred learning the letters individually 
without having to relate them to the Latin characters. The resemblance concept was 
later applied to Arabic numbers only (Figure 186).
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Figure 183. Using a regular font weight to represent familiar sounds and a 
heavier font weight (bold) to represent emphatic letters.
Figure 184. An example of Arabic loan words concept that was primarily 
added to the book series to introduce letter lam (L) as laimoon (meaning 
lemon). It was later removed to help learners concentrate on letters rather than 
words.
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Figure 185. Al-Met’eb (2014) uses the same resemblance concept. When the 
letter w is flipped, it becomes an m and when a waw is flipped it becomes a 
meem.
Figure 186. The resemblance concept was applied to numbers. When Arabic 
number three [left] is rotated, it looks like Latin three [right]. 
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5.3.4 Use of Graphic Communication Technologies
The educational content collected was redesigned and developed to compliment 
the learning tools that can serve contemporary language approaches. Contemporary 
Arabic teaching approaches were studied to understand in depth what learners 
require and how to design effective visual aids and other pedagogic materials. 
Are graphic conventions for Arab and international learners (beginners) needed? To 
enhance the learning environment, there was a need to find a simpler way to develop 
the learning material. Thus, graphic communication technologies have been used to 
construct the learning book series and introduce Arabic in relation to its ornamental 
structure. The practice addresses and initiates the importance of designing Arabic 
language books in terms of contrast and modulation, choice of colour, quality 
typefaces, text sizes, clarity of information, page and space layout etc. The learning 
books focus on the visual level (aesthetic concerns) as much as the functionality level 
(thinking concerns). It is important to redesign the collected content with better 
learning design quality to attract readers, enable Arabic learners to learn the language 
and enhance their learning experience. The use of graphic communication design is 
to sequence the level tasks into an exciting and effective unit of work.
As discussed earlier in Chapter Four, many of the visual aids and educational content 
given to learners in these visited language centres consisted of scanned black and 
white copies with low quality of images, poor illustrations, unbalanced text length 
and size, variable whitespace between texts etc. Al-Met’eb uses the white board to 
demonstrate his personal teaching-learning approach to his learners at the Aware 
Centre in Kuwait (Figure 187). Graphic communication technologies have helped 
convert his personal teaching approach and notes into effective learning tools (Figure 
188).
During Al-Met’eb’s (2014) interview (Appendix C, p. 501), he drew half a circle on 
top of the letter Jeem and suddenly the letter transformed into a bird drawing as 
shown in Figure 187. Al-Met’eb’s (2014) visual pedagogic method of relating shapes 
to alphabet letters and numbers has been implemented to create the alphabet letter 
groups and numerals in level one (Figure 188, Figure 189). He also uses the same 
approach to help simplify the memorization of Arabic numbers through relating 
them to the shapes of Latin numerals (Figure 190). Thus, this was also adopted and 
redesigned for the Arabic numerals section in level four (Figure 191).
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Figure 187. Notes taken by Al-Met’eb (2014) while demonstrating the visual 
relationship between the letter Jeem and the beak group.
Figure 188. Al-Met’eb’s (2014) beak group concept adopted and redesigned 
as typographic imagery (earlier version).
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Figure 189. Finalized version of the alphabet group created based on Al-
Met’eb’s visual pedagogic concepts. 
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Figure 190. Al-Met’eb’s (2014) illustrations of his teaching approach where he 
cuts number 8 in half and it becomes an Arabic 4. He then divides it again in 
half and it becomes number 2 in Arabic.
Figure 191. Al-Met’eb’s same approach adapted and redesigned in the 
learning book series.
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A number of activities in the learning books were created through the combination of 
the Western model and the data collected in order to produce more interactive and 
thoroughly enjoyable educational material to show learners various aspects of Arabic 
language learning.
The book A History of Graphic Design for Rainy Days by Studio3118 (2002) targets 
many aspects of graphic design and the evolution of typography. The engaging 
design and narration style have informed the practice in two effective ways. First, it 
helped through looking at the choices of visual design, information design, colour, 
typography, illustrations and exercises. Second, the various fun-filled exercises offered 
in the activity book has influenced the practice and led to the creation of similar 
activities designed and adjusted to fulfil the needs of Arabic learners (Figure 192, 
Figure 193).
118 Studio 3 is an in-school design agency established in 2002 at the Graphic Design Department of 
Westerdals School of Communication in Oslo, Norway. 
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Figure 192. A graphic design activity adopted and transformed into a learning 
exercise for the learning book series (from Studio3, 2002).
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Figure 193. One of the activities designed based on Studio3’s (2002) exercise.
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It has been acknowledged that some introductory courses in the visited language 
centres introduce basic knowledge on religion and culture to familiarize learners with 
the Arab and Islamic community. Thus it was essential to include small sections in 
the book series on religion and culture. Since the learning books are typographically 
based, research has been conducted to find a pedagogic approach that integrates 
typography to help ease Islamic learning. 
Yahya (2000) and Abdelsabour (2014) provide two well-known Islamic-learning 
techniques that use certain Arabic letters to represent praying postures. AHMD (Alif-
Ha-Meem-Dal) and ADM (Alif-Dal-Meem) techniques have been used to teach readers 
and learners about praying. The concept behind both techniques have been adapted 
and redesigned according to the aesthetic relation of praying postures and structure 
of letters (curves, shapes etc.). ADM summarizes the praying postures in only three 
letters whereas AHMD uses four letters to relate to the postures (Figure 194, Figure 
195).
Although both techniques have a few letters in common that do represent the same 
praying postures (Alif and Meem), yet they do not use the exact letters for the rest 
of the postures. They both use Alif (A) to represent the standing posture. They use 
different letters for the Rakaa posture (bowing posture); ADM uses dal (d) whereas 
AHMD uses ha’ (emphatic h). They use the same letter meem (m) to represent the 
Sajda. The fourth letter used in AHMD technique is dal for the Tashahud (Salutation) 
posture. 
The study adopted both techniques and developed a new technique to inform 
learners about Islam and the Arab community. The aim is to show the similarity of 
few letters with praying postures and influence and attract readers and learners with 
the aim to help initiate an ethical relationship between type, language and religion 
the same way it was historically originated between calligraphy and Islam119. Both 
techniques have helped develop a more precise metaphor that creates a more 
detailed resemblance between the praying postures and the shapes of letters (Figure 
196).
119 Both Schami (2010) and Al-Eid (2013) discuss the historic relationship of Islam and Arabic 
calligraphy and the way calligraphy have helped spread Islam further across the Arab counties and 
continents. 
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Figure 194. ADM technique used to teach Qur’an learners (from Yahya, 2000, 
p.15).
Figure 195. AHMD technique used to teach Qur’an learners. From the right: 
alif, ha, meem and dal (from Abdelsabour, 2014).
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Figure 196. The newly developed typographic technique used in the learning 
book series to represent the praying postures in detail. 
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The new typographic imagery features five letters that represent the praying postures 
in detail. Alif has also been adopted and redesigned to represent the standing 
posture in the learning book series. In terms of visual appearance, the letter alif 
visually looks like a vertical line and thus it is the best letter to represent the standing 
posture. The letter waw (w) has been used to design the Rkaa posture; its head has 
been used to represent the head of a praying Muslim while its curve shape has been 
used to precisely demonstrate the posture itself. The letter meem has been used to 
represent the Sjda posture (prostration). The meem was flipped to accommodate the 
direction of all the other praying postures. The round shape of the meem and the 
vertical line both represents the head and back of a praying Muslim. Letters zai (z) 
and thal (the) are used to represent the Tshahud (Salutations) and the Duaa postures 
(Supplication). In the Tshahud posture, the person raises the right index finger. Note 
the direction and similarity between the letter ra’ (r) and a person’s index finger in 
terms of shape and structure. At the end of the prayer and specifically in the Duaa 
posture, the praying person finally raises both hands. Hence the similarity between 
the hands and letter thal is clearly shown; the tail of letter thal is pointing in the same 
pointing direction of the hands. Both ra’ and thal have dots on top of them and thus 
these dots have been used to precisely represent a head of a praying Muslim120. 
There are two major purposes for using graphic communication technologies. The 
first purpose is to propose strategies that ease learning through the development 
of a better-constructed language-learning book series with an improved information 
design structure, as discussed earlier. The second purpose is to design the content 
with a variety of educational typefaces that can provide students with efficient 
letter recognition activities and skills that can help them recognize Arabic letters 
from different styles. Through repetitive activities, these typefaces aim to help 
provide inspirational learning techniques for memory recognition. Repetition and 
memorization techniques are two essential keys to ease learning and hence several 
activities found in the books have been structured through such techniques geared to 
the purpose of mastering basic language skills (Figure 197).
120 It is important to note that not all the shapes necessary relate to some of these postures (such as 
letters thal and ra’) as the styles of the typefaces differ from one another so does the shapes of some 
letters. Thus, this specific typeface was chosen to clearly demonstrate the integration of typography 
within Islamic praying postures. The purpose is to establish an accurate visual resemblance between 
certain alphabet shapes and praying postures to ease the memorizing of postures specifically for 
beginners who are learning Arabic for religious purposes. 
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Figure 197. First activity given in the book series where learners are instructed 
to pronounce letters while they trace them and write their names below.
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5.3.4.1 Designing using Teaching–Learning Approaches
Nahla’s Approach 
Contemporary Arabic teaching-learning approaches have also been adopted to 
design the language-learning books. The first approach is initiated by Nahla (2014). 
He explains that there are six rules learners should follow to understand how to 
group and join Arabic letters and that these rules add up to nearly 90% of the Arabic 
grammar rules in the introductory level. These include: 
1. Alif is the first group.
2. Ba’ is the second group.
3. Jeem is the third group.
4. Alif cannot be joined from the left side. 
5. Ba’ should be joined by opening the gate/bridge.
6. Jeem uses its head and if joined as a connective letter, then full body must be used 
in final position.
This has been adopted to design the letter groups in level one and the letter variation 
forms and joining of letters in level three. The first three rules have helped design 
groups for all the alphabet letters in level one. The other three rules have helped 
design a more simplified material on letter variation forms with a clear explanation for 
level three (Figure 198). The chart was not included in the book series but has been 
used as a guide during the design process of the practice. 
The introduction of level three was designed according to the conceptual 
theory initiated by Nahla (2014). It might take a bit longer to read the phrase 
“whatareyouthinkingabout” without any space between the words. Nahla (2014) 
states that an Arabic phrase with the same concept could still be read with no 
hesitation because Arabic has rules for all letter variations; standing, initial, medial 
and final. The different variations produce high legibility in Arabic texts and hence 
the initial and final variations of words act as gates preventing any following or 
proceeding words from connecting with them (Figure 199). 
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Figure 198. Simplified chart designed according to Nahla’s (2014) six rules. 
This was for personal reference only to help design the letter-groups.
Figure 199. Example of initial and final variation forms acting as gates and 
preventing any following or proceeding words from connecting with them. 
Note green colour for initial form and red for final form.
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The Bridging Approach 
The kashida play a major role in the designing of disconnected letters within words 
and letters variation forms especially during the design process of levels one, two and 
three. A kashida is manually inserted before and after letters to extend the tails of 
letters for some text and introduce the letter variation forms to learners (Figure 200). 
This is an important issue that requires the establishment of specialized educational 
typefaces that can either create longer tails for specific variation forms of some Arabic 
characters or find an alternative solution to help prevent the continuous manual 
insertion of kashida.
It is important to explain the terminology and function of letter variation forms and 
cursive Arabic at the beginning and provide examples with visual relationships to 
facilitate learning and memorization. There was a need to create something far more 
creative than a letter-variation chart. In comparison to other charts, Sakkal’s theory-
based letter-variation chart provides more enhanced typographic visuals with precise 
descriptions. Although the technique used in the learning book series was designed 
before reviewing Sakkal’s chart, the use of symbols designed to show readers the 
precise locations of connectors coincide with the material created in the books.
The learning books feature informative visuals on letter variation forms designed with 
arrows, bridges and other objects to guide learners and help them learn the directions 
of letter connections, as similarly seen in Sakkal’s chart (Figure 201). Other typographic 
imagery was also created for further simplification in case learners needed more 
practice on letter variation forms (Figure 202, Figure 203). 
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Figure 200. Shows manual design insertions of kashida before and after letters 
to distinguish between letter variation forms. 
Alef
Ba
Ta
Tha
Jeem
Ha
Kha
Dal
Thal
Ra
Zai
Seen
Sheen
Sad
Dad
Toa
Zhoa
Ain
Ghain
Fa
Qaf
Kaf
Lam
Meem
Nun
He
Waw
Ya
Letter
Name
Isolated
Form
Medial
Form
Initial
Form
Final
Form
Arabic Alphabet Chart 
(In Naskh Style)
©Dr. Mamoun Sakkal, www.sakkal.com, 2007/2016
Notes:
1. Write from right to left. Follow the direction of the 
arrows writing in a clockwise direction in general. 
Arrows with dot at beginning of line indicate 
beginning of strokes. Remove your pen after each 
stroke then start the next pen stroke.
2. Connect the letters in the same word. If a letter 
comes at the beginning of a word use Initial form, if it 
comes in the middle of a word use Medial form, if it 
comes at the end of a word use Final form. If a letter 
comes at the end of a word and preceded by a 
non-connecting letter use Isolated form (See note 3 
below).
3. Letters with gray background do not connect to 
other letters on the left side even when they come in 
the middle of a word. This means that letters that 
follow them will always be in the initial form 
(highlighted in gray background).
 
4. Small, colored arrows show where letters will 
connect. Red arrows     should match blue reverse 
arrows    like this     . If there is no arrow, the letter 
does not connect.
5. Match writing base line with center of the small 
colored arrows and note letters that go below the 
baseline (highlighted in Yellow).
6. Keep the pen’s chisel angle at about 70 degrees 
from horizontal baseline. Turn pen at end of letters to 
achieve the fine, tapered end such as in Ba and similar 
letters. To achieve the tapered end in the letters that 
drop below the baseline and go in counter clockwise 
direction, lift the side of the pen closest to you at end 
of stroke, then finish with the tip of the pen. 
7. Note pen stroke direction for writing dots under Ba 
Initial arrow diagram.
8. Use consistent pen angle, strokes shape, and 
proportions throughout. Similar strokes in different 
letters should look the same.
9. Jeem and its two sister letters Ha and Kha could 
connect with the previous letter from above rather 
than from the right on the base line in traditional 
calligraphy. The same is true for Meem and Ya. When 
this occurs, such letter combinations have special 
ligature shapes. In printing, simplified fonts will have 
these letters connecting on the base line. Other 
common ligatures are shown below right.
10. In addition to the standard alphabet letters, a 
Hamza      is also used to represent a glottal stop 
(short a, u, i), and a ligature of Lam an Alef is written 
in a special form (la):
      isolated, and         final. 
11. Other letters used in transliteration include:
P          , and V          .
12. In addition to the long vowels (marked Orange) 
small vowel marks can be added over and under any 
of the alphabet letters:
a      , u       , i      , no vowel      , double       .(above marks)
©M
am
ou
n S
ak
ka
l, w
ww
.sa
kk
al.
co
m,
 20
16
(below marks) (This chart can be printed and distributed without charge, but its contents can not be altered without written permission, mamoun@sakkal.com)
Dot
Before ascenders
Before ascenders
Figure 201. The letter-variation chart created by Sakkal (2017). Retrieved from: 
http://www.sakkal.com/articles/sakkal_arabic_alphabet.html.
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Figure 202. Typographic imagery of letter variation forms used instead of a 
standard chart [top]. The kashida is inserted to allow the placing of bridges on 
top. Letter variation forms are differentiated through the use of closing and 
opening bridges [bottom].
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Figure 203. Various informative illustrations used to clarify further how letters 
connect. The first two visuals feature the ‘Lego’ concept. The bottom visual 
uses blue magnetic stripes to show how they change form according to their 
location within a word.  
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The Arabic Letter Sound Descriptions Approach of the Ministry of Awqaf and 
Islamic Affairs of Kuwait 
As discussed previously in Chapter Four, the Ministry of Awqaf and Islamic Affairs 
in Kuwait provide a text-heavy book for their Qur’an learners. The book has a rich, 
knowledgeable context, yet it does not contain any visuals that could ease the 
learning experience for learners. The intelligent concept of a letter sound location 
technique has been implemented, summarized and designed in the present practice 
into a typographic-linguistic diagram of letter-sound locations using expressive type 
(Figure 204). The aim of the diagram is to initiate a visual relationship between letters 
and sounds and ease the memorization process (via visual memory) for learners, 
to help them produce better pronunciations of both familiar letter sounds and the 
sounds of emphatic letters.
The visual metaphor has been executed using ‘the deeper or higher, the darker’ 
design technique of Tufte (1990). The concept of clear visual sequence of light to dark 
has been adapted to design the diagram and represent sound locations of Arabic 
letters. The diagram was tested on participants in the workshop to determine the 
level of clarity and whether it is easy to learn and remember. The idea was to evaluate 
whether the value scale of the diagram is clear and simple or vulnerable to the 
accuracy of reading. 
Al-Eid’s Focusing Approach 
Al-Eid (2013) states that distinguishing between letters and knowing each letter are 
some of the most important rules in learning. Thus, his first pedagogic approach is 
the focusing method that has been used in the learning book series to concentrate 
on letters separately, giving learners more space to visualize and absorb their shapes. 
He states that the skeletal structure of Arabic words can be complex to new learners 
and hence when teaching, the focusing method can be used to help simplify words by 
breaking them down and focusing on single letterforms. The best way is to come up 
with short words with detached letters like bab, dar, drs, then use words with partly-
connected letters like Basim, Rami and Sami, and use words with fully-connecting 
letters at a later stage such as Samir, bait etc. This sequential order was used in the 
learning levels (Figure 205, Figure 206, Figure 207). In level three, few of the same 
words used in the earlier levels such as bab and toot etc. are written again but this 
time in their attached structure. This gives learners the opportunity to visualize and 
compare between the words in both forms.
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Figure 204. The final phase of diagram design found in the intended learning 
book series. The diagram uses a visual colour sequence to identify precise 
locations of letter sounds.
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Figure 205. Short words with detached letters used as suggested by Al-Eid 
(2013).
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Figure 206. Short words with partly connecting letters used as suggested by 
Al-Eid (2013).
Figure 207. Short words with fully connecting letters used as suggested by 
Al-Eid (2013).
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Boutros’s Basic Arabic Approach and Al-Eid’s Modularity Approach Combined
In the book The Modularity of Mind, Jerry A. Fodor (1983) theorizes that modularity 
results from the need to develop specialized parts for perception, which are then 
integrated into a collection of communicating elements. The use of modularity in the 
testing level is to challenge learners’ memory and see whether they can combine 
letters they learnt from previous levels and are able to integrate them into basic 
meaningful words. Thus, the use of modularity technique in picking up, joining and 
separating typographic pieces is aimed to help assign such typefaces as modular-
learning tools. According to Al-Eid (2013), the modularity concept is when a person 
looks at an animal as a whole in the first place before looking at its body parts; head, 
ears, legs, tail and stomach etc. This technique has been reversed and designed in 
a way that allows learners to observe each letter separately according to its shape, 
curves and structure and then look at it as a whole word (Figure 208, Figure 209, 
Figure 210, Figure 211). In a similar vein, Boutros uses the same concept in his Basic 
Arabic project as discussed earlier in Chapter Three. 
Through Boutros’s and Al-Eid’s approaches, learners are firstly introduced to individual 
letters and letter groups. They are then instructed to learning words with detached 
letters. At a later stage, they are periodically introduced to partly connecting letters 
and fully connecting letters. This gives learners enough space and time to visualize 
the letters and progress along gradually.  
Salimane’s Logo-Recognition Approach
At SOAS, Salimane (2015) uses a variety of collected pictures of logotypes and 
Arabic text organized on PowerPoint to test her learners on letter recognition. The 
concept of her teaching-learning approach has been used to design an activity on the 
final testing level. Instead of images, a few logotypes were exclusively created and 
designed to fulfil letter recognition test activities (Figure 212). 
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Figure 208. Modularity concept phase one: learners visualize the detached 
words with the standing letter form (the same way they have learned the letters 
since the beginning).  
Figure 209. Modularity concept phase two: learners look at the same letters 
through a transformation phase and see how they change form. Letters are 
given extra spaces between them for learners to relate to the familiar letters. 
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Figure 210. Modularity concept phase three: learners look at the same letters 
through the same transformation phase but with less spaces between the 
letters to give them more time to learn the shapes of letter variation forms 
when connected.
Figure 211. Modularity concept phase four: no spaces are given between the 
letters. Learners are looking at the original structure of letters when connected 
(Arabic cursive). 
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Figure 212. Activity designed with logotypes created with Khattar and Al-
Saggar typefaces to test learners on letter recognition at the final testing level. 
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5.3.4.2 Designing using Mnemonics and Expressive Type Techniques 
Mnemonics Technique 
Mnemonic strategies121 of Margo Mastropieri and Thomas Scruggs (1998) are 
systematic procedures for enhancing memory. They help develop better ways to 
encode information for easier information retrieval. They have been implemented 
to help find effective ways to add new condensed knowledge to already existing 
material. Thus ‘mnemonic’ or memory tool technique is a learning technique that 
has been adopted in the study to design multiple activities and help learners 
remember information that is otherwise quite difficult to remember. The focus of 
mnemonic strategies is so specific that they are intended to be used to enhance the 
recall of the components of any lesson for which memory is needed. When there is 
complex learning content to be remembered, they may be an important instructional 
component that can help learners master the learning content in a more simplified 
manner. The idea behind using mnemonics is to break down complex texts of 
information to ease the learning experience. Image-based mnemonics are used to 
develop the visual memory skills of learners. They have been used to create visual 
relationships between letters and their sound pronunciation, help learners master 
letter variation forms and produce foreign sounds of emphatic letters more accurately 
(Figure 213).
Use of Frank Laubach’s Literacy Method
Laubach (2012) uses various illustrations to create visual associations of the English 
consonants (Figure 214). He teaches one vowel sound per lesson, and shows 
the regular way of spelling the sound in writing, and later through illustrations 
(mnemonics). He believes that the use of visual associations with letters and sounds 
help with long-term memory and prevents students from forgetting the shapes of the 
letters. His mnemonic technique (though phonetic illustrations) has influenced the 
practice; it has helped design the Arabic alphabet shapes in level one and few of the 
mnemonics for the pronunciations of foreign letter sounds in level two of the learning 
book series. His method mainly depends on illustrations while this practice-based 
research mainly depends on the imagery created from type.
121 Mnemonics are recommended for only one reason, to be extremely effective in helping people 
remember things (Bulgren, Schumaker, & Deshler, 1994; Mastropieri & Scruggs, 1989). They were only 
applied in certain parts of the books, since they are not an overall curricular approach (Mastropieri & 
Scruggs,1998). There are many things that students must do to succeed within any language learning 
course, and remembering content information is only one part of the entire representation.  
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Figure 213. A small section from the book series designed using the 
mnemonics technique to help learners remember foreign sounds of Arabic 
emphatic letters.
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Figure 214. Laubach ’s Illustrations [above and previous page] created to help 
English students learn consonants more simply and efficiently (from Laubach, 
2012, pp. 56–57).
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Expressive Type Technique 
Arabic text compositions have been arranged using the assigned typefaces and 
transformed into visuals (typographic imagery). Therefore, expressive type is a 
technique used when letters not only become visuals and carriers of meaning, but 
also real, physical shapes that communicate a message visually with the intended 
audience. Thus, the book series has adopted the expressive type technique to help 
design and develop the alphabet groups in level one (Figure 215) and few other 
typographic visuals throughout the books. Expressive type technique intends to help 
learners visualize and memorize the alphabet according to their letter groups rather 
than individually (Figure 216). 
The technique has also been used to design familiar objects and generate them as 
typographic imagery. In the early design stages of the learning book series, a few 
objects were created using expressive type. Two of these objects were a rshash 
(machine gun) and dbaba (tank). This created miscommunication and somehow 
caused a misleading impression; thus, the challenge was to replace them with more 
inspirational objects that are more of a tribute to the artistic script. Therefore, these 
objects were replaced with designs of a door, flower and mosque (Figure 217). This 
led to introducing more creative objects and sections in the book series through 
visual communication design to influence learners and inform them about religion 
and culture through typographic-based imagery (Figure 196). Also, the letter sound 
descriptions from the Ministry of Awqaf and Islamic Affair were summarized, translated 
and designed using the expressive type technique (Figure 218). 
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Figure 215. The initial designing stage of the alphabet, using a variety of 
typefaces to design the Dolphin Group (letters dal, thal, ra’ and zai) through the 
expressive type technique.
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Figure 216. The initial designing stage of the alphabet groups using expressive 
type concept.
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Figure 217. Expressive type technique used to create the words dbaba (tank) 
and rshash (machine gun) [top]; both objects were replaced with wrda (flower) 
and msjd (mosque) [bottom] in the learning material. 
Figure 218. At the second level, learners are introduced to the visual 
relationships of letter sounds and their descriptions (through the expressive 
type technique). For example, Alif (A) is described as a powerful letter 
according to its loud and sharp sound.
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5.4 Challenges Encountered During the Designing 
Process
Multiple challenges were experienced when designing the learning books. The 
first challenge encountered in the designing process was the difficulty of selecting 
and managing the collected data that was used to execute the learning books. The 
second challenge was condensing and organizing the content for simplicity, clarity of 
information and memorable knowledge. Difficult design decisions were made during 
the design process to avoid designing unmemorable displays that can somehow 
move readers and learners toward ignorance and inactiveness. Unmemorable visual 
communication may also reduce the credibility of the source and raise questions 
among learners. What is the instructor leaving out? Is that really everything they 
know? What are they hiding? Etc. (Tufte,1990). It is important to know how information 
is arranged effectively and not how much information there is. Thus, the data had to 
be simplified to prevent information overload and at the same time provide sufficient 
information that can satisfy the learners’ needs. 
Tufte (1990) demonstrates the less complex and less understated the line, the more 
unclear and less interesting is the reading. Text was chosen in terms of clarity and 
not simplicity. According to Tufte (1990), simplicity is another aesthetic preference, 
not an information display strategy and certainly not a guide to clarity. Thus, it took 
a quality of time to outline, refine and summarize bilingual texts. It was important to 
harmonize and produce high quality bilingual texts that are clear and in the same time 
informative. In the initial stage of designing with bilingual texts, the Latin (English) 
text was capitalized repeatedly. This caused disharmony between both scripts. It had 
been taken into account that words consisting of only capital letters present the most 
difficult reading (Tufte, 1990). The activities found in the book series were designed 
using capital letters and thus this has caused confusion for a few participants during 
the first workshop session. This was modified in the later workshop sessions to provide 
further clarity.
At the beginning of the designing process, some of the collected learning material 
was redesigned with regular typefaces to manage and structure all the needed 
content and remove all the irrelevant information. The next phase was replacing 
the regular fonts with educational typefaces; they were reassigned to simplify the 
redesigned material further and create the intended activities for each level. In the 
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process of assigning the typefaces as learning tools, several design challenges were 
encountered. These challenges have helped push the practice to a different level; 
they have helped create various typographic imagery and engaging activities for each 
level. 
5.4.1 Using Unified Arabic typeface
There was a difficulty in using Khattar’s typeface in the initial designing stage of the 
first level. The absence of the standing form of letter kaf in the character set of Unified 
Arabic has created a major challenge. As a solution, the designer traced the original 
standing form from Khattar’s early UA type specimen (found in the initial development 
stage of UA typeface, see Appendix B, p. 443). After completion, the new designed 
standing kaf looked completely different to the rest of the characters in terms of 
structure, weight, proportion etc. Thus, the final solution was to use the existing letter 
lam and hmza to create the latest version of the standing kaf 122 (Figure 219). This 
challenging experience confirms that the use of initial kaf in an educational typeface 
can create miscommunication for beginners. If Khattar had not changed the first form 
from the earliest typeface drawing, it would have saved a lot of time and effort as it 
took a lot of time to edit the character and manually insert the isolated form of kaf 
throughout all the learning exercises.
Also, the difficulty of letters sad, seen, fa’ and qaf made it difficult for workshop 
participants to recognize the letters in level one. This has also caused a major 
challenge when choosing simple words; it took a significant amount of time to search 
for choices of words that had certain letters (and excluded such letters). Another 
challenge was the difficulty of grouping and pairing alphabet letters. Thus, there was 
a need to use other typeface styles to execute the rest of the alphabet groups that 
could not be designed with Unified Arabic. These challenges have led to the idea 
of using the typeface differently and developing tracing activities where dots were 
added at the end of the letters to instruct learners to trace on the dots and draw the 
correct shapes of the letters (Figure 220). Thus, this shows that Khattar’s typeface can 
be categorized as an educational typeface according to its distinctive design features 
that can be used for pedagogic purposes. The only limitation is the absence of the 
isolated kaf.
  
122 The early design sketches of Khattar’s UA typeface are found in Chapter Three (p. 88).  
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Figure 219. The original design of Unified Arabic features the initial form of 
letter kaf [right]. It has been redesigned and replaced with the standing form 
[left].
Figure 220. Activity designed with Khattar’s typeface. Learners are instructed 
to trace over the dots to execute the final shape of the letters.
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5.4.2 Using Basic Arabic and Mirsaal typefaces
Although the intelligent concept behind these typefaces has been adopted to 
introduce cursive Arabic in two phases, yet the challenge encountered during the 
workshop sessions was the visibility of the extensions that misled a few workshop 
participants. The two side-extensions feature of the typefaces was used to introduce 
cursive Arabic directly after mastering the alphabet and recognition of words with 
disconnected letters. The letter extensions introduced letter variations to learners 
earlier than planned; it was also difficult to design activities for level three and four at 
first. Thus, design adjustments were made to the extensions.
It took some time to manually modify the structure of letters to represent the 
letter-variation form in its recognizable shape and prevent further confusion or 
miscommunication (Figure 221, Figure 222). This limitation has pushed to create other 
activities with the same original structures of the typefaces without modifying them. 
Its distinctive design features have led to the creation of a few informative activities as 
discussed in level three. One of the activities consists of tracing dots that are added 
to the beginning or end of the letter for learners to trace and recognize the variation 
forms of letters (Figure 223).
Further challenges were faced while designing the tracing activities for the final letter 
variation forms in level three. The most significant error was the miscommunication 
caused by BA typeface’s final ya’ form (Figure 224). BA typeface’s ya’ looked different 
from the typical final form of the letter once viewed from various typefaces. Thus, 
this required immediate design adjustments to BA typeface’s ya’. During the design 
process, the final form of ya’ was reviewed from various typeface styles (Figure 225). 
The reason was to provide further guidance while redesigning the intended final 
ya’ form and help overcome the error. It was modified several times to make it look 
aesthetically similar to the typical final ya’ form, and hence easily recognizable to the 
future learners (Figure 226). Tracing dots were later added to the beginning of the 
letter to help learners trace and practice their final ya’ along with all the other final 
forms (Figure 227).
The structure of BA and Mirsaal typefaces has given a good emphasis and influence 
to develop a variety of learning activities. Therefore, the features of letter extensions, 
curves, and detached-attached concept of such educational typefaces have been 
successfully assigned to fulfil the aims and objectives of level three and four.
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Figure 221. The structure of some letters was modified to represent the correct 
letter-variation form. Extensions have been removed in some parts of the 
letters to prevent miscommunication. 
Figure 222. Design adjustments made to the extensions of letters via Mirsaal’s 
typeface to represent the familiar initial form of the letter Seen. 
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Figure 223. Activity designed with BA typeface in which learners are instructed 
to trace over the dots to finalize the correct letters.
Figure 224. The extended arm [highlighted in blue] of the ya’ character from 
BA typeface caused challenges while designing the tracing activities in level 
three.
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Figure 225. Final ya’ form reviewed from various typefaces during the design 
process for further guidance.
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Figure 226. BA typeface’s ya’ modified several times to make it look 
aesthetically similar to the typical final ya’ form. The ya’ in the blue box 
previous page] was used in the initial designing stage while the second blue 
box [above] is used in the letter variation tracing activity found in the updated 
learning book (level three).
Figure 227. The redesigned ya’ added to the tracing activity. Also, tracing dots 
were added to help learners trace and practice their final forms.
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5.4.3 Using Condensed Alphabet typeface
One of the challenges faced was not being able to find the original digitized 
Condensed Alphabet typeface online (although Al-Saggar used it to typeset his book 
in 1998) and thus an image of the typeface was scanned and traced from Al-Saggar’s 
book (Figure 228). It was traced, expanded and modified for further accessibility. The 
characters were slightly adjusted for equal measurements of edges, x-height, contrast, 
and stroke balance.
5.4.4 Using regular typefaces and ASV-Codar typeface
Through the conducted workshops, the majority of learners found that the regular 
typeface used to design a number of alphabet groups caused miscommunication 
and especially in the jeem (beak) group. Thus, this demanded an exploration of 
other accessible typefaces and styles that can better compliment the design of these 
elements. Thus, ASV-Codar typeface was used to redesign the beak group (Figure 
229) and other groups (Figure 230). The reason is that the nature of ASV-Codar 
typeface is more flexible in terms of design structure than a few of the other typefaces 
used in the learning books and hence it helped create a variety of shapes that 
produced more creative typographic imagery.
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Figure 228. A scan copy of Condensed Arabic typeface (from Al-Saggar, 1998, 
p. 13) [top]. CA typeface scanned and traced to design activities with the 
typographic pieces for the book series [bottom]. 
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Figure 229. The Beak Group redesigned with ASV-Codar typeface (final 
version).
Figure 230. Other alphabet groups designed with ASV-Codar typeface.
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In summary, this practice-based research underwent five different phases: research, 
and exploration, redesigning, testing and modifying. After the content had been 
studied and redesigned, it was tested on workshop participants. The material was 
then modified a few times to ensure the flow of text, clarity of information and level 
of simplification. The final challenge has been encountered in the modification stage. 
This included sorting and deleting unnecessary complex text after testing the books 
and tools on participants in the workshop sessions.
These challenges have assisted in making more effective design-related decisions 
and have helped reshape the direction of the research. The new direction has 
helped assign the educational typefaces accordingly and more informatively and 
helped produce more accessible and engaging learning material. Koper (2006) also 
believes that understanding learning depends very much on the responder. Thus 
learning design can lead to goal achievements and the establishment of problem-
solving activities through the use of learner experiences in the final practice analysis. 
Therefore, the learner’s understanding of Arabic has been evaluated through 
measuring the accessibility level of the learning tools through a number of workshop 
sessions discussed in the next chapter.
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6: Practice Trial
Testing Typographic Teaching-Learning Tools
This chapter describes the way the learning tools were tested on Arabic learners 
(participants) through workshop sessions set in Kuwait and London. These tools have 
been tested to investigate if they could be categorized as educational typefaces that 
aim to develop a more attractive, simplified and engaging educational material for 
beginners. The tools have been tested on learners through four learning levels and 
a final testing level. The four levels cover the basic alphabet, letter sounds, letter 
variations and cursive Arabic, numerals and vocalization marks. This final testing 
level has been given in the end of the workshop sessions to determine learner 
levels of understanding. The chapter also explains how simplification and modularity 
techniques in the testing level have helped make the learning experience for the 
learners more motivating and engaging. There were three major purposes for 
conducting the workshops: first, to measure the simplicity, clarity and artistic level of 
the material found in the book series; second, to measure the levels of accessibility 
and efficiency of the assigned typefaces (learning tools) as indicated earlier; and third, 
to measure the level of understanding and progress of learners.
As indicated earlier, the learning content found in the book series is similar to the 
content found in existing Arabic learning books and worksheets that have been 
collected and reviewed, but some of the material has been adjusted and redesigned 
to help learners digest the new information given simply and creatively through a 
great quantity and quality of typographic information. The chapter also demonstrates 
the way the workshops have been planned through given task-specific criteria, and 
participants’ learning progress was monitored through an observation assessment, 
evaluation unit and final analysis..  
6.1 Arabic Learners and Workshop Participants
The three different types of learners were categorized in separate sessions: 
1. Non-Arabs: learners with no experience
Communities outside Arabic speaking countries and expatriates
Young Arabic designers and typographers – including students
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2. Arabs: learners with no experience
Third-culture persons and heritage students
3. Arabs: learners with little experience
Third-culture persons and heritage students
The sessions provided both an opportunity for these audiences to explore and learn 
the language through typography and graphic communication design. They have 
also provided the basis to assess a new creative pedagogic system that has been 
developed through Arabic typography, graphic and bilingual communication design. 
The aim of the teaching tools and the redesigned educational material is to help 
Arabic learners achieve a basic ability to recognize, write and read Arabic letters, 
marks, numbers and simple words. Participants should have acquired the following 
skills from the workshop sessions: 
1. To recognize the first seven letters of the alphabet given through different
typefaces. Learn and understand aural and visual relationship between letters and 
their sounds. Memorize the three letter groups and relate each letter to a name or 
object or animal.
2. To understand the general aspects of Arab language and religion through
typographic imagery, including praying postures and names of objects.
3. To form and read few simple words with the seven detached letters, know the 
characteristics and personalities of three letters according to their sounds. Be able
to produce the correct letter sounds.
4. To recognize the seven letters and their letter variation forms and produce and read
a few simple words with cursive Arabic.
5. To recognize the vocalization marks separately or within Arabic text as well as read
and write Arabic numbers from one to five.
6. To form a few words out of the seven letters from typographic pieces through   
    puzzle-based activities, and to recognize letters from unfamiliar typefaces          
    found from logotypes, newspapers, books and everyday life. 
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The practice learning books and tools were tested on a number of participants who 
had registered to attend the directed workshop sessions. A selection of exercises 
and learning material from the book series (all four learning levels and the final 
testing level) were printed in A3-sized booklets; each level had its own booklet. The 
total number of workshop participants was fifty. There were a variety of participants, 
including teachers and other workers from different fields, designers, architect 
students and academics. The participants signed consent letters for the confidentiality 
of the study (Appendix F, p.638). All the sessions were video recorded and most of the 
participants were interviewed individually at the end of every session (Appendix C, p. 
587). They were asked about their learning experiences and whether the tools were 
accessible or not. 
The learning book series had been exported into A3-sized spreads to give more 
space for participants to read and learn easily and clearly. Participants were given the 
chance to explore the basics of Arabic language through visuals, typographic puzzle 
pieces, and a variety of exercises found throughout the learning levels. The aim of 
conducting the sessions was to test both the aesthetic and pragmatic concerns of the 
learning book series and to be able to adjust the books according to the participant 
feedback, evaluations and preferences. 
6.2 Use of Teaching-Learning Tools in Workshops
The use of the typographic learning tools is to motivate learners to learn through a 
variety of visual activities. It is a key consideration in determining the preparedness 
of learners to engage and communicate in the educational environment. This refers 
to the combination of effort and desire to learn the basics of the language through 
reconfigured graphic communication design and typography. Therefore, the learning 
tools (educational typefaces) have been used to exploit the following abilities in 
each learner: first, to develop the natural desire to meet the challenge and solve 
and complete the activities; second, to master data visualization with memory 
recognition, meaning and thinking skills; and finally, to help develop simple and clear 
learning material that aim to ease the incidental struggle with language learning. The 
workshop session offered comprehensive assessment through activities designed to 
monitor each learner’s level of understanding and progression. 
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6.3 Workshop Learning Levels
Participants were tested on sample material used from the learning book series. They 
were provided with five A3-sized booklets (each learning level per booklet), and were 
used sequentially. They were given the educational material through a set of learning 
strategies to help them understand and learn the basics of Arabic. The participants  
were tested at the end of each level through basic memory recognition activities to 
see whether they understood the workshop and the content. 
As previously discussed in Chapter Two, the project proposals that were submitted to 
the academy of the Arabic language in Cairo were categorized into different groups: 
(a) Romanization (b) reduction of characters and disconnected letters, (c) modification 
of vocalization marks, (d) modular characters and (e) redesign of letters. The historic 
context has been used to help reassign the five categories accordingly within the 
learning levels and the testing level. 
6.3.1 Level One
The level concentrates on the alphabet shapes and letter grouping. The alphabet 
groups featured different kinds of text-to-image relationships. Learners were 
instructed to visualize the shape of each letter, how it is written and to what group it 
belongs. Romanization has been used through Arabic transliteration (the use of Latin 
characters) to simply demonstrate and translate the correct pronunciation of Arabic 
letters for non-Arab learners who are not familiar with the Arabic letter-sounds.
The disconnected letters feature provided flexibility, space and freedom for learners 
to work on letters individually. Learners learned the alphabet letters separately 
with the aim of gaining the ability to recognize them as they progressed along 
throughout the level. Thus, the letter recognition techniques used through the 
disconnected letters feature aimed to provide students with an informative experience 
in recognizing the letters efficiently. According to Jadwat (1987), recognizing letters 
is the foundation of Arabic literacy. Learners were tested on letter-recognition skills 
through a set of activities provided at the end of the level. These activities were 
intended to facilitate and inform learning.
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There were repetitive activities structured for memory recognition and better 
understanding (Figure 231, Figure 232). Other activities featured a few paragraphs of 
text with disconnected letters where learners were instructed to find and circle certain 
letters within the text (Figure 233). Some activities were provided to simplify the 
understanding of the role of dots within Arabic text. These activities were developed 
to test learners, via placing the right dots above or below some letters (Figure 234).
6.3.2 Level Two
The second level covered basic linguistics and words with detached letters. 
Learners were introduced to letter sound locations, descriptions and the right way 
to pronounce a few foreign letters. The linguistic diagram shown in Chapter Four 
(Figure 204) was provided to learners to help them practice the sounds of emphatic 
letters during the session. They were also introduced to a number of typographic 
images as letter-sound associations to help with further letter pronunciations practice. 
Romanization was also used to help learners understand, learn, practice and produce 
correct pronunciation of letters (Figure 235).
The majority of participants were able to memorize the letters and remember the 
sound of each letter. Later on, learners went through the process of forming words 
through disconnected letters. They practiced word construction and were instructed 
to pay attention to the writing and reading direction of Arabic (right-to-left). Learners 
were also reminded constantly of the writing direction and word construction 
throughout the sessions.
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Figure 231. The first tracing activity. Participants are tracing the seven alphabet 
letters given.
Figure 232. A participant tracing Arabic letters while reading them out loudly 
during a workshop activity.
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Figure 233. An activity given where a participant was instructed to find and 
circle certain letters within the text.
Figure 234. Participant adding dots to the letters according to the alphabetical 
order.
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Figure 235. The use of Romanization to help participants with letter-sound 
pronunciations. 
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6.3.3 Level Three
The third level covered the basic bridging concept that consists of how letters 
connect to each other. Learners were introduced to social (fully connecting) letters 
and protective (partly connecting) letters, letter variation forms and cursive Arabic 
and connecting directions. Learners started the level by looking at how letters change 
forms according to their location within a word via a letter-variation forms chart (Figure 
236).
They were guided through typographic images and infographics to explain the 
concept of cursive Arabic further. They were then given tracing activities - created with 
typefaces that feature reduction of characters and disconnected letters - to trace the 
different variation forms. The variation forms were introduced through the original 
letters to help learners recognize the familiar Arabic text and its cursive structure 
clearly. Learners were then given various activities to practice and be tested on what 
they learned in this level (Figure 237).  
6.3.4 Level Four 
In this level, learners were introduced to legible and large-sized vocalization marks 
using visual associations to help them learn and memorize the shapes and positions of 
marks more easily. The Arabic numbers from 1 to 5 were also introduced with a variety 
of colours and typographic imagery associations to help learners recognize the design 
structure of the numbers and learn them more easily. Learners were then given various 
activities to help them practice what they have learned (Figure 238, Figure 239).
6.3.5 Testing Level
After mastering the four levels, learners were instructed to build letters and words 
with 21 typographic-puzzle pieces based on CA typeface (features a reduction of 
characters). This means that learners were instructed to implement everything they 
had learned through various lateral thinking puzzle activities (Figure 240, Figure 241). 
Learners were also tested on letter recognition skills by viewing the letters from an 
unfamiliar font – the redesign of Arabic letter shapes through MT type.
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Figure 236. A letter-variation forms chart given to participants in the first set 
of sessions, this chart was soon replaced with typographic imagery to help 
learners memorize them more easily. 
Figure 237. An activity where participants first used a pencil to shade and 
connect letters, whereas they use correction fluid (Tipp-Ex) to disconnect the 
letters in another activity.
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Figure 238. A participant being tested on the shapes and positions of 
vocalization marks. 
Figure 239. Participants learning the Arabic numbers.
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Figure 240. Participants working on one of the exercises given with the 
typographic-puzzle pieces. 
Figure 241. Participant solving the cross-out letters activity. The activity was 
designed with MT typeface (features the redesign of original letters). 
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6.4 Workshop Observations
Before evaluating the learning tools, there was a need to observe the way such tools 
were being used. It was important to find out what errors learners typically reported 
and how the material can be revised to help reduce and prevent such mistakes. The 
workshop sessions were monitored through task-specific criteria sheets that initially 
had been developed to help organize the sessions in terms of structure and time 
(Appendix E, p. 646). 
As discussed in Chapter Two, part of the practice employs a particular historical 
approach to facilitate basic Arabic learning and memory recognition. The approach 
is to help learners understand diacritic dots and vocalization marks through given 
activities. Learners were instructed to add dots above or below the letters with 
different colours with the aim to place them exactly in their correct order and 
position. Thus these activities have led learners to be situated in the same place 
as calligraphers, linguists and grammarians who have worked on their reformation 
attempts back in history. The purpose is to inspire, push learners further and help 
them take responsibility in order to improve their confidence and measure their level 
of learning progress.
6.4.1 Demonstration Stage
Workshop sessions began with a ten-minute presentation, an introduction to the 
Arabic language. This included the total number of alphabet letters, the three 
Arabic forms (classic, modern and colloquial), writing direction, Arabic-speaking 
countries etc. Learners were then introduced to the educational content using the 
intended learning tools in A3-sized booklets and A4-sized worksheet handouts with 
A4 plain paper on the side. Most of the instructions were taken off the booklet to 
give participants more space to visualize the visual elements and knowledge. As 
an alternative solution, the visual imagery and the spoken utterance (instructor’s 
demonstration) were used to compliment the booklet and jointly constitute an 
effective demonstration unit. 
6.4.2 Explanation Stage
Participants were guided through the learning process; they were told what they 
would achieve at the end of the sessions (i.e., the aims and objectives of each 
learning level). They were first instructed to look at the educational content, then 
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visualize it and implement it on separate A4 paper. Learners were given a number of 
repetitive activities that had been developed with the learning tools. They were asked 
to trace the alphabet letters, complete the class assignments (individually, in pairs, 
or in groups of four) and to individually pronounce the letter sounds. Learners were 
instructed to focus on the content while observing and evaluating the learning tools. 
The aim was to test if the tools and the educational content were providing clear 
communication for the participants or not.
6.4.3 Memorization Stage
The educational dialogue was repeated several times through repetitive activities and 
exercises. The more complex material demanded more time; learners who required 
further frequent repetitive attempts of some of the exercises were given more time 
during the sessions. This led to further refinement in the material provided, other ways 
were explored during the modification phases between the workshop sessions. The 
main idea was to make the learning tools as simple and accessible as possible to ease 
memorization and learning.
6.4.4 Development Stage
In this stage, learners were given plain A4 paper and instructed to write down all the 
learning material they have memorized, practiced and learned in the previous four 
learning levels. This includes the alphabet letters with their sounds, letter-groups, 
letter variations, vocalization marks and numbers from 1 to 5. Learners were later 
given a set of different activities to see if they could successfully implement what they 
had learned previously. 
Participants were then asked to practice with typographic pieces what they had 
learned through combining letters and words (puzzle activities). They were allowed 
to refer back to the puzzle guide found at the beginning of the testing level booklet. 
They were then asked to complete a set of letter recognition activities designed 
with Mutamathil type to break the repetitive use of Al-Saggar’s modular typeface 
and challenge themselves further on letter recognition. The aim of the testing level 
was to measure the flexibility and accessibility of the typefaces and see whether 
they can help construct supplementary contextual forms. The purpose of the testing 
level through the modularity technique was to evaluate the level of effectiveness of 
the learning strategy and see if typographic modularity could help learners produce 
successful implementations. 
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6.5 Evaluation Unit and Critical Assessment
Al-Liabi (2012) states that the way to focus on the learning process is by assessments 
or tests. They are used for different purposes in the learning process at different 
points. To help the effectives of the learning tools, formative assessments have 
been used in the practice in which the assessment method was assigned to measure 
the level of progress the participants made during the sessions. Learners were 
approached individually and were asked if they required any further assistance. 
Instructor feedback was provided at the end of each activity to help the participants 
learn from their mistakes and improve their learning skills and progress. Formative 
assessment is often referred to as an assessment of the process of independent 
learning (Al-Liabi, 2012). As any one learning any new language, Arabic learning 
demands a lot of independent learning and practice, especially in the beginning 
(Nahla, 2014). 
It was also important to evaluate the design techniques and the simplification 
strategies used- to see whether it helped participants absorb the information given. 
Also, the evaluation unit carried out was primarily about the efficiency of the learning 
tools and the way learners (participants) used them. Evaluation was also based on how 
efficient participants were in building letters and addressing the anatomy of letters 
and typographic pieces. The critical feedback came through observing and assessing 
the pattern of how participants were interpreting their own understanding of the 
content from the language skills mastered using the new tools and material. 
According to Al-Liabi (2012), the standard way to evaluate a system is through a 
questionnaire. Participants were given evaluation unit forms at the end of the sessions 
for final analysis. The evaluation unit aimed to give learners the opportunity to 
evaluate the tools, activities and the educational content. Thus, it was important to 
provide evaluation forms in order to either confirm or deny that the learning tools 
have fulfilled the educational purposes. This is by finding out two things from the 
workshop participants: whether they believed the tools were effective and useful and 
whether they had simplified the content and helped them learn the language in an 
easier way.
According to several returning learners (participants who have attended other Arabic 
courses), the use of the contemporary traditional educational materials have not 
served them and caused further complexity and confusion (Appendix C, p. 587). 
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Thus, this investigation has considered the practicality of identifying errors from the 
participants’ learning experiences before, during and after the workshop sessions. The 
main reason for evaluating the tools is to measure the level of accessibility and see 
how much can be learned with these learning tools. It is hoped that the information 
collected from this evaluation unit will provide further insights on how to adjust and 
modify the educational material to further develop more effective learning tools that 
can complement many contemporary teaching approaches for future learners. 
This section analysed different evaluation strategies such as questionnaires, interviews 
and personal notes given by participants to help enhance the practice further. To 
improve the knowledge gained from the questionnaire, the majority of participants 
were also interviewed at the end of each workshop session in order to collect a more 
detailed analysis of their answers. The items in the questionnaire consisted of specific 
questions related to the learning tool’s ease of use, activities, choice of the most and 
least preferable typefaces, colours, images, learning methods, clarity of instructions, 
choice of visuals, group tasks, class assignments, and the level preference. They 
were also offered a space to write further suggestions that could help improve the 
workshop, learning books and tools (Appendix F, p. 651).
For the evaluation of the workshops, various levels of the evaluation feedback have 
been reviewed to analyse the learners’ levels of progress and understanding. The 
workshop sessions that were carried out gave insights on how participants used and 
interpreted the learning tools and material. It also helped determine how future 
learners should be guided and which part of the practice they may need further 
assistance on. The workshop sessions focused on recent opinion-gathering exercises 
in which participants were asked to evaluate different visual treatments of the learning 
books. 
The participants were evaluated on their responses to see if they had memorized 
the letters and sounds, remembered the content through visual relationships, and 
were able to understand Arabic cursive and form simple words. They were tested 
on their Arabic reading skills and whether it had slightly improved throughout the 
given activities. It was important to observe with careful consideration the participant 
responses towards any instructional activities given in the sessions. The idea 
behind this is to prevent any disorganization of thoughts and miscommunication, 
to evaluate, correct, modify and adjust the educational material according to the 
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previous participant experiences. It was necessary to focus on qualities of information 
and find design strategies that can help reveal solutions for complexity in basic 
Arabic learning through graphic and bilingual communication design rather than 
to fault the data for an excess of complication. This is to accurately evaluate the 
learner’s level of understanding and prevent assessing them on lack of knowledge or 
miscommunication. 
The book series has been evaluated on its own virtues of concept and design as well 
as the audience for which it is intended to help learn Arabic. The typographic imagery 
must compliment the layout of the page and the content of the book series. This is 
what makes teachers and learners determine if the book meets their needs. Through 
the learning activities, learners were exposed to skills such as following directions, 
sequencing, matching, classification, finding letters and memory recognition. 
Common literary forms have been observed through the activities and assessment 
given during the workshop sessions. Arabic learners who are not familiar with the 
language should not be fully exposed to the language from the beginning. As an 
alternative solution, it was important to push them into finding themselves within this 
new language and progress gradually and carefully from one stage to the next. The 
purpose was to determine their character and personality development within an 
entirely different language than their own.
6.6 Practice Analysis and Further Modification
Learners looked at the shapes of the letters first with no dots or vocalization marks. 
They visualized their design structure, and were able to relate the shapes of letter to 
specific objects. Then learners were introduced to the original shapes of letters with 
various dots accessorized above and below the alphabet letters to add up to a total 
of 28 letters. Later on, the vocalization marks were added. Learners were given ample 
time to experience with the letters and add or remove diacritic dots and vocalization 
marks. 
This sequential process made the majority of participants learn and recognize the 
correct letters once dots are placed above or below them. They were able to add the 
dots and read the alphabet letters out loud. Experiencing the educational material 
from a variety of typefaces helped the majority of learners absorb the original 
structure of letters. In terms of legibility, letter recognition and shape identification, 
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many participants were able to distinguish between the letters with and without 
dots as well as know how the sound of letters changed according to the addition 
of vocalization marks above or below the letters. As part of the workshop analysis, 
all the workshop sessions had been recorded; notes and comments were also 
taken as learners progressed throughout the levels. This helped carry out serious 
modifications that aimed to inform and improve the final outcome of the practice. 
These modifications were carried out and the learning books were adjusted to serve 
the needs and wants of the majority of participants. 
The reason for having a variety of workshop sessions with different durations and 
participant learning experiences is to test the learning tools in a variety of geographic 
locations and in different cultural environments to see how different learners with 
different backgrounds benefitted from the educational material and interpreted 
it, and thus bring about a rigorous analysis of the learning books and tools. Thus, 
quantitative research was undertaken for the final analysis and hence the graphical 
statistics developed from the evaluation forms have been used to measure the level of 
accessibility of the book series and the learning tools (Appendix E, p. 634). 
Also, it is important to note that all the errors and typos found in the learning material 
have been fixed, and most of the feedback given during the workshop sessions 
by participants was taken into consideration. The personal notes taken during the 
sessions have enhanced the workshop sessions that followed, and improved the final 
quality of the learning tools and book series.
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6.6.1 Workshop Sessions in Kuwait
6.6.1.1 Nuqat and NIU
The first three sessions were carried out in Kuwait in March 2016. They lasted for three 
weeks while introducing one category per week – (weekends excluded) for two hours 
and a half each day (Figure 242, Figure 243, Figure 244). The sessions were supported 
and sponsored by Nuqat123 and NIU124. There were twelve participants altogether. 
The first session targeted non-Arabs with no Arabic experience. The second one 
targeted Arabs with no Arabic experience and the third one Arabs with little Arabic 
experience. The most interesting aspect is the way the educational material was 
interpreted differently from one participant to another (Figure 245). 
Designers and artists used their visualizing skills they gained from the workshop 
and drew shapes on top of the letters. They were pushed to focus on the structure 
of letters and imagine creatively and add their own personal interpretations to the 
content. This has influenced the practice further and allowed for an opportunity to 
design more creative activities that could enhance the learning environment for the 
participants in the workshop sessions that followed. 
123 Nuqat is a creative organization that develops Arab creativity on all levels, encompassing design, 
advertising, architecture, fashion, production and all other relevant social and cultural fields. It hosts 
a yearly conference and a wide range of activities including workshops, exhibitions and design 
competitions. 
124 NIU is a business hub that offers office spaces, meeting rooms, and co-working spaces. 
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Figure 242. Nuqat participants from Session One.
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Figure 243. Nuqat participants from Session One.
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Figure 244. Nuqat participants from Sessions Two and Three.
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Figure 245. Workshop participants’ interpretations, written notes and 
suggestions to help improve the learning book series. 
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In the first level, learners were instructed to visualize letters; many of them had few 
conceptions in common, for example, due to the three dots on top of letter ‘tha’, the 
majority of participants related the letter to three cherries in a bowl. Learners were 
pushed far beyond that to visualize the structure of the letters in more detail. Some 
of them were able to interpret a few of the Arabic alphabet letters into objects that 
represent their own cultures and religions, for example a participant originally from 
India interpreted the shapes of the letters with reference to religious Hindu symbols. 
Others related letters to handicap symbols and road signs. A few participants related 
letters to personal visual memories. Some American participants related them to local 
logos and names in their country.
The majority of learners gave positive feedback with a few suggestions and 
comments. Also, words that represented letters at the beginning of the book series or 
workshop needed to be replaced with more simple words; instead of using a complex 
word like ‘khab’, it would be better to use the word ‘khoukh’ (peach) to represent 
letter ‘kh’. However, this part has been taken out of the book. The participants from 
the last set of sessions benefited more from focusing on shapes and sounds of letters 
only rather than words and their meanings. 
The ta’ marbouta and hmza needed to be clarified further to learners. This helped 
add the precise terminology of ta’ mrbouta with a number of visual examples and 
more simplified explanation. The hmza variations were not introduced properly, and 
therefore it remains important to introduce and define the different roles of a small 
and a large hmza. Learners found it challenging to draw the correct shape of the 
hmza, thus further clarification was needed; for example, hmza can either be simply 
drawn or written as a symbol of ‘thunder’, or it can precisely be drawn as letter c with 
a horizontal line placed directly underneath it in a way that they are connected with 
each other. 
In the second level, learners went through sounds of letters and their locations. 
The majority benefited from the linguistic diagram provided. It was a challenge for 
a number of participants to produce sounds of unfamiliar letters and especially the 
emphatic letters. Learners were guided and corrected whenever they pronounced 
the sound of each emphatic letter. The alphabet letters designed with Urban Arabic 
typeface produced miscommunication. The design of the typeface substitutes the 
diacritic dots found above and below letter letters with lines. There was a need 
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to explain to learners that a dash above or under a letter in Arabic represents one 
dot whereas a longer dash represents two, and a circumflex as three dots. Thus 
this created further confusion to participants. This was noted in the first section of 
the learning book series for future learners – where some Arabic calligraphic styles 
(and typefaces) could substitute dots for such marks. Also, a few participants were 
confused in certain sound activities in level two and wanted the ending a’s to be taken 
out from the letter sounds. For example, they preferred ending with r instead of ra. 
When participants were introduced to letter-sound descriptions, they interpreted 
the content into their own learning methods. The most interesting aspect of the 
workshop were the participant’s interpretation of knowledge (majorly artists and 
designers) (Figure 245). They drew visual shapes of personalities on their letters; they 
also shared their own ideas by sketching on the A3 booklets. They wanted to help 
make the practice more informative and inspiring. Some of their ideas were adopted 
and developed into either visuals or activities in the final version of the learning 
book series. One of the new activities was using separate letters where learners were 
instructed to interpret their own visual association of letter-sound descriptions they 
learned on top of the letters, for example drawing muscles on top of the strong letter 
Alif (Figure 218).
There were several typos and errors found in level two that needed to be fixed; this 
included the rearrangement of numbering seen below letters (key) in most of the 
activities. It has been acknowledged that it would be unclear for the self-instructed 
learners to know what the sounds of emphatic letters are. Thus, it was important to 
create visual associations or symbols to describe the letter sounds. For example, the 
emphatic sound of letter h produces the same sound of when a person exhales on 
their glasses to clean it.
In first part of level three, BA typeface was used to introduce cursive Arabic but it was 
not introduced clearly, and hence it caused miscommunication between the instructor 
and the participants, and was ultimately retracted from the first part of the level for 
simplification purposes. Learners should be given more time to visualize and absorb 
the content provided as well as practice the traditional letter variations on separate A4 
plain paper. It was important to create tracing activities for the letter variations in the 
second part of level three the same way participants traced alphabet letters in level 
one.
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Thus, more tracing activities and typographic imagery were created using the BA 
typeface for the workshop sessions that followed. There were a few design errors 
that needed to be fixed. First, the two correction fluid (Tipp-Ex) activities are in an 
incorrect order and thus they were later rearranged. Although the vocalization marks 
section in level four was clear to the majority of learners, yet it was agreed that there 
was something missing in this level and therefore more research was conducted to 
improve it. Mirsaal typeface was replaced with ASV-Codar typeface to redesign and 
simplify level four further. This typeface has been used to introduce the vocalization 
marks and show clearly how they are positioned within the Arabic text. Lastly, there 
were a few errors found in the testing level. This includes typos and numbering that 
needed fixing in the learning booklet. 
At the end of the session, learners were provided with evaluation forms to evaluate 
the overall workshop and tools. They requested more accessible A4 sheets that 
include all the fonts to go over and evaluate the tools accordingly. It was challenging 
for learners to evaluate them by flipping through the pages and asking for their 
names. Thus, there was a need to create a separate A4 paper with the specimen 
of each typeface to go with the evaluation form. This was created for the following 
participants to give more effective feedback (Appendix F, p. 653). 
6.6.1.2 Aware Centre and TIES Language Centre
Further workshop sessions were conducted at the Aware Language Centre and TIES 
Language Centre in Kuwait in March 2016 for more effective results and accurate 
analysis and evaluation. There was a total of eleven participants at the Aware 
Centre. Two different workshop sessions were carried at different times with different 
participants. Each session lasted around an hour and a half. The sessions targeted 
non-Arabs with little Arabic experience from the beginner course (Figure 230). The 
first session included students who had been taking the course for three weeks 
whereas the second session included students who have been taking the course for 
a month. It is acknowledged that the learning tools cannot be fully tested on existing 
students who are studying from a different learning system and tools. 
Some of the learning tools (typefaces) were completely alien in some places and 
caused confusion for the learners whereas other sections of the text were found more 
familiar. The reason for this is the system used in the learning books and workshop 
sessions seemed to carry extra information that caused further complexity. The 
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learners would have needed more time and effort to learn and adapt to the new 
system. This is because the learners are in a completely different learning stage and 
are learning using a different system. A small number of learners found it complex. 
The majority liked the activities and believed that the instructions were easy to follow. 
The sound location image, letter sounds and the characters were found interesting as 
well, but the majority believed that the learning experience was extra work. 
Although some of the learning approaches has been adopted from the same 
instructor (Al-Met’eb), it seemed completely different when it was redesigned to fit 
this thesis’s learning system strategies. It was found that the learning tools and system 
were not compatible with many of the students who are currently studying at different 
institutions, as this system would be a complete distraction. Others found the learning 
experience interesting and enjoyed the visuals and the content. Some of the learning 
material was later modified and adjusted according to the feedback given and notes 
taken from the sessions.
After few modifications carried from the first set of sessions, the participants from 
TIES centre found the content clear and simple. The session lasted for two hours only 
and targeted non-Arabs with no Arabic experience (Figure 246). Learners had to go 
through all the levels with a faster pace in comparison to the previous sessions. They 
were able to complete all of the given activities and implement successfully what they 
have learned in the workshop. The participants were then interviewed individually for 
a further constructive evaluation and feedback (Appendix C, p. 587).
6.6.1.3 Evaluating the tools within various learning environments
Some workshop sessions were conducted with a faster learning pace whereas other 
sessions with a slower more steadily pace. The reason for testing the tools and 
material through various learning environments is to accurately evaluate the efficiency 
of the tools. This is to test and see when exactly can the tools be most efficient 
and accessible: when given for a long period of time or a short period of time? The 
purpose for testing the tools within a limited timeframe is to see if the material and 
tools can motivate participants within a limited timeframe and increase the desire to 
learn the language further. On the other hand, the purpose for testing the tools within 
a long timeframe is to see in what part of the learning material is the tools causing 
boredom, confusion, and miscommunication for the participants?
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Figure 246. Participants from the TIES Language Centre [first four panels] and 
Aware Centre [last four panels]. Mr. Al-Met’eb reviewing and evaluating the A3 
booklets [bottom right/left panels]. 
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6.6.2 Workshop Sessions in London
6.6.2.1 British Council 
In April 2016, the British Council in London sponsored a set of workshop sessions 
that lasted for five days. The sessions targeted non-Arabs with no Arabic experience, 
Arabs with no Arabic experience and Arabs with little Arabic experience. The first 
session lasted for three days whereas the other two sessions lasted one day each 
(Figure 247, Figure 248). The modified learning material was tested on seventeen 
participants. Using the feedback and results from the previous sessions, the 
demonstration improved drastically and instructions for activities were clearer than in 
Kuwait. 
The educational material had been modified and adjusted according to the notes 
taken and comments given by participants at the previous workshop sessions. 
Grammar and typos were fixed to provide these learners with a smoother learning 
experience. Learners were asked to choose between the alphabet designed with the 
previous typeface or the updated one. They were also asked for their feedback on the 
newly developed content and the adjusted learning tools.
Learners were introduced to more mnemonic visuals, activities and typefaces to see 
if the updated learning techniques and tools enhanced the learning environment 
further and facilitated learning and memorization. The pace of the workshop was 
faster than the sessions carried in Kuwait. Further feedback was given and notes were 
taken during the sessions. Based on the results of these sessions, there were further 
refinements made to the books and tools.
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Figure 247. British Council participants from Sessions One and Two.
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Figure 248. British Council participants from Session Three.
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6.6.2.2 Chelsea and Kensington College
In October 2016, a private session was conducted at Kensington and Chelsea 
College London, sponsored by the Nour Festival. The session was given to eleven 
non-Arab undergraduate design students with no Arabic experience (Figure 249). It 
lasted for four hours and participants were grouped in pairs; each pair was given A3 
booklets of the four learning levels and the testing level. The booklets given were 
based on the updated version of the learning books with the revised content and 
tools. The updated material featured more visuals and additional activities. Learners 
concentrated on the visual features of alphabet shapes and the visual relation of the 
letters and their sound descriptions via the mnemonic technique.
This technique was not fully developed in the previous sessions and was not fully 
accessible to the previous participants. It was developed according to the feedback 
given by all the previous participants who demanded more visual material and 
guidance on letter sound pronunciations. The majority of participants of this session 
were able to learn the seven letters of the alphabet with the lam-alif ligature, hmza 
and ta’ mrbouta. Most of them were able to pronounce the emphatic letters correctly 
after looking closely at the revised linguistic diagram and the mnemonics.
The students spent most of the time learning the letter variations. Thus, it has been 
acknowledged that the bridging concept in level three was complex. It needed further 
simplification and more visual demonstrations to help the future learners digest the 
content. The immediate challenge met during the session led to a fast and effective 
solution. Learners were instructed to practice their letter variations while visual 
associations were instantly sketched and designed by the instructor to help explain 
the bridging concept in a more simplified way. This visuals sped up the learning 
process and students were soon able to pick up and move to the next level. The time 
spent in the final stages of designing the books initiated the idea of adding arrows 
pointed either right or left depending on the letter variation form to help future 
learners understand how letters connect and in what direction they connect. 
Participants were not able to look closely at the vocalization marks due to the time 
consumed during level three. They were soon instructed to look at the testing level 
in the A3 booklets. They were able to build letters and words with the typographic 
pieces and recognize the seven letters (letter variations included) and three signs that 
they had learned from the previous levels. 
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Figure 249. Last workshop session given to Chelsea and Kensington College 
students. 
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The next activity was the hourglass game, which was exclusively created for the 
session to motivate the participants. Leaners were competing against each other 
in groups of two. The rule of the game is to build up letters and words with the 
typographic pieces with a letter or a word given by the instructor. The first group 
who builds the letter or word gets a mark. The group with the most marks would win 
the competition and be given candies. During the activity, learners were pushed to 
build up letters and words with the typographic pieces within a very limited time. The 
challenging environment motivated and encouraged the participants to learn the 
cursive Arabic rules at a faster pace. Learners were then given evaluation forms at the 
end of the session.  
6.6.3 Reflection on Practice: Analyzing Learning tools
This section is based on the final analysis (Appendix E, p. 634) of the learning books 
and tools resulting from the evaluation units collected from the workshop sessions. 
The results would have been completely different if the evaluation unit excluded 
the participants from the Aware Language Centre who were not given enough time 
to look at the learning tools and educational material the way participants from the 
other sessions were. However, all participants were given an option to choose what 
typefaces they preferred from the learning book series. They had the option to 
choose more than one typeface and the common one that the majority of participants 
chose was the ‘Regular Type’ group of typefaces125. Since the Regular Type group 
was mostly chosen because it featured a group of typefaces, more of the choices 
fell within this category. It has been acknowledged that learners prefer to see text 
designed with regular typefaces right at the beginning. They prefer to learn from 
typefaces with simple and legible shapes and design features of letterforms. 
It has been acknowledged that the twentieth-century typefaces could not be used to 
design the headings, titles, subtitles and body-text of the books. They could not also 
be reassigned to introduce the original anatomy of letters and letter variation forms 
due to their distinctive design features as they can create major confusion to those 
who are not familiar with the script and shapes of letters. Assigning them from the 
beginning can cause confusion to learners, as encountered in the first set of workshop 
125 What is meant by ‘Regular type’ here, is a number of traditional fonts used to create the learning 
books, which have been categorized and named as ‘Regular Type’. These include the Bilingual 
(Arabic-English) Tanseek Traditional and Modern, Boutros Adver and GS SS. 
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sessions. The material had to be revised to retract a few of the educational typefaces 
from certain positions within the book series. This included the introduction of the 
learning content; anatomy of letters, letter sounds, letter variation forms, and first few 
letter tracing activities etc. The educational typefaces were extensively reassigned 
to design various tracing exercises and assessment activities. They were positioned 
within different levels to fulfil special learning purposes that traditional typefaces 
cannot accomplish. 
The other most chosen typefaces by the workshop participants were UA, BA and CA. 
According to the workshops conducted, the majority of learners found that learning 
letters separately through UA typeface with detached-characters feature simplified 
learning Arabic. This shows that the functionality and aesthetic concerns of UA 
typeface can qualify it to be assigned as an educational typeface. The calligraphic 
structure and visual features found in BA typeface have also helped simplify the 
learning process to learners and making it entirely eligible to be assigned as an 
educational typeface that simplifies the understanding of cursive Arabic and letter-
variation forms. 
ASV-Codar typeface proved its high aesthetic feature and flexibility. The typeface 
was not assigned until the last session; it was not given the chance to be voted for 
by the majority of participants. In association with the majority of participants, level 
four lacked the absence of a detailed explanation and visual associations that can 
help demonstrate the role and positions of vocalization marks and thus ASV-Codar 
typeface was found to be one of the clearest typefaces used by most participants 
from the last session. They believed that it had fulfilled the objective of the level. 
According to the evaluation results, many participants believed that assigning CA 
typeface for the typographic puzzle activities was engaging. It was assigned promptly 
as a modular typeface and indeed fulfilled the aims and objectives of the testing level.
The most difficult typefaces to learn from were MT and CA as predicted; the 
typefaces have been assigned as challenging testing-tools. They have succeeded 
as being effective testing-tools that could challenge and push learners further into 
learning Arabic. The least preferred typefaces were Urban Arabic and MT. Although 
Urban Arabic typeface has been assigned as a learning tool for its simple design 
of characters, the substitution of two dots with dashes and the three dots with a 
circumflex confused the learners. It was slightly modified to replace the dashes 
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and circumflex with dots. MT typeface was the least preferable typeface because it 
created a very challenging environment to the learners due to its geometric design 
structure that looked completely alien in comparison to other Arabic typefaces. This 
feature, however, successfully helped assign it as an educational typefaces that can 
be used to challenge Arabic learners’ letter-identification skills further. Although ASV-
Codar typeface was one of the least voted-for typefaces, yet it cannot be considered 
the least preferable because it was added later to the practice after it has been 
substituted with Al-Gharim’s typographic project. Thus, most participants from a few 
previous workshop sessions did not have the chance to experiment with it. 
6.6.3.1 Most complex level
The content provided through the workshop levels were found clear and simple to 
learn according to the majority of participants. The third level was the most complex 
level and hence a solution was needed to simplify letter variations further. This led to 
creating a more simplified visual description of the role of letter variations through 
the concept of flight classes before introducing the letter variation chart. The aim 
is to simplify complex information using graphic communication to help learners 
distinguish between the letter variations forms through visual memorization. The 
arrow and Lego methods have also been added to simplify cursive Arabic and the 
direction of variation forms as discussed earlier.
6.6.3.2 Most inspiring learning elements
The activities that greatly assisted most of the participants in acquiring basic Arabic 
in these informal settings were the visual-communication relationship between letters 
and their sound descriptions and locations (linguistic diagram), letter groups and 
shapes, and the vocalization marks in relation to human emotions. Most learners 
found letter categories easier to learn than individual alphabet letters. The majority 
believed that visual communication had simplified the content and helped them to 
learn and understand the material provided. Participants also evaluated the learning 
progress and effectiveness of the learning tools and books. They preferred learning 
from the assigned tools and agreed that the choice of typographic imagery and 
typefaces in the book series helped them understand Arabic more easily. Most of 
the workshop participants believed that the learning methods used have made the 
workshop sessions more engaging and inspirational. The bilingual communication 
design has helped the majority of participants learn and understand the content 
provided and guided them through the levels. 
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6.6.3.3 Suggestions from the Evaluation Unit
On the evaluation forms, learners were asked to write suggestions that could 
somehow improve the workshop (question 7) and the learning book series (question 
8) (text of questionnaire given Appendix F, p. 653). 
Question 7 
For the improvement of the workshop sessions, there were common suggestions 
found in the evaluation forms. Eleven participants gave positive feedback and ten 
students suggested a longer time be available. Seven participants believed that it 
would be great to take handouts away with them. There were a variety of suggestions 
as well. Some believed that the transliteration used in the learning books needed 
further adjustment. This was suggested by participants from the Aware centre who 
had already learnt the letter sounds from another transliteration chart. They suggested 
that the learning book series should implement the same chart. These students had 
already mastered the sound of the letters through the standard transliteration chart 
that took them weeks to learn, and hence their experience should be discounted to 
some extent. 
As discussed earlier in Chapter Five, the new developed transliteration chart has been 
created and designed to provide a far more simplified transliteration method that uses 
simpler Latin character-alternatives to represent Arabic letter sounds more accurately. 
Seventeen participants had no further comments and were satisfied with the workshop 
sessions. One participant suggested writing on the booklet and another suggested a 
more simplified learning technique for letter sounds and the action associations (visual 
descriptions of foreign sounds). The two suggestion were taken into consideration 
and the participants from the later workshop sessions were given A4 worksheets to 
write on and were introduced to the visual mnemonic technique with detailed visual 
descriptions of letter sounds and emphatic letters.
According to personal interviews taken with participants from Nuqat, the TIES centre 
and the British Council (Appendix C, p. 587 ), the majority believed that the designed 
transliteration chart needed simplification. The use of double letters to represent 
emphatic sounds was found helpful to some and complex to others. Some learners 
suggested using aa for emphatic letter ain instead of a’. The transliteration of letter 
sounds has been modified and simplified further; a different font weight has been 
used to represent emphatic letters (bold style). Most of the participants from the 
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last workshop session were successfully able to differentiate between the sounds of 
normal letters and emphatic letters with the modified transliteration technique that 
was given to them. 
Question 8
For the improvement of the learning books and tools, there were a variety of 
suggestions. Twenty-six participants had no further suggestions and were satisfied 
with the overall learning tools and books. Many participants suggested more time 
to learn and complete the activities. It is acknowledged that the lack of time has 
produced an inaccurate evaluation of the tools and books. It is important to note 
that the workshop sessions were aimed to test the accessibility of the learning tools 
and not to learn the language. Few participants demanded more colouring activities, 
which have been added to the updated learning books. Some participants wanted 
to write on the A3 spread pages and take them away with them to learn. However, 
this was not possible due to the confidentiality of the study. Some participants 
suggested including the historic section discussed in the introduction to the session 
in the learning book series itself. There were other simple suggestions about naming 
and numbering the slides, correcting typos and the need for the instructor to 
communicate with participants individually. A participant suggested laminating the 
A3 booklets to be able to write on them while another participant suggested working 
from an A4-sized booklet instead as it is easier to manage.
For the improvement of the learning tools and book series, there were also a variety 
of suggestions. One important suggestion is to include long and short vowels, 
although this is explained in the beginning of the workshop, yet the learning book 
series did not include it until the final stages of the practice (when it was realized that 
is it important to do so). An interesting suggestion was to make the books accessible 
for Syrian children in refugee camps. However, this would demand a different target 
audience with other aims, objectives and further-specialized educational typefaces 
that could simplify the learning process and facilitate learning for children. Many 
believed that it was a great learning experience that used effective learning tools to 
facilitate language learning. Three participants suggested including more text for 
guidance whereas others wanted more puzzle and colouring activities.
It is important to note that the learning book series does indeed feature a bigger 
collection of similar activities and visuals that were not included in the workshop due 
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to the restricted time given. A participant suggested making the shapes of letter 
groups more engaged with the letters. The alphabet groups were firstly designed 
with one regular typeface. Later on, most of the groups were redesigned again 
using a combination of regular typefaces to add various weights, contrast, and tone 
to the letters and make each one distinctive and special. Some of the alphabet 
shapes looked very compact than others, and hence the letters needed some of the 
Arabic calligraphic essence. Therefore, in the later stages of the practice, ASV-Codar 
typeface was assigned according to its flexibility, calligraphic quality and aesthetic 
feature to redesign a few letters. The new substituted typeface indeed enhanced 
the visual elements found in all the alphabet letters according to the majority of 
participants from the British Council.  
Some participants suggested modifying the Romanization characters used to 
represent the sounds of few Arabic letters. In response to this suggestion, the second 
level has been modified and simplified using more typographic visuals that aim to 
guide learners further and help them pronounce the sounds of letters more accurately 
through mnemonic memory technique. The modularity testing level was found 
exciting, motivating and challenging to most of the participants. One out of the fifty 
participants found the puzzle activities confusing.
6.6.3.4 Workshop Errors
Abolishing most of the instructional text was due to the presence of the instructor 
and his demonstration throughout the sessions that aimed to substitute the text and 
ease the learning experience. As a consequence, this interrupted the practice and 
led to miscommunication among a few participants in certain moments and places. 
Based on the majority of suggestions in question eight, participants believed that 
although the booklet was visually strong and clear, yet it was mostly unclear as to what 
the instructor is asking to do in the exercise without the aural explanation. There are 
hardly any instructions found that could guide them through the exercises and content 
in the booklet. 
The instructor’s ongoing guidance prevented learners from focusing on the text given 
and thus this failed to give the instruction text (found under each activity) the chance 
to be read and evaluated effectively. Although the continuous demonstration of the 
instructor simplified the content and guided most of the learners, many found that 
the ongoing demonstration limited their individual understanding and prevented 
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them from paying attention to the instructions found in the books. Learners were 
instructed to look at the typographic visuals without being given enough time to look 
at the text (instructions) found on the bottom of the page. Participants’ reliance on 
the instructor throughout the workshop sessions led them to ignore the instructions of 
the activities and thus they demanded further live explanation on what to do in most 
of the activities. It has been acknowledged that participants and learners needed 
to be given more individual time to look at the educational content and activities 
and understand clearly what they had to do in order to accomplish the exercises 
individually.
The typefaces that were used to design the books have helped many learners read 
the text clearly. According to the majority of comments, class assignments were 
engaging and helped the participants learn the language more simply and easily. 
Although challenging to some, the majority of participants considered most of 
the tests and worksheets motivating and easy to follow and use. Due to the time 
restriction, many participants from the Aware Language Centre did not have the 
chance to go over most of the group tasks and assignments. This has indeed affected 
the results drawn from the final analysis. Although many learners experienced specific 
difficulties in different areas when learning Arabic during the workshop sessions, the 
majority agreed that the major challenge was cursive Arabic. Also, letter variation 
forms, pronunciation of emphatic letters and the role of ta’ mrbouta and hmza have all 
created challenging moments for the learners during the learning process. They have 
managed to overcome such challenges with further practice, further simplification 
and encouragement. Thus, this experience has called for some modification and 
adjustment in the final practice to help prevent future learners from encountering the 
same challenges again.
The overall results confirm that the learning books and tools can encourage learners 
and facilitate Arabic learning more simply and easily than many other standard 
books and methods. Thus, the selected typefaces can be categorized as educational 
typefaces and be assigned as learning tools to facilitate Arabic learning for beginners 
within different parts of several learning units. This practice-based research has helped 
establish a new pedagogic purpose for each educational typeface used; they have 
played a significant role in helping many learners learn the basics of the language in 
the introductory level. It is acknowledged that visual and bilingual communication 
design have indeed simplified the content to the majority of participants who 
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have thought Arabic was complex to learn. Thus, the study has proven that these 
participants were able to learn the language through a more simplified learning 
approach that bridged between language learning and graphic and bilingual 
communication design.
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7: Conclusion
This practice-based research tackles Arabic complexity from a learning perspective 
through implication and creation of tools. It uses graphic communication to create a 
simplified, yet creative dialogue between the Arabic instructor, learner and knowledge 
intake. This research is the one of the first studies to use a selection of simplified 
twentieth century typefaces and puts them in the context of what they were originally 
created for. It brings about rigorous iterations within a personal initiative approach 
only to place design at the core and define its role in facilitating a new way of learning 
Arabic. Although the learning books are dedicated to beginners, yet anyone can 
benefit from the new language tools and content regardless of their state of fluency—
the tools can be used by absolute beginners as well as advanced learners. 
All of the findings in this thesis are a direct result of the visual relationship that has 
been established between type, graphic communication and language learning, 
which have become firmly entwined with each other through this practice-based 
research. This research has established the contribution of graphic communication 
and typography toward the development of linguistic pedagogic tools within visual 
language. The thesis has summarized the significant factors that have led to the 
complexity in language learning and provided a synoptic view of the need to develop 
modernized, simplified, efficient and engaging learning tools for Arabic beginners.
The Need for Simplified Pedagogic Tools
In many quarters, the contemporary Arabic educational materials given to 
learners have resulted in inadequate learning practices and led to confusion and 
discouragement in learning. According to the language institutions visited as part of 
this research, Arabic instructors and learners demand refreshed language material 
and tools that can ease and enhance the learning experience. It appears that the 
traditional methods of Arabic learning and the material given to learners have 
created far more confusion among the majority of learners. Arabic instructors today 
are researching simplified pedagogic approaches to help fulfil the needs of their 
learners, but they have overlooked one important fact that the problem is not entirely 
the teaching-learning methods nor the material produced but the way information is 
being communicated.
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Giving learners redesigned charts of the complete alphabet, letter sounds or letter 
variation forms will certainly not help them learn the language faster, but a solution 
might be to find other simplified ways that can inspire, influence and motivate 
learners towards learning the language more simply and differently. It has been 
acknowledged that the danger of introducing cursive Arabic and grammar at an 
early stage of learning without giving the space and time needed to first master 
the alphabet shapes and sounds can and has limited the ability of many learners to 
absorb the language and communicate effectively. 
In view of the fact that today’s communication preferences have changed, the 
interests of learners have grown much wider than before, and they expect much more 
than what the contemporary language-learning books and other educational material
offer or what their instructors can provide, usually personally produced illustrations 
and visuals with either substandard skills or no experience in information design. The 
majority of Arabic language textbooks, worksheets and activity books provided lack 
serious aesthetic and pragmatic features and contain miscommunications that can 
discourage and confuse many learners. This is contrasted with the variety of modern 
language-learning books, and information that has been interpreted creatively, with 
much better design qualities and resources, that learners of English are exposed to.
Therefore, this practice-based research has attempted to offer solutions to cultural 
and knowledgeable preservation of the Arabic script and language in the age 
of globalization. It has used graphic and bilingual communication as tools of 
globalization that can be used for better productivity with Arabic learning material, 
and could further simplify information for learners. The purpose is to make basic 
Arabic learning more accessible to learners and readers and promote literacy. The 
study has established the need for bilingual (e.g., Arabic-English) learning books 
to help develop more effective, informative content and comprehensible visual 
learning material. The creation of such bilingual learning books is strongly needed 
today to refresh the language and educational content, ease learning and attract and 
encourage a new generation of Arab and non-Arab speakers to learn Arabic in a more 
simple and accessible way.
It has been said that the ‘language of the Arabs is reckoned as one of the 
greatest and most wonderful products of the human mind in the field of language 
construction’ (Sachau in Inayatulah 1976, cited in Jadwat, 1987, p.70). Thus, in order 
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to show the beauty of the language, the role of typography and graphic and bilingual 
communication design have been considered as necessary learning elements that 
can in many ways enhance the educational environment and simplify the intake of 
information by learners during language construction. This is done in order to allow 
the beauty of the language to come to the fore and be recognized. The conceptual 
framework of visual Arabic learning has been developed according to a selection of 
modern English language-learning books and information design methodologies, 
adopted to redesign and simplify the selected Arabic learning material from data 
collection. This is to attract Arabic readers and learners to the language in a more 
simplified and influential way through visual communication design. 
The Need for Graphic Communication Technologies
The study has highlighted the importance of typographic information where several 
‘educational Arabic typefaces’ were reassigned as learning tools to represent the basic 
knowledge of the script and language. The reassigning of these typefaces was due to 
the shortage of linguistic pedagogic learning tools discussed earlier. In this sense, the 
study is an attempt to revive the concept of ‘Arabic educational typefaces’ initiated 
back in the twentieth century by assigning them according to their design features 
and functionality to investigate their potential as ‘accessible’ pedagogic tools. The 
results of this study indicate that the practice approach should be used to initiate the 
role of graphic communication in producing more appealing collections of visuals, 
text and information within the educational material. 
The experimentation carried out on the typefaces using graphic communication 
technologies have developed engaging pedagogic tools that helped create the 
desired outcome of the research – a learning book series. The study has clarified 
the use of this book series and its aim to help its audience learn the language 
more simply through visual communication design. The books translate blocks of 
complex text compositions into simpler typographic imagery using the reassigned 
educational typefaces. The books target three different audience groups: (1) non-
Arab learners with no experience (Westerners, foreigners and expats); (2) Arab 
learners with no experience and; (3) Arab learners with little experience (third-culture 
persons and heritage students). Therefore, the study was intended to provide an 
educational point of reference for Arabic learners whether they are Arab and non-
Arab learners, expatriates, Muslim converts, Arabic designers, typographers, artists, 
architects, language specialists, and/or individuals. It could also be an educational 
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or an entertaining practice reference, and be subject to a variety of experimental 
purposes and projects. Thus, the thesis provides grounds for greater understanding 
and reasoned appreciation of Arabic type and graphic communication as inspirational 
learning tools that aim to compliment various teaching-learning systems. 
Arabic Type through Newly Explored Possibilities
An exploration–experimentation cycle in various areas of the script has been engaged 
in throughout this study. This included readings on early script reform attempts and 
a selection of simplified twentieth century typefaces that aimed to solve technical 
issues of the script, facilitate Arabic reading and writing and promote literacy. It was 
important to review, study and understand the purposes for the early script reform 
attempts and each simplification project’s purpose of creation, its areas of originality, 
techniques, characters, features, and functionality. This was to gain valuable insights 
on using specific simplification techniques in order to help reassign the typefaces into 
the right context and develop more engaging learning tools and material for the book 
series. The exploration–experimentation cycle was repeated when a typeface failed 
to fulfil certain objectives of a learning level or exercise. Then, further readings and 
experimentations were carried out to help make sure the typefaces are reassigned 
more accurately and efficiently. 
The recurrent readings and experimentation carried out have taken Arabic type 
through newly explored and modern horizons – that is, by the exploration and 
use of typefaces in visual Arabic pedagogy. It has created a new bridge between 
understanding the nature of the Arabic script and language, and the remodelling 
of both through the use of type and graphic communication technologies. This 
bridge has informed the practice and helped introduce basic traditions of the script, 
language, religion and culture to Arabic learners and readers in a more innovative and 
modern style. 
The Need for Arabic Design Educators
The contemporary educational materials found in language-learning institutions today 
cannot be considered as sufficient basis for teaching and learning Arabic. In addition 
to this, there is a need for a conceptual framework that considers simplification of 
the learning material necessary to help facilitate language learning. Therefore, after 
looking closely at the insufficient quality of the educational materials collected in this 
study, it has now become clear that the design of any learning material demands 
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experts in the fields of graphic communication, typography and learning design. 
After reviewing insights on modern English information and learning design, it is 
now acknowledged that the role of Arabic design educators should revolve around 
developing learning tools that can contribute to contemporary Arabic pedagogic 
methods. These designers should be able to create the best conditions for learners 
to learn, and the best way to attract learners is by encouraging and motivating them 
through the activities given. It is essential for designers to provide learners with the 
most accessible and creative resources and tools that they can use in these activities. 
The makers of materials for education need to have good Arabic skills and must be 
aware of the technology available and know what to add and what to eliminate. These 
insights of learning design have helped increase the effectiveness, quantities, and 
usability of the practice process and research development and provided relevant key 
questions in what to look for when designing such materials. 
The study has established the role of Arabic typographers and designers in the 
production of language-learning books and tools to help bring efficient improvement 
to learning material in introductory Arabic language courses. The data collection and 
the conduction of interviews have helped define the level of complexity in language 
learning for adult beginners and investigated the importance of the production 
of contemporary bilingual (Arabic and Latin-English) typefaces. It has also helped 
understand the major consequences of the limitation of Arabic language skills among 
a growing part of the Arab community and provided insights on designing for data 
visualization. 
The Need for Educational Typefaces
It has been found that traditional Arabic typefaces and educational material in the 
market can limit and have limited communication between Arabic instructors and 
learners if chosen incorrectly. Thus, this typographic–educational study aims to 
encourage the production of educational-based typefaces that can specifically serve 
the needs of learners. It is important to highlight what sort of typefaces are needed to 
create efficient learning tools and material, since traditional regular typefaces cannot 
fully contribute to modern Arabic pedagogic methods. One of the major aims of 
these typefaces is that they should be chosen according to the aims and objectives 
of the introductory level and target the desired outcomes of the language course. 
Arabic learners are in need for special typefaces that can help them learn Arabic more 
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easily throughout each learning level and provide clear communication between the 
instructor and the learner. These typefaces should be designed in a way that make 
them able to be used to produce various engaging material and exercises that help 
beginners learn and practice the basics of the language. 
The beginner level also requires various typeface superfamilies. The creation and 
use of diverse Arabic typeface superfamilies with modular, geometric, symmetric, 
tracing-dot-based style, and calligraphic-based styles, and simplified characteristics 
(reduction of characters and the use of disconnected letters) should not be limited 
to logo design projects, computer programing, architecture, and/or other specific 
projects only. It should not be restricted merely to design and decorative purposes, 
as seen on a few websites and in magazines. A few of the twentieth century simplified 
typefaces such as UA and BA are used nowadays for titles, subtitles or to design 
simple illustrations. Existing and future Arabic typefaces with special technical and 
aesthetic features should be used or created as additional options for a variety of 
other experimental, social, cultural and educational purposes. 
Important Findings
Through the final analysis of the study, the thesis has attempted to provide important 
findings on the role and use of the educational typefaces within visual language 
learning. The typefaces used have been assigned in relation to the collective 
knowledge studied as part of the literature review and reassigned in relation to the 
evaluation and refining process through the series of workshops. The results are 
clear in showing the typographic imagery and the simplification techniques that have 
been created to facilitate learning and offer simple, knowledgeable and memorable 
communication to learners.
Romanization as a Phonetic Guide
This research could hardly find a simple and fully accessible transliteration chart that 
can clearly represent Arabic letter sounds. It has been acknowledged that there is a 
need for a better phonetic clarification and guidance solutions that can simplify Arabic 
letter sounds and develop beginner linguistic skills. There is an absence of detailed 
descriptions of letter sounds and a simple transliteration demonstration in language 
books and other educational materials. These components are needed as guidance to 
help learners master a number of unfamiliar sounds in a simpler way. Thus, the study 
establishes the idea of creating specialized bilingual educational material designed 
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mainly for the transliteration of Arabic sounds. One of the features needed is to 
be able to distinguish the different sounds of ta’ mrbouta, hmza and the emphatic 
letters through Latin-English characters. As an alternative solution, the study used the 
westernization of Arabic characters (Romanization) and typographic tools to simplify 
the learning of Arabic phonetics. The purpose is to help create effective and simple 
visual association that can help with the pronunciation of Arabic letters rather than 
provide learners with a traditional transliteration chart. 
Simple Latin-English characters with a regular font weight are used to represent 
familiar letter sounds, whereas a heavier font weight is used for emphatic letters. This 
is to ease learning and understanding of Arabic sounds. Arabic phonetic transcription 
should be as simple and basic as possible. It is important to consider the fact that 
language learners are learning a whole new language that consists of unfamiliar 
letter shapes, sounds and marks. Thus, simple Romanized characters should be used 
to translate the sounds of Arabic. The research study adopted simple characters 
and used different weights of fonts to deliver various typographic information and 
distinguish between the sounds of normal letters and emphatic letters. The weight 
change on letters has created memorable communication to the learners of Arabic. 
Regular typefaces – for typesetting simple introductory material: alphabet and 
letter variation forms
The use of regular typefaces with simple characters are essential at the introductory 
level. Learners require learning using typefaces with simple and legible letter shapes 
and design features. Thus, choosing the right typeface to design the introductory 
material in the first few pages of the Arabic language-learning book series needs to 
be the result of extensive research and experimentation. It has been acknowledged 
that most of the simplified twentieth-century typefaces used could not help introduce 
the original anatomy of letters and letter variation forms to beginners due to their 
distinctive typeface design characters. 
The tail extensions, reduction of characters, symmetric shapes and disconnected 
character features can all create major confusion to those who are not familiar with 
the script and are about to learn Arabic for the first time. Thus, the typefaces could 
also not be used as headings or body-text in learning books. This can more likely 
cause confusion to beginners as encountered in the first set of workshop sessions. 
The material had to be revised to relocate a few educational typefaces from certain 
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positions within the books. Thus, the twentieth-century typefaces were mainly 
reassigned to design creative typographic imagery and simplify the understanding of 
the content, provide knowledgeable information, motivate and increase the desire 
to learn Arabic through visual design. The typefaces were also reassigned to design 
various tracing exercises and assessment activities. They were positioned in different 
levels to fulfil special learning purposes that traditional typefaces cannot accomplish.
UA typeface – for visualizing individual alphabet letters, letter tracing, 
word construction (non-cursive style) and developing letter recognition and 
memorization skills
The design features of Unified Arabic characters have helped simplify the first and 
second learning levels effectively for the majority of learners and have helped 
produce various repetitive tracing activities for learners to practice the letters. The 
disconnected features of the typeface have also helped learners concentrate on 
the letters and their sounds individually. It also helped simplify the formation of 
simple words and their sounds. It is acknowledged that UA can be categorized as an 
educational typeface that can specifically focus and work on developing letter and 
sound memorization and recognition skills126.
BA and Mirsaal typefaces – for creating tracing exercises for letter variations and 
simplifying information on joining letters and cursive style
The calligraphic structure and visual features found in Basic Arabic have helped 
produce various tracing activities for learners to practice letter-variation forms. Other 
activities were created to help learners understand how and in what directions letters 
connect to each other. Mirsaal has the same features of Basic Arabic, and thus it 
was assigned as an additional option to break the repetition of using BA exclusively 
throughout level three. The only additional feature that Mirsaal has is its Latin 
typeface companion, which has helped produce better bilingual communication while 
designing a variety of activities. Thus, BA and Mirsaal typefaces have design features 
that can allow them to be categorized as educational typefaces that help simplify the 
logic behind cursive Arabic and letter-variation forms to learners. 
126 It is interesting to note that the Nammour (2014) raises questions in her book if whether Unified 
Arabic forms are easier to learn to younger generation and if the shapes of unified forms hold any 
familiarity. The results from the workshops sessions conducted within this practice-based research 
may help answer to Nammour’s questions in terms of shape familiarity and letter recognition. Most 
workshop participants were able to trace, practice and learn the first seven letters of the alphabet 
from several typographic imagery and through various tracing exercises. See Chapters Three (p. 85) 
and Six (p. 340), and Appendix E (p. 634).
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ASV-Codar typeface – for simplifying the role of vocalization marks and their 
positions within Arabic texts
Participants from the first few workshop sessions agreed that level four needed 
more material and tools, and based on their suggestions, ASV-Codar typeface was 
reassigned there to simplify the role of vocalization marks and help students learn 
the shapes and places of the marks. Although the typeface was introduced at the last 
workshop session only, the position of vocalization marks demonstrated through ASV-
Codar typeface has clearly communicated these to the majority of the participants. 
ASV-Codar typeface was also used to create a great deal of typographic imagery. 
Its flexible and distinctive design features can allow it to be categorized as an 
educational tool that can specifically create inspiring typographic imagery and various 
activities to test learners on the positions of the marks. 
CA Typeface – for motivating, testing and challenging learners on the anatomy of 
letters, and letter and word construction
The reduction of characters and modular features (21 single typographic pieces) of 
the CA typeface have helped learners physically build letters and words and engage 
with the Arabic alphabet shapes at the final testing level. Learners were able to 
hold the 3D pieces and move them around. The reduction of characters’ feature has 
helped learners rely on the available pieces to construct as many letters and words 
as possible, whereas the modular design feature has helped make these testing tools 
more accessible and flexible. CA’s features allow the typeface to be categorized as 
an educational testing typeface that can challenge and motivate learners. It can be 
specialized for letter and words construction during self-study or for participation and 
engagement in the classroom. the typeface can also be assigned as an evaluation tool 
to measure the progress level of learners. 
MT Typeface – for testing learners on letter-identification skills
The redesign of Arabic letters featured in the MT has helped create a variety of 
challenging exercises for learners to be tested on in the final testing level. The 
typeface has challenged learners on letter-identification skills to see if they could 
identify the original alphabet letters and shapes from an unfamiliar Arabic typeface 
style. Thus, the symmetric design feature has allowed MT to be categorized as an 
educational typeface and an evaluation tool that can examine learners on letter-
identification skills in the introductory level.
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Further Findings
This study has unlocked new spheres of Arabic type and established their significant 
role in the production of language-learning material. The method of integrating type 
with language learning has moved type beyond tradition and helped create new 
possibilities that can represent the script in the most accessible way possible in the 
modern age. The use of the selected simplified historic typefaces has helped break 
the complexity found within certain parts of the contemporary learning material 
collected. This research study has also established that many learners prefer learning 
Arabic through visual communication; thus, the use of graphic communication 
technologies and the assigned learning tools have helped make Arabic language 
more lively, interesting, modern, valuable and accessible to the majority of Arabic 
learners who were involved in this study.
Typographic Tools for Arabic Phonetics – for using voice mechanism for 
typographic gestures
There is no doubt that there are many tools that can help seek the path of language 
proficiency, from traditional pedagogic methods to the use of different kinds of media 
for self-directed study. Yet, this research introduces more advanced typographic 
tools that can help learners visually understand and produce the sounds of familiar 
and unfamiliar letters through the use of voice mechanism within typographic 
gestures rather than sound/voice. Since the study is confronted with a modern type 
of language that is culturally different, a system of patterns has arisen from the use 
of the new pedagogic tools, the critical feedback came through the process of 
understanding the important value in giving various people the suitable visual aids to 
learn the language and more importantly the unfamiliar sounds of the language. Thus, 
this has created an new assessment method - through observing the pattern of the 
participant’s intake of knowledge within the workshop sessions.
The system has derived from the issue confronted with people who cannot be 
accessible to a certain language until they understand the sounds that make it up. 
Therefore, this study clarified the different sounds of normal and emphatic letters 
through the use of typography as a system of application where the voice mechanism 
is expressed typographically. This was achieved by visually translating the sound 
of letters and their locations through creating an understandable metaphor. This 
typographic-technique is aimed to be as universal and simplified as possible for 
learners who are unfamiliar with Arabic sounds and would need to simply understand 
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the language system from a design perspective. This can open up opportunities for 
future research to investigate the role of graphic communication and typography in 
Arabic transliteration. 
Therefore, the thesis provides a lot of narrative that can be found original in terms 
of simplification, and hence it provides a platform for potential future research in 
language, design and typography.
A Call for Future Collaborations
In order to help bring about constructive improvements to the basic Arabic learning 
experience, this practice-based research establishes a serious call for the collaboration 
of Arabic typographers, type designers, and graphic designers in the modification of 
Arabic language-learning books, textbooks, workbooks. It also calls for the creation 
of more diverse educational typefaces that can help break the complex learning 
material found within various language-learning levels and courses. This modification 
is required to help develop, improve and upgrade Arabic language-learning books in 
terms of structure, clarity, design layout and better quality of visuals and typefaces. 
Thus, this thesis has helped understand the depth of the script and identify clearly 
what sort of diverse educational typefaces are required to make Arabic learning 
simple, clear, inspiring and more engaging in various language-learning environments. 
The research and exploration on the types of tools lasted almost four years, yet, so 
little has been explored in the world of visual Arabic learning. After learners have 
mastered the material in the introductory level with the new tools developed, would 
they still be able to progress into the next levels? Can they absorb and understand the 
material given to them within the contemporary traditional Arabic teaching-learning 
classes that feature a completely different learning system than visual learning? 
As Arabic learners enter other language courses and levels, there might be a high 
percentage of complexity exposure for these specific learners who have learned 
the language through visual design. Thus, there is a great need for the production 
of more specialized educational typefaces that can simplify the content and help 
overcome such complexity at the advanced learning stages. Therefore, it is important 
to say that the responsibility of Arabic design educators will certainly expand as will 
the needs of learners while they progress into the next, ‘intermediate’ level, further 
learning the Arabic morphology system and communication (written and spoken). 
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It is a progressive level that requires further simplification and more advanced and 
specialized educational typefaces. Yet, two questions arise: what are the educational 
typefaces needed to design the learning material for the intermediate level? How 
could they help simplify the more advanced level for ‘intermediate’ learners, and what 
design features should they have? This certainly requires further investigation127. 
Future Research
Engaging in a range of disciplines, this thesis has not only arisen future research, 
but it placed it in a position for multi-purpose referencing. Educational typefaces 
can be used not only in language learning, but in a variety of other disciplines such 
as science, architect, economics, politics…etc. The new learning tools can present 
a clear opportunity for commercial publication and wider distribution within the 
field of language learning, typography, and various design fields. There can be 
possibilities and concepts of creating typefaces for several educational purposes with 
various collaborators. Thus, this places Arabic typography in a new position, arguing 
that Arabic text is not just for reading or designing but could very importantly be 
incorporated for educational and cultural uses and can suggest several areas for future 
research as indicated earlier. 
Future researchers of qualities and quantitative approaches for educational typefaces 
assessment can help allow participation of interested individuals in methodological 
research and evaluations to ensure that the evidence generated meets their needs. 
For example, through assessment, it has been found that the joining of letters (cursive 
Arabic) was challenging to many participants from the first few workshops conducted 
in Kuwait. However, the use of the developed tools created for the following 
workshop sessions in London helped set some of the connections the following 
learners made during the process of language construction. The updated repetitive 
tracing activities of letter-variation forms, and various typographic imagery and visual 
information on cursive Arabic gave them a safe space to trial-and-error their way 
through. This beneficial updated practice has resulted from the feedback given by 
participants from the initial workshop experimentations. It led to the use of a specific 
feature from one of the selected educational typefaces - the disconnected letters 
feature from Basic Arabic (BA) - to help solve the initial challenges encountered.
127 It is worth noting that these last two questions have arisen as a result of the research, but that 
they stand outside the remit of this thesis.
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Similar important experimentations, assessments and findings are needed to increase 
a growing interest for the creation of various visual pedagogic tools in the fields of 
design, art, and education…etc. Future studies should evaluate the reliability and 
consistency of these different approaches to understand what sort of educational 
typefaces are required and used within different learning courses levels, or other 
related and non-related disciplines that require the use of such typefaces. Educational 
typefaces can be fundamental for different students in visual language learning. 
The correct choice of typefaces can successfully lead to students understanding the 
meaning behind the information given through typographic visuals. Therefore, it is 
important that typefaces should not be restricted to design projects alone, hence 
educational typefaces can possibly make other important contributions towards other 
various fields in the future as discussed earlier. To confirm the previous statement, 
this research has used Arabic type as an educational, social and cultural manifestation 
and has revealed further findings in the representation of the Arabic script as a visual 
language that can be taught creatively like other several widespread languages. 
Recommendations
1. In-depth exploration of how to use educational typefaces to structure different 
types of sentences, compose phrases, and develop an insight into Arabic-speaking 
life, culture and society would be very helpful. 
2. Further research might use specific educational typefaces to introduce functions 
and grammar in a more simplified, accessible and engaging way. Research could 
also explore the use of typographic imagery to introduce present and past tense, 
singular and plural patterns. 
3. More methodological work is needed on how to simply transliterate Arabic 
sounds using Romanization and the creation of typographic-based metaphors. 
Further research could be finding more innovative ways of using simpler 
transliteration charts through the creation of specialized transliteration typefaces, or 
the use a creative design technique to differentiate between sounds of normal and 
emphatic letters.
4. Research to develop various visual and typographic language learning 
approaches as well as carry out further findings on Arabic design educators’ role in 
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the creation of material would be beneficial. 
5. Although methodologically challenging, it would be very useful to conduct some 
longer-term experimentations (via workshops) which sought to quantify the impact 
of educational typefaces on various educational environments and frameworks.
It would also be helpful to capture both quantitatively and qualitatively the 
experiences and perspectives of participants who have had negative or mixed 
experiences in traditional Arabic learning, since they may be less interested to 
participate in other language-learning research projects. 
6. Further research might explore the experiences of language instructors on the 
use of educational typefaces along with their existing teaching methods to find out 
what other learning material and tools are needed to be added and/or retracted. 
7. A relatively important question that has been identified after data collection 
and findings: what is the impact of educational typefaces in other various types of 
research? Further research might explore the role of educational typefaces in the 
creation of other tools and material that can serve the needs of students majoring 
in economic, statistics, finance, science, architecture, design, and several other 
relative and non-relative fields. 
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Appendix A:
Data Collection of Learning Materials
As earlier mentioned, as the focus of this study is the redesign of data collection 
of contemporary learning materials, thus the appendix includes scanned copies of 
curricula and syllabuses from the visited universities and Arabic learning institutions in 
Kuwait and London listed below. They have helped inform the practice and redesign 
the material developed for the learning book series. 
1. Aware Centre Kuwait
2. Kings College London
3. Saifi Institute Lebanon
4. SOAS University London
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Aware Language Centre
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Saifi Institute Lebanon (Urban Arabic Book)
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SOAS University London
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Appendix B:
Data Collection of Nasri Khattar’s UA typeface
This appendix contains mostly full sets of specimens of Unified Arabic typeface, in 
both print and cursive forms. It also shows images and sketches of Khattar’s UA design 
process and his work on other styles of the same typeface. It also includes a copy 
of the slides presented by Khattar at the American University of Beirut in 1995; the 
title of his presentation was ‘35 years of Unified Arabic’. The documents have been 
provided by Camille Hedrick Khattar, Nasri Khattar’s daughter, in April 2015. 
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Different UA Specimen Styles
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Khattar’s Presentation
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Appendix C:
Interviews Sections CI and CII
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Appendix C-I
Section I contains interviews conducted with twentieth-century typeface designers, 
as well as interviews with several academics, language specialists, Arabic instructors, 
Arabic learners, Arabic calligraphers, typographers and designers. 
Jordan
Qasd Instsitute
Ali Baba Institute
Jordan University – Language Center
American University of Kuwait
Prof. Ramy Khair – GDES
Prof. Maryam Hosseinnia – GDES
Dr. Raymond Ferrin – Head of Arabic Dept. 
Mrs Sandra Stein – Head of Intensive English Program
Aware Center - Kuwait
Ibrahim Al-Adsani – Head of Aware Language Center – Kuwait
Shadi Nahla – Arabic instructor – Aware Center
Mohamed Al-Met’eb – Arabic Instructor – Grand Mosque and Aware Center
French Expat in Kuwait- Arabic Learner
American Expat in Kuwait- Arabic Learner
American Expert in Kuwait- Arabic Learner
Nuqat Conference, Kuwait
Suzanne Talhouk- Arabic Awareness Campaign, Arabic Philosopher and Educator
Tarik Atrissi – GDES and Arabic Typographer
London
Mourad Boutros – Calligrapher, Typographer and Designer.
Cecil Hourani – Arab Nationalist, Khattar’s Colleague and Educator
Fardous Bahbouh – Arabic Instructor at Kings College
Ilham Salimane- Head of Arabic Studies at SOAS, London
USA
Camille Hedrick Khattar – Nasri Khattar’s daughter
Saad Abulhab – Arabic Designer, Typographer and Arabic Script and Inscriptions specialist.
Netherlands
Thomas Milo – Designer of Tasmeem and Arabic typography expert
Lebanon
Rana Abou Rjeily – Arabic typographer and Designer
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Consent Letter Form
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Appendix C-I
Jordan Interviews
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Dr. Khaled Abu Amsha
Interview with Dr. Khaled H. Abu Amsha [KA], Academic Director at Qasid 
Institute in Jordan. Interview taken on 9th April 2014. 
FD:  Do you think that the Arabic language can be more simplified to non- 
Arabic speakers? How?
KA: Yes, definitely, that is the main question that we face right now in the 
field of teaching Arabic. Basically, what I believe is that we didn’t really 
serve Arabic that much until now, recently in the last two decades, we 
started to see some efforts in simplifying Arabic for non-Arabic speakers, 
but I believe its still not what we are looking for. Basically, I can give 
you an example if you go to the library of the University of Jordan and 
look for the books about teaching English to Arabs, you will find like 
thousands of books. And if you look at the section of teaching Arabic for 
non-Arabic speakers, you will find just like two to three shelves. So that 
is an evidence that we didn’t really serve Arabic that much. One of the 
challenges is technology, most of the technology tools created in the 
waste and we are still waiting for them to be available for Arabic so we 
have to look forward in ourselves into that. So basically yes, we have to 
make a lot of efforts and dedicate a lot of money for that and I believe 
Arabic can be learned easily and specially.
FD: What are the ways and methods that best deliver Arabic language easily 
to non-Arabic speakers?
KA: Basically, one of the main challenges in that is the teacher of Arabic 
besides the curriculum or the books we are using, what we observed 
in the last decade in the light of the increased demand of Arabic that 
anyone speaks Arabic start to teach Arabic and that gave an impression 
that Arabic is difficult and hard to be learned, and the fact is that it is 
not because the language itself, but because of the guys who are not 
involved and not qualified to teach Arabic; they don’t have any linguistics 
or any educational background so they don’t know how to deal with 
these stuff. So that’s why they give impression for the students that 
Arabic is really difficult. Besides that we have to notice something that 
is really important; Arabic is really different from English, because they 
belong to two different roots, so Arabic is different from English, so we 
have to expect something different, not difficult, just different. This is 
what I always tell my students, so basically we have to work on teacher 
training and developing a lot of advance material for adults, materials 
for kids and for you know heritage students, we still use the same books, 
the same teachers for all these type of things, so we have to be more 
specific. If you google teaching English for specific purposes, you will 
find a million websites talking about that and when you search the same 
thing for Arabic, you will have less than 10 sites talking about that. So 
that’s an evidence again, we are not really doing the best that we can for 
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teaching Arabic. 
FD: Can graphic design be part of teaching Arabic? And how can it be 
effective?
KA: Definitely, one of the major things that always students say when they 
go through an English book, or Spanish book or Arabic book, you will 
find that Arabic is just like a lot of speech; words and things like that 
it’s just a black or something like that. So it’s not interesting, it’s not like 
encouraging students to learn Arabic, there is no pictures, no tools, 
nothing advance in that book while if you look at other books, you will 
find a lot of funny and interesting things that encourage the students to 
learn. So basically yes, we have to work with graphic design in order to 
make things on the web, things in the books in order to make learning 
Arabic more effective and interesting.
FD: What is the most interesting aspect of the Arabic language to non-Arabic 
speakers? And what do they mostly want to learn in Arabic? 
KA: Research says that students are willing to study Arabic for several 
reasons, most of them for what happening in the Arabic world from 
political perspectives, besides that those who are studying Arabic 
because of Islam itself and Arabic culture number three, so we have 
several reasons and each student has his own reason but these are the 
three main reasons why they are studying Arabic. The most interesting 
things is I face so far a lot of students come with a kind of stereotype 
about Arabic and Arabs but after they come and see a lot of things in the 
actual life, they change their minds about that. So I think, making them 
or encouraging them to study Arabic that will make us more common in 
civilizations and close to each other more than being like in touch with 
both sides.
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Dr. Mohammed Al-Shereedah
Interview with Dr. Mohammed Al-Shereedah [MS], Deputy Director and 
Associate Professor, Division of Arabic Language, Jordan University. Interview 
taken on 9th April 2014. 
FD:  Do you think that the Arabic language can be more simplified to non- 
Arabic speakers? How?
MS: Yes, this is a very powerful and broad topic and is indeed a big one 
that needs far more time than expected. If I were to answer it in detail, I 
would obviously need more than the time suggested for this interview.
Firstly, this matter is connected to the technological aspects and those 
who have created the curriculum and their ability of investing in it. 
Also, it depends on the ability of using these technologies in designing 
curriculums that are computerized and are based on all the Arabic 
language’s vocabulary. These computerized curriculums can perform 
this role for all non-Arabic speakers/students in all levels whether 
they’re beginners, regulars, or advance students. Usually, when we start 
talking about the technology investment, we talk about the technology 
investments in the English or French language programs/courses. But 
unfortunately, we do not do that for the Arabic language. We still didn’t 
reach the level where we think of investing in or promoting/advertising 
for our own Arabic language internationally. We still did not invest in 
programs that can be internationally recognized or can help promote 
our language to the west and make it as interesting as many other 
languages. We still didn’t reach to the people around the globe and we 
still didn’t create powerful programs that can simplify the language or 
make it as interesting as the other ones. 
Unfortunately, these programs still didn’t exist, and even if they were 
created, we must find the best ways to make them easily accepted 
by non-Arabic speakers anytime anywhere in the world. When these 
programs are created, we must find ways that can make our non-Arabic 
students more familiar through communicating clearly with their tutors, 
or functioning properly with the technological program/software; 
understanding the whole scene, alphabets, conversations, and visuals 
offered or understand the curriculums clearly. However, yes, honestly 
speaking, the journey of teaching the Arabic language has started 
through projects that are bridging the language to other non-Arabic 
cultures and speakers. Maybe, we are not investing in the technological 
aspect or visually promoting for the language, but our Arabic language 
courses are extensive in research and education, and our tutors are aware 
of providing the students with the best support they need as well as 
providing them with visuals, facilities and equipment. Our curriculums 
are up-to-date and are extremely widespread in the region in order to 
present our language as practical and as applicable as possible. 
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Moreover, educationally speaking, we are now in the process of providing 
our Arabic and non-Arabic students different majors in our Arabic 
language. This will make different students from different countries, or 
lets say all around the world majorly want to pay a visit to our language 
college to find answers to their intended research questions or assistance 
in their projects about our Arabic language or culture. This will indeed 
give a rise to a lot of our different archives/dictionaries/libraries regarding 
political science, history, media, food, plants life and many other fields in 
Arabic, or even in the Arab world. This big project is now under process, 
and we will soon take advantage of it. The Arab world is aware of the 
powerful control of education reached and the strong ability in spreading 
the language nowadays. Sadly, there are many obstacles delaying this 
tremendous effort in spreading the language. These delays are caused 
by the recent political incidents in the Arab world, the economical crisis 
that affected the foreigners in the west (the expenses of immigration and 
learning the language). Also one of the major delays is the intellectual 
and ideological dimension of the Arabic language. This made many 
people reluctant to interfere in this ideological matter.
Yes, I believe that many new projects have started to give rise to the 
Arabic language in making it effective and more interesting to non-
Arabic speakers. And yes, this language center is a great example of 
how teaching Arabic is getting more effective and more preferable. I am 
proud to say that we’ve got a very strong strategic vision and we have 
powerful curriculums and syllabuses in different aspects and precisely in 
our educational sector. Jordan nowadays, is likely to attract students who 
are interested to learn Arabic or even eager to study history and culture 
of the Arab world in this intended field.
FD: What are the ways and methods that best deliver Arabic language easily 
to non-Arabic speakers?
MS: The easiest ways is as I said to provide/include technology, and introduce 
the course through a computerized curriculum providing imagery, 
visuals…etc. We must engage with the social media and take advantage 
of all digital and graphic communications, and make them available 
for all schools and universities in all grades/levels. In order to reach all 
the universities in the world, and to all diplomatic visions, we need to 
professionally communicate with non-Arabic speakers throughout the 
whole Arab region and make sure that we can deliver the right message. 
This message intends to show the world that even foreigners around the 
Arab world are capable of understanding our language and can easily 
communicate with Arabs no matter what it takes and try to overcome 
all obstacles we face in this intended project. At the end, this is a nation 
project more than an economical or financial one. All educational 
institutions and scientific research institutions must sponsor this project. 
It is a project that seeks to send a message through one culture’s nation 
to the whole world and not only through its language. Language is a 
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powerful communicational aspect that can incredibly bridge between 
different societies and cultures. We are strongly recommended to send 
a message to the world telling them about how our Arab world and 
language can easily be educationally accessed and learned. Everyone 
is welcome to learn the language, and we are happy to assist anyone 
with open hands no matter what happens and whether they had 
financial problems or not, we can still offer our help and support. We as 
academics should all unite and help in spreading our language to the 
world as far as possible like the west did with their English language 
which has become the universal language today.  
FD:  Can graphic design be part of teaching Arabic? And how can it be 
effective?
MS:  No doubt, graphic design is a major source of attraction, and it must be 
included in all curriculums no matter what the subject is. This will benefit 
all talented students who have the ability to understand the language as 
well as design. This will push students into two directions. Firstly, learning 
the language in different ways through designing, and secondly, creating 
pieces of designs through studying the language. So yes, basically 
graphic design does add a lot of fun, experience, power and knowledge 
to the curriculum as well as to the tutor and student making it a better 
and a more professional educational environment. 
FD:  What is the most interesting aspect of the Arabic language to non-Arabic 
speakers? And what do they mostly want to learn in Arabic? 
MS:  Not only from my experience, but also many studies indicate that 
learning a different language requires a goal, and wanting to learn a 
different language than your own without a specific purpose or goal 
is a waste of time. Some people want to learn the language because 
of their jobs (working in the Middle East). Some people are interested 
in the Arab culture and therefore would like to learn the language and 
engage within the Arab society. Many others seek to learn the language 
because they believe that they have to, especially if they were non-
Arab Muslims. They come to learn the language wanting to know more 
about the Islamic world and their religion. Unfortunately in most times, 
languages have now become a commodity/product to be exchanged 
within different countries. I personally care about a student learning and 
experiencing the strategic vision of the language and understanding the 
curriculum more than their motivation towards learning. After structuring 
the bases of the language in a student, the student can then feel free to 
major in whatever topic he wants within the language.  At the end, the 
whole world is in need for a commercial, cultural, educational, political 
and economical exchange even if the Arab world is suffering politically 
today.
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Juhaina Burhan
Interview with Juhaina Burhan [JB], Arabic Instructor at Ali Baba Institute, 
Jordan. Interview taken on 9th April 2014. 
FD:  Do you think that the Arabic language can be more simplified to non- 
Arabic speakers? How?
JB: This can likely be done, but first we need to find out (research) what our 
students’ wants and needs from learning Arabic. What are their goals 
and how can it be achieved within the curriculum. We need to simplify 
the message or the specific information as much as possible. Now 
in teaching Arabic, there are a lot of different opinions for each rule/
principle. It is always preferred to give our students the right practical 
opinion. This will indeed help the student figure out what he wants most 
from his learning experience.
 
FD:  What are the ways and methods that best deliver Arabic language easily 
to non-Arabic speakers?
JB: The best ways is to firstly concentrate on the student’s four skills, which 
are listening, talking, writing, and reading skills. We must improve each 
skill depending on the student’s standardized level. For example, in the 
beginners level, we must concentrate on their reading and writing skills 
more than their talking and listening skills. In the regulars level, we must 
concentrate on the listening and talking skills more than the other skills. 
In the Advance level, we concentrate on the talking level mostly. 
FD: In order for the student to learn the Arabic language easily, do they start 
with the writing skills first? 
JB:  Yes, they do and then we teach them the alphabet, then the diacritic dots 
and vowels, then the words, and lastly the sentences. 
FD: Can graphic design be part of teaching Arabic? And how can it be 
effective?
JB:  Yes, Graphic design can be part of teaching the language for non-Arabic 
speakers because we are in need for a lot of visuals and imagery for 
teaching this complex language, and for delivering the right concept, 
or idea to non-Arabic speakers specially because teaching Arabic to 
non-Arabic speakers is completely different than teaching English to 
non-English speakers. The Arabic language depends on the Arabic 
Morphology System, and this what makes Arabic different from all other 
languages. Because of that, indeed we are in serious need for graphic 
design, visuals and imagery in our teaching environment. We are in 
need for a lot of major changes in the ways of teaching the language 
to non-Arabic speakers especially if there is no body language, or 
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communicational language with our students. Some students from Korea, 
Japan, and Turkey don’t know how to speak English and that makes 
it very difficult to communicate with them, therefore the best way to 
communicate with those students is through Graphic design; through 
visuals. 
FD: What is the most interesting aspect of the Arabic language to non-Arabic 
speakers? And what do they mostly want to learn in Arabic? 
JB:  In most times, the students want to learn Arabic for the purpose of 
working in the Middle East. Some of them have heard and read about 
the history of the Arabic civilization, and that made them interested in 
knowing more and understanding more about the Arabian language, 
culture, heritage and history. Some of them want to learn Arabic 
specifically for the sake of Islam and would like to improve their Arabic 
language skills after their conversion into Islam. Some students are 
interested to learn Arabic in order to communicate with their Arab 
friends. 
FD:  What is your purpose of teaching Arabic? Is it only for teaching Arabic? 
Or do you aim for more? Is it for a better cultural and educational 
purpose? 
JB:  Definitely, we aim for all of that and more.
FD:  Do you teach the Arabic/Islamic traditions and culture as well as teaching 
your students the language?
JB: Indeed, in every course we teach, there is a small section or chapter 
that tells our students all about our culture and traditions. Our students 
will learn and understand all about the country’s culture they’re living 
and studying in. Also, in general our students will learn about the 
whole Arabic culture and history. Besides teaching the language, the 
most important thing in our courses is teaching our students a little bit 
of religion just to understand the laws and regulations of our Arabic 
countries, because students come from different backgrounds and 
religions. Teaching all of this comes later on, after two weeks of teaching 
the language. (After improvement in all skills). 
FD: What is the best skill that all students mostly achieve at the end of the 
course?
JB: The talking skill.
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Maryam Hosseinnia
Interview with Maryam Hosseinnia [MH], Associate Professor, Department of 
Graphic Design at the American University in Kuwait. Interview taken on 10th 
November 2014. 
FD: Do you think that the Arabic language can be simplified more to non-
Arabic speakers through Graphic design? How?
MH: Yes, I believe through basic tools of typographic communication, scale 
width, weight arrangement of how information is displayed on the 
page, how to effectively differentiate and categorize initial, medial and 
ending of the letters from its basic form to more complex. Anatomy of 
typography can also better be expressed and taken through explanation 
and organizational information. That’s what we do as graphic designers; 
we find ways for organizing and making it more effective in order to 
communicate better.
FD: Can graphic design be part of teaching Arabic? And how can it be 
effective? What are you using?
MH: Definitely, graphic design is about visual communications and the way of 
incorporating, perhaps it is imagery, typography or text, to better engage 
in language learning. I think of one example I can come up with is maybe 
the digital language learning tool, the Rosetta Stone that continuously 
use imagery, typography and sound for language learning. They use 
imagery or through graphics, symbol forms and iconography that could 
be easier to make associations.
FD: What is the most interesting aspect of the Arabic language to non-Arabic 
speakers? And what do they mostly want to learn in Arabic? 
MH: The script is beautiful, very illustrative, extremely different, fluid and 
horizontal shape, and has very distinguished vertical characteristic. The 
font or the type itself is very different than Latin. In Latin, the letters are 
treated individually unless you’re writing in script, whereas in Arabic you 
have this extension or continuation of forms that goes on. You have these 
very lavish and beautiful dots that you either see them on top or bottom 
of the font or type. What do non-Arabic speakers mostly want to learn, I 
think that’s very individual base and it all depends on what the purposes, 
sometimes its just for survival in order to go further. 
FD: As competitors to other institutions that teach their own languages 
to foreigners all around the world, where does it stand in terms of 
teaching Arabic to foreigners? Did it improve? Are our institutions being 
recognized widely across the world?
MH: I think it very much depends, I teach at a university level and my students 
come from different backgrounds whether they’re from governmental 
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schools or private. Those who have gone to private schools know less 
Arabic and they are less rooted to their heritage, so their oral language 
is good but then when it comes to reading and writing they are not as 
strong as those students who have gone to public schools. I am not so 
sure of the improvement of this institution in teaching the language. 
I think it is not improving that much, in my classes through projects, 
students are required to explore both languages whether it is in Latin or 
Arabic. At least in my classroom, I bring that into graphic design classes. 
I am not a native Arabic speaker and my background comes from Farsi, 
which is not Arabic but the scripts are very similar except three letters 
that are not in Arabic. That’s how it sort of separated itself from Arabic 
type to Farsi type.
FD: What teaching programs and methods are you using and how are they 
helping improve the learning of Arabic?
MH: I teach typography classes, so in my type classes, students are required 
to use both languages in all of their exercises and often I provide them 
the English script and they translate it into Arabic, and from there 
we learn the tools to set type with the principles that we learn in the 
anatomy of typography; scale, contrast, inverse and all basic elements 
within type rules and to what extent can they apply those rules in Arabic. 
Its some of the challenges that we face and 90% of my students have 
much easier time working in Latin rather than in Arabic and some of it 
also has to do with technical problems so the programs such as having or 
not having Adobe ME.
FD: Can you provide me with your own curriculum, teaching methods and 
papers of the program? This is to help promote it and assist in finding 
better ways to improve it?
MH: I can show you student examples and to show you how to go from 
ideation all the way to completion of a project with respect to using both 
languages for example in typography, I change the project every other 
semester. I either have a cooking culture project which they come up with 
their own favorite food for appetizer, main course and dinner and then 
they have to organize the dish by ingredients, description, how its made, 
and a bit of history to it. They then translate that into Arabic, and we 
begin by experimenting with varied grid studies. At the end, they have a 
little 6x8 page spread of a book. I have examples of that to share.
FD: If you are to be provided with a new method of teaching, would you be 
interested to test it on you’re learners?
MH: Absolutely, because I am always interested in promoting new ways of 
teaching and learning, we need to move forward with time. 
FD: How can Arabic typography serve bilingual design today? In what ways?
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MH: I think Arabic is very essential and very important language to know. 
Also it is very essential for any designer in this region to know how to set 
type along the side of English or any other language. Constantly, we are 
being challenged with working on bilingual with two or three different 
languages. So no longer we are working in isolation, but very much in a 
global context so it is very important.
FD: Can the development of Arabic typography today compete with Latin 
(English)? How, and in what ways?
MH: I don’t think it can compete; it can align or be in parallel. Everything is in 
English, our email system, phone, everything is in Latin language so it is 
hard to say we can compete.
FD: How strong and effective is Arabic Typography today? Where is it today?
MH: There are more designers, scholars, researchers and typographers today 
than before. There wasn’t used to be sort of archive of fonts or Arabic 
fonts like type specimen. Before in the past, there was no distinguish 
between use of Arabic fonts to English but now designers are really 
designing fonts with this notion of duality in mind. When a font is 
designed for Arabic, a designer also looks at whether the font is also 
suitable as a typeface for English. They are available at a set and I think 
this is one of the most important changes.
FD: How well do you think typographers and designers are using typography 
today?
MH: That’s really hard to say, we have western typographers and they set 
types beautifully in Arabic and in other languages and they really bring 
attention and detail into their designs, but once type is handed to 
anybody and everybody it can get distorted that quickly. In Kuwait, we 
have all the equipment and tools and software and fonts but then we 
have someone who is not a graphic design or a type designer setting 
the identity, logo, signage or even the flyer at a very low cost. It is 
problematic and really disturbs readability and becomes visual pollution.
FD: Do you think that typefaces created today by many typographers such as 
Nadine Chahine, Tarik Attrisi, Pascal Zoghbi etc. are more effective than 
old typefaces created by Saad Abulhab, Boutros and Khattar?
MH: I think so, we learn from history and definitely there is an improvement 
there and it just gets better and better.
FD: How can both Arabic and Latin (English) scripts work together in bilingual 
communication?
MH: By designing these typefaces that are meant to be communicated for 
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both scripts and so it is the start of a better bilingual future. That’s why 
the newer typefaces are sort of being packaged like that.
FD: How powerful can typography be and is it as powerful as delivering a 
message solely through textual content instead of imagery?
MH: It is very important and powerful, type is the pillar, it is the central 
element to visual communication. Without text, it won’t really have its 
weight and value. 
FD: How do you think we can create and develop successful collaborations 
between Arabic versions of Latin scripts?
MH: A source book or an online, digital, hardcopy of a well-organized 
publication that can help learners.
FD: What do you think has caused the delays of the development of the 
Arabic script?
MH: Perhaps documentation, things are moving forward but there haven’t 
been documented very well. Now it is time to document them. Off 
course, the history, time, wars and separations I think had to do 
something with all of this. Also Arabic typography script was really purely 
based for Qur’an and descriptions on the mosques so there was one 
purpose and one purpose only.
FD: Do you think it is right to break and detach the Arabic letterforms?
MH: By breaking or detaching it, you will be effecting the readability and that 
is something that one needs to analyze and study because from that 
distortion may appear.
FD: Do you think it is helpful to create typefaces that have separated 
letterforms?
MH: As long as you’re not distorting readability and the meaning and the 
content.
FD: How do you think we can serve the purpose of the academy and 
introduce a way of simplifying the script without abandoning its original 
letterform structure?
MH: I think “Settle” is very important; you can’t really go 180 degrees or 
make distinguish changes, but very settle changes is what we need to 
improve. Looking at history and the past, what worked and what didn’t 
work, analyzing the kerning, the letting and the spacing and how we can 
improve that. It is very important not to forget that text was meant to be 
read, so readability is what we need to constantly focus on.
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FD: What do you think of young typographers nowadays?
MH: I think there is some interesting stuff coming out, there are some very 
vernacular and experimental but again, I’m all for readability and that 
text was meant to be read. Nevertheless that people are moving forward 
and ideas are coming out and being documented and that’s what is 
important. 
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Ramy A. Khair
Interview with Ramy A. Khair [RK], Assistant Professor, Department of Graphic 
Design and Multimedia at the American University in Kuwait. Interview taken 
on 11th November 2014. 
FD: Do you think that the Arabic language can be simplified more to non-
Arabic speakers through Graphic design? How?
RK: I am really not sure how it could be done, but definitely I think using 
typography with the way you explained to me; with animation, not using 
visuals just type, this can actually get the non-speakers who are trying to 
learn the language more familiar with type forms and Arabic typography 
which is a very important part of the language as a whole, and at the 
same time it is an important part of graphic design, I think it will definitely 
help speakers especially putting type in motion, yes. 
FD: What are the ways and methods that best deliver Arabic language easily 
to non-Arabic speakers in their first levels?
RK:  Again, me being an Arabic speaker, I’m not really sure how to see stuff 
from a non-Arabic speaker’s perspective but again, I say definitely using 
visual aids, animation and type animation specifically can really make 
it easier for those who are not familiar with the language. I am really 
interested to see how the actual animations will look like at the end, and 
how helpful they can be which I think is a very interesting topic.
FD:  Do you make your students engage with the language in your classes?
RK: Well, I have assignments where students are asked to use Arabic 
typography but not for the aim of teaching Arabic, it is just for the aim of 
creating motion graphics using Arabic type. Teaching Arabic is really not 
what I aim for in my classes. I have never thought of graphic design as a 
way to teach Arabic and that is why I’m really interested in this. You are 
putting graphic design in a non-traditional use for teaching Arabic. Using 
graphic design, typography and animation for teaching Arabic could be 
something really interesting.
FD: As competitors to other institutions that teach their own languages 
to foreigners all around the world, where does it stand in terms of 
teaching Arabic to foreigners? Did it improve? Are our institutions being 
recognized widely across the world?
RK: AUK is actually working to get accreditation from international agencies 
and accrediting bodies, we are working towards that, we are not 
recognized worldwide but locally we are. We are doing a great job in this 
direction. Yes, it did improve.
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FD: How can Arabic typography serve bilingual design today? In what ways?
RK: Bilingual is very important especially here and in the Middle East, and 
specifically in Kuwait, because every thing you do and every brand you 
bring from outside you have to create an Arabic version of it without 
really having Arabic typographers to do that, keep the essence off the 
brand, the same feel the same spirit, but change it from English or French 
into Arabic, it is a very big deal here. However, in Lebanon it is different, 
it doesn’t have to be in both languages but in Kuwait, it is a rule. There a 
lot of works done out there that are really terrible but again there are lots 
of other projects that have been converted really successfully.
FD:  Can the development of Arabic typography today compete with Latin 
(English)? How, and in what ways?
RK: Yes definitely, I totally think that Arabic typography and calligraphy is 
more organic than Latin, you have lots of curves, lots of calligraphy, just 
doing it in hand. You have many calligraphic styles that are very different 
from each other. Artistic wise in graphic design, I feel that Arabic type is 
much more interesting than English and Latin typography. Its way ahead, 
working with Arabic typography is much harder, and if you do it the right 
way, it can really be extremely interesting. 
FD: How powerful can typography be and is it as powerful as delivering a 
message solely through textual content instead of imagery?
RK: Some messages really could be delivered just with a simple photography, 
other messages could be done with only typography, some messages 
could be done with both, but definitely you can always use typography 
as a layout or a form, not as an actual meanings of the words to deliver 
so many messages. If you do it the right way, then it can be very effective 
much more than imagery. 
FD: Do you think it is right to break and detach the Arabic letterforms? 
RK: Technically it could be done but why would anyone want to do that. 
The fact that these letters are linked to each other is a big part of what 
makes Arabic typography so interesting. If you do that then you’re losing 
a very big part of what makes Arabic typography what it is. What makes 
Arabic more interesting than Latin is the fact that you link all the letters in 
different ways. This is what adds to the richness. “A” is an “A” wherever 
you put in a sentence or a word. Why would you take away the major 
thing that makes Arabic so interesting and transform it into something 
less interesting? 
FD: What do you think of young typographers nowadays?
RK: In the Middle East, we do have some very interesting typographers like 
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Tarik Atrissi and in the same time we have so much bad typographers 
that we see everywhere around. Part of that goes back to the educational 
institutions and the teachers who are teaching typography. The problem 
here in Kuwait is that they always think whoever comes from the west 
knows and understands everything. They really underestimate basically 
professors that are from the Arab world but specifically with Arabic 
typography, typography professors who come from outside cannot 
teach it. As a typography instructor living in the Arab World, you need to 
teach the students very good Arabic typography because doing it wrong 
can effect the upcoming generations and you need to have a good 
background of it in order to pass it on correctly to the students.
FD:  Are the students willing to learn, do you see a lot of motivation in your 
class?
RK: Lately, there is a big “habbah” – meaning trend. Everybody is really 
interested in typography and in Arabic typography to be more specific. 
Definitely, yes, they want to learn, especially here in AUK
FD:  Have you gone to restaurants around Kuwait? And have you seen their 
menus? A lot of restaurants are using only English in their menus, and 
they’re just excluding Arabic, what do you think of that? 
RK:  It is a disaster, any business and especially in graphic design, you need 
to take a look at your target audience, if we’re talking art, you have 
something in mind, and create painting which is effected by your mood, 
and you show it to people, every person who sees it will personally get 
a specific kind of message, it is perfectly fine in art. In graphic design, 
you can’t do that. You get a job and you have to look at your target 
audience and you have a message that you want to deliver to those 
target audience. If what you do not deliver the message the way it is 
suppose to be delivered then it is a failure. A successful contribution is to 
deliver the message in the right way and to the right target audience. In 
restaurants, there are a lot of people who don’t speak English, those are 
a big part of your target audience, if you don’t have the exact content 
for them, they might go once, or twice, but they won’t keep going if 
they don’t find a menu where they can read and understand what they’re 
eating. Talking from anyway you look at it, you are in an Arab country, 
you have to basically make your services accessible to all people. If the 
things are limited to English, then you’re limiting your accessibility to 
your audience.  Design wise, I think having Arabic and English working 
together on the same menu, on the same page it greatly widens the 
possibility of layout and design. Picking up the right fonts between 
Arabic and Latin. Sometimes we basically take Latin typefaces and break 
them apart to create Arabic typefaces and the other way around. If you 
do it the right way, huge things can come out of this rather than just 
limiting it to one language. Mixing them together will greatly broaden 
the spectrum of ideas.
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Dr. Raymond Farrin
Interview with Dr. Raymond Farrin [RF], Associate Professor and Dept. Chair, 
Department of Arabic and Foreign Languages at the American University in 
Kuwait. Interview taken on 11th November 2014. 
FD: Do you think that the Arabic language can be simplified more to non-
Arabic speakers through Graphic design? How?
RF: I think especially in the initial stage when you’re learning the letters and 
learning how to write, I think graphic design can be very useful because 
writing a script is a whole different skill that involves straight lines and 
curve lines, so if graphic design can kind of give a student the sense of 
letters, I think this could be very beneficial. I haven’t actually thought of 
how this can be done but I am sure a graphic designer could simplify 
the letters and show them in their various shapes and have the students 
practice and to get the sense of Art in a language from the early phase 
would be nice because whenever you’ll writing in Arabic, you feel its not 
like English script. There is an art to it.
FD: What are the ways and methods that best deliver Arabic language easily 
to non-Arabic speakers in their first levels?
RF: I think by showing them by example lots of sort of basic, simple 
examples repeated and in terms of writing to show them the beauty of 
writing basic words. Basically take it slow, step-by-step and giving them 
many examples.
FD:  Can graphic design be part of teaching Arabic? And how can it be 
effective? What are you using?
RF: I haven’t actually taught introductory Arabic for a while, about ten years, 
since I was at Berkeley. I haven’t taught the alphabet, but I think if we 
show them the various fonts or typefaces with different letters in the early 
stages, this can help them recognize letters, I think this could be. Here in 
AUK, we use “Alif -Ba’”, this first text book for learning Arabic alphabet. 
They practice various letters, which letters connect and which don’t. 
FD:  What is the most interesting aspect of the Arabic language to non-Arabic 
speakers? And what do they mostly want to learn in Arabic? 
RF: Two things, I think the script itself is very attractive and interesting. They 
like that after a matter of three weeks or a month of intensive study, they 
are able to read and write basic words, and all these lines that before 
were just scribbles to them suddenly, they can make words out of them. 
That’s very satisfactory to them and they like it. Also very interesting is 
the different sounds, we know the letters the ‘Ain and the Ghain and the 
Kha’ and Ra’. Different sounds that we have in English so these sounds 
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are different and attractive to non-Arabs. 
FD:  As competitors to other institutions that teach their own languages 
to foreigners all around the world, where does it stand in terms of 
teaching Arabic to foreigners? Did it improve? Are our institutions being 
recognized widely across the world?
RF: I think AUK doesn’t do too much, we just teach one course per year 
because most of our students are Kuwaitis that need to improve the 
Arabic but they’re all very familiar with the script and the sounds. 
Although I think in the U.S, where I did graduate school, I think its rapidly 
improving and they’re many people getting more interested in studying 
Arabic and there is a good book “Al-Ketab fi T’alom Al-Arabya”. This 
series is popular and I think it used to be just very traditional like there’s 
an Arabic sentence translated into English. Arabic is now becoming 
more interactive and more fun and I think more students are studying 
it. However, I think there are good places in the U.S where you want to 
immerse yourself in the culture. But in the Middle East, if you want to 
study Arabic for a semester, you should go to Beirut or Cairo or maybe 
the gulf, AUK or Sharjah. I think we are certainly well known in that sense 
and hopefully known for some of the bigger universities for scientific 
achievements.
FD:  What teaching programs and methods are you using and how are they 
helping improve the learning of Arabic?
RF: I am using “Al-Ketab fi T’alom Al-Arabya” and we read, talk about these 
texts in class, and we show films. We are going through a literature 
component where we just talked about Najeeb Mahfouz and Tayieb 
Saleh. I think with our students, we don’t just focus on the language or 
grammar but also on the culture. We talk about these literate figures and 
read them short stories by them. Getting students interested and excited 
about the culture is helpful. 
FD: In terms of theory, how do you think “power” relates to the nature 
of a language and to the teaching/learning of a language? Are they 
connected if yes, how?
RF: I think if the area is thought of it as interesting or significant in the world 
like Chinese is considered to be important language because China is 
becoming a powerful language but like-wise, I can state the number of 
Muslims is increasing rapidly. There is more and more interest in the Arab 
world because of Islam, because of current events, and also for whatever 
reasons because of literate and culture figures are becoming better 
known. This makes the language more interesting. I guess an attractive 
or powerful region, definitely interests students in learning that language. 
FD:  Can you provide me with your own curriculum, teaching methods and 
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papers of the program? This is to help promote it and assist in finding 
better ways to improve it.
RF:  I teach two classes, and right now, I teach basic Arabic language 
skills that I spoke about where we’re reading “Al-Ketab fi T’alom Al-
Arabya” and most of our students have familiarity with Arabic but 
we’re just focusing more on their writing and their grammar but also, 
as I mentioned we are trying to expose them and get them excited 
about their own culture through studying about the history, media, 
women political moves in various parts of the Arab world etc. Also 
Classic literature, where students are studying about Alf-Lailah-Wa-
Lailah (Arabic Nights) and also modern Arabic literature. Another class 
I teach is studying of literature of Al-Andalus, and we’re trying to pick 
up poems and sort of live the experience of the poet and remember his 
circumstances, where he was, his age, whom he was addressing and then 
read his expression and see if we can relate to it. I think this is the most 
helpful way that gets students excited and involved in their language and 
in their heritage and literature. 
FD: If you are to be provided with a new method of teaching, would you be 
interested to test it on you’re learners?
RF:  We are certainly always interested in new methods of teaching, and I 
would be willing to test it because there is no perfect method and we 
are always looking for new ways to get students more excited about the 
language or their literature. We have the internet in classes and we have 
the YouTube, sometimes videos are nice or something from the Internet 
we put on the screen. It is just a small example but we are definitely 
interested in new technologies. 
FD:  What do you think has caused the delays of the development of the 
Arabic script?
RF: I am not sure if it has been highly developed, and they’re various types 
of script, I’m not sure if I agree if the development has been delayed. I 
think it is a beautiful expressive script and therefore it has different styles 
and naskh, ruq’a, farsi etc. Different styles have developed and now it has 
become fully compatible with IPhones and the computers nowadays. I 
think it suits the modern era quite well. 
FD: What do you think of Ibn Muqlah and Ibn Al Bawwab’s systems? And do 
you think that both systems have affected Arabic Typography, Calligraphy 
and language? To what extent?
RF: I think they wanted to simplify some of the grammar rules, and I think 
that is a good idea because Arabic is challenging certainly. It is very 
precise but the same time in modern usage, maybe we can make it a 
bit easier. We certainly need to know the old Arabic to understand the 
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Qur’an but I am all for Al-Fos’ha A-Mobasata in order to speak in class 
and to use it in our writing. 
FD: Do you think it is right to break and detach the Arabic letterforms?
RF: I think initially you need to learn isolated and connected letterforms of 
Arabic in the first month or so, but after that we should learn Arabic the 
way its written now. 
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Sandra R. Stein
Interview with Sandra R. Stein [SS], Director/Senior Instructor, Intensive English 
Program (IEP), at the American University in Kuwait. Interview taken on 16th 
November 2014. Stein starts the interview by talking about her experience 
with Arabic from both a personal and career perspective.
SS: I can tell you that my kids are Kuwaiti but because their father didn’t 
speak any Arabic to them, they ended up switching to AFL – Arabic 
for Foreign Language. The biggest problem that they face in teaching 
Arabic or religion especially in private schools is that they’ve got this 
curriculum or lets say teaching methods that are at least or sixty years 
old and it is so boring and its just memorizing and saying it out loud. 
They don’t ask students to do much thinking in the language with the 
exception of religion. They just want them to copy down the lesson 
about three to four times and practice it and then that’s what the test is. 
That’s it, its just like tons and tons of writing. They can’t compete with 
the modern teaching methods were students are involved and having 
discussions and doing all kind of projects and interesting things. It is very 
frustrating and it leads all these Kuwaitis to hate their Arabic language 
because really for them it is pretty much a second language. Going from 
the Kuwait dialect to Fes.ha (Modern Standard Arabic) is very different. 
However, in the other hand, students in governmental schools are now 
learning English and the way they teach English in the governmental 
schools is really pitiful. They have the teachers there who don’t know 
English well. They don’t pay foreigners well enough to induce anybody 
from the western cultures to go and teach in there.
I have friends that are Americans married to Kuwaitis that have 
citizenships. They applied and started teaching in the government 
system, and none of them lasted for more than a year. They kept telling 
them we wanted to change things, we want to update our methods, we 
want to do this and do that. It is a lot of talk and they don’t really change 
it, this is just ridiculous. I have been doing homework with my nieces 
and nephews for more than twenty years and what they do is write ten 
lines about my favorite hobby, they do it at almost every single level. 
My niece once bought in her exam sheet and I was helping her study, 
the sentences that were written by the instructor for them to study from 
are grammatically incorrect. Some of the sentences have no meaning 
because they are completely wrong. When I would try to give her the 
correct way, her teacher would mark it wrong. My niece argued with the 
teacher, but the teacher insisted and my niece approached me and said 
that she had to do it the way her teacher wants it to be done; otherwise 
she would mark it wrong. This is so common and its really bad. 
They wonder why students are not learning proper English and why 
they aren’t learning Arabic. A lot of the students end up not having solid 
language skills in both ways as well as enough confidence whereas those 
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who are going to the private schools, if they’re in a monolingual like 
English or French, they would learn that language well but their Arabic 
skills are still not that good. Prior to the invasion, the school system was 
excellent, but mostly because the Palestinians were there, in the schools 
and teaching and all the way in the ministry of education as well. Then 
everything that happened with the Gulf war, where they kicked out the 
Palestinians and had this enormous void. Then the students were not in 
school for a whole year. The ministry then decided that they would just 
bring in as fast as they could teachers from anywhere. They bought in 
a whole bunch of Egyptian teachers. It wasn’t weird were they bought 
their teachers from, but what it is they are willing to pay them. There are 
excellent teachers in Egypt, but they require higher salaries. The ministry 
wasn’t paying that much so they got a bunch of poorly qualified teachers. 
Then they decided to double the curriculum that first year back. It was 
ridiculous; you can’t double an entire year’s curriculum and make it work. 
They just continued this cycle where the teachers were not being paid 
well enough, so their only way to make a decent living was to be tutors. 
So they then stopped teaching the required subjects in the classroom 
and students were forced to hire them as tutors. Then the government 
made it illegal for them to tutor their own students so they just swapped 
with different schools and different people. The way that the government 
system teaches Arabic even to native speakers is not to start with the 
alphabet, they start with full words. They’ll feature a letter periodically 
but they’ll teach them words and the connections and everything. 
FD:  Do you think that the English language can be simplified more to non-
English speakers through Graphic design? How?
SS: I think anything pictorial would help. I think it could be. When you talk 
about Arabic with Graphic design, I’m thinking of the incredible Arabic 
calligraphy. I have to say that my eldest son, he really didn’t learn his 
Arabic letters well until his teacher started teaching him calligraphy. He 
used the old reed pen and it was really cool. When he started doing all of 
that, then his Arabic writing and his comprehension really went way up. I 
agree to what you said, the visual aspect does really help in learning. 
FD:   Do they lack confidence when speaking in English? 
SS: It depends on the students but in general, they’re use to using it 
in certain circumstances but to have conversations in the academic 
situation and use academic terms, this is where it becomes shaky. Take 
me an example, I can speak everyday Arabic with friends, at home while 
shopping, but if I start talking about anything in academia, I don’t have 
the vocabulary base for it. This is the problem that they have with Arabic. 
They don’t have basic academic vocabulary and also they’ve kind of what 
we call it “fossilization” where they’ve learnt something incorrectly and 
they’ve repeated it for so long but it’s just stuck, and you can tell them 
how to fix it and they will go “ah ok”. They can see it, recognize it, and 
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write it but to actually use it in their speeches, it is very difficult. I agree 
with what you said regarding the power of levels of confidence, but it 
does depend on the students. Some students excel in speaking others 
in listening comprehension, some in reading, some in writing and some 
in combinations. Generally, they’re speaking skills are the best. I think its 
just because the Kuwaiti society is very verbal. 
FD:  Did you overcome couple of problems such as the ones you mentioned?
SS:  Well yes, we instituted speaking quizzes; a new program we have. In 
that, they had a topic that they know about already and then we ask 
them questions. They have to show both knowledge of the content and 
grammatical usage of it and so as we go through them. They’ve got their 
speaking quizzes throughout the semester and then for their midterm 
and final as well. Once we started instituting that, they were becoming a 
lot more careful about how they speak and actually forcing them to use 
it, to listen to themselves and recognize their errors. It is much easier to 
recognize the written word than the spoken word. 
FD:  What are the ways and methods that best deliver the English language 
easily to non-Arabic speakers in their first levels?
SS: We use a lot of pictures/visuals. We use hands on activities and it actually 
works on all levels. It is just particularly important for the lowest levels 
where they might use manipulates. We might have cards with words 
where they’re putting words or sentences together, reordering things for 
them to understand where does the adjective go, is it before the noun 
or after the noun. Those are very helpful. We try and get the students 
interested in what we are doing throughout the topics. For instance, 
in our program, we have textbooks that are with Cengage publisher 
and they are in coordination with national geographic. They are using 
real life things and off course the photographs are amazing and they 
have videos that accompanies them, they have a lot of online activities 
where students become involved. They have topics ranging from social 
studies of culture all the way to science. They also have literature and 
mathematics as well. They are getting more of that academic vocabulary 
as they’re going through. When we teach English in our programs, we 
don’t cover teaching the culture as well especially in AUK. We are just 
doing reading texts and in the listening and speaking text; they have a 
unit which is about a particular topic. For instance, we have two readings 
per unit and it may be on psychology. So they might have how animals 
think and how humans think and any kind of comparison or contrast 
between them. Another might be about the environment and they talk 
about solar energy in one article. 
In the other article, they’re talking about recycling or conservation. They 
are getting a variety of things. We do have some of them cross over, like 
African tribes, Tuareg tribes’ marriage rituals, old history of Ibn Batoota, 
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and they also do a western explorer. We like this national geographic 
where they pick things from multiple cultures. The students do all kinds 
of things from it as well as discussions about it, we make them look up 
something that interests them and bring it to class. You can see a lot 
of collaboration, unlike Arabic classes in private schools. They would 
actually write or do a presentation about it. The thing about language 
is that its so easy to collaborate with it, because you use language with 
everything and really the repetition of it and the use of the different areas 
of academia because our students need a broad base of vocabulary 
to take them whether they’re going to go into computer science or 
English, so we try to look for these kinds of things when we’re looking 
for text books. At the lower levels, one of our faculty members had her 
students read the article in the book and then summarize it. First of all, 
they discuss it, go through it and have comprehension questions which 
is sometimes online and they have a video that accompanies it. They 
have beautiful pictures within the unit itself that have critical thinking 
questions for them to discuss. Then they talk about what is this article 
about and what are the major supports for this article, who wrote it, 
what’s the title, and then talk about how to create a summary about that. 
Students once talked about Tuareg tribes and the marriage rituals, and 
they get to compare their own cultural and traditional wedding to those 
tribes and other marriages around the world.  Students had to go out 
and find research about their topics and look for another article about 
the particular topic they chose. IEP puts cultural knowledge in their 
curriculums for teaching the language. Instructors and students only had 
to do two sections; the summary and the personal response. We do this 
in all of our levels. Every level has a summary and a personal response. 
Every level has some form of analysis, synthesis, critical thinking and use 
a method of organization. 
FD: What is the most interesting aspect of the English language to non-
English speakers? And what do they mostly want to learn in English? 
SS: We have people who are working on their Ph.Ds. in Arabic; they come 
in and they need the English skill, that’s all they want. They just need 
the basic English skills. We have others that are coming exactly for the 
same reason but they’re from their jobs, they’re employer has sponsored 
them to come and study for one, two or three semesters in our program 
to get the English certification. Those are miner and not the majority; 
we have few of those every once in a while. We also have 40 years old 
men and women coming back to college after a period of time and 
they’re excellent students, they’re maturity level is very high. We have a 
lot who are just taking it to get into the undergraduate level. Writing is 
a process, and in the end of their time here; they generally get it, which 
is really great. We teach a lot of skills outside of language such as time 
management, responsibility and ethics. It is a struggle to let them see 
that we have a system and you can’t get into another level without trying 
and working. We have a contract and we make our students sign it so 
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that they agree to these protocols. 
FD: As competitors to other institutions that teach their own languages 
to foreigners all around the world, where does it stand in terms of 
teaching Arabic to foreigners? Did it improve? Are our institutions being 
recognized widely across the world?
SS: Well, I can’t really vouch for the Arabic program. For our program, 
which just received a ten-year accreditation from the council of English 
accreditation. There are only a few other organizations out of the U.S that 
has this accreditation. Because of CEA, our certification is recognized 
anywhere. We have students leave our program with certification and go 
to the U.S, U.K and Europe where they accept it. 
FD: In terms of theory, how do you think “power” relates to the nature 
of a language and to the teaching/learning of a language? Are they 
connected if yes, how?
SS: Language gives you power, when you don’t have strong language skills, 
you have difficulty expressing yourself and difficulty understanding. 
Really, if I had to have this interview in Arabic, you would think I was kind 
of stupid because I just don’t have the power in that second language. 
I never took an Arabic class but I just picked it up. It is something that 
students are like they feel kind of lost. At the beginning of the semester, 
you could sense that new students who come in are quite and don’t 
engage in class. But at the end of the semester, you beg them to just 
be quite. I think one of the problems is that the government schools 
tend to focus so heavily on “no you have made a mistake, do it all over 
again” and so they are afraid to make mistakes. The American system 
in general is like “ok, you made a mistake, learn from it, and move on”. 
Knowing the fact that the government system was modeled after the 
British system which is very much different than our American system.  It 
is important to say that many Arabs are not raised towards the power of 
confidence. As a matter of fact, they are afraid to participate and raise 
their hands in class because they might ask a stupid question where 
everyone would actually laugh at them. There isn’t such thing as stupid 
questions. The students need to be brave enough to raise their hand 
in order for the instructor to explain the question again because there 
might be other students who also didn’t understand and therefore you 
can help your colleagues as well. Participation definitely has an impact on 
a student’s confidence. 
FD:  Can you provide me with your own curriculum, teaching methods and 
papers of the program? This is to help promote it and assist in finding 
better ways to improve it.
SS: Yes.
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FD: If you are to be provided with a new method of teaching, would you be 
interested to test it on you’re learners?
SS: Sure, we have no problem. We use a wide range of teaching 
methodologies because really we have such a diverse student body and 
people in general learn in different ways. We use all kinds of methods; 
we use workshop methods and emersion where we get them involved 
in things. We have used so many different things. Pretty much any kind 
of methodology you can talk about, we’re using it at one point of time 
or another. I don’t really believe that there is only one methodology that 
works because what works for one student or even half of your students 
doesn’t work for everybody. It is really about getting them involved. We 
use a lot of multiple-intelligence where we get them seeing it, writing it, 
reading it, saying it, getting up and doing it. Some of us have done all 
kinds of things with the novels that we read for students. For example, 
one of our instructors and her students did all did a whole production 
around Frankenstein, they did writing activities, a whole book show and 
they performed it outside where everybody came. The students loved it 
and when you involve them like that, they really begin to say, “Oh wow I 
really like this” because one of the biggest problems that we have here is 
that this is not a reading society. It is a very judgmental society and some 
students that didn’t take part in the actual performance did things like 
they were roving reporters; they went around and asked other people. 
She involved all of her students and some did displays; they didn’t want 
to perform but they wanted to take part. Every student in my two classes 
actually took part in it in one form or another, so either they were writing 
or roving around like reporters. It was fun and they got a big kick out 
of it and they interviewed the president and some of the other faculty, 
students and staff that had come to the performance. Kuwaitis have a 
fabulous sense of humor where they relate many western movies into 
their own society; they make a Kuwaiti version out of western movies. 
We have this collaboration and participation in English but not in Arabic. 
They create Monopoly gaming, designs etc. all in English but not in 
Arabic. Many parents and students are opting out of the government 
system because the government system is messed up. My son is at 
the American United School, and they have their Arabic teacher who 
is actually a professor from Jordan and she’s doing a fantastic job with 
them. She has got these Arabic books and she’s like ok let’s read this 
story. She’s taken kind of the curriculum book like putting them in the 
corner. She is using all modern methods and it is wonderful. The problem 
is the government requires you to use their curriculum and I have seen it 
so many times and in many different schools. What happens is that they 
say well if anyone from the ministry comes in at any time and I am not 
doing the curriculum, I am not in the place where they are requiring me 
to be at that schedule, at that time of the year and I’m not doing this, 
then I can be written up and I can lose my license. They will literally tell 
me to leave the country. They all use their own curriculums and methods 
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because the government system is outmoded.
We are trying to reach out to the governmental schools and say look 
as far as your English teaching in the schools is like that, nothing will 
improve, what are you doing? I mean they don’t ask nor require the 
students to think at all, they don’t want them to analyze, apply to 
themselves, they don’t want the students to really produce. It became 
such a cumbersome system of bureaucracy that you can’t get anything 
done, and they bring in people that they put in powerful positions within 
education who aren’t good educators, they know very little in education. 
The person should have Ph.D. in education. It is kind of frightening. Most 
of the students including government students are very good with the 
writing and reading but they can’t speak and they have great problems 
listening because these areas have been probably inactive. 
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Dr. Ebrahim Al-Adsani
Interview with Dr. Ebrahim Al-Adsani [EA], General Manager and Arabic 
Instructor at Aware Language Center in Kuwait. Interview taken on 12th 
November 2014. He starts the interview by introducing the language courses 
provided at Aware Center.
EA: The courses we have are designed for the adults. They don’t have time. 
They are not interested in becoming experts in the language. They want 
to get by. We have designed the classes and the curriculum for adults. 
Since 2003, and throughout the years, we have found that members 
interested in learning Arabic are divided into three categories. First, they 
are just in love with the language and their handwriting is better than 
mine. Some of them become very interested, and therefore they take all 
the levels. They put an effort in themselves so they become experts in 
Arabic. We give them the tools. The second and the major category is 
they want to get by, I don’t want to negotiate the price nor get lost nor 
get directions, and they are just interested in seeing this new language. 
It is like you guys read and write from right to left, and what is this 
language? So basically they take the first level. The third category is the 
ones who get sent by their employer to learn the language in order to 
communicate at work and get along with colleagues when divided into 
teams. 
FD: Do you think that the Arabic language can be simplified more to non-
Arabic speakers through Graphic design? How?
EA: Yes it can be. 
FD: What are the ways and methods that best deliver Arabic language easily 
to non-Arabic speakers in their first levels?
EA: Enabling them to master the sounds and to connect because the Arabic 
language is the easiest language. They come with the impression that 
Arabic is a complex and most difficult language. Arabic is the most and 
easiest language you can ever find. In English, they teach you the “c” 
and then turns into “K” when put with different words. The sounds for 
the Latin/English letters are not all precise. In Arabic, its different, the 
sound of letters are precise wherever you put them in a sentence or 
in a word. Once our learners master the sounds and you know how to 
connect the letters, then its like you are paving the road for them. We 
then tell to move on to the second step. The second step is to enable 
them to somehow put an analogy because in Arabic, there are no vowels, 
but there are vowels in English. We give them an analogy that there are 
short and long vowels in Arabic, they are not literally vowels but they 
take the way of becoming a vowel for example Alif, Waw, Ya’. Once 
they get that, then things become easy. Arabic is a rich language but 
not complex. I strongly disagree with whoever says Arabic is a complex 
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language. When you say complex, its difficult but English for example is 
complex. Chinese is complex but Arabic is very simple.
FD: What is the most interesting aspect of the Arabic language to non-Arabic 
speakers? And what do they mostly want to learn in Arabic? 
EA: One of the reasons is that they always mention that Arabic is rich 
language, where you can have one word by changing the shape of it and 
changes into a different meaning; you can use the word very richly. The 
majority come because they are expats; they are in a country which is 
totally different in term of culture, religion and language. They want to 
integrate in the society. Part of this integration is learning the language. 
Aware is not a religion organization, but mostly to do with education and 
culture, therefore they don’t teach religion but only the language.
FD: As competitors to other institutions that teach their own languages 
to foreigners all around the world, where does it stand in terms of 
teaching Arabic to foreigners? Did it improve? Are our institutions being 
recognized widely across the world?
EA: Unfortunately no, we did not reach the satisfactory position, I don’t know 
why but we are only seeing the efforts of individuals. The British embassy 
supports their language, they want to introduce their culture, they want 
to introduce their language so they have those language centers in every 
country that they have. The American embassy and French embassy 
does that as well. They all have the focus and effort to introduce their 
language. It is not to brainwash or whatever, but it is just that they 
believe in their culture and language and they want to introduce it to 
you. Unfortunately, we don’t have that. You just find these efforts of 
individuals for example nonprofit organizations like Aware Center, or you 
find these profit-based institutions that teach Arabic. 
FD: What teaching programs and methods are you using and how are they 
helping improve the learning of Arabic?
EA: Some of our teachers use and make films, other use graphics, and 
audiotapes etc.
FD: If you are to be provided with a new method of teaching, would you be 
interested to test it on you’re learners?
EA: As a matter of fact, we are open to any curriculum that will help benefit 
our members and our students. We are thirsty for more. We have 
changed probably our curriculum three to four times. It’s just we want to 
find the right chemistry, we don’t want to downgrade the language and 
at the same time we don’t want to make it so difficult on our learners. So 
basically, yes, we would definitely test it on our learners.
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FD: Do you use images when teaching the basics of the language?
EA: Yes, definitely. 
FD: Do you think it is right to break and detach the Arabic letterforms?
EA: I agree and disagree, first it is good, because it can become easy and it is 
bad because the learner might adapt that process even in the advanced 
levels and this is wrong. The learner has to know from the beginning that 
it is an easy learning process and not how a language is understood in 
total. 
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Shadi Nahla
Interview with Shadi Nahla [SN], Arabic Instructor at Aware Language Center 
in Kuwait. Interview taken on 13th November 2014.
FD: Do you think that the Arabic language can be simplified more to non-
Arabic speakers through Graphic design? How?
SN: For sure, Arabic is a strong language, more than any other language 
that I ever know. You can follow 90% of the rules easily. I will give you 
an example; in English, you have a lot of exceptions in writing and in 
reading. If I say the word “cat”, it is spelled with a “c”. We don’t have 
this problem in Arabic, a “C” is a “C” and a “K” is a “K”. We have two 
or three silent letters in Arabic whereas in English there are a lot without 
any convincing reason. In Arabic, we have many reasons for that. In 
English there are light, fight, night etc. If you ask any English teacher, he 
will not convince you with his or her answer. There is no answer for this 
silent “GH” (languages borrow from each other, French German, English 
etc. there are vowel shifts as time passed by because of the different 
dialects). For example in Arabic, we have “Lam Shamsiya” which is a 
“Silent Lam”.
We have reasons for that. For a phonetic problem, if you read lam, 
you will hurt your tongue, that’s why we avoid reading it sometimes. 
For example when you say “Al-Shams” you say it with the “L” so it 
becomes “A-shams” because it will hurt to say it. So we have a reason 
for it. Another example in Arabic, the word “Katabo”, it doesn’t end 
with “waw”, it ends with “Alif” and we have a reason for that to refer to 
“they” as “plural” i.e. they wrote. In English, there is no reason; you just 
memorize it as it is. There is no interesting explanation or reason for it 
to be like this. In English, “T” has 5 different pronunciations to it (Tree, 
The, Three etc.) whereas in Arabic it only has 1. Arabic doesn’t have that 
problem because it is a phonetic language and it will help a lot of people 
to learn it in a short time. Here in our center, any student after twelve or 
thirteen hours can learn Arabic; can learn a new language. You cannot 
learn English in twelve hours. It is impossible. From my experience, if 
you don’t have any learning problems, you will understand it and you 
will certainly understand the rules. They are very simple and you can 
understand it and follow it without any problem. 
FD: They say Arabic is a very complex language, do you agree?
SN: This is not true and I fully disagree, I suffer a lot in English because I was 
in a government school. From the first to the fifth grade, I was in a private 
school and my English was perfect but when I went to government 
school from grade sixth, I suffered a lot in English. One of these reasons 
is that the teacher wasn’t a native English speaker. Most of the rules have 
a lot of exceptions. In Arabic we have exceptions but not like English. In 
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Arabic if you follow the rules, you can write a paragraph correctly. Also in 
a short word, you can deliver a great meaning. For example “I Love you” 
or “I will go” can be written in one word in Arabic. Also, to know how to 
write a paragraph is not hard because if you follow the rules, you can end 
up having strong grammar skills where you can write a correct paragraph 
without any problem.
FD: A lot of typographers believe that it is hard and they say that Arabic tires/
exhausts the eye because of the diacritics above and under the words, 
the tashkeel, and so on.
SN: I am sorry to tell you that the problem is not in the language; it is in 
the person who hasn’t enough education in the language. He did not 
practice enough. If I say the word “Imagination” in English, how many 
seconds will it take you to read it? You will read it in one second, so 
basically the question is why? I believe that is because you practice a lot. 
For me, if I don’t know any English, or I know couple of words and letters, 
it will be very hard for me to read it because the teacher taught us that 
this is “g” and this is “t” etc.  For-example when I try to read it the way 
you taught me to read it, I will say “EEMA” “GI” “NA” “TEON”. It is hard 
for me as an Arab or even as a native speaker. 
FD: In Arabic, when we take out the tashkeel, will the learner still read it?
SN: The newspaper is without tashkeel, and the question is how will I read 
it? It is exactly like the way you read imagination; with practice and time 
you will read the Arabic words as well with or without tashkeel. No need 
for tashkeel, you will already know it because you practice a lot. You start 
to know it from the meaning and this starts from the basic levels. In all 
of our schools, from grade one to twelve, we have tashkeel, and that’s 
it you learn it eventually off by heart. My father was an Arabic professor, 
and still if I don’t get a word, he will help me out by putting tashkeel. If 
the word has more than a meaning, then tashkeel will be needed. Do 
not ask primary level to read newspaper. Can grade one student read 
newspaper? It is not possible. We also have ten reading skills; you will 
not have any problems.
The ten skills are 1. Shaddah: you are supposed to know how to read it 
and use it in the language because in Arabic we hate to repeat letters 
as much as we can. We have exceptions off course, but literally one of 
the rules is avoiding repetition. We don’t like to repeat the greetings. 
“Salam Alaikom” and “Wa’alikom Al-Salam”. In English, Good morning 
is said both ways. 2. Tanween i.e “Ketabon” “Ketaban” etc. this is very 
important for a learner to understand where subject, object, adverb and 
noun are in a sentence. 3. Lam-Shamsiya the silent consonant. 4. Waw-
Al-Jama’a 5. Alf Maqsoora, like Huda, Salwa. 6. Ta’ marboota which can 
sometimes be ha’ or ta’ and the reasons for this is that in English when 
we say it is Jessica’s car, we add (‘s) to show that the car belongs to 
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Jessica. That applies to Sayarat Jessica, Dawlat Al-Kuwait. 
FD: They are complicating things; the only problem here is that we 
don’t have good designers who could actually design an interesting 
educational curriculum.
SN: I am trying to solve this problem. I will try my best to do this book as 
soon as possible with all my experience. I still believe that Arabic is the 
easiest language around the world. To prove that, medicine, algebra, all 
this knowledge was in Arabic. If Arabic is a hard language to learn, then 
how did people understand the algebra and medicine in Arabic. If it was 
hard, how do they all understand all this knowledge, and all these Arabic 
books now? Until now they have “algebra” in Arabic, which is an Arabic 
word, not English. 
FD: It is not their fault, it is our fault, we pushed away our language, and we 
pushed ourselves from being in the center, in the core of the world.
SN: we don’t care about Arabic and we love what’s happening in Europe, 
we don’t care about knowledge, we thought that we are the best, and 
throughout the years and as time passed by, we found ourselves not the 
best anymore. This is the problem. The previous Arabs did a great job 
and we found out that we don’t really need to do anything. Honestly 
speaking, this is the major problem. I believe and I understand that 
Arabic is the easiest language to learn in a short period of time. I can 
guarantee you anytime you like. Here at Aware, a lot of people start at 
zero in Arabic, but most of them can read and understand in 12 hours, 
they get 50% better. They can also read and write simple words in 
Arabic. 
FD: How much time does it take for a person who doesn’t know Arabic to 
read and write?
SN: 12 Hours. To be perfect, a student needs a year of learning. However, in 
the third level, I found a lot foreigners write wonderful paragraphs which 
are better than grade 9 and 10 in our schools. You can take pictures of 
these magazines where you can find a lot of them who are non-Arabs but 
can write very well. After a year or a year and a half, students can end up 
writing amazing paragraphs; their pronunciations turn out to be better 
and very much improved. 
FD: What are the ways and methods that best deliver Arabic language easily 
to non-Arabic speakers in their first levels?
SN: There are two traditional ways, and I prefer one of them. “Alif, Ba’, Ta’ 
etc” and “Abjad Hawaz”. I prefer “Abjad Hawaz” for many reasons. The 
first traditional way confuses the learner from the first minute because 
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Ba’ looks like Tha’ and Ta’. In this Case, all learners are going to be lost 
because these letters look pretty much the same. We don’t have this in 
English. Learners will lose interest and stop learning within the second 
class. “Abjad Hawaz” is different; it is a song and it is eight words 
only. In every class, we do one word, and I give my learners intensive 
assignments on it. The interesting thing here is that 90% of the rules of 
how to join the letters is available. 
If you understand the first word, you understand 90% of the game of how 
to join the letters. Alif has a family, Ba’ has another family. With all the 
other letters, they all belong to different families and they do not look 
the same, each one has a unique character. 6 rules to understand how to 
join letters, six exceptions:
1. Alif is the first group
2. Ba’ is the second group
3. Jeem is the third group.
4. Alif can’t be joined from the left side. 
5. Ba’ should be joined by opening the gate. 
6. Jeem uses its head and if joined as a connective letters, then full body 
must be used in final position.
If you understand Alif, you understand 6 rules, if you understand Ba’, 
you’ll understand 6 rules and if you understand Jeem, You’ll understand 
13 rules. They equal to 25 rules altogether. 
FD: Do they teach this in governmental schools
SN: No this is my own method. These 25 rules equal to 90% of the letters. 
Lam-Alf is not a letter; it is only a decoration instead of writing Lam and 
Alif where it looks very ugly. Who created the language, loved to make it 
beautiful and aesthetic. Because of this unique shape, with Lam-Alif, you 
can’t join it from both sides. But the other Lam and Alif, he didn’t like it 
but he kept it in order for it to be used when joining letters. 
FD: Can graphic design be part of teaching Arabic? And how can it be 
effective? What are you using?
SN: Sure, I have two experiences in this field. If you go onto YouTube, you 
can type this [Sh0dsh0d], you will find these clips where I designed them 
for to support my students at home without using their language to write 
Arabic. I use animation as well as pictures. I spent seven hours to do a 
one-minute animation, but it was an amazing experience for my career 
and for the students. You have to learn Arabic in Arabic and English in 
English, you can’t use translation, otherwise you will waste you’re time. 
Just for few minutes, my learners can practice at home and interact 
through learning and repeating. It is amazing especially that its my voice 
and its like I’m still with them even outside class, which will make my 
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learners more confident and correct their pronunciations. I am happy 
because my learners tried it and it was very effective. 
FD: So you are basically taking about the power of sound (linguistics), image 
(semiotics) and animation in teaching a language.
SN: Yes
FD: What is the most interesting aspect of the Arabic language to non-Arabic 
speakers? And what do they mostly want to learn in Arabic?
SN: They learn it for daily conversations meaning socializing. 
FD: So are they interested in the Kuwaiti dialect or in Arabic as a formal 
language
SN: Most of them are interested to learn the standard Arabic because I 
recommend it in standard. All the books are in standard Arabic and not 
Kuwaiti, Egyptian or Lebanese dialects. Learning formal Arabic is the 
key to learn any other Arabic dialect, it is the solid base that will make 
any learner move on and learn different Arabic dialects. If I want to learn 
Kuwaiti dialect, I will have to learn the traditional and standard Arabic 
first. Most of them care about the formal Arabic and how to contact 
other people in formal Arabic. I face another problem; my learners say 
that people make fun of what I teach them in class. I told them not to 
care and just completely ignore them. If they tease you, just ask them if 
they understood what you said, because what really matters at the end 
is building a strong communicative tool and being understood when 
speaking Arabic.
FD: Well, they’re not going to stay in Kuwait forever, they will go around and 
they will surely communicate with Arabs all around the world.  
SN: Yes, that’s true. Not only Arabic has a lot of accents, even other 
languages have different accents. If you want to send an email in Arabic, 
you will not use a Kuwaiti dialect as a language, you will have to type it in 
the standard Arabic. 
FD: As competitors to other institutions that teach their own languages 
to foreigners all around the world, where does it stand in terms of 
teaching Arabic to foreigners? Did it improve? Are our institutions being 
recognized widely across the world?
SN: I can guarantee that Aware center is the best institution that teaches 
Arabic in Kuwait for many reasons. Aware doesn’t cost a lot, it is very 
cheap, and one course can cost you £90 in total. We have a wonderful 
and a professional staff. Most of the evaluations carried out are excellent. 
We have three methods of teaching and all of us succeed with our 
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own ways. Most of the learners are randomly placed in classes by the 
registrar office. We all use a curriculum from the U.S. named “Ketab Al-
Assas”. I was offered a place to teach Arabic at one of the most famous 
institutions in Kuwait as part time to couple of students, but I refused. 
Ties Center in Kuwait teaches Qur’an but Aware teaches the language. 
FD: In your own sense for what reason do you think foreigners mostly want to 
learn Arabic, is it for a religious or an educational purpose?
SN: For education mostly, because the learners are interested to know what 
is going on around him/her in an Arabic talking society. I taught an 
international lawyer for private tutoring, people annoyed him a lot when 
they spoke Arabic in front of him and he wasn’t able to understand what 
was going on around him, that pushed him into joining Aware center. 
FD: In terms of theory, how do you think “power” relates to the nature 
of a language and to the teaching/learning of a language? Are they 
connected if yes, how?
SN: For sure, because when he finishes the first class and can say Marhaba, 
Tasharafna, that means he learned something and his confidence starts 
to build up since the first day. I can prove that because from the first 
class till the end of the course, the class is full and not a single learner 
dropped out of the course. I have experienced and seen the different 
tones of confidence in my students’ voices when they speak in Arabic 
from the first class. They get intensive practice in class and at home, they 
are only asked to see the animated video and practice along. There isn’t 
any pressure or any hard assignments to do by themselves. In the videos, 
I use very simple words without any complications. I use Tamam instead 
of bkhair, because it is easier to pronounce.  I don’t want to scare my 
learners away therefore I am using simple words.
FD: Can you provide me with your own curriculum, teaching methods and 
papers of the program? This is to help promote it and assist in finding 
better ways to improve it.
SN: Yes, sure. I give out worksheets as well, for example for Abjad Hawaz, 
with each letter, we learn three things, how to write the letter, come up 
with one word and one sentence. For example Alif, [Ana-Me] as a noun, 
[Na7no-We are] and you make a sentence, Ana Fahad, [I am Fahad]. For 
Ba’, [Bait-House] and [Baiti fi alsalmiya – my house is in Salmiya].
FD: If you are to be provided with a new method of teaching, would you be 
interested to test it on you’re learners?
SN: Yes, sure, I don’t mind. I would actually love it if somebody wishes to 
support me in this wonderful job.
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FD: Do you think it is right to break and detach the Arabic letterforms?
SN: This is not effective at all. I fully disagree because they tried in our school 
to follow the same path as Latin but it didn’t work. We have a lot of 
generations that don’t know how to read and write until now. We have 
students in grade 9 and 10 that can’t even know how to write a proper 
sentence. Teachers tell students to memorize the dictation as it is in 
English. But in Arabic, it is simpler. 
In governmental schools, all teachers give students a sentence to 
memorize and in the next day they should write it as a dictation. This is 
useless. For example [Thahab Mohammed Ela Al-Masjad – Mohammed 
went to the mosque.] Students are supposed to memorize it and write 
it the second day as a dictation. The problem here is that he won’t 
know the words; it is different than that of English. Dictation in English 
is where a student is supposed to memorize 10 words and is expected 
to write them the second day. You can’t follow the same way in Arabic. 
It is useless. However, yes you can detach the Arabic letterforms for 
educational purposes in teaching learners a language only in the first 
levels. The big difference between Arabic and Latin is joining the letters; 
this is what makes our language very different and special. One of the 
worst things in English that we don’t have in Arabic is the following rule:
SN writes [whatareyouthinkingabout] because my writing is bad, you 
can’t read it, you thought it is one word. If you do the same in Arabic, 
you will still read it because we have rules in all letters; freestanding, 
initial, medial and final characters. Arabic deserves to be recognized 
more than how it is seen today.  
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Mohammed Al-Met’eb
Interview with Mohammed Al-Met’eb [MM], Arabic Instructor at Aware 
Language Center in Kuwait. Interview taken on 13th November 2014. He starts 
the interview by introducing his teaching-learning method
MM: I teach the Arabic alphabet, and in every class, I approach my students 
with a new way of learning a letter. For example, I teach them the peak 
family letters. The peak family letters are the jeim, kha’, and ha’. When 
you draw half circle on top of the letter, it turns into a bird drawing.  
When teaching the letters, I relate to animals, objects and things. I 
also teach the Viking boat family which are the ba’, ta’, tha’ and Noon. 
Another one is the Whale family, which are the ta’, sa’, da’, and the 
dha’. For example, what distinguishes an sad from a seen is the different 
sound, seen is a samaka, sad is louder therefore it is a whale, it is bigger. 
If you’re going out fishing, you will need to take a hook with you, which 
is a lam. These methods are very easy for non-Arabic speakers to learn 
Arabic. I will give you an example of how I relate to things, and now let 
me show you how I teach the Arabic numerals. This is an 8, cut it in two 
halves, then you have four in Arabic, so half of the 8 is four, if you cut the 
four into two halves again, they you have two in Arabic. I will give you an 
example of how I relate to different letters. This is a “wa”, if we flip it, it 
becomes a “meem” or if we turn a “wa” upside down, it becomes a Latin 
number “6”. Sometimes, you have to relate to things. I came up with a 
method that no one else used before. I believe that this method will work 
just fine with the westerns who want to learn the language. 
Believe me, most of my students can read and write within two weeks. 
We have three letters that we don’t have in Arabic: p, v, and ch. Some 
people say that we have the p and the v. Off course these letters are for 
those who speak Urdu and you can find them on 7up bottles as well. We 
can put them in Arabic, but we must tell our learners that these letters 
are Urdu and we know how to read it but it is not Arabic. We don’t have 
the letter “i”, we don’t say Iman, we say Eman. In Arabic to pronounce 
an i, we say “ei” which is alif and ya’. What troubles every Arabic tutor 
is the “gh”. You can’t replace it, even when you read g and g together, 
they don’t make a “gha’” sound. “ghair” means different in Arabic. 
When a western pronounces ghair, they say it as gear, which creates a 
major confusion to learners. “dh” is another problem, even to Arabs, 
Many Arabs don’t differentiate between the dha’ and the dad because 
of their different dialects. We are suppose to say Al-Ard, we say Al-Ardh, 
which is wrong. We tell them our learners the difference; d is pronounced 
with your tongue in and the dh with your tongue out. For sure, In the 
Gulf Area, all Arabs say Ardh instead of Ard. I created a CD called “The 
Easiest Way to Learn Arabic”, it has around 400 words and sentences. 
In the CD, I included both Arabic and Kuwaiti dialect and the difference 
between them. For example: “km” in Arabic, “chm” in Kuwaiti. “Kam” 
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is used in many ways; it doesn’t only mean quantity like “how much”. 
We don’t say how much is the time now. We use chm in anything that 
is answered with a number. A lot of people learn “km” as “how much” 
and this is wrong. To differentiate, sometimes we say “saaa” means one 
hour, watch, clock, time etc. “km al-saaa” is different than “bkm al-saaa”. 
One letter can change the whole meaning of a word. In Arabic we don’t 
differentiate between the g and the j, they are literally the same. We have 
two “h”s; these are “ha’” and “ha’”, one comes out of your mouth and 
one comes out of your throat. 
I teach Arabic at Aware center since 2003, I came to Aware with my own 
method of teaching, Ibrahim Al-Adsani was a tutor there back then and 
he also had his own method of teaching. One of the questions that a lot 
of people ask is that when I read the newspaper, I don’t see any tashkeel, 
how can I distinguish between the words without tashkeel? In Arabic, 
most of the words is memorizing and practice, almost 75% of the time 
you have “Ftha” at the beginning. Almost 90% of the time, you have 
“skoon” at the end. Fahad, Bab, Shebak etc. What I see is that today, the 
alphabet is the spine of the language. Today, there is a hotel in Kuwait 
that wants me to teach the Kuwaiti dialect back in their place, I said ok 
and I can do that but as long as I’m teaching the alphabet as well. The 
problem with teaching learners from the west is that they want to speak 
Arabic without reading. The way I look at it is that I have to teach you first 
how to read. The language to me is a matter of vocabulary and grammar. 
Having vocabulary without grammar doesn’t make any sense and vise 
versa, they complement each other. From the first lesson, I teach my 
learners how to read and write. I changed the methods of teaching from 
the first level. For example, in one of my classes, when I finished teaching 
them the Alif, I show them the name of the letter and the sound of it. Alif 
is the name and aaaa is the sound of the letter. In English, we say “h” 
which is “aich”, but when we read “horse”, it becomes “h”. Sometimes, 
the name of the letter is not connected to the word. This creates 
confusion to English language learners. That’s the reason why in Arabic, 
we teach them the sound of the letter and not the name, we concentrate 
on the sound of the letter more. 
FD: What about the “Alif”, if you’re going to put it in a sentence, is it the 
same thing or does it sound different?
MM:  It sounds the same, but if it was by itself for example, in Qur’an, Alif, 
Lam Meem. For example Alif is pronounced the same as its written and it 
does show the sound of each letter as the learner learns it. [A] [L] [I] [F]. In 
class, we give the names of the letters in a list, but we teach our learners 
the sound of each letter. 
FD: So you relate to the power of the sound and its relation to the language 
as well as to teaching and understanding of the language.
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MM: Yes. I will give you an example, ha’, which is a “h” out of your throat 
whereas “h” for “hello” comes out of your mouth.
FD: Do you think that the Arabic language can be simplified more to non-
Arabic speakers through Graphic design? How?
MM: Off course, most non-Arabs are fascinated with calligraphy, and they 
want to learn it. Now in this room we teach them the different styles 
and handwritings. We teach them the beauty of Arabic calligraphy. A 
lot of people want to learn calligraphy and in order to be a calligrapher; 
you need to learn the Arabic letters. I think the method you’re using is 
fantastic. 
FD: What are the ways and methods that best deliver Arabic language easily 
to non-Arabic speakers in their first levels?
MM: First, relate the alphabet to shapes, this is the way I do it. When we relate 
and categorize the alphabet, then it will turn out to be much more easier 
and interesting. The difference between the Alif and the Lam is that the 
minute you attach the Alif, it becomes a lam. 
FD: Is there anyone using the same method you’re using?
MM: I have created my own, I don’t know if someone follows me or not, but it 
is my own method.
FD: Can graphic design be part of teaching Arabic? And how can it be 
effective? What are you using?
MM: Yes, I think it is a very big help for learners if you are using graphic design 
in teaching them the language. 
FD: What is the most interesting aspect of the Arabic language to non-Arabic 
speakers? And what do they mostly want to learn in Arabic? 
MM: Most of them want to learn how to speak Arabic in order to 
communicate. They are interested in Arabic itself and not the Kuwaiti 
dialect. Arabic language is considered a unified language among Arab 
countries. Some of them want to learn Kuwaiti dialect because they are in 
Kuwait.
FD: As competitors to other institutions that teach their own languages 
to foreigners all around the world, where does it stand in terms of 
teaching Arabic to foreigners? Did it improve? Are our institutions being 
recognized widely across the world?
MM: Well, before, I used to teach Arabic at the Grand Mosque, and now 
I teach it at Aware Center. First of all. We are very well recognized in 
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Kuwait, that’s why hotels and private institutions are asking us to teach at 
their places. We also get a lot of students coming from outside who are 
sent here just to learn Arabic at our center. Last year we had a lady who 
had a scholarship and was sent from her own country just to learn Arabic 
at Aware Center. As instructors, we have different teaching methods but 
we are all good. From my experience, I say “Hamdila”. In 1994-1995, I 
was named the best teacher for non-Arabs in the country. Most of my 
students know how to read and write within two weeks time. I now have 
enough experience to sense whether this student will make it or not 
from the first class. Some of the learners want to learn and others come 
by force because their companies push them to learn the language. 
You give them homework and they don’t do it etc. Arabic is like any 
other language, the more you practice the more it will stay in your head. 
Unfortunately, for the westerns, they learn Arabic and forget it easily 
because a lot of people here speak English. If you don’t use it, you will 
lose it.
FD: In terms of theory, how do you think “power” relates to the nature 
of a language and to the teaching/learning of a language? Are they 
connected if yes, how?
MM: Off course there is, the Qur’an is one of the most powerful aspects of 
our language. Unfortunately, you go to Pakistan or another country, they 
know how to read the Qur’an but they don’t know how to read Arabic. 
With power, we have to stick to our language to make it universal. We 
can make it the second most spoken language if not the first. Now we 
learn and speak English more than our own language. Most likely, look at 
the new generation, they all know how to speak in English and if you ask 
them how many verses of Qur’an they know, they will say none.
FD: If you are to be provided with a new method of teaching, would you be 
interested to test it on you’re learners?
MM: Off course, anything new is good.
FD: What do you think has caused the delays of the development of the 
Arabic script? 
MM: There was a delay but now we can’t cry over something that happened in 
the past. We caused the delay and we have to work harder.
FD: What do you think of Ibn Muqlah and Ibn Al Bawwab’s systems? And do 
you think that both systems have affected Arabic typography, calligraphy 
and language? To what extent?
MM: Off course.
FD: Do you think it is right to break and detach the Arabic letterforms?
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MM: We do these things for few words. Lam Al-Shamsiya and Lam Al-
Qamariya. Which are the Sun Letter and the Moon Letter. The rules of 
the sun letter having a Silent “L” and must always double the sound of 
the next letter with a “Shda” for example “A-Sabah”. Students ask me 
sometimes that they can still hear the “” in the word; I say that when 
we divide it into two words: you can here the “L” - Al Sabah. I do agree 
about detaching the letterforms. In certain words, you have to divide it to 
teach them how to read it in both ways.
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Aware Learner One
Interview with Learner One [L1], a current expat learner at Aware Language 
Center in Kuwait. Interview taken on 12th November 2014. Name has been 
removed for confidentiality. 
FD: Why do you want to learn Arabic?
L1: To speak Arabic with Kuwaitis at work, I am interested in Arabic in 
General but also interested in the Kuwaiti dialect.
FD: When you’re learning Arabic, do you find it easier to learn with visuals or 
only with text?
L1: I think to start, I think it is easier to have graphics and visuals and the next 
step it would be ok for me to learn by text.
FD: So basically graphic design does help in learning a language?
L1: Yes.
FD: What Level are you in now?
L1: Level two
FD: What is the easiest thing you see in Arabic?
L1: The easiest thing is you can write a short and a quick sentence easily. 
However, the pronunciation is the most difficult thing in learning Arabic. 
You must also learn different words, which I also think is different.
FD: Do you think that you got more confident as you started learning Arabic?
L1: Yes, off course, in general when you learn something new, you gain 
more confidence because you know more about this topic rather than 
not having a clue of what it is about. So yes, you get more power, more 
confidence.
FD: If I provide you with a new learning method such as learning with 
animation, would you think this would ease your readability, writing and 
pronunciation in Arabic? For example, let’s say level three will all be 
about learning Arabic through animation, graphic design, and moving 
text. Would you be interested to learn through these methods?
L1: I think if it is well done, then I think it will help, yes.
FD: Are you happy with what you’re achieving in class and do you really like 
learning Arabic?
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L1: Yes, it is challenging, and it is difficult to learn quickly. English is more 
common and that’s why it is easier to me than Arabic. With Arabic, you 
need to learn a different alphabet and different words; to me it is a little 
bit more complicated.
FD: From the easiest to the hardest, can you arrange the learning skills from 
your own experience? speaking, listening, reading or writing?
L1: Listening is the easiest. Then speaking, then reading and then writing 
because writing is difficult; the terms are different and difficult to 
understand. You need a lot of time to exactly understand if it is a Ta, To 
etc.
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Aware Learner Two
Interview with Learner Two [L2], a current expat learner - Level 1 advanced 
class at Aware Language Center in Kuwait. Interview taken on 12th November 
2014. Name has been removed for confidentiality. 
FD: When you approached Aware center, what were you interested in and 
why did you want to learn Arabic?
L2: I wanted to learn basic conversational skills.
FD: Did you want to learn the Kuwaiti dialect or formal Arabic?
L2: I guess I wasn’t interested in the Kuwaiti dialect because it is so particular 
and I don’t think any of the teachers are teaching the dialect here.  
FD: In what level are you in now?
L2: Level two advanced.
FD: So far, how are you feeling, do you like it?
L2: I do, but I also think the hardest part is reading it out. The transfer of 
the letters to the sound, and just the general cadence of the language 
trouble me somehow; the diacritical marks, the “skoon” and all that. 
Although I can read a lot better, but not orally, I have trouble producing 
the sound of the letters. 
FD: This is normal, even in English, you see a lot of Arab students mastering 
one skill and they’re not that good in another. I hope at the very end you 
do achieve and master all levels.
 
L2: I am a lot better than I was but I still have confidence issues.
FD: Does graphic design simplify the language for you, if I introduce a 
new method of learning through graphic design, would it ease your 
readability and understanding of the language?
L2: Yes, I think what is hard about the book we’re learning from is that 
everything is explained in Arabic and you don’t understand the teacher 
or the writer’s point of view. The lack of imagery is part of it, but a lot 
of it is that there aren’t enough examples. For example, you’re asked a 
question like where is Ahmed going, where does Ahmed live and what 
is in front of Ahmed’s house? You don’t have senses of how they want 
you to answer the questions. We just did the verbal answers verses the 
nominal answers and this is the second time I’ve taken this course and I 
had no idea until he explained it to me this time; he was like this is what 
I mean by verbal answer and this is what I mean by nominal answer. The 
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problem is that the book doesn’t tell you what they mean. Everything 
is explained in Arabic and you don’t have enough confidence and 
knowledge of whether you really understand it or not. If it was written in 
Spanish, you could probably understand like 75% of what is written but it 
is written in a language where the alphabet is already iffy. Finally, I realize 
that in the back of the book there is an explanation or the most common 
instructions. You really almost have to take a course of how to read the 
book (bad design). It is not well explained.
FD: What fascinates you about Arabic? What is the best part about learning 
it?
L2: I’d say how the way you think about things like for example, in Arabic 
there is no “to be” which is the first verbs you know in many languages. 
For example, “ana fi almatar” its like you are saying [I at the airport] 
instead of [I am at the airport].
FD: What about calligraphy?
L2: That’s very nice too, I took a class with Shadi, and it was very well done. 
FD: What about free-standing, initial, medial and final letterforms and the 
attaching of the written language? Do you fancy it?
L2: That is very fascinating, it just reminds me of learning cursive, but sadly, 
they don’t teach it anymore. They don’t teach the s that looks like an 
eight or the r that goes up and so on. It is like learning how to write again 
and how important your penmanship is. You can see my penmanship isn’t 
very good because my confidence isn’t at a high level.
FD: Do you get to learn calligraphy here? The styles of thuluth, naskh, kufic 
etc.?
L2: I don’t think they do the styles you just mentioned, but they do the basic 
formation of Alif Ba’ and Ta’.
FD: Do you get to learn the culture within the classes?
L2: It is primarily language but there are side conversations. It is not a 
cultural course; it’s a language course. I probably say that it is heavier on 
the writing than it is on the verbal communication which is a little harder 
for someone who wants to go out and get a cab. I wouldn’t say you need 
to have a Kuwaiti dialect course but you just might want it, situational 
vocabulary off course.
FD: From the easiest to the hardest, can you rearrange the learning skills 
from your own experience? speaking, listening, reading or writing?
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L2: I think it is a little bit more complicated than that because reading is 
one thing. You can piece it together but remember that the reading 
here is done in two levels, the comprehension reading and then the 
allowed pronunciation reading. It is two almost different things. From my 
own experience, the reading isn’t impossibly hard; it’s difficult but not 
impossible. The pronunciation with the reading is the hardest.
Easiest to hardest: 1) reading for comprehension because you get a 
series of words and few verbs and good explanations of how the tenses 
are born. Then the 2) writing because now you have to produce it. It is 
always more difficult to produce than it is to receive the information. 
Because when you receive, all you have to do is to demonstrate that you 
understand. Then I would say the 3) listening comprehension and then 
I would say 4) speaking because again you’re producing. The problem 
is you can’t do them isolated really because in order to pronounce, 
you need to associate the letters with association, so you eventually 
you have to read then say it loud. My argument is that depending on 
the personality of the teacher or the student, you can get a little bit 
nervous when a learner is told to read it loudly. The people outside don’t 
judge you on your grammar, when you have a past tense in a sentence 
they don’t really care, they just understand. When you say, “I need 
everything” they just know that you want something. 
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Aware Learner Three
Interview with Learner Two [L3], a current social studied teacher and an 
expat learner - Level 1 advanced class at Aware Language Center in Kuwait. 
Interview taken on 12th November 2014. Name has been removed for 
confidentiality. 
FD: As a learner, what and why do you want to learn Arabic?
L3: I like the culture here, and I enjoy it, and there are a lot of opportunities 
like dealing with my students who are 99% Kuwaiti and I’m dealing with 
them on a daily basis as well as people who speak Arabic. I want to be 
able to communicate with the people I interact with on a daily basis. 
FD: Are you interested in the Kuwaiti dialect or the formal Arabic?
L3: I would like to know both, because I don’t necessarily know if I plan 
to stay in Kuwait. I obviously just don’t want to have it useful here in 
Kuwait whereas if I learn more like the general Arabic, there will be some 
differences in other Arabic speaking countries. I would still probably 
understand or make use of the words with context and know what they 
are talking about.
FD: What fascinates you in Arabic as a language?  
L3: I don’t know if fascinating is the right word, but I think it’s just interesting 
all the different rules, and how in English there is single and plural. In 
here there is single, plural, depending on the gender and whether is it 
single, a group etc. If it is single, you address things differently, and so 
it is a challenging language. It makes me actually want to master even 
more.
FD: What do you think of the attaching of words in a sentence and the 
skeleton formation of the words?
L3: I do enjoy writing in Arabic, it is just a smooth way to write things, and 
the way that it flows is really nice. As far as putting it into sentences, it’s 
a bit challenging and trying to figure out word order especially when 
you change the ending. Depending on number of letters you use, verbs 
change and endings change as well etc.
FD: How is the confidence now especially after mastering a level and moving 
onto the next level? Do you think your confidence is getting better and 
better each time?
L3: Actually pretty much the whole group now is advanced more than I am. 
First I started it really good and felt really confident and the more we 
get into it the more rules we get and I start to forget a lot. I feel more 
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confident speaking Arabic, but in the class, I feel I’m a little bit lower than 
some of the others.
FD: From the easiest to the hardest, can you arrange the learning skills from 
your own experience? speaking, listening, reading or writing?
L3: Reading is the easiest, then I would say listening only when it is at a 
slow pace, if it gets fast, I get confused. Then comes writing, and then 
speaking. 
FD: In your own sense, do you think that graphic design can ease the 
readability and the understanding of a language?
L3: I do yes, I‘m a very visual learner so I think seeing it and being able 
to make connections is easier. If you can add endings to the word 
depending on who you are talking to and if you see those patterns and 
make those connections, it’s a lot easier than just remembering what 
letters to add on to the end or the beginning just by hearing them. So 
yes, learning through animation and graphics can be much better if it 
helps you visualize the connections rather than taking the harder path, 
then definitely. 
FD: Do you recommend learning Arabic to others?
L3: For westerns, it is a very good skill to have. The amounts of traveling 
especially people from Kuwait do and the globalization and all the things 
that are occurring in our world, it is an expanding language because 
Arabs are everywhere and we live in a new globalized world where 
interaction is needed quite a lot.
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Tarek Atrissi
Interview with Tarik Atrissi [TA], Principal Designer and Arabic Typographer Interview taken 
on 17th November 2014 in Kuwait. 
FD: How strong and effective is Arabic Typography today? Where is it today?
TA: I think it is moving fast, and there is a lot going on. If you compare it to 
ten years ago, a lot more is happening. The first generation came in with 
a lot of good work and I think we’re going to see much more work. 
FD: How well do you think typographers and designers are using typography 
today?
TA: Some are using it very good, some are using it very bad. I do think that, 
it is not up to us to judge. I can say from my point of view, I don’t agree 
with what this person is doing, and others can say the same thing. I think 
that time will judge us whether we did well or bad.
FD: Do you think that typefaces created today by many typographers such as 
Nadine Chahine, Tarik Attrisi, Pascal Zoghbi etc. are more effective than 
old typefaces created by Saad Abulhab, Boutros and Khattar?
TA: No, I think we’re approaching it from a different angle. I like variety and 
I like different things. Maybe we are addressing more contemporary 
needs. Every typeface effect the need at the end of the day. In a design 
project, there is a problem and you need to find a solution for it so we 
are addressing a more current solution. But are these old typefaces more 
effective, no, this is however my personal opinion.
FD: How can both Arabic and Latin (English) scripts work together in bilingual 
communication?
TA: They can work together in similarity or they can work together by 
contrast. I don’t think that they always have to look like each other to 
work together. There are two approaches, they can really be opposite to 
each other or they can be similar. Each typeface has its own function in 
addition to functioning well together.
FD: How powerful can typography be and is it as powerful as delivering a 
message solely through textual content instead of imagery?
TA: All my work is typographic and I believe letters show things better than 
images in a more timeless way.
FD: How do you think we can create and develop successful collaborations 
between Arabic versions of Latin scripts?
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TA: Setting up a good context to have teams work together, if you find the 
right way to put people together like AbiFarès’s type matching project 
in a way that it becomes beneficial for both and the outcome is also 
beneficial for both. If there is a good infrastructure for collaboration, then 
this is the best possible. 
FD: They keep saying that Arabic is a complex language, are you with or 
against?
TA: To me, I find it simple, it is my mother language and to me, its easier to 
design Arabic than Latin. I don’t find it complex.
FD: Have you heard of Nasri Khattar’s Unified Arabic, Saad Abulhab’s 
Mutamathil? Mourad Boutros’s Simplifies Arabic? And Ali Al-Gharim’s 
vocalized typeface? What do you think of them? 
TA: I think it’s not going to happen, I find it to be an interesting experiment 
but I don’t bother with it so much. It is not going to happen. I don’t know 
if its working or not, I’m not a designer, I’m practical. I don’t see how the 
whole writing system or the whole Arabic world is going to change. I look 
at it, it interests me, but I’m more interested in other solutions.
FD: What do you think has caused the delays of the development of the 
Arabic script?
TA: I don’t know. I mean I also don’t bother. I look at the more recent history. 
I think that recently it wasn’t developed because there weren’t a lot of 
type designers. I really design to find solutions for problems. If there is a 
problem, I look for a solution. I talk about the present and the future and 
off course as well as recent history.
FD: What do you think of Ibn Muqlah and Ibn Al Bawwab’s systems? And do 
you think that both systems have affected Arabic typography, calligraphy 
and language? To what extent?
TA: Yes off course, they effected Arabic typography a lot. They are a good 
reference to take in some cases. In some projects, I like to take them as 
references.
FD: What happens if we use Ibn Muqla’s system in a different way? We 
use it for lettering instead of calligraphy because it is for measuring 
proportions?
TA: Yes, it is a proportion theory, I think it can be used in a lot of ways and I 
think maybe if you use it for lettering as you suggested, then there would 
be a lead for interesting result. It is a framework to work with. 
FD: As a graphic designer or a typographer, do you think it is safe to use old 
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Arabic calligraphic systems on Latin typefaces? i.e use Al-Khat Al-Mansub 
on Latin typefaces? In terms of measuring proportions?
TA: Yes, absolutely, it would work with it by contrast.
FD: Why do you think that the Arabic Language in Cairo wanted to simplify 
the Arabic Script back in the 20th Century?
TA: Maybe they thought it was too complex, maybe they thought it was an 
easier way to teach it to foreigners, or maybe they wanted to Latinize or 
westernize our script and language.
FD: Do you think it is right to break the structure of the Arabic script and 
language in order to simplify it to non-Arabic speakers? i.e Basic Arabic 
and Nasri Khattar’s Unified Arabic. 
TA: No I don’t think so, because I don’t find it complex and if you want to 
learn a language, there is no point of changing it to simplify it to the 
extent of changing its structure. I think you can simplify the way you 
teach it but it is not a solution to simplify the script itself in order to teach 
it. 
FD: Do you think it is right to break and detach the Arabic letterforms? 
TA: There is no right and wrong, again, I don’t think its going to happen in 
reality. There is no need to bother so much about it. 
FD: Do you think it is helpful to create typefaces that have separated 
letterforms?
TA: Sure, a typeface is created for a need. Even though I say the detachment 
of the structure is not going to happen, yet if there is a specific need, 
then why not, I had a specific project and I had to do it.
FD: How do you think we can serve the purpose of the academy and 
introduce a way of simplifying the script without abandoning its original 
letterform structure?
TA: Sure, if we can find a way to simplify it then that would be the idea in that 
situation.
FD: What do you think of young typographers nowadays?
TA: There is two generations, there is young and there is much younger. I 
think a lot of them are doing good work. Especially the ones that got 
proper education in type design, they are really raising the standard level 
up.  
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FD: How can Arabic typography and graphic communication technologies 
help Arabic and non-Arabic speakers in bilingual (Arabic-Latin) 
communication design?
TA: There are a lot of ways, a good design helps you do everything; it helps 
you produce better, explore the world better, and makes you interact 
more. So ultimately, good graphic design and typography can find a 
million ways to teach you Arabic better. What are they? That’s probably a 
lot to say in 30 minutes.
FD: Sometimes people prefer to look at English rather than look at Arabic, 
how do you think we can overcome this?
TA: It is a pure design challenge. It is a design process, if you are doing 
something specific and the focus is shifting more towards the Latin, 
then something in the design execution is not giving justice to Arabic. I 
would say by insuring that the balance is correct and it’s a design feeling. 
You have to look at it closely and see is it too much here, is it less here 
and so on. So finding the balance and it’s a tricky process of designing 
bilingually, you have to always search for the balance.
FD: Nadince Chahine says “There are several problems facing the Arabic 
script including the shortage of Arabic enabled software and social 
media applications. Complex letterforms with vowels and diacritics above 
and under the words, dual-joining characters and grammar rules are all 
creating a demanding environment for new readers. Other complications 
are the lack of variety of typefaces in software, the inconsistency in styles, 
proportions and variation of dots and diacritics. Due to low literacy 
levels among many users, scholars have equated spreading knowledge 
of Arabic amongst young Arabs to be as difficult as that of non-Arabs.” 
(Chahine, 2006). Do you agree or disagree? And why?
TA: I agree with the first part in terms of the software and the environment 
etc. is not ideal but its getting better and it will keep on getting better 
and the more we have good people in the region, they will create their 
own software and think otherwise. Now, is the understanding of Arabic 
among Arabs is as difficult as that of non-Arabs? Could be yes, there is 
a point. I don’t know if I can say it is as difficult, it’s a bit too general. It 
depends on whom you’re talking about. If you look at in a larger scale, 
there is a big lack of literacy in some parts.  
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Suzanne Talhouk
Interview with Suzanne Talhouk [ST], Poet, Advocate of Arabic Language and 
Founder of Feil Amer Foundation in Beirut. Interview taken on 17th November 
2014 in Kuwait. 
FD: Do you think that the Arabic language can be simplified more to non-
Arabic speakers through graphic design? How?
ST: In Arabic, there are always two different aspects, the aesthetic aspect 
and the expressive aspect. The aesthetic aspect is where we express 
through art and visuals and the expressive aspect is where we express 
through communicating, writing, speaking and so on. Graphic design 
is always another expressive aspect and a communicative tool that can 
somehow show the beauty of a language. Now simplifying a language 
has nothing to do with graphic design, not to my knowledge, I’ve never 
seen it in that way. Simplifying a language is only through finding similar 
terms and definitions in different languages or modernizing new terms 
and definitions through technology, translation and definitions. This 
is a completely different thing than the beauty of a language. A lot of 
westerns create beautiful Arabic typefaces without having any relation to 
do with the simplicity or the complexity of the language. 
FD: From your own experience, and from what you showed us at the 
workshop where you had Arabic letters laid down on the floor and 
yellow tape wrapped around it as a crime scene. This is graphic design 
and it did stick in our minds. This was a very effective campaign. So 
my question is do you think graphic design can help a campaign or a 
creative concept or design effect our minds?
ST: Absolutely, a lot find it interesting to learn the language or they might be 
curious to know what’s going on. If you are trying to change the picture 
of Arabic language in order to bring it closer to the westerns and make 
them interested in learning it, yes this one way. This really depends how 
you’re creative and honest in delivering a concept or a message. A lot of 
people would feel more comfortable with visuals, and lot others would 
want basically more in understanding the details and true meaning of 
the definitions and terms. In one way or another, you’ll be trying to 
deliver the Arabic letters or the nature of the language to others through 
creativity and this is a bridge which can be build step by step and is 
indeed very important.
FD: Do you think that communicating in our Arabic language is a problem 
only in the Middle East especially that we are very influenced by the 
west, the way we live, talk, wear and act? Abroad, not a lot of people 
have an idea of what’s going on here and that Arabs are abandoning 
their language.
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ST: This problem is not an international thing, it is an Arabic problem which 
is only happening in the Arab region, to be honest, there are a lot of 
countries who struggled towards keeping hold of their languages like 
the red Indians and so on. We were sadly the easiest people to surrender 
and abandon our language and believe that everything is always better 
than what we have because everything else is more modern, more 
cool, and is more up to date. Look at Turkey, Malaysia, the French 
and the Italians. No one in the world speaks Italian except the Italians 
themselves, they love their language and they’re very proud of it. I’ve 
never seen two Italians speak English together. I never saw two Spanish 
people speak English with each other.  We as Arabs, we are currently in a 
physiological illness called “insanity”. Sometimes, a human goes through 
a physiological depression or a disorder in life, its either out of fear or 
lack in confidence.
In my point of view, the lack of confidence is what creates all other 
impairments in life. We are at a phase where we’ve got lack of 
confidence in everything we produce and we have from history, culture, 
education etc. No one likes to hear the truth and you get people saying 
that you are not being modernized, and you’re fighting against the 
westerns and that Arabs are always conservative and protective. This is 
untrue, we are the most hospitable people in the world, and we welcome 
everyone in. We welcome different cultures, and meet guests from all 
around the world. We need to get out of the less confidential territory 
in order to have a little bit of hope in order for us to start again from 
scratch. 
FD: We have a gap in history, and with the Arabic language nowadays, 
everyone’s trying to improve it in many different aspects, campaigns, 
design, art, education etc. We were standing and we suddenly ran. 
Do you see this rush in things nowadays is a bit worrying? They will 
eventually stop to rest and there will be another gap. Do you think this is 
a “trend” or is it a successful input toward a better future?
ST Returning to the roots, or to the origins, even if it was fast, then we 
don’t have a problem. The trend is consumption. If time passes you, for 
example we face this all the time where we wake up late to work and 
then go to work and we eventually continue our day normally after that. 
This awakening is very important as long as you don’t keep sleeping. 
Who fails the most, is the person who is trying the most.
FD: In terms of theory, how do you think “power” relates to the nature 
of a language and to the teaching/learning of a language? Are they 
connected if yes, how?
ST: In my own sense, yes it is connected to the language because what 
leads us here is our faith which most of us believe is weak. The power of 
a country, and the power of its economy and production it is what leads 
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a country’s language to be well known widely to the world. Because we 
feel weak, we therefore judged our language as a weak language without 
even trying to find its power and the way it can reinforce us.
FD: There are a lot of designers and typeface designers who tried to simplify 
our Arabic language through breaking and detaching the Arabic 
letterforms to make it look as easy and simple as Latin, what do you 
think?
ST: This is a very complicated topic and it is big, but in my opinion, wanting 
or not wanting it, everything is going through a specific development, 
and we can’t control it. I find this experience or option to be a better 
solution rather than replacing our letters with Latin ones like “Marhaba, 
Kefkoun”. Let us see where we can reach in order for us to judge 
because the problem is any attempt we make in the Arab world is judged 
to be a terroristic and a frightening approach or a failure. In Lebanon, 
they kept telling me that its impossible to understand what Kuwaitis say, 
I found that to be overrated, especially that I am here now and I can 
understand what you’re saying clearly. I think let’s sit and watch what the 
new generation will do and how they will interact or engage with they’re 
Arabic language and the way they’re going to accept it. They might 
accept it even better than us and it might get them closer to their own 
identity more than us. What is the point of not sharing? What is the point 
of keeping something that no one will ever learn from or use?
FD: The problem in the Middle East is that a lot of people steal concepts and 
ideas. The copyright law doesn’t serve us well in our own country, they 
don’t believe in it. Let us be realistic, the westerns do respect each other 
and they do value each other’s thoughts and inventions. In the Middle 
East, we have trust issues, its different, you’re always scared to exchange 
thoughts, thinking that maybe they might steal your idea and turn it into 
their own.
ST: True.
FD: If I approach your foundation one day, and give you a curriculum that I’m 
going to design for teaching Arabic to non-Arabic speakers in a creative 
way, would you help me in promoting it?
ST: Yes, definitely, we’ll have to look at it and communicate with the 
ministries. This is a dream, and if it is a complete project, we’ll then have 
to work on how to advertise and market it. The more we come closer 
to our true identity, and reconcile with it, the more we develop in a 
consistent way. The most important thing is reaching a place while you’re 
at a steady level. Unless you want to reach the world and end up having 
depression problems where we sadly lock ourselves in the box and not 
produce anymore, its up to us really.  
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London Interviews
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Mourad Boutros
Interview with Mourad Boutros [MB], Arabic Calligrapher and Typographer, 
Founder of Boutros International in London. Interview taken on 17th November 
2014 in London. 
MB: Students from all around the world come to Boutros office in London and 
work closely with Mourad and Arlette. The university pays them to work 
with students on typefaces and calligraphy and show them a bit of print 
design. Boutros talks about the “foreign knot” which is highly active in 
the Middle East. Companies in Kuwait, bring unprofessional international 
designers, they pay them a lot of money as well as flight tickets where 
designers come and talk for an hour on stuff that we already know. The 
companies somehow take advantage of this just to show how they work 
closely with international designers. They think that in this way they 
will be able to stand out and be seen as one of the best companies 
in the region. We will never get out of this sickness. Our job is not to 
change people and the way they think. At Boutros International, we do 
multinational brand identities to various customers. I started from zero, 
and I learnt in practice, I had to learn everything the hard way before 
technology and all these software come out. My name is Mourad Boutros 
and I work with Calligraphy and typefaces. I will send you a copy of the 
Basic Arabic typeface, and I made a note on that. 
FD: Thank you, what made you execute Basic Arabic?
MB: Somebody approached me and paid me to do it, otherwise I wouldn’t 
have done it. Another reason is that in my business, I believe a lot 
in something called research. I spend a lot of time and money on 
researching things. I don’t really get excited about an idea, execute 
it and then lose a lot of money. When I was approached, I made my 
research and I found a book, it is so sad that I’ve lost it. I get a lot of 
students and people like yourself coming and talking to me. I think 
somebody had borrowed it and never returned it back. I don’t know 
where it is and who really took it. However, I called the publisher and 
went back to get another copy but it was out of stock. It is a very small 
book published by Jarrous Press in Tripoli Lebanon. The good thing 
is that I found out after researching about it that since maybe 1860, 
it started in Egypt. People always looked for simplifying the Arabic 
language for technological reasons, the Arabic language I believe is 
one of the best, but you can’t say the best. It is the richest language in 
the world. It is so beautiful to do things with, to simplify it in terms of 
detaching it, I think you will kill in terms of beauty and design.
A lot of scholars have done research but because they are not 
calligraphers, you can see samples in their books, and how ugly some of 
them have tried to simplify it, but however the concept is there. Many 
trials and attempts have been made. Poets like Saeed A’qel who passed 
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away couple of days ago went too far on that when he made Arabic 
read in Latin. This term is called “Arabish”. Today, I see people write on 
websites and forums. I don’t personally like it, and I don’t think it helps in 
anyway. 
Once, I was a speaker at a conference in Dubai for adobe and a 
Lebanese guy approached me to ask me about my opinion on a typeface 
he did on this, frankly, I couldn’t understand it, and I told him there is no 
protection for it and therefore I wouldn’t use it. This is my opinion again, 
and it doesn’t mean I’m right or wrong. However, the reason I did Basic 
Arabic is because a friend of mine owns a basic Arabic foundation and 
he decided to do it and he gave me the money to create it. I can’t say his 
name because the project was confidential back then. He approached 
Nasri Khattar first and introduced me to him. They both came to my 
office here in London, he wanted me to execute it and sell it for him. The 
problem that he didn’t get well with Khattar. With all these typographers 
and people working on detached Arabic in the field, Khattar did execute 
the best in my opinion as a concept. As a proportion between the 
characters, I find some of his work a bit like Hebrew, and that was the 
problem but he had some nice ones and he’s the best on this. My friend 
approached me and I first said I won’t copy anyone’s work. I fight piracy 
all the time because a lot of people have been copying me. 
I reacted to the brief, and the brief was that we needed to teach Arabic 
easier to children because it is so difficult. This is a research undertaken 
by an educational group and that something had to be done on that.  
Now, an Arab child learns Latin script either being French or English 
quicker and easier than Arabic. This is not my opinion; this is what I read 
from the research that was done by experts in the field. I said let’s keep 
the tradition because when learning we go through different stages 
I believe. We should keep the tradition of the Arabic calligraphy and 
shouldn’t go out of it whatever we do. I always say that you can design 
a typeface being round or squared, say whether you like it or you don’t, 
it’s a matter of opinion, but never break the grammar rule. Sadly, it is 
broken today with many typefaces by many people who work within the 
same field. Based on that, I decided to advise the group to execute it in 
the traditional way but make it linked first and then with time you break 
it, and we can’t go more than that. I wouldn’t touch it because of the 
blocked heads in the Arab region.
I came here in 1976 and I think I was lucky because something said that I 
was in the right place at the right time. When I came, and started on the 
Letraset which was called the oil boom here. Everybody wanted business 
with the Middle East; there were big demands for typefaces that were 
designed by my wife, brother and myself, about 50 typefaces for Letraset 
at that time. The reason for this is because there wasn’t anybody at that 
time; there was war in the Middle East especially in Lebanon. I wouldn’t 
do it because of the blockage; you get calligraphers and different people 
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saying that you are damaging our language. I still do great pieces in 
calligraphy, I love it, if you ask me what’s your passion, I’d honestly say 
calligraphy. 
Regarding Basic Arabic, I wouldn’t make a project unless somebody 
pays me to do it. Designing a typeface is a huge problem, piracy from 
the biggest top companies to the smallest. I always say at conferences 
the best Arabic typefaces in the market today is used by DTP and in 
every Arabic newspaper, magazines and in a lot of places, is a design by 
Linotype in 1978 by Walter Tracy who passed away. He was a great guy, 
he was English not Arabic, and the name of the typeface is Yakout which 
many people pirated under different names between Nadeem, Beirut or 
Bader etc. He doesn’t speak Arabic, he used references and used a lot 
of time that his company paid for and those are the people you respect. 
The second best typeface is by a person I personally think had put a 
calligrapher in a computer, he is Dutch and his name is Thomas Milo. I 
met him in London two weeks ago. Again, the way he thinks is amazing, 
but the money he spent and the time, I don’t think he will get it back in 
all his life. I will never ever do this, I am so sorry for many reasons. With 
Basic Arabic, I was paid for it. If someone approaches me today and 
tells me to do it, I wouldn’t even think or touch it for many reasons. Then 
between the 80s and the 90s, I had to set up a conference in London that 
included:
1. A minster of education from an Arab country.
2. Antoine Abu Raad: Head of the teachers in Lebanon. 
3. Dr Jolinda Abo AL-Nasr: Head of JCW in West Beirut and now Head of 
the JCW in the whole Middle East. 
4. Laila Tannous: The head of the British-Lebanese association in London, 
Ex-BBC. She died two years ago. 
Basically, I managed to get the top people of education in the Middle 
East to give their opinion on this project. We had a conference and a 
discussion and that’s why I came up with that. They are not the kind of 
people who really get excited, but they are down to earth and neutral 
people, and that’s why I like them. They all agreed not to change the 
Arabic language, but we all looked at the most beneficial thing we 
can get out of this. Today, maybe you don’t print telephone books like 
before, but a printed newspaper still matters, a book still matters. It is 
still used, but not like before. I researched it, I explained, they explained 
and the bottom line was space economy, then teaching our children 
easier and quicker (that’s very important). The other reason was teaching 
Muslims who are not Arabic speakers (which was thought to be a big 
benefit). Whatever technology comes in, this is still a necessity. Then the 
questions raised were: what happens to the Arabic calligraphy script? I 
said, in the first year, the child will learn the new way that will make him 
learn quickly, then we teach him calligraphy and put all the language in. 
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How do you know the result will be this or that? during the summer 
holiday, we will put the new method in and we’ll see the result, if its 
positive then we’ll implement it in schools, if it was negative, then we’ll 
remove it. I then gave them an example of Didot’s invention which took 
place in Germany and which was a great one. Once in a conference, I 
heard this Greek guy speaking, he said in order to change one character 
in the language, it was a decision of a king at that time, not you and me. 
Now take Turkey, Ataturk came and changed it. What I am trying to say 
is that you need someone powerful behind this. In our group we had 
someone powerful. When we got into that stage, that powerful person 
passed away. The project was frozen and the person who gave me all 
that money, gave me the right to sell it in my website, and give him 50% 
on sale. 
If I can find this Jarrous Press book, it would help you a bit but it won’t 
tell you much. I can tell you a summary of the book. There was an 
attempt since that day to simplify the language, but they didn’t know 
why. I am relying on my memory, the book was in 1860 by Napoleon and 
he was in Egypt at that time. All what I can tell you today is that if you 
really want to look into Basic Arabic, you have the one I designed and 
the one Nasri Khattar did. 
FD: Did you take the path of the Academy of the Arabic Language in Cairo 
when you designed your Basic Arabic?
MB: Sorry, I never heard of them, I don’t know it. I did a lot, I follow a lot, but 
never heard of this before. I like Lakhdar’s typeface, because Letraset 
brought it to me once because we used to be a selecting committee, I 
was one of their consultant paid by Letraset to select the best Arabic and 
that’s why I remember his font very well. The problem in the Arab World 
is the committee in who decides. Sometimes you don’t know whom or 
maybe they don’t have a clue, or it’s a matter of whether they like you or 
they don’t like you. 
FD: What have you done so far with the typeface and do you think it would 
be good for simplifying the language for non-Arabic speakers?
MB: I was commissioned as I told you, I wouldn’t do it because of the many 
oppositions to that and some of it is for non-scientific reasons, its just a 
reaction basically. The people who I dealt with were very open minded, 
because the person who hired me was pushing it and as I told you giving 
an example of the Greek guy and Ataturk, you need these type of people 
to take decision on such projects. They don’t exist in my opinion in the 
Middle East today, that’s it. Simplified was done by non-Arabs, a Dutch 
and an English. Unfortunately, the person behind Basic Arabic died and 
the whole project stopped. However, the person who paid the money 
asked me to sell it on the market and made me publish an article on my 
website because he still wants to spread the idea, but that is as far as it 
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goes. I don’t believe anybody will execute it now unless you tell me that 
there is a big leader in the Arab world who would actually support it.
I did three weights, but only one of them is in the market. If you ask me 
what can you do with it now, I can change the design and improve it. We 
never finish designing a typeface; we keep developing and improving it 
all the time. To me, I believe technology was created in 1986 when Apple 
introduced its computer; you were allowed to design 256 shapes back 
then from characters to commas to exclamation mark. Today, technology 
allows you to design 64,000 in one font, so look how much you can 
improve. 
FD: Do you think Basic Arabic would be good for simplifying the language 
for non-Arabic speakers?
MB: Definitely, not only simplify, but also teach them quicker and easier. 
FD: What projects are you currently working on?
MB: I’m currently working on a lot of projects, today we are designing a 
special typeface for a newspaper design in one of the Arab countries, 
I can’t tell you who because its confidential. For other clients, we are 
designing big range of logotype in Arabic and Latin for big chain Hotel 
in the Middle East. We just came back from Abu Dhabi, and I have to 
complete 18 paintings in one week including Al-Shaikh Zayed horses 
and we might redo the project for limited edition paintings. We are 
becoming specialized in Arab horses as well as adding Arabic calligraphy. 
We mix Arabic calligraphy proverb with the Image to look as one piece. 
We have a lot of new projects. I am doing many other projects in Arabic 
typography and I can’t talk about it because it is extremely confidential. I 
like to say “I did” and not “I want to do”. 
FD: What do you think of this new law in the Middle East were any Latin 
Brand has to be translated into Arabic and brands must have an Arabic 
version of their Latin Logos in the region?
MB: Anything you bring from the west, either a product, service, or even a 
hotel, you need to translate the name into Arabic. I am with the law, 
because you are trying to sell in an Arab country. They are doing terrible 
jobs, but that’s another issue. If you’re going to sell me something, you 
need to respect me. In order to respect me, the first thing you must do is 
to speak my language. Now how do you execute it, that’s another joke. 
I have an example; I just came back from a hotel in Abu Dhabi, called 
Rotana, a 5-star hotel. The staffs are all from Asia. With all due respect 
to them, but most of them don’t read Arabic. The lady at the reception 
was wearing a skirt with Rotana calligraphy written on it. I asked her what 
does it say, she said Rotana, then I asked her whether she reads Arabic, 
and she said no. I then told her that it doesn’t say Rotana, she was 
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shocked and I asked to take a picture, it says Rotan, its unconnected and 
it’s a mess. That’s one of many examples.
FD: Have you designed any bilingual fonts?
MB: I have designed an Arabic-Latin typeface called Tanseek, 4 weights, 
if you put the light with the extra bold; it’s the same x-height. This is 
number one sale now. We worked on it for three years. Latin and Arabic 
do meet at the x-height. Mercedes Bens approached us for a corporate 
font years ago. They had a professor called Kurt Weidemann who made 
their Latin font. I was influenced by his work and I implemented his idea 
on the Arabic version that I created for Tanseek. My wife and I created 
the Arabic version, and the Latin version was created by our two English 
partners who have been working with the Times newspaper for 30 years. 
We didn’t take the Latin and converted it to Arabic, we worked on it 
together and we created the font from scratch. 
FD: In your own sense do you believe that Arabic calligraphy plays a major 
role in modern bilingual communication?
MB: Calligraphy is still the base for any communication material today 
because it is root of the Arab culture; the Holy Qur’an was based on it 
and therefore you can’t ignore it. This is our history, it is very important, 
now how does it work in the modern world today, it depends on how you 
use it in your communication material; being a branding, being a service, 
a poster, an advertisement etc. I am always against people saying 
there are problems with Arabic and just actually catching a cliché or a 
repetition or what others day, believe me some of them don’t even know 
what it means. They got something called pitch, contemporary, modern 
etc. Now why? Everything is modern contemporary, everybody wants it, 
but does it mean our traditions are rubbish? That’s the point that I hate 
most. You can sometimes improve something by going from traditional 
to modern, but you might be damaging instead of improving. There are 
many examples on this. 
The typeface design today for example, when you talk about Palatino, 
I call it traditional because it has serif, but if you look at Futura (san 
Serif), they call it modern but to me it is 30 or 40 years old, why would I 
call it modern? So it’s an argument, because in Latin the characters are 
unconnected, its easy to read a newspaper, it doesn’t matter what style 
it is, either serif or sanserif. Despite serif is better for legibility for many 
scientific reasons, because the link of serif from one character to another 
but in Arabic, when you design something matching, that’s were a lot 
of people go wrong because of Arabic traditions. Take a typeface like 
Naskh, no body stops using it with Futura. You can do adjustments to it 
but keep the spirit. 
I am currently designing typefaces for the sake of legibility for people 
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from 9 to 19 years old. When I base it, looking at modern things that 
are called contemporary, we need to do something new. I see what is 
called modern whether it is san serif or not, which is very old. Now some 
people who don’t want to call the typefaces traditional or modern, they 
call it classical, to me it is all giving different names to the same problem. 
To me it’s not legible to do something geometrical like a Futura which 
is a sans serif font, I like to stick to the traditional name but adapt it in a 
way to still have that feel. Why is that? Because when I design a typeface, 
I have to research if it is legible for the ages of 9 to 19 years old, what do 
they read, what are their eyes use to? 
FD: Do you think that the Arabic language can be simplified more to non-
Arabic speakers through graphic design? how?
MB: Could be a way. It has to be researched I think. 
FD: What are the ways and methods that best deliver Arabic language easily 
to non-Arabic speakers in their first levels?
MB: Basic Arabic I think.
FD: What is the most interesting aspect of the Arabic language to non-Arabic 
speakers? and what do they mostly want to learn in Arabic? 
MB: Sometimes, it is the passion of the language, and most of the times 
people want to learn Arabic because in the business world today, you 
need to do a lot of communication and there is a big interest in the 
richness of the market. So they would need strong communicative tools 
to dig deep. It is also out of respect when communicating in a language 
where businesses are done with partners who come from the other part 
of the world.
FB: How can Arabic typography serve bilingual design today? in what ways?
MB: Whoever executes or designs typefaces should try to do a good 
job. There is a need for that material and it’s a normal thing for 
communicating in globalized world today. You need to speak as many 
languages as possible. We became one village now. Communication 
needs more than one language for sure. Any piece of communication will 
only be read through the best professional quality typeface because by 
doing this, the reader’s eye will be relaxed and will enjoy reading it.
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Cecil Hourani
Interview with Cecil Hourani [CH], a politician and historian who was interested 
in Arabic Nationalism. A friend of Khattar and Boutros. Interview taken on 22nd 
May 2015 in London.
CH: There are two aspects of my interest, it started when I met Nasri Khattar, 
I was interested by his basic idea, his idea to create a real typography 
as distinct from calligraphy. I was convinced by his argument that both 
calligraphy and typography are linked together but also separate when 
it comes to implementing the spoken language into the written. I liked 
his designs because I thought they were really type. They were distinct 
from calligraphy, they were related but designed for printing. I accepted 
his argument that printing is one thing and handwriting is another. There 
must be a distinction. Then his second step was to separate the letters, 
this was really his second revolution in terms of history of reformation; 
separating Arabic letters. I tried over a number of years to help him to 
market his idea, to sell it. I was however not interested in the commercial 
side, but I was interested in implementing it. Attempts were made and I 
have written it in my book. I believe that Nasri started his work because 
he got a commission to design an electric typewriter, IBM. When he 
got that and started to work, he realized Arabic characters cannot all be 
inputted. So he started thinking of the way of simplification, he arrived to 
the logical conclusion to have less characters.
FB: Have you heard of the Academy of the Arabic language in Cairo
CH: They have nothing to do with it, the Arab League had a department for 
Arabic heritage and when Nasri presented his work they were completely 
against it. They never considered it. There are people who say its quite 
unnecessary, now the computer can do it and they don’t see difference 
between type and calligraphy. Now another thing that interested me is 
educational aspect in the process of learning to read and write. Logically 
it is simpler to learn one set of characters rather than learning four. In 
English, they start with one letter then you go to another. The upper and 
lower case altogether is much more than Arabic letterforms, there are 
more changes. But still there is no problem because you start from one 
and you move to another. (There is an easy, more simplified process). 
You go from easy then you go to the more difficult, in Arabic it is the 
opposite you start with the more difficult etc.
FB: I am currently researching education, I explore Arabic learning material 
given in learning institutions and schools and looked at the way 
they teach Arabic to children and non-Arab beginners, and it does 
discomforts me. I was in an English school and studied all my life there. I 
always had the difficulty in learning Arabic. When I was at AUK, I always 
hated Arabic, I couldn’t take it, couldn’t handle it never loved it.. In 
Kuwait, many take this impression ‘ when you speak standard Arabic, 
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people laugh at you, because it sounds like Arabic cartoon and they 
just make fun of you. Many educated people are effected by illiteracy in 
Kuwait and certain parts in the Arab world. This is part of my Ph.D. I am 
looking at something that is very timely that is affecting us today and 
how to simplify the complexity found in the language material.
CH: This is excellent what you’re doing. The computer is the biggest enemy 
of the language. Anyone can design it on the computer and the result is 
this hideous eligible alphabet which you see everywhere. 
My daughter has two children, boy and a girl. They were brought up in 
London. She wanted them to learn Arabic, so she started sending them 
to school in Knightsbridge for teaching Arabic. They’re father is English 
and never spoke it at home. My daughter’s language was Arabic but 
in her life she has used English more than Arabic. For her now it has 
become easier to talk in English. Her children grew up and their Arabic 
is completely foreign. My granddaughter learnt how to read without 
understanding because she doesn’t have a vocabulary. However, my 
grandson simply refused, he said no I can’t understand it. Strange thing 
is that my granddaughter continues and she can read quite well and 
talk well and write a bit. My grandson wanted to learn Arabic again 
when he went to university in Cambridge, they teach Arabic very well in 
Cambridge. He wanted to learn so he ended up talking and writing quite 
well. 
Let me come back to Nasri, Nasri’s problem was that he wanted all or 
nothing. When I showed him Mourad’s Basic Arabic, and I have already 
suggested to Mourad as a stage on the way to complete separation. 
How about unifying and connecting? So Mourad produced something 
while Nasri did not agree with it. The two things joined in his mind 
were to be unified and separate. Finally I believe that he accepted 
and designed four more. Actually the Unified Arabic-Kufic is actually 
connected and is in my book, I took it to Tunis and we showed them 
on the screen, they said this is not new, but they didn’t realize that the 
letters were separated. Tunisians still use calligraphic Kufic, my daughter 
learned to write Kufic in school when we lived in Tunis, her first Arabic 
was Kufic.
FD: What obstacles have you faced in this journey of Arabic simplification?
CH: I am not a typographer and Arabic is not even my first language, but I 
was interested in the idea both for printing and learning. The difficulty in 
my opinion first of all is doing anything new. Even in English, when the 
typefaces of the Times newspaper was changed, a lot of people argued 
against and objected. It takes some time to adapt. 
FD: Throughout your whole journey who do you believe are the 
conservatives?
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CH: There are different kinds of conservatives; there are some who go for 
religious reasons believing that the word of God is sacred. Until the 
computer, the Qur’an was not printed, only lithographs (hot metal). Now 
I believe that the editions of Qur’an that are printed. That is why the 
printing press took so long to be exploited in the Ottoman Empire. 
FD: In a book written by the calligrapher Dr Al-Eid, he discusses why Qur’an 
was not printed and only calligraphers were allowed to copy the Qur’an 
because it was believed to be a religious job and it needed more 
precision.
CH:  The same thing happened in Europe at the beginning, when Guttenburg 
invented the printing machine, there was some opposition from the 
clergies who were copying. Anyway, your angle is very interesting and I 
feel that your thesis will be very important which is the Alienation of the 
Arabs from their own language.
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Fardous Bahbouh
Interview with Fardous Bahbouh [FB], Linguist and Education Specialist, 
Arabic Instructor ,Department of Arabic Language, Kings College London. 
Interview taken on 27th March 2015 in London. Fardous starts the interview by 
introducing herself. 
FB:  Hi, my name is Fardous, I have been teaching Arabic for few years. I 
teach mostly adults, sometimes young learners. I teach both Standard 
Arabic and Spoken Arabic. I started teaching as an accidental teacher. I 
graduated in political science but when I went back home to Syria, I was 
invited to teach Arabic at the first private university where they had all 
learning materials in English. I agreed for helping the community and 
country. During the first semester, I really enjoyed teaching so I spent 
two years teaching English in Syria. After that I got a scholarship to 
teach Arabic in North Carolina, it was an independent study program 
with teaching Arabic to undergraduate/postgraduate students. I started 
volunteering with weekend schools, teaching Arabic to teenagers. 
After that I came to London and did my masters in International English 
language Teaching and Applied language Studies. My dissertation was 
about attitude and perception of Arabic varieties, spoken, standard and 
national and regional varieties. I lived in Istanbul and taught both Arabic 
and English. 
FD: Who are your learners?
FB: You get all kind of people wanting to learn Arabic. My specialty is more 
adults, I will talk about them. Some of them are heritage students who 
have one or both of their parents from Arabic roots. Other people do it 
for cultural interest and literature. Other people learn Arabic for religious 
reasons. You also see more learners study Arabic for economic (for their 
jobs) and political reasons (for all things happening in the Middle East). 
FD: Who are the majority of learners and what do they want to learn most?
FB: From my personal experience, it differs from a place to another and there 
is no majority. In Istanbul, it was less international than in London. My 
students were mainly Turks with four or five foreigners. In London, you 
get people from all different backgrounds. 
FD: What did they want to learn in Turkey?
FB: Some people wanted to read Qur’an so they just focus on the script. 
Other people want to do business with the Arabs in the Arab world, but 
they do not want to be professional Arabic level speakers. They wanted 
to learn few phrases to be able to explain what they want to say to 
Arabs.
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FD: Do you think that the Arabic language can be simplified more to non-
Arabic speakers through Graphic design? How?
FB: What is graphic design? Explain it to me?
FD: Fahad Explains
FB: In learning any language, there is a major role for visual memories; we 
use it when we teach any language including English. Visual memory 
help associate a word with the picture, it is very helpful. When it comes 
to Arabic, beginners of Arabic struggle a bit with the Alphabet. However, 
as a teacher, I always highlight to my students that Arabic is actually easy 
when it comes to spelling because when we speak, it correlates with the 
way we write with exception of spoken varieties. If the students are aware 
of this, they might go through learning the alphabet and they are at 
peace. Yes I do think that visuals do help simplify learning.
FD: What are the ways and methods that best deliver Arabic language easily 
to non-Arabic speakers in their first levels?
FB: For heritage students, they get exposed to Arabic word at home, so 
they get couple of words but some of them struggle when they express 
themselves in Arabic. Some courses are designed especially for heritage 
students but not only basic level but all other levels. They speak their 
accents and can cause a confusing environment for other students who 
come from different Arab countries. 
FD: What is the most interesting aspect of the Arabic language to non-Arabic 
speakers? And what do they mostly want to learn in Arabic? 
FB: It varies, speaking comes more often, it is a priority. 
FD: As competitors to other institutions that teach their own languages to 
foreigners all around the world, where does Kings College stand in terms 
of teaching Arabic to foreigners? Did it improve? 
FB: I don’t see ourselves as competitors, we have an educational mission, but 
I don’t think we are competing with others. 
FD: Do you think the curriculum you have for teaching Arabic is effective?
FB: Off course, the thing is that Kings is an international college, we get 
learners from all around the world to study here and some of them 
choose to study Arabic. In general, my frustration as an Arabic teacher 
is that there aren’t enough researches done about Arabic teaching, best 
methodology, and best resources. We are teachers, we tend to improvise 
a lot and for teachers like me who have done their qualification in 
teaching English, I used most of the techniques and tools that are used 
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for teaching English.
FD: So you’re using westernized methodologies and implementing them 
along?
FB: I wouldn’t call it western. It is more modern. But we don’t have it for 
Arabic. That is what most institutes need, it is more research for Arabic. 
FD: In terms of theory, how do you think “power” relates to the nature of a 
language and to the teaching/learning of a language? 
FB: This is a socio-linguistic thing, people would judge your status in 
society according to the language you speak. The language you speak 
is effected by your status in society. I think the classroom is slightly 
different. A classroom is a transition stage where you are still learning the 
language. 
FD: Do you see Arabic today as powerful as Latin?
FB: It is essential, Arabic is very necessary nowadays. Latin is a dead 
language; English is realistically speaking is the lingua franca of the 
world.
FD: Can you provide me with your own curriculum, teaching methods and 
papers of the program? This is to help promote it and assist in finding 
better ways to improve it.
FB: Yes , I wouldn’t mind. 
FD: If you are to be provided with a new method of teaching, would you be 
interested to test it on you’re learners?
FB: Definitely. 
FD: How strong and effective is Arabic Typography today?
FB: For beginners, the first semester is writing, the best way to learn is 
through writing. We encourage students to type. The Arabic keyboard 
is not very user friendly. Students usually struggle to find the “Shda”, 
“Dma” because they are in the corner and you would need extra 
buttons. It is not only a problem for Arabic learners; there is research out 
there where even Arabic native speakers would type in Latin alphabet 
because it is faster and quicker.
FD: What do you think has caused the delays of the development of the 
Arabic script? Ottoman Empire?
FB: The special thing about Arabic is that we have the Holly Qur’an and 
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that is why Arabic didn’t evolve as much as other languages because 
we always have a reference to Qur’an and people are very keen of 
pronouncing things exactly the same way it is in the Qur’an. The Arabic 
alphabet is slightly different from the way the Qur’an is written. I am 
personally a Muslim and I like keeping our language closer to the original 
text. However, language is alive, and we need to evolve more. The script 
in Arabic would be my dream if we have an Arabic script that represents 
the spoken Arabic. Many grammarian and linguists are against this 
because personally I think it will help lot of people express their feelings 
in their own native language. 
People are very passionate about Arabic but are afraid it will weaken 
standard Arabic. Regional varieties is a very complicated interdisciplinary 
study because it has religion, politics, and social aspects to it. I personally 
love ‘Fosha’ I do speak it when I teach simplified standard Arabic for 
practical reasons and in my research I mentioned earlier, the school 
where I did my research in agreed that teaching standard Arabic is 
probably not ideal for people who want to sound like Arab. If you want 
to go to the Middle East and speak standard Arabic to Arabs, you can do 
that. Even when I got people to acknowledge that fact the challenge is, 
that if you are in London and want to teach Arabic, which variety do you 
teach? That is why for practical reasons we do simplified standard Arabic. 
However, the very interesting stylistic aspect of using standard Arabic is 
when you want to quote something or you want to make a very strong 
statement. If you want to complain about the horrifying situation in the 
Middle East now, I would be talking to you in my spoken language, my 
Syrian accent, but still say a quote in standard Arabic because it has 
literary effect. There are special aspects to standard Arabic and others 
who speak it. To go back to the main point, I wish we can have alphabet 
to represent spoken dialect. Read a book called “Anqotho al-logha mn 
aidi al nohat”. It is ideal. It advocates that the Arabic grammar is brilliant. 
FD: Do you think it is right to break the structure of the Arabic script and 
language in order to simplify it to non-Arabic speakers?
FB: I love to, not only for learners but also for Arabic speakers because the 
fact that not all Arabic speakers are educated at universities or in high 
schools. These people in another research we have a high percentage 
of illiteracy in the Arab world. Part of it because of the economic and 
political situations. Another reason is the Arabic language itself because 
it is hard to read especially with the short vowels. If the person is not 
highly educated, they struggle with reading, writing and that has a 
massive implication of the society. Important people suffer from Arabic as 
well, for example Al-Hareeri in Lebanon had a lot of mistakes in grammar 
when he gave a speech in Arabic. It could be ideal if people express 
themselves in writing without having to worry about Arabic grammar and 
vowels. I don’t think that the alphabet is a major challenge for learners.
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FD: How would you simplify the language then?
FB: Fardous was silent for a minute.
FD: Do you think it is right to break and detach Arabic letterforms?
FB: I don’t think in language there is right and wrong, but at the same time 
I don’t think its necessary because it is a very easy rule, we simplify it to 
the students. We have 6 naughty letters only hold hands from one side. 
Adults love this way of teaching and it works.
FD: What do you think about the Middle East nowadays, the alienation from 
Arabic and using Latin-English?
FB: It is fine, let people do whatever they want to do. We have to 
differentiate between what we like and what is practical. I am an Arabic 
language fanatic; I would want everyone around me now to learn Arabic. 
However, being practical, I am not against people expressing themselves 
in whatever language they want, let them do it. 
FD: Fahad tells the story of his young cousins who think its cool and 
prestigious to communicate in English 
FB: That is a very common phenomenon because as parents they want the 
best for their kids.
FD: So your saying that English is better than Arabic?
FB: It is the reality, it is the lingua franca, English helps you advance in 
science in technology, in business. If you want to know what is the most 
recent discovery or innovation in computer science, you are going to find 
it in English. You have to be realistic.
FD: We should keep in mind that the originality of science came from Arabic.
FB: I agree, but that’s history. People should be free, I am an advocate of 
raising awareness of the importance of multilingualism, bilingualism and 
maintaining the heritage language, but I have no problem in the way 
people communicate and in whatever language they want. If you want 
to promote Arabic, you have Majmaa Al logha al Arabiya; Academy of 
Arabic language in Cairo (there is one for French). It is not effective, 
because you can’t have a language policy written by linguists, I am a 
sociolinguistic, it is completely divorced of the reality of the society, you 
want to promote Arabic, you have more technology in Arabic, more 
interesting trends in Arabic language. You can’t just go write a document 
and say this is how Arabic speakers must speak. I am against the rules 
because they don’t have efficient ways to imply it in society.  
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Language exist in a context within a society, doesn’t exist in a vacuum, 
the academy think that they just should put a set of rules of how 
speakers should speak. They were unhappy with the word computer 
and came up with the word hasub, who on earth uses hasub? If you 
want to keep Arabic alive a linguist should reflect on how a society 
should use a language not give order to the society. If you go to a 
language community and there are a lot of interesting researches and 
articles about language policies, if a linguist goes and says this is how it 
should be done, no body will listen to him but if they take studies from 
the society and come up with interesting projects then the society will 
respond especially with Arabic. We are very proud with the language 
we speak, it is the language of Qur’an, people of heaven and I do agree 
however, the sad thing is that there isn’t enough work done to make 
Arabic more practical and that is what I would focus on rather than 
suggesting rules.
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Ilham Salimane
Interview with Ilham Salimane [IS], Language Specialist, Arabic Instructor, 
Department of Arabic Language, SOAS University London. Interview taken on 
30th October 2015 in London. 
IS: I started teaching Arabic at the university when my colleagues started to 
ask me to teach them Arabic.
FD: What visual aids were you using back then?
IS: At that time I was looking for what was available, the whole field was 
new to me. I used to go to the library, look at what’s there; I used to 
prepare a little bit of materials. I then stopped a little bit. After university, 
I started teaching at a primary school; I looked at where to be trained 
to be an Arabic teacher. I found one at SOAS. I was trained to teach 
Arabic. I did a course in teacher training. I got the certificate in teaching 
Arabic as a foreign language. This was the start. I was looking at general 
Arabic, applied linguistics, general knowledge about teaching a second 
language, this all came together.
FD: Regarding your early learners, did they ever have the impression that 
Arabic is complex?
IS: They did, I think we both felt that. I had MA students and degree 
students. We used to all get together. That was back in 1999.
FD: So we are taking about complexity in Arabic language learning in 1999.  
So the materials that you provided to your learners, where they happy 
with it?
IS: I didn’t really produce many materials; they were mainly available 
materials from teachers. I was experimenting and they were having fun. 
I only did the basic of communication. They were learning the letters, 
putting the words together, and putting the sentences together. I didn’t 
have the vision of how to assess at that time.
FD: After digesting the curriculum for years now and enriching yourself with 
all the sources around you, do you see Arabic as a complex language?
IS: Absolutely not, I see Arabic as a rich language. I always looked at Arabic 
as a logic language. I studied logic when I was doing computer science. 
It is really systematic; it has a great structure, rich as well. You introduce 
and progress the richness; you help students and make them understand 
that you can’t compare Arabic with any European languages. Arabic 
is a very unique language. From the experiences, I started going back 
to my books or what is available in the market; I started to realize what 
teachers could do. There are good resources outside and it is improving. 
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These people have looked at what I looked at as well. The books are now 
in the market such as Al-Kitab Fi Taalum Al Arabiya. This is becoming 
international. Although I don’t think everyone knows how to teach from 
this book.
FD: We are now talking in terms on content?
IS: The content itself is built in properly and has a good framework; it 
depends from where we come, when you are a trained teacher you have 
to know the amount of students, time, content, materials etc. I believe 
that there are good books in the market, but it’s not for any teachers, the 
teachers must know how to go in and out of the book.
FD: The book I’m creating is for beginners, for those who are not familiar 
with Arabic. Now Taalom Al Arabiya book in terms of design has still not 
improved in the three books. Now the question is are the visual aids in 
your university helping the learners to better understand the language?
IS: Well visual aids are not enough, we always think that visual aids should 
be used with children and there is no need for adults to use it, that’s what 
teachers think, they think cutting cards, bringing flash memory in and 
giving it to the students is like you’re playing a game and teachers don’t 
like it.
FD: What about the students?
IS: They love it.
FD: So they do want visual communication?
IS: Yes.
FD: So what you’re trying to say is that instructors are limiting visual 
communication, not the learners?
IS: I totally agree, yes the instructors. The learners love to play games as 
well.
FD: Do you think that the Arabic language can be more simplified to non-
Arabic speakers? How?
IS: I don’t know how complicated it is [laughs].
FD: The original content never changes according to all my other 
interviewees, but ways of simplifying the content further through art and 
design. 
IS: We have to make sure as teachers that we are using all the learning 
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skills in everything. This is a key issue in teaching. For example when 
introducing vocabulary, you have to make sure students know the drills, 
make sure the students can match the cards, class room activities can 
help instead of relying on student’s memories. Teachers must make 
sure that students are visualizing the words. There are multiple ways of 
introducing the language. Retaining the content through activities is 
important.
FD: What are the ways and methods that best deliver Arabic language easily 
to non-Arabic speakers?
IS: Using communicative approach that introduces the language in its 
organic form, introduce the language in the order of skills. Listen, speak, 
read and then write.
FD: Is this order helping learners at SOAS?
IS: Absolutely.
FD: After visiting different institutions, I have come to learn that each 
institution prioritized a different skill than the other. The institutions are 
not the same in terms of teaching the skills.
IS: Yes I agree. At SOAS language center we emphasize on speaking; we 
don’t introduce grammar in its written form before the learners hear 
it. You make them hear it first then you let them investigate. You show 
them something, you use it first, let them see you use it, and then they 
experiment with it.
FD: Sandra Stein states that in teaching the language, the content is always 
one; it doesn’t matter if it’s a child or an adult. What differs is respecting 
your learner’s mentality. Stein believes that there is a problem that is still 
occurring in Arabic teaching. She stated that the language is introduced 
in schools with full words before letters. Do you think it should be 
introduced as words first?
IS: Yes, to know better about my background, I was involved in writing 
guided reading books for children with Oxford University Press. I went 
through this process with IOE and a team of teachers, where we looked 
at teaching Arabic to children from very basic to read from a book before 
introducing them to individual letters.
FD: So you are starting with passages instead of alphabet.
IS: Yes, but very simple. Arabic language is much simpler than English, if 
I wanted to say ‘This is a book’, I would say ‘hatha kitab’. First page I 
introduce Hatha, second page I introduce kitab, and the child can visually 
memorize kitab. This works magically with children. This raises their self-
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esteem.
FD: For you to get to this result, how much experimentation did it take you to 
actually come up with this?
IS: We didn’t invent it; it’s in the British system for guided reading. We didn’t 
translate it; it took us three years to study this. We looked at Arabic 
characteristics using western tools. There were lots of changes, it made 
us understand Arabic more, how beautiful and simple it can be. It can be 
complex at certain places. Sometimes in English it takes two levels, but it 
Arabic we stretch it to four levels.
FD: Do you think people complain? They think that because of this 
stretching, this means it’s complicated.
IS: No, it’s a different language and it takes time, the most important thing is 
the relationship between the instructor and the student.
FD: But when you start to easily digest it, you get to know that it is easier 
than learning English?
IS: No I won’t compare it. I don’t like comparing at all. If you want to learn 
Arabic, then you need to know that you are going to learn Arabic, a 
different language and make sacrifices, be experimental, give yourself 
more time and do not fear mistakes. You need to know how to learn a 
language.
FD: Can graphic design be part of teaching Arabic? and how can it be 
effective.
IS: Yes. I think looking at some books, I open the books and refuse to give 
the content to the students. It is too busy, the size is bad, no margins, 
the visuals are not inviting and not high quality.  With the experience of 
writing a children’s book, I had to go through and experiment all this. The 
quality of the illustrations and how much explanation we need to give to 
the illustration, we have to write a lot, and even when you receive it you’ll 
have to move things to make things clearer.
FD: True, I am designing a learning book and testing it through workshops, 
actually the amendments come after the workshops. Anyway, what is the 
most interesting aspect to non-Arabic speakers and why do they mostly 
want to learn Arabic?
IS: Most learners who want to learn Arabic for the last ten years we have 
been doing is for professional reasons. We have very demanding 
programs
FD: You mean for economic, social and political reasons? Although it differs 
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from one country to another, but London is a diverse city. Therefore the 
majority are professionals right?
IS: Yes, the majority are those, the minority for religious purposes or heritage 
learners.
FD: This is interesting, because in Jordan, the majority of learners are 
learning for religious purposes.
IS: I think some of the institutions that teach Arabic for religious purposes 
are a lot cheaper, they do not teach communicative based learning.
FD: It really depends on the geographic location, doesn’t it? 
IS: Absolutely.
FD: What is the most interesting aspect of the language, what is the most 
interesting chapter for the learners? Is it linguistics, the letters, the 
grammars, letter variations?
IS: They enjoy when they start being free writers.
FD: But this comes at a later stage?
IS: Not really.
FD: So according to SOAS, it comes at an early stage?
IS: It comes quickly, you start producing with whatever content you have.  
Producing in speaking or writing.
FD: Aren’t they amazed with letter variations, how letters change their shapes 
based on their location within words?
IS: They think of it as complex, but they learn it. Learners love the style of 
writing calligraphy. They start writing immediately and some of them start 
looking for calligraphic pens.
FD: So, we are back to art and design?
IS: Yes, they start to look for those things. They are interested; do remind 
me to show you their final essays after a year of studying Arabic.
FD: What sort of visual aids do you use?
IS: Most of our work is done through worksheets and PowerPoint.
FD: There aren’t any professional visual aids designed by graphic designers?
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IS: No.
FD: Do you think it’s a great step to put typography and graphic design in 
learning a language?
IS: Absolutely, I am interested to know and see what kind of things you will 
put. I am really interested.
FD: How strong and effective do you think graphic design and Arabic 
typography will be if they are to be placed in education (learning Arabic 
language) today?
IS: I think its very effective because when we do our feedback forms at 
SOAS, people comment on the type of resources and visual aids they 
get, they want it to get it better. Even as instructors, I’d like to see 
different resources used in teaching.
FD: When you teach Arabic, do you use English on the side to help learners 
understand better. 
IS: No, we don’t do that, but sometimes I might need to model the 
way words should be pronounced properly in English, it is a mean of 
teaching.
FD: But sometimes you really need English to deliver the message or the 
point to your learners.
IS: Yes, the articulation point of the letter or content can be given in English,
FD: What is the missing element of teaching Arabic to learners?
IS: Learning the approach of teaching. Teachers are the issue simply if you 
look at teachers, how many are trained as language teachers. I have 
no doubt that many Arabic teachers are knowledgeable in the mother 
language however many lack the techniques, skills and methods of 
delivering the message and teaching.
FD: Not a lot of instructors know the teaching techniques, but they are still 
teaching the language?
IS: Yes.
FD: Isn’t that wrong? they’re giving an impression to the learners that Arabic 
is complex.
IS: Yes, because to them they feel the language is easy, but the students 
think differently and there has to be a way of delivering the language. 
They have to know how much can a student take.
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FD: So what your saying is that the missing element here is the way many 
Arabic instructors teach the language. Now what does Arabic learning 
books lack? 
IS: They lack the variety of activities, the variety of listening materials, the 
variety of tips (this is written with this, do this with it). It would be lovely 
to find these tips at the end of the book. You find these in English books; 
you go back to the activity book. Every exercise should be within the 
chapter instead of the back of the book. The answers however, should 
not be in the book at all. The activities that should be at the end of the 
book for example if you do flash cards (this is where your role come) you 
have a section with few squares cards, at the front has a picture and the 
back has text. To refer to the results, the answer is at the end of the book 
as a guide. How you introduce the content is important, how you get the 
outcome, how you facilitate and monitor is very important, all these are 
the elements of teaching. 
FD: What are the problems you currently face with Arabic books and 
curriculums?
IS: There are language points I would like to have them earlier in the 
curriculum but the text books introduces them at a later page. It really 
depends on the instructor’s preferences. You can either adjust your 
curriculum to the book or the book to the curriculum, this is obviously 
a skill needed to be able to do that. What we do at SOAS, we have a 
program of diploma in communicative Arabic. A book is like a skeleton; 
throughout the year we have a lot of things to put in. We bring in things 
to fit in the vocabulary they are learning. I don’t always want my students 
to learn what is in the book but sometimes I bring things from outside 
the classroom for them to be able to learn. I push them to talk about 
human rights, woman’s right. I play with my curriculum and fix everything 
in it. 
FD: Do you include a little bit of religion, calligraphy or culture?
IS: After learning the letters, I bring in our calligrapher. I bring him in after 
2-3 weeks. This is after they master letters, they know how to read and 
write and know a little bit of vocabulary and can speak. This is indeed 
one of the most important parts of the course. Although I call it a 
successful course, yet I believe that a lot of things can be improved.
FD: Do you teach them the Arabic calligraphic styles?
IS: They learn with Naskh, and I keep telling them that this is one style of 
calligraphic styles. The calligrapher comes in and gives them a little bit of 
history in one class (three hours). He then cuts the reed pens with them 
and they start to write with ink and special papers. It has its religious and 
cultural aspects in the learning environment.
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FD: Do you add religion to your classes?
IS: Religion can be introduced through topics like Ramadan, fasting and 
prayers. It is important to put a bit of culture as well. It is introduced in a 
way that it is important to them, they start learning, when someone says 
I am going to pray Maghreb they don’t say I am going to pray Morroco. 
They are taught to know the difference.
FD: So they are not only learning the language, but within learning Arabic 
they’re learning the culture, dialect and all about the Arab community. 
IS: They are learning how to book a hotel room in dialect but not fos.ha. 
They understand the difference between fosha and dialect.
FD: What do you think has cause the delays of the development of the Arabic 
script?
IS: The only delay is in the IT field. I don’t think it is delayed, its only 
computer problems. SOAS library went through stages before they 
managed to have Arabic in the search system. They are still working on it 
and this is a delay. I never say the word complexity, I keep saying special 
[laughs].
FD: Do you think it is right to break the structure of Arabic script and 
language in order to simplify it to non-Arab speakers?
IS: I go with the ‘backward, top-down’ approach, I start with text and ask 
them to look for a word. This is at an early stage, I teach them a letter 
through text. It is better for me if students recognize the letter within the 
text rather than separately. This is a lot faster.
FD: Few are trying to create typefaces that are detached.
IS: I will die if I see that.
FD: What about if it was for experimentation purposes.
IS: Experiment is fine, but see it separate kills the beauty of it.
FD: Do you think breaking the cursive style like Latin is going to work for 
Arabic?
IS: No, when you see a text you can see it’s a word. If the letters are 
separate it would not work, there are phonetic characters in the language 
and this is why Arabic is joined.
FD: The language is really sensitive, if we talk about vocalization marks, sulta 
and salatah they are written exactly the same in arabic but with different 
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vocalization marks.
IS: If learners love a language, they will find it amazing, not complex. 
FD: Are they interested in vocalization marks? Ftha dma? And do you relate it 
to life?
IS: Diacritics come from the beginning. However, the words with vocalization 
marks come at a later stage. In general the dma, ftha etc. does 
interest them and helps pronunciation. It is a tool for the teacher to 
say now pronounce the word with a dma etc. You always want them to 
visualize, understand the word and use it. You don’t need to refer to the 
terminology all the time. They know that those are the vowels of the 
Arabic letters.
FD: What about heritage students and do you use English in teaching them?
IS: We have them here. We put them in a course called Arabic for native 
speakers. You teach them from the same textbooks. They can speak 
the language and understand very well. Their speed of learning is a lot 
different and they don’t fit in with the complete beginners. They start 
with basics, they don’t know how to read and write, they are illiterate, 
but they understand if you speak with them in Arabic, they understand 
the dialect, broken mixed with English, however, their ears are tuned. 
This is something you work with a long time for non-native speakers. 
However native beginners will understand better, therefore you can’t 
put them with each other. They will feel very bored and they just feel 
they can do more. They are taught with the same textbooks, but you’re 
moving between chapters but the content is one. They feel that content 
is suitable for them. Now, about explanation of grammar in English, it 
is also important, so you explain the meaning of teaching as well for 
them to understand more. The course is very successful. Many students 
went to supplementary schools in London, they learned how to read and 
write but still hate it. They didn’t feel any connection with the language 
and found it very complex. They are the ones who have been affected 
and they are all professionals, doctors, lawyers etc. They feel they are 
disadvantaged.
In the other side, a British professional who learned Arabic got a better 
job because he can speak Arabic. Therefore, they wanted to master 
their own language, they are faster learners in nature the motivation 
is obviously shown. We run teacher training here, we train teachers to 
teach Arabic as a foreign language, they all studied in their countries, but 
when they come to observe our classes, they keep saying they’ve wished 
that they’ve learned Arabic like that. The way Arabic is taught in the 
Arab world is still lacking the fun and life. Give me a textbook that I can 
handle with visuals. There was someone who created an Arabic learning 
book and brought it to our university for trial, the first thing I said when I 
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opened the book is that it is very busy. 
FD: If I complete my book, are you willing to look at it and teach it to your 
students?
IS: Definitely, but I will have to like it. If you could touch on the beginners 
level, it would be amazing. 
FD: Can you provide me with the curriculum and the supplementary 
documents so that I could work and improve my practice?
IS: I will see what is relevant to your research. Now see this, this is an 
example of writing. This is an activist and she wanted to write about 
women in the Middle East. 
FD: So you’re giving them things that are related to their fields, something 
they are interested in?
IS: You have to let them be out. This is what they enjoy and feel confident in 
doing.
FD: This is a basic level?
IS: This is advanced but it the course starts with basic and goes into 
advanced level. They love it. You let them write what they want and you 
don’t correct it, you have to let them figure it out. This is what they do 
at the end of the year. For speaking classes, I tell them that we will do a 
TV program Good-morning SOAS, one is the interviewer and one is the 
interviewee. [laughs].
FD: This is creative! [laughs].
IS: Let me tell you an example. Last time we did it, one of them was told to 
introduce himself. The interviewee said ‘Mohammad Mursi’ [laughs] then 
he asked him where do you live and the other student said I am at prison 
right now. The student then asked him do you have friends in jail, he 
replied yes, I am now friends with Husni Mubarak.
FD: They are really into Arabic politics [laughs].
IS: I couldn’t stop laughing. Anyway, the students are really relaxed in class 
and they love to experiment with the language. I was very happy to see 
that outcome. Anyway, let me show you the books that I just received for 
trial.
FD: Can I see the supplementary documents as well?
IS: Yes, I will show you. This is the activity book, and I believe that it is too 
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busy for an activity book. This is a pre-basic level. This is too much. I also 
realized that the book has all lustrations of ladies wearing hijab, I am 
against that because you are limiting your audience and not exposing 
reality.  
FD: You can’t read this. This is a lot in one book, you need to attract your 
learners and this is not attracting me.
IS: This is what I am looking for, this is what I want to see for Arabic. Look at 
modularity and puzzles.
FD: I agree.
IS: Unfortunately, the beginners’ level is what we lack.
FD: Yes, I am only looking at the beginners’ level.
IS: I play with my PowerPoint with the skills I have, and then I can change it. 
I start with letters in text and move on to conversations. I am using Naskh 
and I start introducing a new font when they are confident with the first 
one.
FD: What fonts do you give them?
IS: Most of the time I use simplified Arabic and traditional Arabic.
FD: But this is still Naskh. 
IS: Well yes, but the style looks different a little bit. I only use these two 
fonts. Students write with Ruq’aa. Some of them prefer to stick to Naskh 
and some of them love Ruq’aa. I introduce both to the students.
FD: What about the alphabet letters? Have you got any worksheets for them? 
IS: Yes. Let me show you more stuff.
FD: Can you kindly send me the documents?
IS: Yes, no problems. We teach plurals in the fourth week. It is an intensive 
course not the normal courses.
FD: As I can see, you use Romanization as well.
IS: Yes we do, sometimes. They didn’t learn 3a yet, so I want to give them 
meaningful text. I tell them this is how you read it. They have learned Ba, 
Ya and Tha, I won’t wait for them to learn all the letters, and therefore I 
give them meaningful words with the letters. In the first session they can 
make a sentence. Bait Banati. Where there they can make a meaningful 
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sentence. I use colors in the tasks like Howa Heya Heya. I give them 
some games as well.
FD: Urban Arabic 1 by Saifi Institute and Rana Abou Rjeily’s books will both 
benefit you. These are the first two learning Arabic books in terms of 
good design. 
IS: Interesting. I’d be very happy if you could send me a list of books that 
you’ve looked at and felt very happy of them.
FD: Sure, no problem. 
IS: Teachers need supplementary materials. The design is very important, 
the teachers are able to teach in class but they lack computer skills, 
research skills when it comes in looking for good pictures. Using pictures 
online is an issue. They are thirsty for this kind of materials. Sometimes I 
use my family pictures to introduce things to my students.
FD: What English letters do you use for tha and the?
IS: I use the same, but tell them they are different. Then you tell them to be 
careful not to write it in English at a later stage, they should write both in 
Arabic.
FD: How do you introduce alif ba ta?
IS: You introduce them into groups of letters. You group the letters; we use 
‘Mahmoud Al Batal’ theory, some teachers use non-connector letters – 
the wa da etc. I don’t think it serves Arabic language. The grouping is 
by articulation points. Ba, ta, tha, ya and na – the dotted letters. I also 
introduce the short and long vowels.
FD: The book I’m creating is not about teaching the language deeply but 
introducing it in the simplest form possible.
IS: If you are doing that then people will steal your ideas. Whatever you do, 
work with people. It is a shame to find this great work that you put in and 
actually is not building on a good ground.
FD: I am doing the workshops and I am actually documenting everything.
IS: The best thing that people do is criticize. I have never criticized a course 
book, I only say the truth. 
IS gets out a language book.
Look this is a bilingual book, I love the idea but the only problem is the 
quality of the book.
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FD: After looking at this book, I believe that the fonts are not good, the 
visuals are bad. Do you have another copy of the book?
IS: You can borrow it. The book is good but the quality isn’t. I don’t use the 
book as it is, but I use some of the activities in it. Students love structured 
things.
FD: Thanks.
IS: We give bilingual logos as a task for the students to read the logos in 
Arabic. I do another TV program as a class activity in class ‘Who is going 
to be the millionaire’.
FD: This is interesting, you are giving them logos to read, you are sort of 
testing students on legibility of logos and typefaces. I’m sorry I am 
not criticizing the way you teach, I am criticizing the supplementary 
documents, but again this is not your fault, you do not have 
supplementary documents that are up to standards, I’m talking in terms 
of graphic communication design. 
Is it important to have bilingualism in teaching the language?
IS: Yes. Some people say why do you use English in class, I get very 
frustrated. Because when you teach English as a foreign language is 
one thing and when you teach Arabic as a foreign language is another. 
I have many students who went to Jordan and Morocco to learn Arabic. 
They come back and said that they’ve covered half of the book but don’t 
understand anything, so they start from the beginning at SOAS. The 
problem withArabic language institutions in the Arab world is that they 
teach the typical Arabic, fe3el fa3el majroor. This terminology is pointless 
for someone who wants to communicate with language. However, the 
thing that students comment on the most in the evaluation feedback 
sheets is their love and interest for the media we provide.
FD: So you’re saying students love images, they like it because they like 
visuals. They want more images?
IS: Yes.
FD: What I like about the media booklet is that you don’t put a lot of things 
on a page; you have a lot of negative space. 
IS: Yes, and also media translation gives me a very good assessment of the 
level. This is whether they understood the unit or not. 
FD: How do you assess your levels; is it based on evaluation units?
IS: Yes. But what tests do you give the students for beginners? To join the 
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letters? Is this a test? You are still teaching, there is nothing to test there.
FD: So your assessment is based on listening tests, comprehension, listening, 
writing, presentation (speaking) etc. this is how you assess?
IS: Yes, for example I tell a student to write three sentences about 
themselves; their name, age and occupation. That’s a test.
FD: What about puzzling and modularity.
IS: These are activities given in class.
FD: Do you assess on activities as well.
IS: Yes in class. You might give them separate letters and ask to join them. 
You assess and fix any issues in class. This is a teaching skill in class. I can 
do dictation in class all the time and can do an assessment once in the 
first test. Then they are responsible for learning their lesson. 
FD: Do you teach them letter pronunciation, letter sounds and linguistics?
IS: No, but when I teach them, I try to introduce the right way to pronounce 
the letter. They get mixed by r and gha, when they write logha they 
write lora. My job is to fix such issues. With experience, when I introduce 
the gha I say its not ra. With practice things get better. We also have a 
facebook account for students to share images and things. They are very 
into culture and very active on our facebook group.
FD: Unlike the way other Arabic language institutions teach Arabic, what I like 
about SOAS is that you respect your student’s mentalities and ages. You 
don’t give them conversations with funny Arabic tones and voices. “I eat 
pizza” example. 
IS: Yes, we give them normal conversations. Generally, the students 
are happy with additional materials and would love more additional 
materials.
FD: Thank you a lot for this truly amazing interview, would you like to say 
anything?
IS: I am truly amazed and always encourage people and those in the 
research of teaching Arabic. This is the first time I see somebody who is 
interested in the design of the book. Hamdila this is happening. You’re 
putting education and design together. The books created are always by 
educators and they never get the support from the designers, since you 
are looking at both of them, this is amazing, this is a good start to know 
someone has researched this. I did a media booklet for my students; it 
took me a long time to design. It needs updating all the time. 
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Camille H. Khattar
Interview with Camille Hedrick Khattar [CK], Senior Manager, Worldwide 
Outbound Marketing Manager, Global Practice Mobility and Workspace 
Services, Hewlet Packard, United States. Skype interview taken on 21st January 
2015.
FD: What made your father create the unified Arabic typefaces
CK: He was teaching a type class after he graduated from AUB, he was 
waiting to go to Yale in the U.S. So he taught a type class at AUB, and 
started typing, and typed ‘Ahlan Wasahlan’ and he made a mistake 
with the ‘ha’ and he used the initiated form in the second word and he 
realized that he can still read it. That kind of got into his head and this is 
when he decided to do something with it. He started to do the drawings, 
there are some sketches in Yara’s book and I went through mountains of 
papers to go through them.
FD: Do you think the Academy’s decision was fair enough for not choosing 
any of the proposals?
CK: I think they should’ve accepted my dad’s proposal. My dad wasn’t 
offering to replace the cursive language; he wanted to have an addition. 
You know like in European language, you have the cursive and the 
printed forms. Arabic lacked this printed forms, that’s what he was 
proposing, many times the perception was that he wanted to actually 
replace the cursive form. That could have been part of the problem. I 
know that over the years there was always an issue that Arabs thought 
that he wanted to replace the Arabic cursive calligraphy, and he didn’t, 
he just wanted to have an addition so that the Arabs could advance 
in printing and broadcasting and publishing and so on and also learn 
their language easily. At the time, there were only three typefaces, and 
now they are close to 200 if not more. Thanks to people like Pascal and 
others. Nadine has few now, Grapheast in Dubai have couple. 
FD: Many thanks. What have you done so far with the typeface?
CK: My dad has a total of eight typefaces, and right now Pascal digitized 
two of them which are the Naskhi and the Beiruti which he shortened 
the names to Neo and Neo B. There are still six typefaces that need to 
be digitized and unfortunately, I can say that nothing has been done to 
them so far. I’m working on a business plan to send to some foundations 
so that they could fund this. I had a call from someone at AUB who 
might be taking the archive. So right now the company is called Unified 
Arabic LLC. I am the president and it’s just an entity I have created. The 
entity that Yara used in her book unified Arabic archives, that entity 
doesn’t really exist as an entity, not to my knowledge it’s not a registered 
company. I have most of my father’s valuable things in three places; some 
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at my mother’s house, Yara has a lot of papers at her house because she 
wrote the book and here in Texas. I need to keep them somewhere safe. 
There are a lot of tornados here in Texas and I really need to move them 
away someday. 
Anyway, let me tell you more about the fonts that you may not be aware 
of. When my dad realized that there were computer programs that were 
creating the medial forms directly, so if people typed say a ‘K’ and an 
‘L’ and then you do the ‘Meem’ in the middle, then the ‘meem’ would 
automatically form because of the software programs so that’s when he 
realized that he needed to create connected forms.
He created four or five connected forms that I think some of them are in 
the book, but they are really unique, they are unified and connected and 
no one has done that in my opinion, I have seen nothing like that. Those 
are the ones that really need to be digitized, because they can be used 
for text not for display, and titles, they can be used in texts. I have some 
digital files because I scanned them and I can send them to you. I can 
also send you files that you may have not seen as well. You can put them 
in your Ph.D. I can give you a permission to do that.
FD: I’d like to ask you about one typeface that your father has already 
digitized
CK: He didn’t digitize anything himself, that to my knowledge but what I 
know is that both my father and Mourad Boutros discussed the contract 
together. Please give both my regards. I think Huda, you, Atrissi and 
many more are acting in good faith and trying to bring my father’s name 
in a very good way. To spend that time and energy to make that book is 
amazing. What Pascal did with these typefaces on his web was a huge 
gift to my family. My father was so concerned with Arabs about the fact 
that many Arabs didn’t know their own language and he knew that it 
was so difficult to learn, read and write. That obsessed him and it was his 
passion as well.
 I agree with him. I have my project, my vision and passion that my father 
passed on to me which is to help the people of the world who are 
illiterate who need to learn to have education, to speak, read and write 
their own language. The Arabic language is one of the sixth languages of 
the United Nation and it is a very important language and I just want to 
advance it like my father did. 
My father and mother both are from Brumana in Lebanon. My father is 
buried there. There is a high school there where he went to as well as 
most of his brothers. They were four brothers and they all went there. 
The name of the school is Brumana High School. My mother lives just 
below Brumana in Mansooriyah. My Lebanese grandfather, Khattar 
Najeeb Eskender had a pharmacy in Mansooriya. There are quite few 
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Khattar’s in Manssoriyah, one of the main families in the village. There is a 
group on ‘linkedin’ called Arabic teachers. 
My father got a grant from the Ford Foundation. I will send you parts of 
it if you wish. Anyway, when I was six we left New York and he set up an 
office there with the grant from the Ford Foundation and in those days, 
there was no email, so he wrote letters and had up to 5 people in his 
office helping at that time. So the secretary would type those letters. The 
following system was amazing and everything was perfectly in order. He 
had all these letters that he would send to politicians and famous people. 
It took about a month to hear from them. 
My father had to reply back with answers to these people’s questions. 
That process would take months and months. The persistence that he 
had to have with correspondents was amazing, he went on radio, and he 
did a little movie as well as exhibitions. There is also a tape of the final 
speech he gave at AUB in 1995. He then died in 1998. I have those files 
and I will try to send them to you. No one else has seen it and I think it 
would help you.
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Saad D. Abulhab
Interview with Saad D. Abulhab [SA], Arabic Type Designer, Independent 
Scholar, Librarian, Publisher, and Information Technology Administrator, United 
States. Skype interview taken on 27st February 2015.
FD: You wrote an article about Al-Saggar, do you know where can I get his 
Raya typeface (Condensed Alphabet) from?
SA: Al-Saggar’s Alphabet is available and Diwan has it. (Checked with them 
and they no longer have it). Al-Saggar printed his book with his alphabet 
and tried to convince people when he left Iraq and went to Paris. He was 
really attacked by conservatives. They believed that he wanted to make 
Arabic look like Hebrew (Nasri Khattar as well (Nammour, 2014) although 
there is no connection there. He talks about the story in his book. Al-
Saggar’s Alphabet: Al-Mhna. Anyway, it is funny that you mentioned 
those who are forgetting the language. I sometimes do fonts for 
companies, custom design fonts and I myself was astonished that even 
the menu they would prefer to write fish fillet instead of shreeht smk. He 
tests the font by writing fish fillet in Arabic instead of shreeht smk. I asked 
him why not write shreeht smk? This restaurant was in Saudi Arabia. The 
thing is Arabic doesn’t look good with Latin words. 
FD: This is definitely a timely topic, a big issue nowadays. They see fish fillet 
way cooler than shreeht smk.
SA: What I am trying to say is that the reversed method is also occurring, you 
mentioned Saiid Akel and I am mentioning the other part as well. Now, 
most devices are Arabic enabled, they are back to writing in Arabic text, 
but they write English words.
Anyway, I took one year of typography; I started working in this field 
since 2000. Mutamathil was created in 1999-2000. Mutamathil is a style 
more than one font. The first font can be thought of as prototype. The 
idea is that Arabic can be represented linearly a layer per shape, glyph 
per layer. We can go a little bit far and say all letters that are not freely 
connecting can take one shape but the one that freely connect like 
(ba’) can freely connect because it can be connected from right, left 
as well as isolated. Such a letter will benefit from two shapes possibly. 
Other letters like ‘waw’ is anyway not connecting. The problem with 
Arabic computer-wise is that it is naturally and strictly right-to-left but 
the numbers are left to right. It is bi-directional and makes it a little bit 
complicated. In the same time, the shapes are not fully connecting like in 
English. In handwritten English, words are connected. Arabic is not purely 
connecting, not right to left. Bill Gates in 1996 was interviewed by I think 
the Arabian Computer Magazine in London. They asked him why are 
you putting six billion in the Arabic computing market, he said because I 
don’t have any more challenge in my life.
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FD: Do you think Arabic is complex?
SA: I think it is both complex and not complex. It is complex in terms of 
computing because of the right-to-left.
FD: It is getting better on the internet and computers, the argument in 
my research is that why do many people see Arabic as complex? The 
problems derive from different aspects. One is the computing, second is 
the community being westernized, three: it is because of the introduction 
of computers. Do you actually see Arabic as complex?
SA: I argued in several articles, and I said this is not fair and I don’t like to 
hear this term. I don’t like to hear Arabic being among the complex 
scripts. The concept of ‘complex’ script was introduced by Microsoft. 
They actually call them complex scripts. The first company that really 
introduced Arabic was apple not Microsoft. The patterns were issued to 
Apple in 1972 with this glyph substitution and so, but the idea of concept 
script that they include in it was Arabic and Hebrew and anything that 
requires right to left is because of the right-to-left area. I argued that it is 
partially true because the right-to-left algorithm is extremely context. 
Microsoft did have this Uniscribe DLL that comes with the operating 
system and they guard it like gold that’s why the internet passed us 10 
years before we jump into the internet, the Chinese jumped in before us 
because these companies guide this small program that handles the BD 
algorithm, and the problem with it is that you can not only write Arabic 
from right to left, if Arabic was right to left, that’s piece of cake, we can 
not call it complex but the problem is nesting, when you write Arabic you 
write right to left then within it you have left to right and then within it 
you have right to left again, and it becomes really complex. Nowadays, 
Apple has one, Microsoft has one, and I was amongst the people who 
pushed for Java to have their own. As I said there are few options always 
second-class, there are a lot of advancement, but they think of Arabic 
afterward, so we are always the after stones.
FD: Do you think that is one of the reasons why many Arabs are abandoning 
it because they feel left behind and they see Arabic as archaic rather than 
modern? Do you think this is one of the problems?
SA: I think this is the major problem. We have to know how did this problem 
come out. When I started the Mutamathil in 1999, I believed that 
something has to be done here. I was torn because we were all raised to 
love Arabic calligraphy. My handwriting was always wonderful since I was 
a kid. My father was a professor at University of Baghdad. He always told 
me to write because his handwriting wasn’t good and therefore I used to 
write for him. You are born as a calligrapher because you see technology 
and you see that you are behind and that everybody is using software for 
English French etc. whereas Arabic comes later after you pay an awful 
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amount of money. The power of Arabic is the first thing that inspires 
me. I really believe that the Arabic script is a very powerful script. It is 
extremely flexible, extremely versatile, it evolves easily and the principle 
job of any script is to represent the word. You cannot represent the word 
in Chinese, English, and French better than the way Arabic does it unless 
off course it involves a hmza etc. 
To go back to Mutamthil, I wanted something technology friendly, 
technology independent. I remember a famous name in Arabic 
typography, For us Arabs, Arabic is a live-or-die, it is our script. We need 
Arabic to be technology friendly; what I mean is independent. Nadine 
Chahine said that technology is more advanced now and we can use 
Arabic very strongly. That is correct, but what if the next technology 
comes? So when the technology of typewriter came, we conquered it, 
we had Arabic typewriters. When the printing press came, we had a 
solution too and we were happy with it. We were always 15 years late but 
we handled it. Then we wanted to sleep on it. We said ok its 1920 and 
we can now print books and Lebanon and Cairo became great places to 
print. Let’s quit and go to sleep. The problem we did not do a good job 
for Arabic because we solved one technology problem, but assuming 
that technology will stay the same.
 We don’t know when is the next technology will come. When the web 
came, we had to still wait 15 years till we jumped in the web. We are 
naturally solving the key issue, the script itself. I don’t want to use the 
term ‘reform’ because I don’t believe in it. Many said that this Mutamthil 
(as a concept) was already done before by Nasri Khattar. This is only 
partly true. Khattar worked in Manhattan the same place I work in, he did 
an incredible job, but when I started Mutamathil I never heard his name 
nor any other typographers. This came out completely independent out 
of other issues. I was asking my daughter to learn Arabic and showing 
her how to write Arabic. She then gave up and said that its complicated 
when I tried to tell her that this changes shapes. She lost interest. I 
thought Arabic is seen as a disadvantage and we need to do something 
about it. I did not know any attempts, but I now know that the first 
person that attempted to do that was Homan Hallock. In 1864, he is an 
American engineer just like Nasri Khattar and just like me. He is a famous 
American typographer and started the first Arabic isolated design. He is 
the first that we know about. I designed a font to honor him. Hallock did 
a great job but not to compare it with Khattar, Nasri did an amazing job. 
I think Arabic is not broken, it is beautiful and we should never talk about 
the reform of Arabic. We should however be providing options in Arabic, 
Arabic must be open to options because if there is 1% in the market, 
we still have to think in a market way, especially when it comes to fonts. 
We need technology friendly, meaning technology independent; I don’t 
want to see the script attached to any expensive technology, because 
the battle here is really complex. We want a script that people can learn 
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quickly and don’t give up on like my daughter did. We want a script that 
we can create a lot of fonts in. Not each font will cost 20,000 for it. For 
English, it will cost one thousand because Arabic comparing to English is 
complex, that’s why there are millions of Latin fonts. We need to compete 
globally; we need to a have script that is agile enough to make sense 
economically in a way. We really need a script that is not dependent on 
complex technology. Saying all of this does not mean we don’t need a 
very complex script with all this lovely calligraphy? No, we need that too. 
Just like in English, they teach you first second and third years how to 
write in English, but in the third year they tell you by the way, we haven’t 
taught you the script, and they start teaching-learning the script later on. 
FD: I am not going to say ‘reformation’, but did you get a lot of criticism on 
your proposed option from conservatives?
SA: This is an excellent question, the people who criticized me I remember a 
magazine or a newspaper in Brazil wrote an article, they said Abulhab’s 
Mutamthil is the worst thing that ever happened to Islam since Salman 
Rushdi. In the same time you see those Islamists Website, this is the start 
of the Islamic renaissance. The funny part, you got different criticism. 
Generally criticism came to us 90% of it not from Arabs, it came from the 
west, it is sad to say, we are criticized especially by westerners. As I said, 
for them I touched a very holly place, you have those Westerners who 
spend their life in Arabic because of the calligraphy not the script. For 
them it is a painting on the wall, for us its bread and butter. The westerns 
call it Latinization; we were criticized for doing Latinization, but I ask, 
if you study chemistry, (knowing the fact that chemistry was invented 
in Baghdad) should I say you are being Arabized? If a Chinese man 
drives a car should we say he’s westernized? The fact is that invention 
is not owned by anybody, simplification of the script for the sake of 
typography should not be owned by any script. The eastern European 
script simplified it nearly 80%. Why are we not allowed to do that? Why 
do you call simplification as Latinization? Does the west own the process 
of simplification? 
FD: I talk about Ibn Muqla’s years in the Abbasid Empire, a lot of poets and 
viziers and who ever attempted to aim for reformation and simplification 
of the script, most of them were barbarically executed by those religious 
people who were hostile to these attempts. 
SA: In calligraphy, you are 100% right, Islamists did fight but mostly the 
Islamists who thought that calligraphy will be vanished. Calligraphy 
was against any new invention that would replace their profession with 
machines. I was criticized mostly by westerns. They said that Mutamathil 
is the worst thing that happened to Arabic since Salman Rushdi. Islamists 
do not criticize us, they praise our work, and this astonished me. Arabic 
is a very versatile script that could easily be working and we could have 
option. In one of the debates 10 years ago, one of the very important 
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names, Canadian-British John Hudson. He suggested that I put 
Mutamthil in myfont.com and Mutamthil was the first Arabic font. Since 
then, I am very happy to know that because I stood up to my own work, I 
made this a reality. 
Even Khattar’s UA was buried and now it is being digitized. Right now my 
insistence made it a reality while everybody else failed before me and 
this because they called it reform. I believe that we must have options 
and open-minded. Under this, we can really be successful, but if I bring 
any script and tell people this script is not good and we have to have it 
in this way or that way, who am I to do this? We all have the right to keep 
the market open, the weirdest, the normal, and the creative fonts and 
keep an eye conservatively on our original fonts. Lets look at the Latin 
fonts and learn from them, no body criticizes a Latin font when it is the 
weirdest font on earth. Have you seen what type designers do with Latin 
fonts? They make English letterforms that look like Arabic. There is this 
1% of the market who might use that font.
FD: You are not against exploration between Arabic and Latin? 
SA: I am not against it, but I don’t like people who say Latinization. Without 
our Arab mathematics, physics and chemistry thousand years ago, you 
couldn’t have invented the cars so don’t say that if I ride a car I am 
being Latinized. Westerns invented the car but it was a long process 
of human participation and invention. You can’t have a monopoly over 
simplification as a scientific process and can’t define what is Latinization. 
Going back to the topic, I like to have the Arabic spirit in fonts. 
FD: Do you think that the Arabic language can be simplified more to non-
Arabic speakers through Graphic design? How?
SA: Definitely, the Arabic language is different than the script; the language 
itself has it own complexity for example hmza etc. The script is trying 
to keep up with the language. Does the traditional font do a good job? 
No. First of all, the script has shortcomings to represent the language 
because the language itself is a bit complicated. If we could do graphic 
design and design fonts that are smartly executed, definitely we could 
make the language learning process much faster and convenient.
FD: In terms of theory, how do you think “power” relates to the nature 
of a language and to the teaching/learning of a language? Are they 
connected if yes, how?
SA: In term of script, I think the simplest and most independent the script 
is, the more powerful it is. I love calligraphy, but I think Arabic fell victim 
to this one success. I think calligraphy ruined the Arabic script. I am 
phonetically in love with calligraphy, but I have to admit that it did ruin 
it. The Arabs used after Sumerians, (Acadians were Arabs). I was sucked 
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into the subject Arabic language without control, I wanted to write an 
introduction about the Arabic script but I found myself writing about 
stones, inscriptions and learning Hebrew and Acadians and Musnad, and 
the first script the Arabs write which was the Qur’anic script called early 
Kufic. The early Kufic was invented in Madina before the Islamic states 
moved to Kufa. I now know the story from day one, unlike when I first 
learned all of this 15 years ago. The story doesn’t start with the script 
we see nowadays, this is really the latest style, Arabs back then used 
Musnad, which is beautiful script for 3000 years which goes diagonally 
up and down, left and right and was completely isolated. After Islam and 
after Arabic invented this early Kufic script is difficult to read. What I am 
trying to say that Arabic was simple, and that is powerful. Arabic became 
complicated after calligraphy. 
FD: Don’t you think it became complicated because of these powerful 
people who set rules behind it.
SA: Yes, but also to me, the Arabic script became less powerful and 
calligraphy became magnificent yes, I love it as an art but in my 
design, I want to bring Arabic to its simplest form. It will be completely 
independent of anything. Back to the power, this is the only power I see, 
simplicity is power and if you could reach from point one to 10 taken the 
shortest road that’s power. If you want to go any long road to reach this 
point, that’s weakness.
FD: How can Arabic typography serve bilingual design today? In what ways?
SA: I think the number one issue, it has to keep being Arabic but in the same 
time keep being open, I think the only thing forbidden for Arabic script 
to do for any designer is to replace Arabic with something else, which 
many people tried including Saiid Akel. To me this is the red line, apart 
from that it is very open, do not replace the script.
FD: Can the development of Arabic typography today compete with Latin 
(English)? How, and in what ways?
SA: I think designing an Arabic font is easier than designing an English font, 
I attempted to design an English font to discover that it is a lot more 
complicated because the shapes. We have few shapes, but Latin has a 
lot more. When you look into it, the project is a lot more complicated. 
Arabic has the potential to really beat all those scripts because it is easy, 
even easy to design. If you are open-minded and you know what you are 
doing, you could really create endless styles. With the Mutamithil, for me, 
I think it was a prototype but then to really tickle those people who really 
like and don’t like to be tickled, I made few attempts to make left to right 
in addition to right-to-left, which I called Mutamathil Mutlaq (it looks the 
same from both directions). The idea behind that which was 1% of my 
work, which is to tell people to be open minded about the script because 
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it can do it all including left to right. There are a lot of applications for 
Arabic to be read from left to right. In the military they teach people to 
read Arabic left to right. I don’t know the reason for this, but my cousin 
learnt it this way when he was in the military. 
There are applications that we don’t know about. The script should not 
be captivated by a group of people. They really think that Arabic must 
continue to be a beautiful picture, and I do too, but it is not only about 
how it looks, but also functionality. You got a font and then a feelers 
group of 20 people sitting in Cairo or wherever and they decide whether 
this looks good or not. I think we should let the market decide. We really 
shouldn’t let feelers group decide. Nobody knows when or where you 
would need this weird design that somebody else did one day.
FD: How strong and effective is Arabic Typography today? Where is it today?
SA: I love the fact that I see a lot of young people jumping on it. Back 
in 1992-93 the Arabic design tools were traditional, and I used 
fontographer, a great font. After a lot of suffering I released my fonts. 
Before that to release any Arabic fonts, you need to spend millions 
of dollars. Those companies don’t want to give you the technology. 
Technology moves on, we never conquer technology. 
In 1940s, we were at the same position we print Arabic, they print 
English. To the outside person who has short sight, we countered 
technology lets go home. But my point is when is the next technology 
coming. We kept conquering technology, but we don’t really conquer, 
they conquer it for us. They charge us money for it. We keep postponing 
the main issue, lets keep conquering our main script and I mean 
visually. It is more difficult to design a script that is more legible but at 
the same time does not follow the traditional style. I do see the tools 
are more decent and cheaper. If we will have real design revolution, in 
my judgment for the font design, I would like to see it in the Arab and 
Muslim world. Then it will count. 
FD: How well do you think typographers and designers are using typography 
today?
SA: I’m biased to simplification, to my style but I’m happy as I said it is 
because of my persistence, and not being intimidating, I made it a 
reality, the real simplified fonts like my fonts and Khattar’s fonts. I told his 
daughter that the fonts are selling, my fonts are selling. There are people 
who are buying them. We would like to see more of that and we’re 
happy to see all the different fonts.
FD: Do you think that typefaces created today by many typographers such as 
Nadine Chahine, Tarik Attrisi, Pascal Zoghbi etc. are more effective than 
old typefaces created by Saad Abulhab, Boutros and Khattar?
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SA: My philosophy in those things is that if a font is used by 1% is good and 
legitimate and needed to be used because you never know. Some of my 
customers are a lot of game making companies, so I was approached 
and I sold to game making companies. I always stay away from criticizing 
other people’s work especially when it comes to designing a font. My 
fonts are always gear to texts, I like the text aspect of design because 
that’s what we need more. Other designs, they are fine but you have 
to also keep in mind marketing role etc. I will give you a little secret, I 
did my font design as a hobby because education wise I am an electric 
engineer like Homan Hallock and Khattar who both loved Arabic so much 
and both were in Manhattan. Hollak in the 1860s, Khattar in 1950s and 
I ‘m in in 1990s. We all lived in Manhattan with the same concept; that 
is the Arabic script has to be simplified. That is indeed a coincidence. 
A human has a habit, and to me, with my font, I can read any book 
and I write my books with my fonts and they are very fast and legible. 
Legibility is a relative issue; there is no legibility percentage. A German 
was reading 50 years ago the block fonts and now they can’t read it, 
people change and they could train the eye. Legibility concept is solved, 
this is the key. When I was young and I was studying computer, I studied 
them on the bunch cards in the big machine, and the computer was in a 
different room with ACs. A holly place where no body was allowed to go 
in. That was back in 1980 when I studied computer science. When you 
print in the end, the fonts were all dots, the letter was dotted, the “I” 
was three dots on top of each other and then a dot on top of the three 
dots. It is called the dot matrix font. Before we got laser printers and all 
the latest advancement and sophisticated printers, whatever you printed 
from the machine was amazing, nobody can read it but at the end we all 
can read it pretty well. 
Same thing I can say about the Arabic typewriter, if you see what the 
Arabic typewriter had printed has nothing to do with Arabic before, we 
had to use it anyway and out of a sudden, the typing of the typewriter 
became so legible to us. In the 60s and 70s all what we had was Arabic 
typewriters, and typewriters wrote different Arabic than a 1000 years 
ago and a thousand year ago was different than a 1000 year before it. 
Legibility is a relative issue and the eye gets trained. 
After the simplified fonts by linotype we all became faster reading the 
simplified than the traditional. The problem is with the young Arabs 
including me (if I can call myself young) I am not fast in reading this 
anymore, so the legibility is a moving concept, relative concept and 
a changing concept, we cannot hang onto it, and this doesn’t justify 
anything.  
FD: How can both Arabic and Latin (English) scripts work together in bilingual 
communication design?
SA: Excellent question, I really believe that the best cause for Arabic is to be 
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itself, when I design every font, I ask my kids who unfortunately don’t 
read Arabic because they are born here. I first look at it from distance 
to see the spirit of Arabic in it. The Arabic text has to have the Arabic 
spirit in it. That is very important, Arabic has to be itself and could sit 
peacefully with Latin next to each other but without really one interfering 
over the other. I prefer to design Arabic, but I had few attempts in 
designing both, one of my latest fonts, Arabic latte got very good 
marks from a lot of universities in Canada. I really tried to change Latin 
a little bit to get them look good together, what I don’t really like is 
matchmaking. It had to be both ways not one way.
FD: Some typographers say that is not right to design a bilingual (Arabic-
Latin) typeface on the same x-height. Mourad Boutros and his partners 
were able to create both Arabic and Latin on the same x-height. What do 
you think?
SA: I do design both Latin and Arabic on the same x-height with all my fonts. 
Yes they do meet; I put them next to each other to see if they look Arabic 
and Latin enough without distorting the structure. In our Mutamathil 
concept philosophy, we should really not have one fixed x-height. We 
could if we want, but I never have one fixed-x. Arabic seizes to be Arabic 
if you have one fixed x-height. You can have one fixed x-height, what 
I call range. A designer should have a one fixed x-range that tricks the 
eye into thinking that this is one x. and within this the designer will have 
to play around. I really never liked the meem for-example; a lot of Arab 
designers have no justice to this meem. The only design that I don’t like 
is the design that confuses the letters. A meem should never ever look 
like fa’. It should always be under and I don’t care if there is English text, 
the meem has to dip its nose a little bit under the line. In my design I 
concentrate on the Arabic letter integrity. I like to see the personality of 
the Arabic letter unique. The scripts job is to represent a language and a 
script should not confuse the reader in what this letter is. In a way this is 
only the legibility issue that the person has to find. 
FD: How can we make both scripts in equal power in bilingual 
communication design, a lot of people say that English looks more 
powerful when it is placed next to Arabic. What do you think?
SA: Back to bilingual design, I do think that Latin looks more condensed, 
its gives you the impression that it is serious, using the space smartly 
when it sits next to Arabic in the traditional sense. Now, there are a lot of 
designs in Arabic that take into account and address the issue (to me, we 
still need more designs, this is not enough). This issue is called black and 
white; a designer has to always balance the black and white in a text. I 
go back and start looking at the text when executing my designed fonts. 
I want to see the spirit of the Arabic script whether it is flowing or not, I 
want to see less white spaces around, more condensed situation there, 
I would like to see the dots being put in place because the Arabic dots 
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went out of control. When you look at old Qur’anic scripts, the dots were 
a slight line put on tip of the noon. When you see all these Ottoman 
Qur’an books you start asking yourself where is the dot? You’ll have to 
bring a magnifier. Another thing is the non-Arab influence, the Persian 
influence is what made Arabic like we see it right now. The Persians are 
my great friends, I’m from Karbala after all.
FD: The good thing is that you’re referring back to politics.
SA: Yes, but the Persians are idealistic, they are artists, they have amazing 
stuff and they are very visualy. They loved the script, but they added a 
lot onto it, the same did the Turks. The problem with the dots, they went 
out of control. The dots should not be that many, not that prominent. I 
try to reduce the prominence of it. We can indeed live without such big 
prominence.
FD: How powerful can typography be and is it as powerful as delivering a 
message?
SA: In term of text, I think typography is the only thing left to us. We are 
loosing our hand, we cannot really write with our hands anymore, we all 
live on those telephones and we keep typing. Typography is the future 
and will become our digital identity. Typography is going to replace 
writing and the way we deal with letters. As for images, typography is 
in a way image. Typography is as powerful as an image; you don’t need 
images to deliver a message. It is only the way we will see a text being 
representative.  
FD: How do you think we can create and develop successful collaborations 
between Arabic versions of Latin scripts?
SA: From my experience, on the other side, the famous Latin fonts are really 
not flexible enough even to listen to anybody, this is how it looks like 
and the rest of the script has to dance around them. When I design, I 
don’t like to dance to the tone of Latin. If they want to dance together, 
then lets have a dance together; do we need to dance together to create 
a font? Yes we do. These fonts occupy a big market, and we will need 
to dance around them. If you ask me who are your favorite designers 
among all Arabic designers, I will say Mamoun Sakkal or Hassan Abu 
Afish (a new comer, a Palestinian guy in Ghaza). He designed Arabic DIN. 
I think it is a good one. I don’t see a problem of us dancing to a tone 
of existing famous Latin fonts like Helvetica and others because they 
became very common internationally. It is to our interest to dance to 
their tone and to design something that matches them, the question is 
will I take such a step? It will indeed be a big project (he laughs). I see no 
problem with us dancing to their tone.
FD: What do you think has caused the delays of the development of the 
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Arabic script? Ottoman Empire?
SA: Definitely, the Ottoman Empire. The Ottoman Empire did not come from 
empty space. I think the script before Islam, Arabic was separated letters 
but then something happened in 200-300. They started designing these 
cursive Arabic even among the Musnad in Yemen. The cursive came for 
a purpose, it became possible for us to write on paper (skin of deer) or 
papyrus. All scripts, not only Arabic, jumped into this cursive concept. 
Think about it, why should you remove your hand when writing? It is 
continuous, it is more flexible and efficient process to write continuously 
than separately. This came from historical necessity and it continued until 
it became not important as it was before. Now since we are not using 
our hand a lot to write and since the machine came, it is faster to do it. 
If we can take Arabic to accept visual cursive style, meaning the letter 
are separated but when you read them, they look connected to your 
eyes. Then I think we will be successful. Until this moment, I am trying 
to convince Microsoft and others to open the option for Arabic. Not to 
decide what style should go and what style should be kept. The struggle 
continues by the way. We have made one dent in this struggle which is 
‘we are here to stay’. 
Unfortunately, probably Khattar and others worked very hard but they 
died not seeing this moment. Now people see this moment because I 
stick to it. Because what helped me and did not help them is the internet 
and computers. You upload your stuff without the need for the feeler 
group or any other group to sit in Cairo or Lebanon and decide the fate 
for Arabic. It is a democratic process. I challenge them and kept my 
process. 10 years after my work, Nasri Khattar is digitizing his work now 
and many others being reproduced in this age. At this point, we won but 
it is a small glory. Western big players should stop defining what Arabic 
should be or should not be. If the Arabic market is open-minded, which 
is and if the Islamic markets are open minded, then they should not be 
the obstacles. Right now, the one obstacle are the western companies.
FD: Why do you think that the Arabic language in Cairo wanted to simplify 
the Arabic Script back in the 20th Century?
SA: They rejected all of the proposals because it is a conservative 
environment. We are very proud people, we really love calligraphy and 
we think our calligraphy is the best and it could be the best. We still live 
in our ancestor’s success. The problem deep inside is when we go there, 
we do feel inferior, whether we like it or not. Do we have the courage 
to say yes? There is a problem and we have to really address it. Why do 
Arabic fonts cost thousand and thousands of dollars and why should have 
specific technology to show Arabic whereas you need no technology 
and money to design English? The technology is there, all what you 
need is a designer and a computer. Why is that for Arabic you need a 
technological expertise to create a font? 
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 The Academy did see the problem, they lie to themselves but they were 
able to see the problem. It is like you have a problem and then you think 
you conquered it, then you turn the other way and find an obstacle. 
You keep postponing the issue. We need to have enough options and 
backup plans so when the next technology hits us, we are ready for 
it. When the Internet came, to me I would rather use detached Arabic 
rather than wait 15 years. I would rather use Arabic from left to right than 
wait 15 years.
FD: What made you do the Mutamathil type and what inspired you?
type and what inspired you?
SA: The main inspiration that I have is the Arabic script itself, because I 
believed in it. The immediate trigger not inspiration, when I faced the 
reality and my daughter said that’s too complicated. I couldn’t force her; 
she wasn’t in Baghdad, Arabic is not mandatory in here. When I taught 
her that ‘a’ looks like that, that’s it she got it. In Arabic if you want to 
teach someone that alif look different wherever you put it, that’s when 
this person loses interest as my daughter did. That was the immediate 
trigger. The inspiration comes all in the belief, but my inspiration now 
changed from 10 years ago. I am not inspired by the history of the Arabic 
script. I am shocked at each layer and shaped it took long before Islam 
and how the story came with Arabic. In my design now, I like to use the 
most powerful image of a letter. I always go back to history. This is the 
most inspiring source to me.
FD: What have you done so far with the typeface and do you think it would 
be good for simplifying the language for non-Arabic speakers?
SA: I don’t think it will simplify the language, because it is complicated, but it 
will play a role, it will help. I think a simplified script will address a major 
issue we have in Muslim and Arabic world specifically in the education 
sector. Illiteracy is cramping, but to teach somebody twenty shapes is 
better than teaching them 150 shapes. You can make the process faster. 
If it was up to me, I would like to teach the Arab kid one shape only. 
When they master that and can write something that is legible, then in 
the third year I can then introduce calligraphy and how Arabic letters are 
so intelligible and can do tons of things. We have to keep in mind and 
we have to teach the kids the shapes in their traditional forms. Otherwise 
we will be disconnected with our history. This will be tragic for us. History 
is our inspirational source.
FD: What are you currently working on?
SA: Right now, I’m working on two fonts. Typography brought me to a 
much bigger subject first of all the history of the script and what I did is 
extremely used. I get a lot young people like you talking about my work 
in the history of the Arabic script and typography but language more 
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than typography now. Right now typography got me into a completely 
different subject, I am working with a lot of scholars in England, Chicago 
about historical things like Nabaeaten. My latest project was last year 
where I spent one tablet out of the 12 tablets of Gilgamesh inscriptions. 
Epic of Gilgamesh is the first historical epic, it dates 2300 B.C. It was 
discovered in Babble Mousil etc. Acadian Language in Bilad Al-Rafidain. 
We translated the first tablet now and it took me 1 year to translate. I 
moved a lot into language right now. I am doing a lot of history into the 
language and script.
FD: Can you tell me a little bit about your life?
SA: I was born in California, U.S.A, we moved back to Iraq and lived 18 
years, it was my forming years. (4 years to 22 years old). I had a big role 
in politics and law and then I had to leave Iraq. My third year in college. 
I started in Manhattan from scratch, majored electric engineering in 
Pratt Institute., then I did my MA degree in library and computer science 
in NYU Polytechnic , both in New York. I worked as a librarian in many 
subjects especially in science, business for 14 years. I then moved into 
technology and became a manager of technology and I’ve been like that 
for the past 15-16 years. I worked on variety of things. Typography for 
me was something I wanted to do; it was a hobby more than a work for 
money.
FD: Why do you want to detach it? Did you focus on the idea that Arabic 
must embark on the process of becoming detached like the journey 
which the Latin script took hundreds of years before?
SA: I will be very honest with you and you can have this in the record, I think 
Arabic isolated in my eye is more powerful and beautiful. Not every 
detached is beautiful, we have to think smartly in how to detach them. In 
the same time keeping the flow of the text. Arabic has to be horizontal. 
Our script is horizontal looking while English is vertical looking in the 
eye. We do not want to imitate Latin, but detached is the language 
of the machine and the machine at this point (whether it’s the press, 
typewriter or computer) are more comfortable with detached letters. We 
want to please the machine not anything else. Latin did the same, it was 
attached. They had both attached and detached and still have both. The 
least we could do is have the detached Arabic as an option to add more 
to Arabic. We should never detach the attached style. That should be 
taught to people but at a later stage.
You have to know that the reason we sold those fonts was not really the 
money but it was the daring. It was at an open forum, ATypI ten years 
ago John Hudson said I dare you. In a way he was telling me in front 
of 1000 people to stop talking and if you think it will work why don’t 
you have the guts to design it and upload it. If you give fonts for free 
you can’t gage, but I’m getting sales from them even though nobody 
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expected. I made sure to keep saying that because I would like others 
to do the same. There should be no limits, however, the only forbidden 
zone is the attempt to replace the script with another script. Even I would 
not go there. 
I did not know about Mourad’s attempt but I liked his idea more than 
Khattar’s idea. His concept was a mixture of attached and detached. 
I tried to do that in my work and in the end I did not attach it. The 
letters attached have great personalities. Typography helped me a lot 
in studying the history of the script, poetry did not come to life in the 
Abbasid Empire, and it came 500 years before Prophet Mohammed. 
With practice you develop good eye as a typographer, and this helped 
me in reading inscriptions and a good archeology person.  
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Appendix C-I
Netherlands Interview
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Thomas Milo
Interview with Thomas Milo [TM], Partner in DectoType, independent scholar, 
adventurer and entrepreneur. Academic Linguist (Russian, Turkish, Arabic etc. 
Worked with UN in Lebanon. Skype interview taken on 7st September 2015.
FD: I started researching about your calligraphic engine.
TM: We call it script grammar
FD: Why do people call it calligraphic engine then?
TM: Its their own fault, it has a history, when we started in the 1980s, we were 
able to do a quite accurate script. It works with the same interface, if we 
go to the word shaper, it brings possibilities.
FD: It is great to have options.
TM: It is the feature of the script to have options.
FD: In nature, we like to have options, in everything, you are just giving them 
an option, you are not limiting them. I am currently doing the same thing 
in my PhD. project; I am not limiting learners to learn Arabic.
TM: What I am trying to accomplish is to get our own concept in the public 
domain. It probably needs magic, someone with money who understands 
that this is to big for small minds that can only think business case. We 
were almost bought by apple, Steve jobs understood it, but died in the 
wrong moment and the management then said that they don’t get any 
complains. Technology like ours in the present architecture of software 
belongs in the basements. In windows, or Mac OS, we succeeded in 
building it. We were ready to build it in the Mac OS, but since it broke, 
we have now a different delivery technology, we do it with HDML file, we 
found a way to create computer typography that is ignoring everything 
that is done in the way of conventional technology.  In 1988, Microsoft 
saw our work in a conference, they got interested and in 1990, we had 
already a working relationship, but there was nothing they could do 
with our technology, instead it was too advanced, they were just starting 
windows.  
The Naskh that is part of tasmeem was made especially for Microsoft. 
We were worried if we called this engine calligraphy, people would be 
outraged because of its quality. Technically it is very interesting, but what 
I have seen in the way of Islamic calligraphy, it was so stunningly good 
that it would be ridiculous to call this calligraphy. Then in the early 1990s, 
fonts started to appear that were way lower in quality than ours that were 
all called wonders of calligraphy. We then changed our policy and called 
our engine Arabic Calligraphic Engine. That is a deliberate misnomer; we 
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really did not want to call it that because we know it isn’t. It is simply a 
composition engine. Today we call it the advanced composition Engine. 
The numbers don’t come out because of the incompatibility with the 
latest InDesign which is not very friendly with Arabic.  
FD: Didn’t you ever get any offers in the Arab world, like from ministries 
of education in the gulf to help develop the educational curriculums 
further? 
TM: No body knows this, if you could be helpful to find customers for this that 
would be fantastic. Anyway, you can emulate all the steps in the history 
of Arabic script with this interface.
FD: This is really good for curriculum development in educational sectors.
TM: Yes, every letter is capable of changing with tasmeem, it is possible 
to control it. I think this is a dream for Arabic. With the word “kol” for 
example, you can have a completely different set of results. You get a 
whole series of possibilities all valid within the Ruq’aa script. Basically, 
with one font, it can be customized in such a way that practically every 
user in the Arab world can have his own flavor. There are so many 
parameters. It has spacing, it contracts. It overlaps stunningly, the text 
can be relaxed or tight, based on the user’s taste. 
This is a very long answer why people think this is calligraphy. We gave 
it a name calligraphic engine because for competition reasons, a lot of 
people started to call their stuff calligraphy. Calligraphy somehow works 
like magic on the target public. I think it is a false claim. 
FD: There are a lot of people who argue that calligraphy has nothing to do 
with the digital world and calligraphy is something to do with the hand.  
TM: I think they don’t know anything about typography. Typography is the 
mechanization of the script and calligraphy is simply the beautifying of 
the script. If you mechanize the script, it is obvious that you are not going 
to waste your time on ugly script. Consequently there is always a place 
for calligraphy, but it has to be pragmatic.
FD: Even the typefaces designed have the essence of the calligraphic style.
TM: It is typography because western typography is considered art. It has a 
close link with calligraphy for good reasons. Why would you decapitate 
a millennium and a half of incredible script expertise? There are some 
people when looking at our work they say that we are copying Islamic 
calligraphy with the objection that it has nothing to do with the digital 
world. It only reinforces backward attitudes in the Muslim world and all 
kinds of condescending judgments.
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FD: Anyway, during previous interviews, I raised a question and asked 
who are the conservatives today? who are limiting our findings, our 
innovations and inventions. Before in the history of Arabic script reform, 
the Islamists themselves were the conservatives. They didn’t allow Arabic 
simplification attempts. But today it has changed; Arabs are opened up 
to these kinds of innovations. They want the Arab script to be developed. 
TM: Yes, anyway, I consider ligature the wrong terminology for it, I call it 
fusions or mergence because a ligature in English can be undone they 
can be disconnected and still have legible results like a and e. If you 
disconnect Arabic letters, you lose legibility and you get what I call the 
London Olympics blunder. Therefore, to call it a ligature, is an insult, the 
reason it is called a ligature is that the technical solution to create Arabic 
‘fi’ was borrowed from the technical solution to create Latin fi. 
FD: Perhaps consequences of Latinization? Anyway, I have couple of 
questions I hope you can answer them.
TM: I am delighted with your interest, because it is good to talk with people 
who understand the subject that we’re dealing with.
FD: Arabic learning is a very broad topic. I believe it is very good to research 
the whole Arabic learning experience and what are the current problems 
and solutions for me to understand and make my project more focused. 
Anyway, do you think that the Arabic language can be more simplified to 
non-Arabic speakers through typography?
TM: Yes, in fact in my teaching practice, I start with teaching Arabic 
phonology in a very rigorously designed Latin transcription. 
Transliteration is a system between two script systems, you find an 
equivalent in each script system or you create one. Transcription, I take as 
linguistic concept of using a script, in my case Latin script to describe the 
precise relevant sounds of the language. As a student. l helped develop 
a project, I used a book called ‘an introduction to modern Arabic based 
on newspaper texts’ by Ziad Anwinder. I was in a hurry because I didn’t 
want to study Arabic I wanted to study Turkish, but I had to do Arabic in 
order to be allowed to study Turkish. 
Typography is the surface of what you are doing, it is the shape of 
your presentation but I am going one step further, I would suggest you 
need to optimize with a given script the relation between the sound 
and language and it is easier to do it with Latin than with Arabic. It 
is less confusing. In lesson one, like babies you learn the sounds of 
Arabic before you see the script of it and to emulate the baby effect by 
teaching them with Latin letters. It is crucial to have effective and precise 
rendering. I think my rendering here is very precise. 
To answer your question, yes typography can play a role and off course 
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and once people are familiar with the sounds of Arabic, they will know 
the differences of moharibeen, moharibeen, mokharbeen and aribeen. 
I was in the military, as a military interpreter as a student. Anyway, 
typography is like an unguided missile, if it is not strongly bolted onto 
very sharp analysis that can ruin your project. That has to do with the 
understanding of how to render sounds; there is no point in teaching 
Arabic letters if the foreigner doesn’t know with precision the sounds 
they represent. 
FD: To you was learning Arabic complex?
TM: I was completely baffled by it, but I gave myself only a few months to 
do it. I enjoyed it. My plan was to go through it as fast as I could to get 
rid of it to learn Turkish, and you see where I ended up. In fact one of 
the things that irritated me in the learning process, there was no good 
documentation of the script. My work is basically to document the script 
in the finest imaginable detail; this has to turn into books to help people 
understand how the script works.
FD: I am designing this learning book with typography and then I am 
transforming the text through typographic images. 
TM: I think you need tasmeem for creating this book.
FD: For the more advanced levels, yes definitely. Can graphic design be part 
of teaching Arabic? And how can it be effective?
TM: Yes absolutely, I think one of the problems with Arabic in general not just 
in teaching, not only the grammar but also the books, the newspapers, 
everything sucks, with deep respect. If you look at a civilization that can 
pride itself from some of the most incredibly beautiful art works in script, 
then today it is miserable.
FD: I agree, the learning books are not superior in typography and graphic 
design; this is the reason why I am taking this project further. I believe 
there isn’t high quality of visuals in the learning books.
TM: In the process of learning Arabic, I forced myself to write and pronounce 
words and letters like an Arab.
FD: What is the most interesting aspect of the Arabic Language to non-
Arabic speakers? And what do they mostly want to learn in Arabic? When 
you learned Arabic, what was the most interesting aspect to you?
TM: The phonetic challenge; the phonetics. To discover a language that uses 
different registers of the speech organ is fascinating. The script we have 
already discussed in length, and the difference in sentence building. 
I found it fascinating; I must admit that I really got engaged when I 
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discovered that when you learn this kind of Arabic its only one side of the 
coin. You’re dealing with different Arabic accents like English and Dutch. 
They are all one language and people switch between them. I thought of 
this as extra ordinary.
FD: What was the most complex learning element?
TM: I found it very difficult to read an Arabic book. Reading was hard but 
there is another reason behind it. I am not interested in religion. I am an 
avid reader of things that give me real knowledge and I find very little 
of that in Arabic. There are too little in Arabic that entitles me to read. 
If I look in Arabic newspaper, there is nothing in it. There is something 
missing in Arab culture and I do understand why it is missing. Arabs 
have the craziest sense of humor and they have an enormous gene pool 
of intelligence but the regimes and the religion combined, succeeded 
in muffling it practically to the max. That’s why you see the same effect 
in Russia. For 80-90 years, they managed to suppress any humor, any 
critique any originality to the extent that I was worried they would more 
or less genetically remove it from the DNA pool but they managed to 
survive and came out good. I think the same to do with Arabs.
FD: How strong and effective is bilingual design in education today?
TM: I don’t believe in bilingual design. First, the word is a non-starter because 
you’re not talking about languages, about scripts. Bilingual is actually a 
problematic dirt. I don’t believe in bilingual design because in practice 
it proves to be a colonial operation where one culture is domesticating 
another one. If you realize that scripts don’t follow languages but 
cultures, why do Urdu people write with Arabic letters? Because they 
associate with Islamic culture, because it is an Islamic script. Why do 
the Dutch write with Latin letters? Because they associate with Roman 
culture. Call it bicultural design instead of bilingual because bilingual is 
a stupid misnomer. If you call it bicultural, you have already implied its 
impossibility because a culture is design, so you design for each culture 
the best script and match them.
FD: This is a very good political opinion. What is the missing element in 
teaching Arabic to learners?
TM: When I look at books about Arabs, I think that the Arabic script is 
distorted to the max with the intention to simplify it for the uses but 
I think they do not do a service either to the public and the Arabic 
language and script. It is much nicer to present it with a real form of 
Arabic script. Personally, I would prefer to teach Arabic with real Ruqaa 
than with a Microsoft font because it is much more motivating. I was 
incredibly motivated to learn Arabic when I saw the script. I would not 
have made so much effort if Microsoft had succeeded in pausing its 
mediocre quality in an earlier stage. 
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FD: What does Arabic learning books lack, visual communication?
TM: Giving real script to potential learners of the language is much more 
motivating, just select a good script. Ruqaa is in fact simplified Arabic. 
FD: What do you think has caused the delays of the development of the 
Arabic script?
TM: I don’t see any delays, what I see now is the development is undone by 
mediocre technology and mindless who think that technology should 
drive culture.
FD: Do you think it is right to break the structure of the Arabic script and 
language in order to simplify it to non-Arabic speakers?
TM: There is no other language or culture that tries to destroy itself in order 
to be presentable to the outsider.
FD: What do you think of Nasri Khattar, Mourad Boutros’s simplification 
attempts? Do you think they are reformation attempts?
TM: No, in the case of Boutros, they are simply driven by a good business 
acumen, he goes for the itinerary that is easy so he designs for the 
available technology he is not simplifying anything, he is just adopting 
to available solutions. Nasri Khattar has a very well worked out approach 
but I just don’t agree with it. It could develop in a style but it doesn’t 
unify anything because it comes with many different styles for it. Al-
Maktaba AlArabya - Abu Dhabi produced an enormous amount of 
publications. Eissa Bin Al Hamam. Library of Arabic literature, New 
York University Press. My hero is Yahya Boutimene, he is a Tunisian or 
Algerian, he is the only one I consider serious in simplifying Arabic. 
Simplification issue for educational purposes, simplification should be 
concerned on finding effective inroad into the language, it has nothing 
to do with changing the subject matter, you do not simplify Arabic, but 
you find the best way to represent it. For instance, you look for elements 
where Arabic and English are very similar and take these as starting 
points. This is how you simplify, you don’t simplify by destroying your 
subject. I am against that kind of simplification. The title of the book is 
The Arabic script as a subject question - The questionable Arabic script 
1960s. 
FD: You mentioned something in your talk about the Ottoman roots in the 
Atypi in 2000 I guess, where you ever interested in Arabic reformation 
attempts?
TM: I am interested in Arabic as it is. If it changes, then I may have to 
reconsider my position if I am still interested.
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FD: This is a powerful statement.
TM: Yes, [laughs] I am interested as it is, and what I am seeing now in the 
way of change, I don’t find appealing at all, I find practically everything 
monuments of incompetence and I am stunned by it and disappointed.
FD: There is problem with Arabic typographers, there is something that 
I don’t like in some people, if you propose an idea, they completely 
disrespect your invention, they value their inventions instead and put 
your inventions on the side, that’s the case with many Arabs. It is politics, 
but off course that’s not going to stop you from doing what you like. To 
be honest, you’re doing a great a job, that’s my own opinion.
TM: You think people don’t accept it because it’s coming from a non-Arab.
FD: No, it doesn’t matter if you’re an Arab or not, but many just don’t value 
nor appreciate the invention because it’s not their own.
TM: I have a work collaboration with Omanis, on the other side, I see the 
American west coast which drives this whole technological innovation 
is too confident of itself to understand that they are not serving Arabic 
computing at all. There is some good functionality on windows, but even 
Microsoft office on the mac is dysfunctional and even everything Arabic 
on the mac is dysfunctional.
FD: I interviewed Saad Abulhab earlier, he was talking about his Mutamathil 
type and how a lot of people did not accept his attempt. We discussed 
the conservatives. I asked him if whether the conservatives were the 
Islamists, and if they are trying to block or throw his intention into trash, 
he had a very interesting statement. He said that the conservatives are 
no longer the Islamists, but rather the Islamists welcome the inventions 
in open arms. Now it is some westerns who are conservatives today and 
especially people in the design or type field. Do you agree?
TM: Yes I think that some westerns are very condescending about Arabic, if 
you look at the Unicode conference, it had a presentation by someone 
from the same SIL, about Nasatliq, the way they described it was 
hilarious, they call it one of the most complex scripts that mankind uses, 
now if you know that it is the everyday script for almost every Pakistani. 
They don’t understand that they got it wrong, it is not complex as a 
script, and their solution is clumsy. It is such an incredible statement to 
call other languages complex.
FD: Do you think Arabic is complex? After all these years after all this 
practice?
TM: No, if its complex for me it doesn’t mean its complex for Arabs, I cannot 
call something that I do not master fully, or I don’t really understand I 
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cannot call that complex, I can only say its too difficult for me or I am too 
stupid, but I cannot say its complex. It is a mad statement, it is as mad 
as bilingual; these statements are mainly originating from America where 
they only have one language and one script. Saad works on innovating 
Arabic, and I work on documenting Arabic. These are not at odds with 
each other; the world of Arabic is really big as an ocean and there is a 
place for everybody. What Nasri Khattar did would even be my role, 
because after all I am a foreigner, why would I walk in and tell Arabs 
to improve the script. These initiatives have to come from the Arabs 
themselves, the only thing I can do is observe it with respect. I do it also 
because I like it. 
There is a presentation that I made for the Dutch army in Iraq. As a battle 
group, I was asked to teach them Arabic and did something extremely 
compact. I succeed within a week to teach them to read the street names 
and map names and to write their own personal names.
FD: Where can I find this?
TM: No problem, I’ll send it to you. Anyway, I reduced the learners’ names 
to the nearest match in Arabic. This presentation summarizes our 
conversation about integrating typography in teaching. The hard stuff 
was when I pulled away the supports. I did not give them on purpose 
simplified Arabic because the Arab world is not simple. I can send you 
some documents from my own experience on integrating typography in 
language learning- Arabic Phonetics. In a week, I was able to help have a 
robust understanding of Arabic sounds.
FD: Did they master it?
TM: Yes, this mechanical approach simply helped them get it. It took them 
five working days. I went at high speed each morning and the rest of the 
time I gave lectures about my activities in Lebanon and how the Middle 
East is fragmented politically so I intertwined it with less demanding 
things but each time paying attention to actual linguistic detail, so that 
whatever they learned returned into my anecdotes. I am conscripting 
for military service the dormant Arabic in Dutch. This is also part of the 
English legacy; we have a load of Arabic words that we are not aware of.
FD: What is really interesting me is how you’re placing Arabic words on 
English?
TM: That is tactics, I am trying to find a point of entry that has the smallest 
amount of defense. There are a lot of consciousness or unconsciousness 
resistance against learning a foreign language.
FD: Nadine Chahine raised a question in twitter and asked on what script 
should we place our Arabic words.
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TM: The best thing is you base them on the sounds, it is more efficient to 
create the sounds with Latin letters. The relationship between the Arabic 
script and Arabic sounds is not simple. You can create a simple relation 
if you make a smart transliteration or transcription. You can make it as 
simple as you want with the pattern I showed you. 
FD: This is a great interview; I really enjoyed it, thank you for your time. I 
really wish that we connect and stay in touch.
TM: Let’s stay in touch. I forgot to mention, the non-Muslims are more 
concerned with simplifying Arabic than the Muslims, the script is a 
Muslim script. There are many participants in the culture who are trying 
to drive it. I am a non-Muslim and non-Arab and I am describing what I 
see, I think it might be helpful for the world of Arabic design to have a 
person like me to throw it in their faces and show them what I see.
FD: Honestly speaking, I believe what you’re doing is great for Arabic 
learning and the development of the script. We need more Arabs to 
learn Arabic in the proper way through typographic concentration. 
TM: Since the Arabic script is by nature a phonetic one; I will send you a link 
to an article that I wrote where I give analyses of Arabic script versus 
Arabic sound system.
FD: Many thanks. 
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Appendix C-I
Lebanon Interview
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Rana Abou Rjeily
Interview with Rana Abou Rjeily [RR], Lebanese Graphic and Type Designer/
Instructor. Skype interview taken on 10th September 2015.
FD: What inspired you to create Mirsaal typeface?
RR: It’s a lot of life time experiences. I went to London in 2004 to peruse my 
M.A. In short, I knew that I wanted to do something with Arabic type 
because I fell in love with it a few years prior to that when I was doing my 
B.A. When I was there, I was the only Arabic speaking student in class, 
we were only 40 students. Instructors were from all over the world. It 
was difficult for me to translate and explain my love to my language and 
explain the differences and all that.
I began my research first with Arabic as a visual shape, I experimented 
with that and still had difficulties in explaining the basics of Arabic, so 
in the end for my MA degree, after a lot of research and after meeting 
Mourad Boutros and Cecil Hourani and studying their research, I was 
really inspired to do this typeface that simplifies Arabic teaching for non-
Arab learners. I had to read more about Mourad’s research and Unified 
Arabic by Nasri Khattar. Mirsaal is actually a different version of the 
typeface that Mourad and Hourani created, Basic Arabic.
FD: What’s the aim you wanted to deliver for using Mirsaal? Are you still 
using it?
RR: I get this question a lot. The thing is Mirsaal in my opinion was a tool to 
introduce Arabic to non-Arabic speakers, I wasn’t sure of the reaction of 
the people, so when I did this, it was definitely an experimental thing. 
For the purpose of the book itself, which is introducing Arabic, instead 
of learning traditional Arabic with all the variations and so, why not get 
to learn it in a more simplified way. Then if you’re interested as a reader, 
you go further. To answer the second part of your question, Mirsaal in its 
connected version, I am always using. A lot of people would like to buy 
the typeface too. I get asked by a lot of students to use the typeface. 
I was contacted by a design agency in London because they wanted 
to use the typeface for architectural purpose. People have different 
interpretations of the typeface and a lot of them believe it has a lot of 
potential and can be used in different space and have different usages.
FD: This is very similar to my project, what I am trying to create a learning 
book and assigning these typefaces as teaching-learning tools. I am 
trying to simplify basic Arabic, I am not looking into grammar but basic 
Arabic. I am trying to make more people engage and become interested 
in the language. It is very similar to the aim of Mirsaal. The research is 
very similar as well. Anyway, what is the next step for you?
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RR: Before the next step, there is something you don’t know about my work. 
Around three years ago I was contacted by an Arabic school in Lebanon 
that teaches Arabic to non-Arabic speakers who are mostly Adults who 
want to learn Urban Arabic so its not even classical Arabic- Al Fosha. 
They liked the approach but believed that its too soon to introduce it 
all at once to the students. We then developed a typeface which is very 
simplified based on the Arabic handwriting, looks completely like cursive 
Arabic but the shapes were done in much simplified way. I can send you 
few images and screen shots later.
FD: Many thanks. What is the typeface called?
RR: It is called Urban Arabic. It is in Arabic and Latin versions, it is a simplified 
typeface inspired by Mirsaal but only cursive. Where it is possible, we 
created two shapes per letter, where it’s not, we had to keep them 
because we wanted the students to still recognize the same letters when 
they read newspaper and or anything that is out there. You can download 
the typeface from their website. It is open for anyone to use. We create a 
book for the students and now we are creating book two.
FD: Where can I find the book?
RR: I can check with them if they can sell it online.
FD: Thank you, so the question now is what’s next?
RR: [Laughs]. I had a lot of projects in mind, I have two projects, I still didn’t 
start them.
FD: How about sharing something exclusive?
RR: I am definitely interested in making Arabic more accessible to people 
through whatever medium possible, books, games installations. This is 
my main message. I am also thinking in type design, but not as special 
as Mirsaal it’s only for the commercial use. I am now starting a new 
book, it will need to be a collaboration, its about teaching Arabic type in 
universities, a text book, because we don’t have that yet.
FD: I am interested in the creation of special typefaces used for Arabic 
learning books instead of only using traditional fonts. Why not use a 
variety of typefaces and scripts in learning books. We need more people 
and Arabic typographers to collaborate with us and help us find solutions 
in improving Arabic learning in language, type etc.
RR: Have you heard of Lara Assoud’s book “Tabati”. You should look it up; it 
could fit your research. She developed a typeface for teaching kids using 
geometric shapes.
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FD: No, but that’s interesting, will look it up for sure. Anyway, would you 
kindly give me Mirsaal to experiment with?
RR: Yes sure.
FD: Do you think that the Arabic language can be more simplified to non-
Arabic speakers? How?
RR: Definitely, maybe the approach to teaching Arabic can stay the same, but 
just like what we did with Urban Arabic. Not to mention the curriculum, 
but it’s not my area of expertise. Adults mostly are not as quick grasping 
as children, they take a bit more time than children to learn the language, 
so why not simplify it for them. Simplify it for those who need it in their 
workplaces, or just to get by because most of their time they work in 
areas in the Middle East.
FD: What are the ways and methods that best deliver Arabic language easily 
to non-Arabic speakers? Basic Arabic to beginners.
RR: Definitely the traditional ways, in a classroom with a book, but the 
methodology should be fun, I really believe that language learning 
should be fun. I learned to speak Spanish few years ago, as an adult 
learning Spanish was challenging but was also fun, they had relatively 
new ways through games, discussions, movies etc. I think definitely 
through using the culture. For example Urban Arabic book uses a lot of 
the culture in Lebanon, it takes elements from the streets, vernacular and 
everyday life and they actually explain them and help you understand 
them.
FD: Can graphic design be part of teaching Arabic? And how can it be 
effective?
RR: We both agree that designs effect our lives, design is highly involved 
in the learning process, off course this is the general word. Typography 
is a very important element in book designs etc., visual memory, the 
hierarchy of information, the typefaces used, all these effects our 
learning. Our brain read shapes and colors and this is directly related to 
graphic design. It automatically applies to learning any learning tools. It 
is definitely a crucial element.
FD: Can Arabic typography today serve a bilingual design?
RR: I really believe that there is no ultimate way, there isn’t one solution, 
design is completely different, when it comes to bilingual design 
especially the choice of typefaces, this is very relative, if it is signage, the 
first thing comes to mind is typographic matchmaking, how to have the 
typefaces balanced each other and not have one of them stronger than 
the other. It really depends on the book, audience and brief. 
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FD: Can the development of Arabic typography today compete with the 
Latin (English) one? How? And in what ways?
RR: We are not competing here, there isn’t any competition between Arabic 
and Latin. I think a lot of Arabic designers view Latin as an inspiration. 
Latin typography has evolved so much in the years and we have a lot 
of designers and typographers experiment with type and are helping it 
change. This is an inspiration to us, we want to say that Arabic can be 
playful and adapted. A decade before, graphic design and typography 
were not known in the Arab World. It is a recent job, it is only now that 
a few years back that people started to be aware of Arabic and to work 
harder on developing it and we use Latin as an inspiration. 
FD:  How strong and effective is Arabic Typography today in education?
RR: Effective, [laughs] I am not aware of the usage of Arabic in schools in the 
Arab world. Usually most publishing housing don’t want to pay designers 
or buy typefaces are not really investing a lot in developing these books. 
We still have almost the same books we used when I was a child.
FD: There was a discussion between Azza Alamidine and Nadine Chahine at 
ATypI. Chahine stated that we only learned Arabic from Naskh and not a 
variety of typefaces. If we look at Arabic, it’s still Arabic, a one style out of 
many script styles.
RR: I do agree that most of our exposure was with Naskh.
FD: Were you in a governmental or private school.
RR: I was in a French school.
FD: Did you master Arabic or French more?
RR: I was good in both but I had a tendency to love French and English 
more.
FD: The good thing about Lebanon is it one of the top Arab countiries 
in Arabic teaching-learning. I was in a private school in Kuwait. A lot 
of private students express themselves better in English, many Arabs 
communicate in English, think in English and therefore Arabic is left 
behind. This is a problem I aim to look at throughout my project.
RR: There is a cultural thing in Lebanon that doesn’t help, few weeks ago 
there was a little girl going up the escalator. Her sister was already 
getting up the esacalator before her, so the little girl looked at her sister 
and then told her mother in Lebanese that she wanted to climb the 
stairs as well. Her mother looked at her and said in French don’t say it in 
Arabic, say it in French. Our problem in Lebanon is the culture, and there 
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is another thing that doesn’t really help us; in daily basis, we don’t use 
Arabic as a tool to communicate, all our conferences, mails, meetings 
etc. are in foreign languages. Arabic is important but they are not widely 
used as other languages. In Lebanon a lot of people feel more confident 
using English or French. The nature of Arabic as grammar is more 
complicated in English or French that doesn’t encourage people to learn 
the language.
FD: Well, that’s our job now. How do you think we can create and develop 
successful collaborations between Arabic and Latin scripts in bilingual 
learning books? 
RR: This is my future project, bilingual. When it comes to me, a lot of 
people are working on bilingual typefaces and most of the times its 
collaborations between western and Arabic type designers. This is 
great, because in order to work with a product, you need to know the 
background and search the culture, so the best thing is to hook up with 
the right people. If it is a book, you need a teacher, linguist, students and 
then test it.
FD: What is the missing element in teaching Arabic to learners (non-Arabic 
speakers)?
RR: The first thing would be the simplifying the educational content visually 
and then introducing the subject to learners.
FD: What are the problems you currently face with Arabic textbooks and 
curriculums?
RR: As an instructor, Arabic is something that is completely new to the 
students, to be honest, even though they know the language, yet they 
are so unfamiliar with the shapes, they have a hard time understanding 
the anatomy and the strong variations. It would be very complex to 
give them everything and all the information in one course. They have 
a hard time differentiating all the calligraphic styles because they have 
rarely been exposed to them. We have a problem whenever we have 
matchmaking exercises. Whenever they’re doing bilingual branding or 
whenever they are told to develop the Arabic as visually equivalent as 
Latin. I don’t blame them, they really need to have a good eye, and they 
don’t get it. Creating something from scratch to match Latin and vice 
versa is hard. It is good to show them examples. 
As a designer, not to mention the technical difficulties that you get on in design. It is 
hard to find answers online, I wish there is a platform where we can all communicate. 
It is mostly the technical difficulties when using Arabic type simultaneously with Latin 
on the same layout, it takes much more time, much more exhausting. As a designer, I 
have this problem. Other than that, I just love playing with type. 
FD: What do you think has caused the delays of the development of the 
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Arabic script?
RR: This is not a subjective thing, it is just objective, I wouldn’t call it delay. 
The printing, letterpress was developed in Europe, this had helped the 
development of type. Through time, they actually developed; you know 
in the Middle East we always get it late. When printing was introduced in 
the Middle East, it was technicians and type designers from Europe who 
were involved in digitizing and mechanizing the type. If you look at Gill 
Arabic, you can see that they have no knowledge in translating it. In the 
Middle East, they developed more calligraphy because Arabic being a 
sacred language, so they tend to put more time and effort in that.
FD: Do you think it is right to break the structure of the Arabic script and 
language in order to simplify it to non-Arabic speakers?
RR: It depends on the purpose, If I just did the typeface and released it 
people will be pointing the finger, but because I actually put it in the 
right context, after people read the book they understood why I did this. 
There are certain things you can’t really break. When you’re designing 
the typefaces you have the skeleton of the typeface and the spine of the 
letters, if you work on these and you keep the integrity of each single 
letter, and they are still recognized, then I think you are doing a good 
job. Some time you can have fun experimenting and find usage for these 
typefaces.
FD: Have you been criticized? Were there a lot of conservatives who criticized 
your work?
RR: Yes, it would be wrong if no one criticized your work.
FD: There were a lot of people that have been hostile to many reform 
attempts back the twentieth century. Yesterday it was the Islamist, and 
according to Saad Abulhab, he says today the conservatives are the 
westerns.
RR: It is true, if you think about who are preserving or creating calligraphic 
based Arabic like Thomas Milo, John Hudson, Titus Nemeth. These 
people are trying to make Arabic as loyal as it is to its original form. On 
the other hand, designers in the Middle East, they want to experiment 
and change the forms, they want to play, they are saying that we have 
few problems in bilingual books in terms of design etc. One of the 
solutions is matchmaking, it is about studying and matchmaking Arabic 
and Latin in terms of width, height, stroke thickness etc. so that they can 
exist simultaneously on one page in harmony.
FD: Don’t evade the question, who are you with?
RR: I never really thought whom I am with. I will give you an example. I am 
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now working on a poetry book for a Lebanese poet and after reading it, 
all the history, the thinking behind it and the emotions. I cannot see the 
text set in a modern typeface; I just had to see it in a more traditional 
calligraphic typeface. Whereas in another book where I had a catalog 
or information, I use typefaces such as Arabic din etc. it depends on the 
context. In branding it doesn’t matter, it can be traditional or modern, 
but in books I think it’s better to use matchmaking typefaces.
FD: Do you think it is right to break the Arabic letterforms in general?
RR: Why would I be against it? I’m not saying that newspapers should be 
typeset in unified Arabic but I have seen it in a lot of branding, and it 
is still legible it depends on the aesthetics. It could be fun. Latin has a 
completely different evolution on the timeline. No one came and said 
that there is a problem because it’s connected like what people are doing 
now with Arabic. 
I am against saying that we want to break Arabic because Latin is 
different, as I know my American friends learned Latin not in cursive 
English when they wrote in schools, even their handwritings were 
detached. I have a hard time writing detached Arabic, I am used to 
write in cursive. Cursive is a free movement of the hand you tend to 
connect letters that are not even connected. Arabic written will always be 
different than the designed type. I think it is ok to break it for purposes 
whenever you have the concept or usage behind it, as long as you have 
the reason. You can’t introduce detached Arabic all at once to the public.
FD: You think Mourad’s basic Arabic is the solution?
RR: Yes.
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Appendix C-II
Section II contains several interviews conducted with workshop participants from 
Kuwait and London. They have participated as Arabic learners. Participants’ names 
have been removed to protect the confidentiality of the interviews. 
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Appendix C-II
Nuqat Workshop Participants
Three Session Groups
NIU, Kuwait
This section consists of three workshop group sessions that include several interviews with 
Nuqat participants. Each session was for five days; two hours and a half each. 
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Group Session One
Non-Arabs with no Arabic Experience
Nuqat Workshop Participants
6th – 10th March 2016.
NIU, Kuwait
Participant 1
FD:  Can you please introduce yourself. 
P1: I am a mother and I am just learning Arabic.
FD:  We started with basic Arabic and we progressed through the levels, 
have you found Level one challenging?
P1: No, because I already know the letters, the first level was a bit simple. 
FD:  What about the second level: letter sounds? I heard you have 
challenges with pronunciation letters?
P1: I am ok with letters, but dialogues are very complicated, reading the 
words with the accent; to associate letters with others.  
FD:  Did the learning book given in the workshop session help you?  Was 
English on the side helping you pronounce the letters and words better?
P1: Yes, sure.  
FD:  So you think bilingual communication design helped you pronounce 
better?
P1: Yes, sure.  
FD:  Do you have suggestions for level two? Do you think it should be 
simpler for learners?
P1: Yes, probably more colors, colors help me visualize. 
FD:  What about level one, was it creating a far simpler learning environment 
with all the visuals provided?
P1: Yes, exactly.  
FD:  Moving on to the third level, was the bridging concept simple?
P1: I already know that but the most important thing about your method 
is practicing and playing with it.  Level five, the puzzling activities were 
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interesting because when your playing you are memorizing. The other 
participant said that in other Arabic courses, they only give one day 
to learn all the letters but I think this method is better. This method is 
better because the other typical one you had to learn all letters and 
variations in a short time. 
FD:  What about level four; the vocalization marks and numbers? What 
do you think about the concept of using graphic design to introduce 
vocalization marks?
P1: Vocalization marks level was perfect, it was very visual and was really 
helping. 
FD:  Have you ever studied Arabic in this method before?
P1: My mother is an English teacher and she teaches with visuals; this is the 
best way and a good method for adults. 
FD:  Do you think the learning book gives the impression of children’s book 
rather than adults? Or is it respecting your age?
P1: No, it respected my age but because when you are learning a new 
language, it is tough and you must simplify it. Your method is a good 
method for adults. 
FD:  Do you have any comments or suggestions?
P1: I have only one regret; the workshop features the first seven letters and 
not all the alphabet. 
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Participant 2
FD:  Can you please introduce yourself. 
P2: I am an English teacher. I have been in Kuwait for a year and a half, 
studied Arabic before, but the course I took was a bit confusing. 
FD:  What do you think of the whole experience within this workshop? 
P2: Very helping especially in comparing with special font designs. I am now 
able to dissect words I see along the highway, downtown and could 
actually read letters for the first time. 
FD:  What do you think about the introduction and the levels: did they help 
you, did they simplify the content and make the learning experience 
easier for you further?
P2: Yes, absolutely, when I walked away from the other Arabic language 
courses, I did not absorb the letters, I didn’t feel that I have connected 
with them like I had in this workshop. I feel like especially because of the 
comparisons of the different font styles and now will have no problem in 
learning the variation of letters that we practiced in this session here. 
FD:  Were the typefaces challenging?
P 2:  The typefaces were very challenging, and that they were almost 
unrecognizable but I still felt that was helpful, and being able to read 
and understand the different variation of Arabic text that we might see 
much more so than just studying formal Arabic. 
FD:  What did you like and what didn’t you like.
P2: I felt like this was very fun. The fun that can be taking out of 
standardized classes sometimes and from the learning experience. I 
think that language is interactive in general and having a course that 
is interactive and using different mediums and tools is very helpful in 
understanding a language. In addition to that, it is visually pleasing, you 
are not bored easily, you are visually stimulated.
FD:  Any last words?
P2: Continue teaching us, have another workshop, we need more! [Laughs].
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Participant 3
FD:  Can you please introduce yourself. 
P3: I am an art teacher. 
FD:  In general what do you think of the workshop? 
P 3: The workshop was beneficial, I tried to learn it in many other ways, 
books, lectures and didn’t find it simple. This really helped simplify it. 
FD:  So you think that learning through visual design helped you?
P3: Completely. I am a visual learner and without this I would find it 
complex. 
FD:  What were your challenges; what was the most difficult thing to learn in 
this workshop?
P3: I think realizing the difference between the name of the letter and the 
sound it makes and seeing those in different fonts at the beginning was 
very tricky. I just found it a bit hard in the beginning only; it was tricky. 
Things got clearer later on. 
FD:  What was your favorite level? The one that you enjoyed a lot. 
P3: I think they were pretty all hand-in-hand. I liked the approach used with 
vocalization marks. When I see them, I could see more and feel more of 
the Arabic. 
FD:  Were the life-moment associations with vocalization marks helpful? 
P3: Yes.  
FD:  What about the typefaces used within the whole workshop? Did you like 
them? Were they challenging? 
P3: Detached type was challenging because you used to see Arabic in 
cursive, but when I used it as a learning tool it was much more simple 
than just learning it from cursive. Starting with detached Arabic was 
helpful and then moving onto the decorative ones with marks was 
helpful. 
FD:  Do you recommend learning Arabic through visual design and Arabic 
detached typefaces method to schools and learning institutions?
P3: Definitely, anyone who is looking for a non-book method, this is good. It 
was really helpful. 
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FD:  Any other comments? 
P3: It was really helpful, thanks.
Participant 4
FD:  Can you please introduce yourself? 
P4: Hello, I am an examiner at the British Council working at the exams 
department as an exam service assistant. 
FD:  What do you think of the whole workshop? 
P4: I am very new to Kuwait, I do not know anything in Arabic, only few 
simple words like floos for money, al salam alikom like hello etc. I 
believed that Arabic learning was so hard and I was looking around 
for an institution, but when I heard about the workshop, I took the 
opportunity to register. At the beginning. When I came here, I thought 
it was going to be very difficult but when I saw the graphics, the visuals 
and fonts they were very easy, I could pick up. 
FD:  So through visual design, you were able to actually learn Arabic? 
P4: Yes, it facilitated learning, I find it really easy now, I have been walking 
around Kuwait city after class since the session began, and I started to 
recognize the letters. So yes, visual design is a really good for both kids 
and adults.
FD:  So do you recommend this approach? 
P4: The approach which you have used the basics, detached, regular; the 
combination of fonts really makes Arabic easy to learn.
FD:  So was the system straight forward; was it clear and is the pedagogic 
structure really helping learn Arabic. 
P4: Yes.
FD:  Did you like the typefaces used within the book?
 
P4: Yes, I really liked them, I found the regular and all easy, but basic is a bit 
challenging, but I could now read Arabic from the Basic Arabic font. 
FD:  What level was your favorite?
P4: I like all the levels except for the letter variations in the cursive level 
(level three), I think I need to learn it more.  
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FD:  So you think the visuals in the book are fine, it’s just a matter of 
practice?
P4: The visuals are perfect, but yes I need to practice the variations more.   
FD:  So you think the cursive levels need more graphics and visual?
P4: Yes, level three needs more material.
 
FD:  Would you like to add anything else?
P4: The fonts were really nice, Thanks to you, I have now learned the basics 
and if there were more workshops I would love to attend them. 
FD:  Thanks a lot!
Participant 5
FD:  Can you please introduce yourself?
P5: I am an artist-designer from Ireland, I lived in Kuwait for about a year.
FD:  What do you think of the workshop?
P5: I enjoyed the workshop for the five days we’ve been here. I started from 
nothing, I couldn’t understand or know any letters or words and I think I 
have really learned quite a lot as an introduction. 
FD:  Did the educational material and tools provided (through visual design) 
really help you?
P5: The educational material and visual design really did help me, and 
the break down and the teaching skills. It all worked together. I could 
recognize words and I could really write them at this stage. 
FD:  How was the pace of the book and workshop? 
P5: We got a lot covered, but I didn’t feel the rush. I enjoyed the pace, it 
was perfect. 
FD:  What was the most challenging part of the workshop?
P5: The most challenging part was the beginning. I didn’t have any idea 
about Arabic and wanted to get my head around it. The teaching and 
presentation of the learning book made it visually very helpful to absorb 
from the first time.
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FD:  What’s your favorite level?
P5: I liked all the levels, I felt every night I went home, I learned something 
new. The quizzes and tests constantly through the workshop were great. 
FD:  What about the fonts?
P5: I struggled with the letter variations, but now I feel I got it but I need to 
practice.
FD:  So you think it is a matter of practice rather than the content? Or do you 
think the letter variation should be more simplified through designing 
additional material?
P5: No, it is just a matter of practice. For me a person with no Arabic 
experience, I picked it up and I need more time to practice. The 
typefaces kind of confused me because I tried to learn all of that and 
had to adapt to different typefaces.
FD:  Were some of the typefaces clear to you?
P5: The first ones were clear but the fonts later on were different and 
couldn’t recognize them immediately. Some of letters were different, but 
they did help me in visualizing because after all you will have to go in 
the real world and have to adapt to all the styles of writing around you. 
They were challenging but they did really help me learn. 
FD:  So you think the different variety of fonts helped you in a way?
P5: Yes, absolutely. 
FD:  What about the puzzle level? And overall what do you think?
P5: Yes, loved the puzzle level. Overall, the whole workshop was great, it 
definitely gave me encouragement to go further and try to learn more. 
FD:  Do you recommend this visual pedagogic method to be used in 
learning institutions?
P5: Absolutely, I don’t know why they don’t have it in learning institutions 
but I am glad somebody has put the time and effort into putting them 
together. 
FD:  Thank you. 
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Group Session Two
Non-Arabs with Less Arabic Experience
Nuqat Workshop Participants
13th – 17th March 2016.
NIU, Kuwait
Participant 6
FD:  What did you think of the workshop?
P6: I thought it was really interesting, it really opened my mind as to how 
the language can be taught and learnt. It taught me about visualization, 
I am not a designer, but it untapped a certain part of my mind on how 
letters can be visualized and how much its easier to remember when 
you associate letters with images.
FD:  Which level did you prefer?
P6: I really loved the puzzles level (testing level), it felt like its right under my 
finger tips that I could make so many different words and it would be 
easier. I loved how flexible the typeface puzzle pieces were. 
FD:  What about the other typefaces?
P6: I liked Al-Saggar, and the ones that challenged me, but I didn’t like the 
basic ones a lot. 
FD:  Did you like the bridging concept?
P6: I liked the bridging too. 
FD:  What do you think of the whole workshop in general? Do you think this 
is a better way of teaching Arabic rather than the traditional way? 
P6: I prefer this way over the traditional way and I believe that learning 
Arabic through visual design is much better. 
FD: Any other comments? 
P6: I know we are more advanced, but I wish we just spent a little more 
time on the letter sounds. I also made a comment in the evaluation 
form,  you know how you associate sound letters with certain actions 
it is that much easier to make that sound. I wish you can come up 
with something to help learn the sounds of emphatic letters. I think 
there should be a simpler association with the Latin character or an 
explanation to know how to actually pronounce it when I am learning 
alone. 
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FD: What about the transliteration used? Were they clear?
P6: I like how you used a double hh for an emphatic letters, but it doesn’t 
show how the letter sound is different than the sound of a ha.
FD: What do you think of the design of the book? 
P6: Oh my God! the design of the book is gorgeous, it is very visually 
appealing, its very aesthetic, I loved the illustrations with letters, it’s all 
pictures in my mind, whenever I see an alif, I will always remember the 
strong powerful guy. 
FD: Any other comments?
P6: No, I think it’s great, I am waiting for the book and an autograph copy 
(laughs) and inshalah another workshop, maybe?
FD: Certainly [laughs] thanks a lot for participating. 
Participant 7
FD: Can you please introduce yourself? 
P7: Hello, I am a graphic designer.
FD: What did you think of the workshop? 
P7: I so far learned a lot from the workshop, I am so much into typography 
but it made me visualize a different aspect of typography that I never 
thought of it before. 
FD: What was your favorite level? 
P7: My favorite level was the last testing level because it kept making me 
think a lot. I was visualizing a lot and it’s more advanced.
FD: In terms of content, what did you think of the educational material? 
P7: The educational material was very pleasing and it certainly helps attract 
not only adults, but also children’s attention.
FD: Would you prefer this way of learning Arabic or though the traditional 
way? 
P7: I prefer learning Arabic through visual design for sure. I believe this way 
is going to help a lot of people learn Arabic. 
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FD: What typeface did you like most? 
P7: I liked Basic Arabic, Al-Saggar and Mutamathil type. The variety of 
typefaces was nice. 
FD: Do you have any other comments?
P7: If we had learned this while we were younger, it would have helped us a 
lot. It is easier than what kids are learning in school today. 
FD: Thanks a lot for coming. 
Participant 8
P8: Hello, I am a graphic designer and I really enjoyed every aspect of the 
workshop including all the levels.  
FD:  What typefaces did you like?
P8: I liked Mirsaal and Unified Arabic. 
FD: In terms of design, what do you think of the learning book?
P8:  It was really good, I loved the usage of colors. And when you showed us 
the typographic imagery of letter sounds like the powerful Alif; how you 
used type to create an image rather than pictures, that was really cool. 
FD: Do you think visual design is a better way of learning Arabic?
 
P8:  Definitely, I would prefer this over the traditional way. In general many 
people prefer visuals, even other participants here have forgotten their 
Arabic because they have learned it the traditional way. 
FD: Do you think this new discipline in learning Arabic is going to help a lot 
of people?
P8:  Yes, definitely. 
FD: Out of all the levels which level do you prefer?
P8:  I think the testing level. 
FD: Do you have further comments?
P8:  I can’t wait for the book; I want to have it [laughs]. Thank you very much.
FD: [Laughs]. Thanks a lot. 
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Participant 9
P9:  Hello, I loved the workshop, I feel that I have learned more than when I 
did in Kindergarten. Everything was so basic and so clear visually that it 
was more motivating and attractive to the eye. 
FD: As a designer, do you think that the book is pleasing?
P9:  Very pleasing, I loved how you brought in not just the lettering but there 
is a lot of illustrations and I love that part of the workshop. You related 
so many things in just typography which was awesome. 
FD: Which level did you prefer?
P9:  Level one, the letters with image associations level. 
FD: In terms of learning, do you prefer the traditional way or learning via 
visual design?
P9:  No, I prefer the visual way and I think this way will help a lot of learners 
because visuals are more attracting to the eyes. 
FD: In general, do you have any suggestions?
P9:  I would suggest that they teach this in learning institutions; I think they 
should teach your book to learners it’s easier to learn for kids and adults. 
It is more attracting and easier to learn. 
FD: What about the choice of typefaces?
P9:  I felt the choice of typefaces are very modern and clean rather than 
using old fashioned fonts. There is a good choice of typefaces in the 
book. 
FD: Overall, any comments?
P9:  I loved it and good luck!
FD:  Thank you so much! 
Participant 10
P10: I am a graphic designer and a specialist in fine art. 
FD:  In general what do you think of the workshop?
 
P10: It is pretty interesting in a way and it takes a very radical approach on 
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how to learn the language because usually it would just show examples 
of the letters with descriptions for each letter. I guess because it is 
catered to a different market; Arabs born in foreign countries. They have 
to make sense of it in a way that they have to connect using bilingual 
(English) in order to learn their Arabic origin language. Working on the 
merge of two languages is really a good path to take. 
FD:  So you think the bilingual communication design found within the book 
will help a lot in terms of learning the language?
P10: Yeah, for example, the ‘a’ as a powerful letter and then the similarity 
between alif and an a. 
FD:  Which level do you prefer?
P10: I liked the most challenging one, the testing level because you have to 
deal with numbers as well. It is a very smart way of introducing numbers. 
You’re using your brain rather than just matching shapes. 
FD:  What about the choice of typefaces?
P10: I really like all the typefaces except the last one; Mutamathil type. I was 
like kind of confused.  
FD:  Do you prefer learning the language through the traditional way or the 
visual design way?
P10: To be honest, I prefer both
FD:  In terms of the graphic material in the book, is it visually pleasing, do 
you like it or not? Do you have any suggestions?
P10: It was actually a lot of fun, we have seen a lot of calligraphy work where 
calligraphers mix different writing styles with different shapes but taking 
it with type? It is a little bit of a different direction. 
FD:  Would you like to add any thing else?
P10: I think I really enjoyed it, at first, I thought it would be a calligraphy class 
with a lot of drawing, but then I was like its something different. Overall, 
I got something I didn’t expect and I like that. 
FD:  As a learner, did you actually digest the educational content easily or 
not?
P10: I did but I think it needs a bit of refinement like more directions, more 
guidance. 
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FD:  Now as a designer, do you think the illustrations and visuals are 
pleasing?
P10: Yes, I do, but probably for the color coding, I would enhance it a little 
bit more, I just think the colors need a bit of a punch; that would help a 
little bit. 
FD:  Any other comments?
P10: I look forward to seeing your learning book. 
FD:  Many thanks. 
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Group Session Three
Arabs with little Arabic Experience
Nuqat Workshop Participants
21st – 24th March 2016.
NIU, Kuwait
Participant 11
FD:  What do you think of the workshop? 
P11:  It was good, we have learnt some new stuff, it was good. 
FD:  What do you think about learning Arabic through graphic 
communication design, do you like the new discipline?  
P11:  I like the idea, I like the testing level, the puzzles that we did, those 
were more engaging than looking at the basic levels.  
FD:  What about the other levels?
P11: The idea of associating it with typographic images was good. I think 
the graphics used in some parts of the book were too complicated for 
people to remember and associate, maybe something simpler would be 
easier. 
FD: What is a powerful letter?
P11: Alif
FD: Here you go. Anyway, do you like the association of images with sound 
descriptions 
P11: Yes, it was good, as an architect, I have already done that with numbers 
and using them with letters. 
FD: Did you like the typefaces used?
P11: Some of them. 
FD: Overall what do you think about everything?
P11:  I like the workshop, for the amount of time we spent, I think it is good. 
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Participant 12
FD: Hi what do you think of the workshop?
P12:  Honestly speaking, the workshop gave me a new insight on the Arabic 
language. I saw it very different. To me, Arabic is very hard, solid and 
inflexible. After this workshop, I saw it differently, it looked easier, more 
simplified, and I accepted it more. I can have a new skill now; I have 
learnt through the workshop how to imagine and visualize letters and 
associate them with different shapes. I couldn’t see that before. 
FD: What is your favorite level? 
P12:  The testing level with the puzzles.  
FD: What about the typefaces used in the book?
P12:  They were all clear to me apart from the Mutamathil, it is nice but not 
that clear like the other letters.  
FD: What do you think about linking graphic communication design with 
language learning?
P12:  The idea is amazing, I have gained the visualizing skill from it in this 
workshop and memorizing the educational content easier and faster.   
FD: Do you have any suggestions?
P12:  It was perfect, but if only we had more time to practice Arabic letters 
through the Mutamathil type, it would have been amazing. 
FD: Would you buy the book?
P12:  Definitely.  
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Appendix C-II
Kuwait Workshop Sessions
TIES Workshop Participants
TIES Language Centre
This section consists of one workshop session. There were three interviews taken with TIES 
participants. The three-hours session took place on 29th March 2016.
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TIES Language Center
Non-Arabs with no Arabic Experience
TIES Workshop Participants
29th March 2016.
Surra, Kuwait
Participant 13
FD: Hi, can you please introduce yourself?
P13:  I am from Scotland, I am a Muslim as you could see from the Hijab, I’ve 
been living in Kuwait for seven years now. I love living here but I don’t 
speak Arabic. 
FD: What do you think of the workshop?
P13:  I think it was fantastic, I’ve honestly learned more in the last hour and a 
half than in the last twenty years. You just made everything so clear.  
FD: That’s great! How was the pace of the workshop?
P13:  I know you are working at a faster pace as you normally do, but I really 
like the fast pace because you were keeping us active, and really 
involved. You weren’t talking too much in between. I would like to do 
more of your class. 
FD: What do you think of the visual design?
P13:  I think it was wonderful, it was all clear especially were the letters are 
coming from and the chart in level two was just fantastic for me. It really 
clarified a lot. For once in my life, I was understanding. The choice of 
colors was really good; very receptive to what you were talking about. 
FD: Were the fonts clear for you?
P13:  Yes, initially I thought I was never going to get these, but then by the 
end of the workshop I could understand.  
FD: So you think that the educational material provided did facilitate 
learning?
P13:  Yes, definitely, I am a visual learner and I think that anyone struggling 
with any kind of learning, visual learning is just something wonderful 
because it helps you relate to things, as you said in the beginning it 
sinks in rather than just learning to repeat, repeat and repeat. Any class 
I have had in the past has been Alif, Ba, Ta etc. Today you were actually 
teaching us to take the letters in; I could now visualize and recognize 
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the letters. 
FD: Would you like to say anything else?
P13:  I wish you were staying here in Kuwait and help me learn more [laughs]. 
Good luck with your book and I can’t wait for it to come out and I’ll be 
the first one to buy it. 
FD: Thanks a lot!
Participant 14
FD: Hi, can you please introduce yourself?
P14:  I am from Scotland and I am twenty four-years old. 
FD: What did you think of the workshop?
P14:  Amazing, I think I could really learn Arabic  
FD: So you think visual communication design really helped you learn Arabic
P14:  Yes, even better than text. I am not academic at all, I am hands-on and 
creative. I don’t like reading, I get bored easily. 
FD: Did you find this way of learning engaging? Did it attract you to learn 
Arabic?
P14:  Very, it helped me learn Arabic and the pace was perfect.  
FD: What did you think of the book design, the colors, the visuals etc.?
P14: Very easy to understand, the colors and numbering helped,
FD: Did the fonts help you recognize the letters?
P14: Yes, most of them are very clear and straight forward. 
FD: What’s your favorite level?
P14: Level four, the vocalization marks and the puzzle level was fun as well. 
FD: Would you like to say anything else?
P14: Very enjoyable and I would like to do more, Thanks. 
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Participant 15
FD: Hello, can you introduce yourself please. 
P15: I am quite new in Kuwait, I’ve been here for about 7 months and I am 
interested in learning about the language and culture. 
FD: How was the workshop?
 
P15: For me it was really good because I am more of a visual sort of person, 
it’s sort of tense to stick in my brain more if I follow certain patterns and 
common things between certain letters. For me this is the best way to 
learn its so much better than just learning ABC etc. It doesn’t really have 
any real flow to it as such as you could pick up very easily. 
FD: How was the pace of the workshop?
P15: It was a little bit quick, because we had limited time only, but I think with 
the proper time and collaboration with other people in the class and 
things it would be really connected and we could get a lot of things out 
of it.  
FD: How was the choice of typefaces or fonts, were they clear for you. 
P15: They were a little bit confusing to be honest, some of them I haven’t 
really seen or experienced before that was a little bit tricky, but the 
regular Arabic that you see in newspaper and things I am quite used to 
see like on the sign board and things on the side of the road, that was 
fine, but the other ones it takes a little bit more time. 
FD: The workshop is really about pushing you into a new learning discipline; 
to look at letters and recognize them from a different perspective, with 
different typefaces that you have not seen before or might be exposed 
to see them in real life. 
P15: Yes, I mean that’s right, there is nothing wrong with that for sure, but it 
just takes a little bit more time. 
FD: Yes, definitely, it is always more about the practice. What about the 
choice of visuals and colours. 
P15: That was good as well, it helps to reinforce especially when you are 
trying to join the letters and things, its good to see the shaded parts 
and colours were it would actually join, the use of colour is important in 
learning activities. It makes you understand better. 
FD: Did the educational material provided facilitate Arabic learning for you?
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P15: Yes, I really did enjoy it.  
FD: What’s your favorite level?
P15: The vocalization marks level, level four. 
FD: Anything else you’d like to say?
P15: I just wish I could do more of the workshop sessions, I fully appreciate 
the effort that you have put in it because I think you have done really 
good work. This will help a lot of people to really pick up the language.  
P15: I appreciate it, thanks a lot for participating.   
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Appendix C-II
London Workshop Sessions
British Council Workshop Participants
Three Session Groups
British Council, London
This section consists of three workshop group sessions that include several interviews with 
British Council participants.
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Group Session One
Non-Arabs with no Arabic Experience
British Council Workshop Participants
11th – 13th April 2016.
British Council, London
Participant 16
FD:  Hello, What do you think of the workshop? 
P16: I had a great time, it was a nice introduction to Arabic. 
FD:  Did visual communication help you learn Arabic?
P16: Yes
FD: What do you think of the book?
P16: The book is very modern, I liked the drawings, it was clear as well. 
 
FD: Did you learn the letters and did visual design help you learn them 
easily
P16: Yes, I did
FD: What level do you prefer?
P16: Each level was giving more information, the second one confused me 
because I was just learning the first one, but I can use both of them to 
help me remember. 
FD: Did you like the fonts used?
P16: Yes, I did and they were clear. 
FD: Would you like to say anything else?
P16: Thanks a lot, and good luck with your Ph.D. 
FD: Thank you.  
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Participant 17
FD: What do you think of the workshop?
P17: Really good workshop, I am a very visual person and I really enjoyed it. 
It really helped me memorize a little bit the actual symbols, they were 
quite good. 
FD: What do you think of the educational material provided. 
P17: Really good although I didn’t really get to look at everything because 
it was a bit rushed today, had I taken time to look at it, maybe I could 
have digested it more. 
FD: Did you like the choice of fonts used in the book?
P17: Yes, the ones that were introduced at the beginning I quite liked. 
FD: Let’s talk about the material rather than the pace of the workshop.
P17: I liked the linguistic diagram in level two. 
FD: Did the visuals in the book simplify the content for you.
P17: Yes, it did. 
FD: Which level did you like most?
P17: The alphabet.  
FD: Do you prefer learning the letters individually or through the letter 
groups?
P17: No, individually is better for me. I have memorized the English alphabet 
individually and I can remember the symbols much better, and for 
Arabic I’d prefer learning them individually as well. 
FD: Would you like to say anything else?
P17: It was a really good experience thank you. 
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Participant 18
FD: What do you think of the workshop?
P18: It was very interesting the fact that it was so little time and I have learnt 
so much from it. This is really good. 
FD: What do you think of the educational material provided?
P18: It was very different and very good, I have learned a lot from it.  
FD: What about the choice of typefaces?
P18: Some of them were very clear.
FD: What level did you prefer?
P18: The alphabet.
FD: What do you think about the way the educational material was provided 
through visual design? Did it simplify the content?
P18: It did, I have done the traditional way before it is very formal and it takes 
you a lot longer to understand it. I think this one is a lot nicer to look at. 
FD: Do you want to say anything else?
P18: Thank you, I have learned a lot and I am very pleased. 
Participant 19
FD: What did you think of the workshop? 
P19: I thought it was really interesting, I have enjoyed lots of learning about 
the shapes so quickly. I am just impressed of how much of the Arabic 
language I could gather.
FD: What about the educational material provided, were you able to 
understand through visual communication design?
 P19: Even the size of the papers is quite nice, a lot of space. Because it is 
graphic and trying to merge graphics arts and a language especially a 
beautiful language like Arabic really works. I wasn’t surprised because it 
seemed like it should work and it did. 
FD: Do you like the choice of typefaces used?
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P19: When I think about Arabic, I think of the calligraphy, but there was a lot 
of font varieties in the book 
FD: Each typeface used had a purpose like one of the fonts tried to simplify 
the letter variations for you. Was that clear? Did it fulfill its purpose?
P19: Oh, yes very much so because I could relate to it. Visual design helped 
me pick up the letters easily. When you see the lines and how they 
relate, then that is a shape, it is nothing else I could relate to even in 
terms of a language. Yes, very visual.
FD: What about the typographic imagery used in the book, the tree and 
boat group etc.?
P19: I think that does work, you had us do some exercises on our own, I think 
it was interesting when you finally get what really works for you. Like the 
Jay-Bird group didn’t work for me but others did but I knew that was 
your associations where you could inhabit your own memorization but 
using that idea was actually good. 
FD: In terms of memorizing the alphabet, would you prefer letter grouping 
or individual letters?
P19: I think grouping for myself, I think our English alphabet tries to group 
ABC and you kind of get the rhyming, but I don’t think we have 
anything like this. I would be more interesting how would those letter-
grouping work together. I don’t know if that was a tool to learn.
FD: It is a tool and a system created to help you and others learn Arabic 
more visually and easily. Anyways thanks a lot for coming. 
P19: Oh great, thanks a lot!
Participant 20
FD: What did you think of the workshop? 
P20: I thought it was really interesting, I enjoyed my hand associations; image 
form and language generally and I do that in my work. I enjoyed making 
a connection between visual language and general language. 
FD: Was the educational material simplified and simple? Did visual design 
help you learn the alphabet?
P20: I think visual design did help me, but I also needed a lot of your input, 
I didn’t feel I would get it if I only had the book. But it did support the 
learning, it was really useful. 
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FD: What did you think about the choice of typefaces?
P20: I enjoyed them although it does make it more challenging. I know it’s 
realistic to have to look at a broad range of shapes to equate to a letter, 
but it was useful and interesting. 
FD: If I take you to the Arab world now, would you spot letter ba’?
P20: [Laughs] hopefully!
FD: What did you think about the letter sounds and the linguistic metaphor?
P20: The diagram is great! It made sense, I think as a very English kind of 
personality, I think it is quite hard to get yourself to even try to make 
these noises, because they could be embracing and I think probably 
people from other cultures find it more easy to do that, but it is a great 
diagram. 
FD: What do you think about the letter groups, would you prefer learning 
the letters individually or through letter groups?
P20: No, letter grouping is useful. 
FD: What do you think of the design of the letter groups?
P20: I liked it but I quite like making my own associations, so in that way 
could help you memorize and refer to. 
FD: Do you prefer the traditional way or the visual design way?
P20: Oh, definitely, no this is really good and interesting.  
Participant 21
FD: What do you think of the workshop?
P21: It was really interesting, because I am really interested in languages and 
Arabic is very different from the general background I have.  It was a 
very playful way of approaching the language. 
FD: In terms of visual design, what did you think of the educational material 
provided?
P21:  It was very mediating and easy, like language books tend to be very 
boring and condensed, and this was very clear and the input was very 
good. 
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FD: How was the choice of fonts?
P21: I liked some of them, I know we went through it very quickly because of 
the time, but I would say to start with the fewer selection of them and 
then say these other fonts are the most used. There were some that 
were clear and others were like oh. I think the problem is more of the 
language and calligraphic styles rather than the book. But some of them 
were really good. 
FD: What level do you prefer?
P21: Learning in the beginning, level one was very interesting but I think I 
enjoyed level two – simple words and then level three which was writing 
down the words properly was even more interesting. 
FD: What about the choice of images? Like the tree and the jay-bird groups?
P21: They were very interesting, I liked how you created them with type. 
They did really help learn. I mostly liked the boat group because it was 
clear and the shape was clear. I had a problem with the Jay-Bird. I have 
learned a lot more than I think, just going through the exercises. 
FD: Do you prefer learning this way or the traditional way?
P21 I must say that I have never learned it the traditional way, but I would 
say that this is quite interesting and fun. 
FD: Would you like to add anything else?
P21: I would like to thank you. 
FD: Thanks a lot for coming. 
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Group Session Two
Arabs with no Arabic Experience
British Council Workshop Participants
14th April 2016.
British Council, London
Participant 22
FD: Can you please introduce yourself?
P22: I am a designer, I have been learning Arabic for a year now.  
FD: What did you think of the workshop?
P22: I think that there are things that I knew but I wish I have learned this 
when I first learned Arabic; this would have made things much simpler. I 
had to sort out everything by myself when I was learning Arabic. When 
I was living in Lebanon, I had to learn by looking at the typefaces of the 
commercials of the banks, which was hard. 
FD: What did you think of the tools provided within the workshop.
P22: I think they were quite ‘designerish’, they look really nice, and so far, I 
think I quite like the idea of associating objects and stories behind each 
letter. Because stories really stick with people.  
FD: What did you think of the typefaces used?
P22: They were really good because I have realized that Arabic has a lot 
of different typeface styles when I was living in Lebanon. It made no 
sense to me and I had to push myself to learn. It is quite nice you were 
covering a variety of fonts because Arabic could be very variable. 
FD: In terms of graphic design, what do you think of the choice of visuals 
and colours?
P22: It is simply told, the sizing of the images is quite nice, I like the colors. 
The only critique is which page to turn, and where to head next. 
FD: Do not worry, that’s included in the book, I had to print it like this for the 
workshop to give more space for the visuals and tracing the letters. 
P22: Oh, that’s cool, it would be nice to be using this book with Syrian 
refugees who are still learning Arabic, especially the young children who 
didn’t have the chance to go to school and who are in Turkey. I think it 
would be quite interesting to use it in different ways. 
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FD: Thanks a lot for coming.  
Participant 23
FD: What do you think of the workshop?
P23: I think the workshop was very fun and interactive, it is creative not just 
sitting there and listening to someone speak, you were engaging with 
us.
FD: In terms of visual design what do you think of the content, the coloring, 
the activities,
P23: I think it beautiful, some of the actual images are stunning and pretty 
to look at. I like the image of the tree, the linguistic diagram; that 
one in particular works really well in terms of trying to work out where 
the sounds come from with the body, so it’s a good way of putting it 
altogether and understanding it and color-coding it. 
FD: What do you think of the choice of fonts?
P23: They were very clean and tidy, they are really neat to look at, it is visually 
very pleasant. 
FD: Do you think this book is going to help a lot of people. 
P23: Yes, if you are new to the Arabic language, I think this an interesting 
way of trying to understand the letters and trying to comprehend how it 
works and how you can pronounce them and it helps that the fonts are 
really legible and clear. 
FD: Do you think the tools are going to help facilitate language learning?
P23: Yes, I think so, because it is very engaging and my personal belief is that 
learning languages is very much about practice, so it is a good way of 
looking at things.
FD: Would you like to say anything else.
P23: All I want to say is that I like the imagery, they are my favorite part of 
the book. Because if you are somebody who doesn’t know the Arabic 
language, it can be very overwhelming to see that on a page especially 
when the letters are joined. But to take them apart and separate them in 
a clean way, I think it’s very effective. Thank you.
FD:  Thanks.
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Participant 24
FD: What do you think of the workshop?
P24: I really liked looking at the letters, the colours and how they are 
associated with the letters and the grouping. I really like the use of 
letters and how they are put together with the designs. I liked the colour 
association with the category of the letters.
FD: In terms of visual design, what do you think of the coloring, the 
shadings the activities?
P24: I really liked the Adam tree because it showed the variation of different 
letters and how the colours were associated with the letters. 
FD: What do you think of the choice of typefaces used to design the 
educational book?
P24: I think it was good, it was important to have the different fonts, because 
otherwise I wouldn’t have known the differences between the letters. At 
the end, I was able to see the same letter in different places and then I 
was able to memorize the different ways that it could look as well. 
FD: Do you think these tools that have been developed will facilitate the 
language learning to a lot of people.
P24: Yes, I guess so, because being able to interact with them in different 
ways; with categories, then mixing the letters then introducing the 
diacritic marks, it helps reinforce a lot of the same material. At the end, I 
was able to know all the letters, and I could also start playing with them 
as well. 
FD: What about the choice of activities and the instructional design of the 
book?
P24: I like how there was a new activity each time, but it didn’t add too many 
things at once. With the letter variation forms, there was an activity to 
facilitate that and then another one to show the different fonts with that. 
So it kept going back to the activities prior to continue facilitating the 
letters and how to learn them. 
FD: So you’re saying that memory recognition plays a major role in these 
activities. 
P24: Yes definitely. 
FD: Would like to add anything else.
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P24: I really just loved it, I really like the use of the human, the apple and the 
whole thing. I really thought it was very clever and the use of color as 
well was really great! Great job, it looks amazing. 
FD: Thanks a lot.
Participant 25
FD: What do you think of the workshop?
P25: It was really good, I really enjoyed it. 
FD: What do you think of the design of the book; the colours and visuals?
P25: It was great, it really helped
FD: What do you think of the choice of the typefaces? Were you able to 
recognize the letters 
P25: Yes, as we moved along the workshop, it was getting easier some of 
them were complicated to read but overall it was good.
 
FD: What do you think of the tools that have been developed for this book, 
do you think they were clear, do you think the tools will ease language 
learning for people?
P25: Yes, definitely, they were very good and helpful
FD: Were you able to master the basics of the alphabet within the workshop
P25: I would say so definitely. 
FD: Would you like to say anything else?
P25: Well, thank you very much for this, it was great, I love it in terms of the 
colors and activities, I am a visual person and this really helped. This is 
why I wanted to come because it is a different way to learn Arabic. If it 
was an ordinary class of Arabic maybe, it would be more difficult for me 
to participate 
FD: Would you be able to recognize the letters you’ve learned today in daily 
life?
P25: I hope so, I will try definitely, I’m not going to send this to waste, I will 
need to practice. 
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Participant 26
FD: Would do you think of the workshop?
P26: I think it was very interesting, if you look at it as a beginners’ 
perspective, I think it was very interactive the visual learning really 
helped in terms of the memorization of the letters.  
FD: In terms of the tools that has been developed for the book, do you think 
they will facilitate learning for a lot of people.
P26: For sure, the exercises in the book and colors definitely helped and also 
there were multiple exercises on single letters and that really helped a 
lot. 
FD: What about the choice of fonts and visuals used
P26: I think it was very interesting to see the different font styles of the letters 
because for me I was able to immediately identify this is the one I can 
relate to it the most. It helped later on identify the same letter or sign 
like hmza for me was a very new one but then I also remembered it in 
different fonts. I think that variety of fonts was really interesting to see. 
FD: Which level did you prefer?
P26: I liked the vocalization one, because for me when you did the images, I 
could see ksra being broken and the dma with a hug.
FD: That’s good, you remember them!
P26: Yes [laughs].
FD: So again, visual communication design is playing a major role here and 
did facilitate learning
P26: Yes, for sure, definitely. 
FD: Would you like to add anything else?
P26: I am actually very glad I came here, it was very interactive, one thing 
that definitely stood out was the testing level and puzzles because I 
was able to formulate the letters and just feeling the letters definitely 
enhanced my learning, thank you so much.
FD:  Thank you for coming.
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Participant 27
FD: What do you think of the workshop so far?
P27: I have learnt a lot, and hopefully I can’t wait for the book. 
FD: What do you think of the tools that have been developed? Do you think 
they will facilitate language learning and did they ease your Arabic 
learning experience?
P27: Yes, they helped me a lot and I liked the fact that colors were introduced 
with the tools, so they made it easier for me to visualize it and learn 
even more. 
FD: Were you able to learn Arabic through visual design? Do you prefer the 
traditional way or the visual design way?
P27: I definitely prefer this visual way, because you kind of broken it up into 
structure, so you made it easier and more understandable. 
FD: What do you think of the choice of activities, coloring and visuals?
P27: It helped me a lot and made it easier for me to understand it more. 
FD: What about the choice of fonts? Are they clear?
P27: It is clear for me to understand. 
FD: Would you like to add anything else?
P27: Thank you very much, and hopefully you publish the book soon so that I 
could buy it. 
FD: Thanks a lot. 
Participant 28
FD:  What do you think of the workshop in general?
P28:  It was really great and it was really easy to learn
FD:  What about the choice of colours, fonts, and visuals?
P28:  It was helpful and really interesting to do, the variety of fonts made us 
learn the letters and fonts as well. 
FD:  What do you think the choice of activities?
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P28:  It was really fun to do and not boring.
FD:  Do you think that visual design helped you learn the language?
P28:  It was really helpful and easy and it synced easily. 
FD:  Do you think this way of learning will help people learn the language?
P28:  Yes it will, I have tried learning Arabic but it was hard for me, but in this 
way, it was much easier and fun to do, it wasn’t hard. 
FD:  Any other comments?
P28:  I just wish we could have more workshop sessions.
FD:  Thank you. 
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Group Session Three
Arabs with little Arabic Experience
British Council Workshop Participants
15th April 2016.
British Council, London
Participant 29
FD:  What do you think of the workshop in general?
P29:  I loved it, I have been looking to see and learn the alphabet in a 
different way.
FD: What do you think of the colours, shading and activities and tools?
P29: I found them very helpful. 
FD: Do you think this way will help a lot of people learn the language?
P29: Yes
FD: What do you think of the choice of fonts used in the book?
P29: The majority is clear and easy.   
FD: What about the puzzle testing level?
P29: It was very interesting
FD: How were the levels, was the pace of the workshop fast?
P29: It was easy and fast in the same time. 
FD: Would you like to add anything else?
P29: Thank you. 
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Participant 30
P30: The workshop was good and interesting and I have learned more stuff in 
Arabic
FD: Do you think this way will help a lot of people learn the language?
P30: Yes, because I think this is the easiest way I found for learning letters 
and how to pronounce them.  
FD: Do you prefer learning Arabic from the traditional way or from visual 
design?
P30: Visual design was much easier. 
FD: In terms of the content provided within the book how was that?
P30: It was easy and quick to learn. 
FD: What about the choice of fonts used?
P30: They were good, but some of them were hard a bit to recognize?
FD: Do you think some of the fonts should be removed from the book?
P30: No, I think they should remain because people must recognize different 
fonts. 
FD: Would you like to say anything else?
P30: Best of luck and thank you for the workshop
Participant 31
FD:  What do you think of the workshop? The choice of colours, activities 
and visuals?
P31: It was interesting and it helps a lot in understanding the letters. 
FD:  Did this method help you see Arabic differently?
P31: Yes, I guess so.  
FD:  What about the choice of fonts used in the educational material?
P31: Yes, it helps a lot and the fonts were easy. 
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FD:  Did the learning tools help you learn Arabic?
P31: Yes.
FD:  Thanks a lot for coming. 
Participant 32
FD:  What do you think of the workshop session?
P32 It was extremely interesting and I think it motivated me to learn Arabic.
FD:  What do you think of the choice of typefaces used?
P32 I think they were very clear, some of them were complex than the other ones.
FD:  What do you think of the choice of colors and visuals?
P32 I thought they were absolutely brilliant in terms of the pictures and aids. 
FD:  What do you think of the linguistic diagram?
P32 It was really helpful. 
FD:  Would you prefer learning through visual design or the traditional learning?
P32 Definitely through visual design
FD:  Do you think these learning tools are going to ease Arabic learning for people?
P32 Yes, definitely. 
FD:  Do you think the tools are accessible for learners?
P32 I think so yes.
FD:  Do you like to say anything else?
P32 Thank you very much and that was really interesting. 
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Appendix D:
Typography Integration Method for Arabic Phonetics
Data Collected from Thomas Milo with permission, 2015.
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Appendix E:
Workshop Analysis
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1. The learning book used in the 
workshop helped me understand
basic Arabic.
2. The visuals and fonts helped me 
learn and understand
the content provided.
3. The learning methods used 
made the workshops informative.
4. The learning book provided an 
attractive and inspirational method 
of learning Arabic.
5. The bilingual (Arabic-English) 
communication in the book helped 
me learn and understand basic 
Arabic.
6. Overall, the learning book 
enouraged me to learn Arabic 
differently from other typical books 
and methods.
7. I would like to learn more Arabic 
using this particular learning book.
Fahad A. Dhawi          Final Analysis       2016
Evaluating the learning progress & effectiveness of learning tools & book
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8. The instructions in the learning 
book were easy to follow.
9. The fonts used to design the 
book helped me read the text 
clearly.
10. The choice of visuals and 
learning materials was inspiring.
11. The group tasks, presentation 
and class assignments were 
engaging and helped me learn.
12. The tests and worksheets 
provided were easy to follow and 
use.
13. I found learning Arabic in this 
way motivating.
Fahad A. Dhawi          Final Analysis       2016
Evaluating the quality of the learning tools & book
Evaluating the level of engagement with the learning tools & book
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NA
None
All
ASV-CODAR
Mutamathil Type
Condenced Alphabet
Mirsaal Typeface
Basic Arabic
Urban Arabic
Unied Arabic
Regular Type
N/ANOYES
Which typeface do you prefer 
learning from?
Which typeface made the content 
more confusing or difﬁcult to 
learn?
Which workshop level was the 
most difﬁcult?
Overall, did you ﬁnd letter
categories easier to learn than 
individual letters?
Did you understand the content 
provided easily via visual 
communication?
How do you prefer learning Arabic:
A. Visual Design
B. Traditional Way
Fahad A. Dhawi          Final Analysis       2016
Final Analysis of learning tools & book via workshop sessions
None
All
ASV-CODAR
Mutamathil Type
Condenced Alphabet
Mirsaal Typeface
Basic Arabic
Urban Arabic
Unied Arabic
Regular Type
N/ABAN/ANOYES
None
All Levels
Testing Level
Level 4
Level 3
Level 2
Level 1
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Appendix F:
Workshop Documents
1. Workshop Advertisements
2. Design Plan
3. Tools Overview
4. Workshop Plan
5. Evaluation Unit Forms
6. Evaluation Key
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15/03/2016 16:51Nuqat
Page 1 of 2http://nuqat.me/en/workshops/arabic_typography
To register in any event, you need to Log In | Sign Up

Workshops
@ Learn Basic Arabic
 Niu
CHOOSE YOUR WORKSHOP(S)
Session 1 Session 2 Session 3
For Non-Arabs with no Arabic experience.
FreeRegistration
FULLY
BOOKED
For Non-Arabs with no Arabic experience
Fahad Dhawi
March 6 - March 10 from 6pm to 8:30pm
Venue: Niu (click here for map)
The ﬁve-day workshop is for people who ﬁnd Arabic complex to
learn and understand or in great need to improve their basic
Arabic skills. The workshop gives you an opportunity to explore
and learn the language through typography and graphic
communication design. 
This workshop is part of an ongoing practice-based research
project carried by Fahad A. Dhawi, a current Ph.D. candidate at
More info
Follow @phahadali
Visit website
Read essay
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15/03/2016 16:52Nuqat
Page 1 of 2http://nuqat.me/en/workshops/arabic_typography#day2
To register in any event, you need to Log In | Sign Up

Workshops
@ Learn Basic Arabic
 Niu
CHOOSE YOUR WORKSHOP(S)
Session 1 Session 2 Session 3
For Arabs with no Arabic experience.
FreeRegistration
BOOK A
TICKET
For Arabs with no Arabic experience
Fahad Dhawi
March 13 - March 17 from 6pm to 8:30pm
Venue: Niu (click here for map)
The ﬁve-day workshop is for people who ﬁnd Arabic complex to
learn and understand or in great need to improve their basic
Arabic skills. The workshop gives you an opportunity to explore
and learn the language through typography and graphic
communication design. 
This workshop is part of an ongoing practice-based research
project carried by Fahad A. Dhawi, a current Ph.D. candidate at
More info
Follow @phahadali
Visit website
Read essay
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15/03/2016 16:52Nuqat
Page 1 of 2http://nuqat.me/en/workshops/arabic_typography#day3
To register in any event, you need to Log In | Sign Up

Workshops
@ Learn Basic Arabic
 Niu
CHOOSE YOUR WORKSHOP(S)
Session 1 Session 2 Session 3
For Arabs with less Arabic experience.
FreeRegistration
BOOK A
TICKET
For Arabs with less Arabic experience
Fahad Dhawi
March 20 - March 24 from 6pm to 8:30pm
Venue: Niu (click here for map)
The ﬁve-day workshop is for people who ﬁnd Arabic complex to
learn and understand or in great need to improve their basic
Arabic skills. The workshop gives you an opportunity to explore
and learn the language through typography and graphic
communication design. 
This workshop is part of an ongoing practice-based research
project carried by Fahad A. Dhawi, a current Ph.D. candidate at
More info
Follow @phahadali
Visit website
Read essay
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23/01/2017, 17:58Learn Basic Arabic through Visual Design Tickets, Multiple Dates | Eventbrite
Page 2 of 5https://www.eventbrite.com/e/learn-basic-arabic-through-visual-design-tickets-24222582396#
Please register for one of the three sessions listed below:
Session One: For Non-Arabs with no Arabic experience.
Age: 18+
Date: 11/04/2016 - 13/04/2016
Time: 6:00pm to 8:30pm
Session Two: For Arabs with no Arabic experience.
Age: 18+
Date: 14/04/2016
Time: 6:00pm to 8:30pm
Session Three: For Arabs with less Arabic experience.
Age: 18+
Date: 15/04/2016
Time: 6:00pm to 8:30pm
Learn Basic Arabic through Visual  Design -  for  beginners.
The three workshop sessions are for people who ﬁnd Arabic complex to
learn and understand or in great need to improve their basic Arabic skills.
The workshop gives you an opportunity to explore and learn the language
through typography and graphic communication design.
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23/01/2017, 17:53Basic Arabic through Visual Design with Fahad A Dhawi | Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
Page 1 of 2https://www.rbkc.gov.uk/nour/events/basic-arabic-through-visual-design-fahad-dhawi
@NourFestival 
CONTACT US
Nour Festival
The Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea
37 Pembroke Road  London, W8 6PW
020 7361 3618  nour@rbkc.gov.uk
nour festival of arts
21 October to 6 November
ABOUT EVENTS CALENDAR PRESS BLOG PARTNERS
BOOK TICKETS
Booking information
10:00 to 13:00
£7 general | £5 concessions
About the venue
Visit the venue website 
Venue telephone: 020 7573
3600
Underground
Earl’s Court | Fulham
Broadway
This workshop is for people who find the Arabic language and script complex to learn
and understand, or need to improve their basic Arabic skills. Run by Fahad A Dhawi of
Nuqat, the prestigious Kuwaiti creative education organisation, participants are offered
an opportunity to explore, learn and love the language through graphic communication
design and Arabic typography. 
About the Organiser
Nuqat is a non-profit organisation based in Kuwait City that is dedicated to the
development of creativity in the Arab world. We produce training programmes, lectures
and cultural entertainment in both Arabic and English covering topics in visual,
therapeutic, commercial and performing arts in addition to creative entrepreneurship.
The idea of the workshop was initiated from an ongoing practice-based research project
by Fahad A Dhawi, a current PhD candidate at Central Saint Martins.
Visit the website 
  
BASIC ARABIC THROUGH
VISUAL DESIGN WITH
FAHAD A DHAWI
Kensington and Chelsea College, Photography Studio CG04,
Carlyle Building Hortensia Road, London SW10 0RB
Monday 24 October, 10:00 to 13:00
Nour Festival @NourFestival
Spirit of Morocco: Fatima Zohra Qortobi tonight
@RoyalAlbertHall!! Book tickets now & join us for our final
event!… https://t.co/avQs4RDQMJ
.
.

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Twentieth century typefaces were collected from various Arabic designers such as Nasri Khattar, 
Mohammed Al-Saggar, Saad Abulhab, Mourad Boutros, Rana Abou Rjeily and Saifi institute. 
Through this practice-based project, their typefaces will be reassigned as teaching-learning tools. 
The typefaces have been developed using graphic communication technologies to help produce 
eective teaching and learning tools that can better ease and enhance the learning environment. 
The tools will be tested on learners (participants) through planned workshops that features four 
dierent levels. With the help of few Arabic instructors and designers, the levels have been 
intensively researched and structured to provide a complete and ecient learning system for 
learners to learn basic Arabic in the simplest way possible through typographic images. The levels 
cover basic alphabet, letter sounds, letter variations, numerals and vocalization marks. According 
to the curriculums collected from Arabic learning institutions in Kuwait and London, the four 
learning components that have been provided are used majorly in basic Arabic teaching courses 
for beginners. The project reinitiates their learning order in existing curriculums and rearranges 
them according to the typographic teaching learning tools. This is to help learners digest the new 
designed educational content simply and creatively. The final test level will be given to determine 
the learners’ level of understanding. The workshops will then be analyzed through task-specific 
criteria, observation, and final assessment and evaluation units. The project aims to establish the 
role of Arabic typographers and graphic designers in helping produce eective teaching-learning 
tools that can better improve Arabic learning to beginners through visual and bilingual
communication design. The purpose is to redefine Arabic type and graphic communication
within education as sources of inspiration to learners. This is also to bring ecient improvements 
to Arabic language learning institutions and tackle the complexity of Arabic learning.
LEVEL ONE
Alphabet & letter grouping
LEVEL TWO
Alphabet sounds & personalities
LEVEL THREE
Letter variations, simple words & kashida
LEVEL FOUR
Numerals & vocalization marks
LEVEL FIVE
Testing & Evaluating levels of understanding
Fahad A. Dhawi     CSM      Confirmation 2015          
Workshop Outline - Basic Arabic learning for beginners
Design process for creating learning, teaching and assessment 
strategies for ‘Basic Arabic Learning’ workshops 
Collect existing content from Arabic language learning institutions to 
create learning book. Then design and simplify content with tools to 
test on learners through planned workshops
Identify learning outcomes for each workshop level
Design assessment tasks (objectives) based on learning outcomes
Create task-specific criteria that align with objectives and outcomes
(Set time for assessment tasks in workshops)
Develop evaluation unit for learners to evaluate workshops
Final Evaluation Unit
Details
Up to 15 participants per workshop
Three dierent kinds of Arabic learners:
1.    Arabs with little experience
2.   Arabs with no experience
3.   Non-Arabs with no experience
Content: Basic Arabic for beginners
Testing teaching-learning tools
Four levels:
1.  Alphabet & Letter grouping
2.  Alphabet Sounds
3.  Letter Variations
4.  Numerals & Vocalization Marks 
Age Group: 18+
Place: Nuqat Space, Kuwait
Place: CSM  & SOAS, London 
Year: 2016
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Workshop levels      Plan
1. Design alphabet using Urban Arabic typeface, Tanseek typeface and Nasri 
Khattar’s Unified Arabic typeface. 
2. Design and categorize letters based on similar appearances and shapes. 
Design alphabet letters and refer them to animal shapes and objects to ease 
learning and help learners memorize the letters through visual appearances.
LEVEL ONE
Alphabet & letter grouping
1. Design letters using Arabic Romanization to translate Arabic letter sounds and 
help learners understand and learn the correct pronunciation of each letter 
through bilingual communication design.
2. Use Ministry of Islamic Aair linguistic book guide to design sounds and 
locations of letters using Urban typeface.
3. Design and relate letters sounds to human personalities such as powerful, 
feminine, quite, formal etc. This is to attract learners and help them learn the 
letter sounds more easily.   
LEVEL TWO
Alphabet sounds & personalities
1. Design letter variations and simple words with Tanseek typeface and Urban 
Arabic. 
2. Use Boutros’s Basic Arabic typeface and Abou Rjeily’s Mirsaal typeface to 
design simple words in both connected and unconnected letters (without and 
with Arabic letter variations) to test if learners can better learn and understand 
letter variations through two transitional phases.
3. Design simple words using Basic Arabic typeface. This is to simplify the 
understanding of how Arabic letters connect with one another. 
4. Design simple words using Tanseek typeface to help learners understand the 
role of kashida justification (an expansion for elongating Arabic characters to 
improve spacing) within Arabic text.
LEVEL THREE
Letter variations, simple words & kashida
1. Use vocalization marks to design symbols made out of human emotions.
This is to facilitate understanding of how Arabic vocalization marks can relate to 
human emotions. For example being hugged, supported, broken etc.
2. Design Arabic numerals using variety of colours and typefaces.
LEVEL FOUR
Numerals & vocalization marks
1. Look at existing worksheets and group tasks from language learning 
institutions and use them to design new testing methods. Redesign worksheets 
and puzzles using Saggar’s condenced alphabet and Abulhab’s typeface to 
determine learner’s levels of understanding.
2. Design Evaluation feedback form for assessment and critical analysis. 
LEVEL FIVE
Testing & Evaluating levels of understanding
Fahad A. Dhawi     CSM      Confirmation 2015          
Design Plan for workshops on Basic Arabic Learning for beginners
Fahad A. Dhawi     CSM      Confirmation 2015          
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Fahad A. Dhawi                    CSM               Confirmation 2015          
30 mins
 
 
 
 
10 mins
15 mins
15 mins
20 mins
10 mins
20 mins
15 mins
10 mins
5 mins
Level one - Learning Arabic Alphabet
Task Specific Criteria: Teaching/Learning Sequence 
        
1.  Learn Arabic alphabet through dierent typefaces and understand the structure of each letter.
2.  Recognize & remember alphabet through letter grouping. *Test to see if letter grouping is easier than Abjad Hawaz method.
3.  Understand how standing letters represent praying set of movements.
1.  Demonstrate recognition of alphabet (letterforms) from visual appearances.
2.  Recognize letters through group categories and praying postures.
3.  Demonstrate understanding and recognition of letters & shapes through group tasks and presentations.
General     Show overview of complete Arabic alphabet on screen     Give handouts
    Minimum commentary, maximum interest arousal     Contemplate visual of alphabet
Selective presentation      Instructor draws attention on learning the alphabet through typographic pedagogy.  Demonstration
General concept    General concept discussed by instructor & learners     Class discussion
Selective presentation    Instructor introduces few Arabic alphabet letters individually using ‘Urban’ typeface.  Demonstration via book
Abstraction of concept    Stated by instructor: Recognition of letters      Demonstration via book
Given task: Recognition test   Students experiment with few alphabet letters      Provide worksheets and pencils
Selective presentation    Instructor introduces Arabic alphabet letters in groups     Demonstration via book
Given task: Manipulation test   Students experiment by categorizing letters in groups     Provide worksheets / group tasks 
Selective presentation    Instructor reviews Nasri Khattar’s typeface & gives examples    Demonstration via book
Given task: Discrimination test   Learners tested on alphabet via Khattar’s typeface     A3 Sheet & separate letterforms
Feedback     Instructor corrects worksheet with learners and explain answers    Corrections & discussion
Summing up    Concept restated, with examples of ocial alphabet     Demonstration via worksheet
Closure     Instructor introduces an overview of upcoming level     Demonstration & discussion
Total workshop time: 2 hours 30 minutes. 
MAP KEY: Explanation
Manipulation Test      Other examples of similar conditions, and exercises    Provide further worksheets
Discrimination Test      Other examples of more complex conditions, and exercises   Provide advanced worksheet
Objectives: learners with support will be able to:
Outcomes: learners will be able to:
Workshop Schedule
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25 mins
15 mins
20 mins
20 mins
15 mins
20 mins
20 mins
10 mins
5 mins
1.  Learn and practice Arabic alphabet with letter sounds using Arabic Romanization.
2.  Acknowledge characteristics and personalities of alphabet letters through letter sounds.
3.  Understand how Arabic letters can be related to human personalities.
1.  Memorize alphabet with letter sounds using Arabic Romanization.
2.  Integrate letters and sounds in group activities and presentation.
3.  Produce correct letter sounds.
General     Show overview of complete Arabic alphabet sounds with letters on screen   Give handouts
    Minimum commentary, maximum interest arousal     Contemplate alphabet with sounds
Selective presentation    Instructor draws attention on learning the sounds of Arabic letters   Demonstration via book
General concept    General concept discussed by instructor & learners     Class discussion
Selective presentation I  Instructor introduces Arabic alphabet letters & sounds individually    Demonstration via book & handouts
Selective presentation II   Instructor introduces letter sound locations via typographic visuals    Demonstration via book & handouts
Given task: Recognition test   Learners experiment with alphabet letter & sounds using Arabic Romanization   Provide worksheets and pencils
Abstraction of concept    Stated by instructor: Relating letters to human personalities    Demonstration via book
Selective presentation    Instructor introduces & focuses on pronunciation of alphabet    Demonstration via book
Given task: Recognition test   Learners experiment by integrating letters with sounds     Provide worksheets. Group task
Feedback     Instructor corrects worksheet with learners and explain answers    Corrections & discussion
Summing up    Concept restated, with further explanation      Demonstration via worksheet
Closure     Instructor introduces an overview of upcoming level     Demonstration & discussion
Total workshop time: 2 hours 30 minutes. 
MAP KEY: Explanation
Manipulation Test      Other examples of similar conditions, and exercises    Provide further worksheets
Discrimination Test      Other examples of more complex conditions, and exercises   Provide advanced worksheet
Objectives: learners with support will be able to:
Outcomes: learners will be able to:
Fahad A. Dhawi                    CSM               Confirmation 2015          
Level Two - Learning Arabic alphabet with letter sounds 
Task Specific Criteria: Teaching/Learning Sequence 
        
Workshop Schedule
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25 mins
15 mins
15 mins
15 mins
20 mins
10 mins
20 mins
15 mins
10 mins
5 mins
1.  Learn and understand how letters change shape according to their location within a word.
2.  Acknowledge importance of cursive quality of script.
3.  Review and determine few basic words in both forms; detached and attached via Basic Arabic typeface and Mirsaal typeface.
4.  Comprehend purpose of kashida and learn how to use it in words.
1.  Identify and know letter variations.
2.  Integrate letter variations in words.
3.  Read basic Arabic words in both forms; detached and attached.
4.  Understand purpose of kashida.
General     Show overview of complete Arabic letter variations on screen    Give handouts
    Minimum commentary, maximum interest arousal     Contemplate visuals of letter variations
Selective presentation    Instructor draws attention on learning few letter variations    Demonstration via book
General concept    General concept discussed by instructor & learners     Class discussion
Selective presentation    Instructor introduces few basic words (detached) via Boutros typeface    Demonstration via book
Given task: Recognition test   Students experiment with few basic words (detached)     Provide worksheets and pencils
Abstraction of concept    Stated by instructor: introducing cursive script steadily     Demonstration via book
Selective presentation    Instructor introduces same basic words (attached)     Demonstration via book
Given task: Recognition test   Students experiment with same basic words (attached)     Provide worksheets and pencils
Selective presentation    Instructor reviews Basic Arabic & Mirsaal typefaces & gives examples    Demonstration via book
Given task: Recognition test   Learners tested with few detached & attached words via Basic Arabic & Mirsaal   A3 Sheet & separate letterforms
Feedback     Instructor corrects worksheet with learners and explain answers    Corrections & discussion
Summing up    Concept restated, with ocial detached & attached letterforms    Demonstration via worksheet
Closure     Instructor introduces an overview of upcoming level     Demonstration & discussion
Total workshop time: 2 hours 30 minutes. 
MAP KEY: Explanation
Manipulation Test      Other examples of similar conditions, and exercises    Provide further worksheets
Discrimination Test      Other examples of more complex conditions, and exercises    Provide advanced worksheet
Objectives: learners with support will be able to:
Outcomes: learners will be able to:
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Level Three - Learning Arabic letter variations & simple words
Task Specific Criteria: Teaching/Learning Sequence 
        
Workshop Schedule
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25 mins
15 mins
10 mins
15 mins
15 mins
15 mins
20 mins
20 mins
10 mins
5 mins
1.  Recognize numbers from 1 to 5 according to existing educational content.
2.  Learn purpose of diacritic vocalization marks via bilingual communication design.
3.  Understand role of diacritic vocalization marks within words (text).
4.  Recognize diacritic vocalization marks by relating them to mother nature.   
1.  Count from 1 to 10 in Arabic.
2.  Recognize and understand purpose of basic Arabic diacritic vocalization marks.
3.  Acknowledge role of basic diacritic vocalization marks within text.
General     Show overview of Indic numerals from 1 o 10 on screen     Give handouts
    Minimum commentary, maximum interest arousal     Contemplate visuals of letter variations
Selective presentation    Instructor draws attention on counting from 1 to 10 in Arabic    Demonstration via book
General concept    General concept discussed by instructor & learners     Class discussion
Given task: Recognition test   Learners experiment by counting from 1 to 10      Group task & presentation
Feedback     Instructor assesses and corrects mistakes together with learners    Corrections & discussion
Selective presentation    Instructor introduces names and purpose of vocalization marks    Demonstration via book
Abstraction of concept    Stated by instructor: introducing role of vocalization marks via Abou Rjeily concept  Demonstration via book
Selective presentation    Instructor introduces vocalization marks in relation to mother nature    Demonstration via book
Given task: Recognition test   Students experiment by connecting vocalization marks to correct symbols   Provide worksheets and pencils
Feedback     Instructor corrects the worksheet together and explain answers    Corrections & discussion
Summing up    Concept restated, with examples on numbers & diacritic vocalization marks   Demonstration via worksheet
Closure     Instructor introduces an overview of final upcoming level     Demonstration & discussion
Total workshop time: 2 hours 30 minutes. 
MAP KEY: Explanation
Manipulation Test      Other examples of similar conditions, and exercises    Provide further worksheets
Discrimination Test      Other examples of more complex conditions, and exercises   Provide advanced worksheet
Objectives: learners with support will be able to:
Outcomes: learners will be able to:
Fahad A. Dhawi                    CSM               Confirmation 2015          
Level Four - Learning Arabic Numerals & Understanding Vocalization Marks
Task Specific Criteria: Teaching/Learning Sequence 
        
Workshop Schedule
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20 mins
15 mins
15 mins
15 mins
15 mins
15 mins
15 mins
15 mins
15 mins
10 mins
1. Observe how learners will implement along what has been learnt in previous levels
2.  Revise learning content with learners through visual & typographic puzzles & tests using Saggar Alphabet and Mutamathil Type.
1.  Evaluate confidence levels of learners in learning basic Arabic
2. Determine understanding level of learners
3.  Assess progress of learners through typographic & visual communication.
General    Show overview of what has been learned in previous workshops on screen  Demonstration
    Maximum commentary, minimum interest arousal    Demonstration via modularity
General concept   Instructor uses visual & typographic puzzles to evaluate level of understanding  Demonstration via book
Selective presentation   Instructor introduces Saggar typeface & gives examples    Demonstration via book
Given task: Discrimination Test  Learners tested on few alphabet letters via Saggar alphabet    A3 Sheet & separate letterforms
Given task: Discrimination Test  Learners tested on few letter variations via Saggar alphabet    A3 Sheet & separate letterforms
Feedback    Instructor corrects worksheets with learners and explain answers   Corrections & Discussion
Selective presentation   Instructor reviews  Abulhab’s typeface & gives examples    Demonstration via book
Given task: Discrimination Test  Learners tested on few alphabet letters via Abulhab’s typeface    A3 Sheet & separate letterforms
Given task: Manipulation test  Learners tested on numbers one to ten via Tanseek bilingual typeface   A3 Sheet & separate letterforms
Feedback    Instructor corrects worksheets with learners and explain answers   Corrections & Discussion
Closure    Learners to fill out workshops evaluation feedback form     Give out Evaluation Feedback Form
Total workshop time: 2 hours 30 minutes.. 
MAP KEY: Explanation
Manipulation Test      Other examples of similar conditions, and exercises    Provide further worksheets
Discrimination Test      Other examples of more complex conditions, and exercises   Provide advanced worksheet
Objectives: learners with support will be able to:
Outcomes: learners will be able to:
Fahad A. Dhawi                    CSM               Confirmation 2015          
Testing Level - Observing, testing, & evaluating learners’ (participants) levels of learning and understanding
Task Specific Criteria: Teaching/Learning Sequence 
        
Workshop Schedule
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Please specify which workshop level you are evaluating.  Workshop Level: _____________________________________________
1.  Which typeface do you prefer learning from?
 A. Regular Type  B. UNF AR  C. URB AR  D. BSK AR  E. MRSL
 F. SGR       G. MTML  H. GHZL  I. All   J. None  
2.  Which typeface made the content more confusing or difﬁcult to learn?
 A. Regular Type  B. UNF AR  C. URB AR  D. BSK AR  E. MRSL
 F. SGR       G. MTML  H. GHZL  I. All   J. None  
3.  Overall, did you ﬁnd letter categories easier to learn than individual letters? [ Yes ]   [ No ]
4. Which workshop level was the most difﬁcult?
 A. Level1: Alphabet      E. Final test level
 B. Level 2: Letter sounds      F. All levels 
 C. Level 3: Letter variations & cursive nature   G. None
 D. Level 4: Numerals & vocalization marks  
5. Did you understand the content provided easily via visual communication?  [ Yes ]   [ No ]
6.   Do you prefer    A. learning Arabic through text (via typical Arabic learning tools) 
    or  B. visual communication (via learning book and tools)? 
7. What suggestions do you have to improve this workshop?
8.  What suggestions do you have to improve this learning book?
___________________________________Thank you for completing this form. _______________________________________
Evaluation Unit: Workshop Evaluation Form 
Fahad A Dhawi                    CSM               Confirmation 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Evaluation Unit: Final Evaluation Form 
Please complete this evaluation form out after the given workshop. The form covers all workshop sessions and also asks for any other comments 
and feedback on any part of the workshop from you; this helps us assess the success of the workshops and enables us to make eective critical 
analysis and any necessary improvements for the future project and intended learning book. Please complete and return this form at the end of
the session. 
Directions: Please rate each of the following statements according to the scale below:
1. The learning book used in the workshop helped me understand   
 basic Arabic.
2.  The visuals and fonts helped me learn and understand
 the content provided.
3.  The learning methods used made the workshops informative.
4.  The learning book provided an attractive and inspirational
 method of learning Arabic.
5. The bilingual (Arabic-English) communication in the book
 helped  me learn and understand basic Arabic.
6. Overall, the learning book enouraged me to learn    
 Arabic differently from other typical books and methods.
7.   I would like to learn more Arabic using this particular    
 learning book. 
Rating Scale
Very Poor Poor Satisfactory
1 2 3 
Good Very Good Excellent 
4 5 6
Learning
Quality
Engagement
8. The instructions in the learning book were easy to follow.
9. The fonts used to design the book helped me read the text clearly
10.  The choice of visuals and learning materials was inspiring. 
11.  The group tasks, presentation and class assignments were
 engaging and helped me learn.
12.  The tests and worksheets provided were easy to follow and use. 
13.  I found learning Arabic in this way motivating.
Rating
___________________________________Thank you for completing this form. ______________________________________
Fahad A. Dhawi                    CSM               Confirmation 2015          
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UNF Arabic
URB Arabic
BSK Arabic
MRSL
MTMTL
SGR
B.GESS  (Regular )
B .ADV (Regular )
TNSK (Regular )
GHZL
KEY: Arabic typefaces for Evaluation Unit
WORKSHOP | 2016
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